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THE STORY OF THE EXPOSITION

CHAPTER I

SPENDING $14,847,000

HOW large is an exposition? What is the size of the undertaking? Is

it about like building several hotels, or a dozen apartment houses?

Will it cost a million dollars or several millions? And if several,

how many? Could you build much of an exposition for $10,000,000?

The "plant" of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition cost just

$14,847,607.04. This included acquisition of site, administration ex-

pense, architectural and engineering services, the Auditorium in

the Civic Center, which was the Exposition's gift to the city, ^^^ p^^^j^

protection, and all construction done by the Exposition itself

down to June 13, 191 5, when the work may be said to have been finished.

The 1 1 exhibit palaces at San Francisco, exclusive of the California Build-

ing and the Motor Transportation Building, which were exceptional, cov-

ered over 64 acres, and cost at the rate of about $1,567 per square foot to

produce—counting grading, sewers, conduit systems, foundations and every-

thing complete. Their ground areas and construction costs were as follows:

Pa/ace
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About 33>2 per cent of these areas had to be devoted to aisles, columns,

transformer vaults, convenience stations, entrances to Guards' quarters, and

other necessary encroachments on the exhibit space.

The Rotunda, or sculpture loggia, of the Fine Arts Palace covered 15,874

feet, outside the area given in the table; and the flanking peristyle, along

which most of the sculpture exhibits were disposed, offered a large additional

area. In the Palace itself there were 1 14 galleries with 142,000 square feet

of hanging space, and in the Annex 26 galleries with a hanging space of

27,200. The Annex had two floors, an exceptional condition among the

exhibit palaces; and together they contained 22,350 square feet.

The California Building was a peculiar structure in many respects and

its cost per square foot was higher. It covered 232,368 square feet and cost

1458,525, of which the counties that had displays in the great display hall

contributed $346,317 and the Exposition $112,208. The display section

contained about 152,000 square feet, with an additional 39,000 square feet

in the balcony for office space and rest rooms of the various counties. The

Administration wing and the social section enclosed 80,000 square feet on

the first floor and 70,000 on the second.

There were, roughly, about 78,294 square feet of floor space on the va-

rious floors in Festival Hall, which had in the main Auditorium, after altera-

tions, a seating capacity of 3,782; and there was in the Recital Hall of the

same building a seating capacity of 500. Festival Hall was built to seat

2,800, but a brief experience of the operating season demonstrated that this

was insufficient, and gallery space had to be added. The building cost

$276,968.

The 753 regular, special, exhibit, and rental contracts entered into

through the Division of Works for construction, services, and equipment

amounted in the aggregate to $10,738,335. The figure $14,-

Toiais 847,607.04 is the total amount of expenditure made through the

Division of Works and is entirely aside from the amounts paid

out by exhibitors, participants, and concessionaires. These sums were

of dignified dimensions, but there are no general records that would enable

us to state them reliably.

Acquisition of the site cost, down to Opening Day, $1,037,085.61, net.

In addition a cash bond had to be posted to insure restoration of part of the

land, but this was satisfied and released later.

General improvements, necessary to actual building but exclusive of it,

came to $1,977,097. This included the hydraulic fills, the seawall construc-

tion, the Yacht Harbor, moving Government structures that stood on the

Exposition site; grading, which involved the moving of over 605,000 cubic
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SPENDING $14,847,000 3

yards of material; the roads, pavements, and walks, preparation of the

grounds and sunken gardens, sewers and the water supply, fixing up the drill

grounds, the race track, and the athletic field, building the railway, ferry slip,

and wharves, putting up warehouses and temporary buildings, and laying

the high pressure system. The fence was over 13,000 feet long, and with

ten service gates cost over $24,000. This was exclusive of the entrances and

exits. It took $22,681 just to move old service wires, pipes, and conduits.

The warehouses cost over $40,000. The sewers cost nearly $100,000.

So it may be said that nearly $2,000,000 was spent just getting ready to

build.

The general buildings, including the exhibit palaces which we have

listed above because they are a special characteristic and a vital interest of

an exposition, came to $5,638,466. The Tower of Jewels, 435 feet

high, with contents of 3,440,300 cubic feet, requiring 1,500,000 j^^^

board feet of lumber and over 1,400 tons of structural steel, came
to $413,709. It cost $151,646 to fix up the stock yards, with the stables,

barns, poultry building, and Live Stock Congress Hall. Three fire houses

came to $40,795. Band stands were cheap—four of them were built for

$1,834. ^'Jt grand stands were different, and to build a total of 1,805 feet

of them 41 feet high with a seating capacity of 25,900, came to $57,079, or

$2.20 a seat. The little item of temporary roadways cost $57,718. The
Service Building, from which to direct these expenditures, cost over $75,000;

but it also housed the emergency hospital and the offices of the Concessions

and Admissions Division, the Director of the Division of Exhibits, the

Comptroller, the Guards headquarters, and many other offices.

In addition to the expenditures for general improvements there were

certain large accessories needed for the operation and maintenance of the

buildings, which may be presented under the general designation of mechan-

ical and electrical features, and which cost in the aggregate over $474,000.

Among them were $56,000 worth of conduits and manholes, an underground

system of distribution for electric energy that cost over $50,000, and an

overhead system that cost $12,353; $304,000 worth of lights and fixtures,

including the searchlights on the Scintillator and on the various buildings,

and a telephone system at $27,777.

Automatic sprinkler equipment for fire protection cost $129,000, and the

fire alarm system $53,545 in addition to the mechanical items above noted.

There was a little matter of $3,255 worth of portable chemical fire extin-

guishers besides the elaborate fire protection equipment, or rather as part of

it; and the poHce alarm cost $1,279 W put in. Altogether the installation

for fire and police protection came to $187,091.
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After putting up the buildings and providing for their safety they had to

be decorated; for however dispensable decoration may appear it is of the

essence of an exposition and must be provided. This little item
The Tribute

^^^^ $1,894,470. It included such details as these: treatment of

the central courts—the Court of the Universe and its approaches,

the Court of Stars and the Column of Progress—$492,304; Court of the Four

Seasons, $208,730; Court of Abundance, $216,142; Court of Palms, $101,440;

Court of Flowers, $126,957. The lump sum for sculpture, including the

plastic sketches and all expenses incident to their enlargement and installa-

tion was $384,146. The mural paintings cost $152,209, which procured

some 35 canvases distributed through the various courts and the arch of

the Tower of Jewels. The "jewels" for the Tower, Court of the Universe

and Forecourt of Stars cost $60,527, which included hanging them. About

120,000 were used, of which 102,000 were on the Tower itself.

Even the seawall had to be "dolled up," as the engineers put it. That

cost nearly $16,000. When it came to the South Gardens the embellish-

ment of that beautiful area with balustrades and urns and other accessories

cost over $42,500.

It took $47,761 just to build entrances and exits, which had of course, to

be ornamental as well as serviceable; and finally the flags that were to wave

over the whole scene, and that had to be renewed to have them fresh, to-

gether with the poles from which they floated, involved another expenditure

of $22,782.

Planting and maintaining 73^2 acres to garden so that it could be kept

fresh and blooming throughout a long season cost at the rate of $8,400 an

acre. Fifty-five thousand cubic yards of loam and 30,000 cubic yards of

fertilizer were used at a cost of nearly $95,000, and the plants and trees came
to $73,375. Over $10,000 was spent for green-houses, in preparation. The
whole cost for gardens and planting came to $597,535, which includes the

necessary maintenance of the nursery.

An exposition may expect to burn up a good deal of various kinds of

powder in the form of fireworks. The construction of floats and trestles and
arrangement of other equipment for pyrotechnics cost over $58,000.

There were 7,000 of those inviting green benches scattered about the

gardens and courts, and as they cost an average of $1.86 to put in, the Ex-
position expended $13,025.35 just to give the public an opportunity to sit

down and contemplate it.

The Division of Works assumed as a requirement the furnishing of

enough apparatus and tools prior to the opening of the Exposition to put it

in workable order. Such items as automobile trucks, electric trucks, street
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and sewer cleaning equipment, garden equipment, equipment for the water

and electrical services, janitor equipment, fire apparatus and accessories,

paraphernalia for the medical bureau, and service yard tool-house .... 1 • •
11 1 1-

Accessories

machme shop with its necessary equipment, all had to be supplied

in order to keep things going, and they cost the price of a good-sized apart-

ment house: 192,694. Of this the service yard and tool house absorbed

$28,881, which included payrolls, supplies, equipment, construction con-

tracts and miscellaneous general expense.

All the above costs include salaries and payrolls wherever labor and pro-

fessional services were necessary to installations.

The Division of Works "labor force" consisted of directly-hired labor,

employed in general work through the grounds, including landscape garden-

ing, sculpture enlargement, miscellaneous staff work, decorative and other

painting, certain electrical installations in streets and buildings, watching

and protecting the grounds.

The total Exposition labor force account of the Division of Works came

to 468,353 man-days, with a total payroll of $1,518,967. The administra-

tive, engineering, and architectural account of the Division came to 182,194

man-days, with a total payroll of |886,ooo. Work of this latter character

consumed a period of 1,277 days or about three years and a half before open-

ing, with an average employment of I41 persons a day; and 85 days after

opening, with an average employment of 30 persons a day.

It has been estimated that it took 2,107,643 man-days to build the Ex-

position and protect it during the building, including administrative, en-

gineering, and architectural work, and that the total sum disbursed for all

these services and all this labor probably came to $7,554,812. Part of this

is guesswork, for there never was any definite information available as

to the number of contractors' and participants' employees.

It is estimated that the labor employed by contractors and participants

was 1,357,096 man-days, costing $4,749,836. The work of participants

was accomplished in 680 days, to May i , 1 9 1 5, the date upon which about all

the original construction work of this class may be said to have been com-

pleted. Most of the work of participants was done in the 595 working days

preceding the opening of the Exposition. The administrative, engineering,

and architectural account of participants is estimated at 100,000 man-days

at $4 a day, or $400,000.

On February 19, 1915, the army of labor reached its maximum, for all

activities, at 15,026 men.

In addition to the construction contracts there were some 23,252 orders

for purchases chargeable to the Division of Works alone, calling for the
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expenditure of about $727,000. The list of materials built into the picture

contains some quite formidable items, such as 80,631,738 board feet of lum-

ber for the Exposition's own construction, and 30,000,000 feet more, es-

timated, for participants. There were 869,370 linear feet of

^Material P'^'^g below the cut-off, or about 164^^ miles of it, for the Exposi-

tion construction exclusive of that of participants. Forty thou-

sand square yards of metal lath were used, and 168,000 square feet of plaster

board. The job called for 918,823 square feet of glass and 130,102 linear

feet of sewer pipe and box culvert. There were 100,000 linear feet of gas

mains, and 52,171 linear feet of high pressure water mains and 58,677 linear

feet of low pressure mains, and 23,329 feet for the auxiliary water supply.

Of electric wiring, including the telephone system, there were 372,000 duct

feet.

Through a series of contracts covering the purchase of energy from the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company, the Exposition obtained practically all

necessary electrical apparatus on loan. The gas mains, also, were installed

by the Gas and Electric Company.
A good deal of apparatus was hired at a monthly rental, and a good deal

on a working exhibit basis, and some was acquired free, and more at sub-

stantial concessions from the regular purchase price. In some of these ways

were obtained electric storage battery trucks, motor trucks, traveling cranes,

lawn-mowers, motor-driven fire apparatus, the fire alarm systems, the police

alarm system, silos, rails, railway equipment and rolling stock, gas lamps,

water heaters, high-pressure regulating valves, road rollers, sprinkler wag-

ons, opera chairs, watchmen's clocks, searchlights, ventilating fans, oil

burners, the refuse reduction plant, refrigerating machinery, the organ,

pumps, automobile service equipment, and boilers. In such cases the costs

are merely incidental to acquisition, installation, and maintenance.

If we go outside the construction expense and include all the other ex-

penses we find that it cost just $18,452,616.72 to open the Exposition.
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CHAPTER II

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

WHEN you are trying to make $14,847,000 go as far as it will, know-

ing what you are about is likely to be quite helpful. To expedite

work and keep track of it, to know what it was going to cost,

to save buying equipment and to avoid building up too large and cumbrous

an organization for a temporary purpose, most of the construction was done

by contract.

While the finished product of the builders of an Exposition resembles a

city, there are points of diflFerence in the construction policy that give the

engineers rare experiences. There is a small army of participants, conces-

sionaires, state and foreign commissions and their architects, most of them

with something to say as to how things shall be done, and many of them

changing their requirements from time to time. A hard-and-fast program

is an impossibility, and flexible designs are essential. Also, the thing is

short-lived. And there is never time enough to build it. Provision must

be made for a rapid delivery of great quantities of lumber, steel, plaster,

glass, roofing material, sewer and water pipe, copper wire, electric conduit,

carloads of nails, asphaltum, park benches, searchlights, and other trifles.

Ideal construction would combine low cost, swift completion, sufficient

strength for a short life and a merry one, low wrecking cost and high salvage

values. Anything paid for durability, beyond Closing Day, would be waste:

creosoting piles, for example, or putting concrete foundations under frame

structures, where timber sills would give sufficient bearing strength.

This "plant," like every other, began to go to pieces in spots as soon as it

was in place, and it had to be mended, patched, maintained in operable

condition, straight through the building period and the Exposition season.

The 753 contracts necessary to the work ran from small sums up to

$800,000. Their preparation and some of their peculiarities are

described in part in the chapters dealing with the Legal Depart- ^^ p^p^
ment of the Exposition, and it need only be said here that the minu-

test requirement in every case had to be settled upon and defined by the

Construction Department in the Division of Works. Here, too, the

7
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Memorandum Accounts, elsewhere described, kept track of progress and

payments.

The " Rules and Regulations," prepared early in the enterprise, proved of

great value as time went on, and became a sort of organic law or constitution

for the prompt settlement of disputes. And anything that will settle dis-

putes is a grand time-saver on a job like this. They were probably unique

in that they were composed by one central authority, the Chief of Construc-

tion, began with certain general regulations binding on all alike, and were

consistent straight through. A copy will be found in the Appendix.

It should be said here that the Exposition was fortunate in the character

of the contractors that undertook the building and the laborers that did the

work. Considering the magnitude of it there was very little friction.

For economy, most of the Exposition was built of timber. Frames, in-

cluding wall studding and sheathing, of all structures on the grounds except

the Palace of Fine Arts, the dome and dome support of the Palace of Horti-

culture, the core of the Column of Progress, and the skeleton of the Tower of

Jewels, were of that material, and there was enough of it used to build 3,500

average-sized dwellings; which would make a good-sized California town.

Vice-Chairman James McNab of the Buildings and Grounds Committee

had had to do a great deal of wooden frame building after the fire. To him

and his fellow committeemen it was evident that a considerable saving

could be accomplished if the Exposition should buy its own lumber, and let

contracts for construction only. John A. Hooper had retired from the

lumber business with a thorough knowledge of the lumber situation on the

Coast, and this knowledge he generously put at the disposal of the Exposi-

tion. Nearly 81,000,000 feet of lumber was required, not counting

forLumler what participants used. It was almost all "Oregon pine"

(Douglas fir), one of the best framing lumbers in the world. It

came from 32 mills, ranging from Mendocino County, Cal., to Puget Sound,

and was delivered over the Exposition docks by a fleet of 30 steam schooners

at the rate of three and a half million feet a week. And grand stuff it was;

for although a merchantable grade only was specified (and calculated for)

what the Exposition got, mostly, was the best cut of the tree. In such

quantities as this construction required, that was easier for the mills; and

moreover, sticks i6X 16 inches, 70 feet long, come more readily in "No. i
"

than in "Merchantable." To eastern visitors, unfamiliar with the mighty

forest growths of the Pacific Coast, the open construction of the Exposition

palaces was a remarkable timber exhibit in itself.

The " lumber bills" were made on calculations of the Bureau of Estimates

of the Works Division, and bought on contracts of the Division of Works.
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At the point of loading, the lumber was tallied and graded by licensed

inspectors, who issued sworn certificates of quantity and grade; and at the

grounds it was re-inspected by another organization of the same kind. It

was discharged by the steamer's tackle, loaded directly from the slings onto

stevedoring trucks, and hauled by hoop-horses to the various building sites.

Big timbers, smaller rough lumber, and surfaced lumber were piled sepa-

rately, and so turned over to the contractor.

Before any working plans or specifications were prepared for any item of

construction the Bureau of Estimates made a preliminary prophecy of costs

from rough plans or sketches. If this estimate was within the sum allowed

for the item, the working drawings and specifications were got ready by the

Bureau of Specifications. While the contractors were figuring on these, the

Bureau of Estimates figured again, on a set of its own, and when the bids

came in the Director of Works knew just about what they ought to be.

This gave the Director a general idea of what the work should come to,

and put him in a position to detect any little symptoms of a pooling of bids,

had any such symptoms appeared.

All payments were initiated by the Chief of Construction in collaboration

with the heads of departments, and had to be approved by the Director of

Works. The Comptroller paid, on Division of Works certificates.

When it came to actual building, a complete innovation in exposition

practice was instituted. The Bureau of Structural Engineering, Depart-

ment of Construction, was made a connecting link between the architects and

the engineering force, and charged with the duty of obtaining exact informa-

tion about the locations of posts, wall lines, openings in walls,
I 1 ,

• 1 1
*

I r Liaison
sections through cornices, and special architectural features—

officers

in short all data necessary to the preparation of drawings for the

structural frames. This work was done through a "skirmish squad," and

the information was turned over to structural drafting squads. Rapid

execution of contract drawings resulted.

Heretofore in exposition building practice the larger part of the detail

plans, including framing, had been prepared by architectural draftsmen,

with a few engineering designers to make necessary calculations. For the

Panama-Pacific the detail plans, working drawings, and specifications were

prepared in the Division of Works, not by the architects.

Contractors were furnished floor-framing plans, roof-framing plans, and
enough sections and elevations to show all the framing. They were re-

quired to furnish shop drawings of all important trusses, posts, and connec-

tions, with all necessary dimensions for cutting and framing the timber and
fabricating the iron and steel work, and for this purpose the plans prepared
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by the Structural Bureau gave sufficient information for them to prepare

details without computation for sizes of members and connections.

During the fall of 1 913 when such work was at its height, the Structural

Bureau had a force of sixty-eight men, maximum, organized into squads of

three to five, with each squad under an assistant engineer. It handled, and

checked, the designing of 61,154,000 feet of timber framing, 6,152 tons of

steel in the shape of bolts, truss rods, and the like, and 3,568 tons of

structural steel.

A special squad of the Bureau checked all contractors' plans, and then

they had to be approved by the Bureau before they could be used. Tension

joints, lag screws under shearing strain, even the specially de-

S^tren th^
signed cast-iron washers for truss-rod bearings, were tried out

at the testing laboratory of the University of California.

As a direct result of the "court plan" an unusual principle had been

introduced, at the first architectural conference, into the designing of the

Exposition palaces; which was, that the architects were to design courts and

facades, and the outer wall scheme, and portals, and the architectural fea-

tures of the overhead structure, such as clerestories and domes; but all

structural design back of the face of the wall, and the execution of all

construction, was to be the responsibility and within the jurisdiction of the

engineers. The results were artistically, because structurally, gratifying.

Within doors all construction was open and frankly confessed. It had, of

necessity, grand scale; and it stood on its own dignity, for its service was

evident.

Courts were treated as units of design and their construction was made
the subject of separate contracts; although some consisted of side walls with

portals and ambulatories of two palaces, and the main ones consisted of

corners of four. It would have been manifestly impracticable and wasteful

to let the construction and very intricate and costly decoration of a court,

merely because it was formed by part of the walls of four palaces, to four

difl^erent contractors, who would have had to quadruple the equipment and

organization to execute the architect's design, and might have produced

asymmetrical results.

Engineers controlled the construction budget. They had made it, and
they guarded it; with the help of the Buildings and Grounds Committee and

the Executive Finance Council. They were obdurate men, with

Business
their unyielding feet, inches, dollars and cents and their nu-

merically second-sighted slide rules. They ruthlessly sacrificed

to the Moloch of economy some of the fairest-looking architectural babies

ever born. Yet this particular Moloch was a rather benign idol, who
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was "cruel only to be kind," for the babies threatened to develop Panta-

gruellian appetites which the family could not afford. Artistic infanticide

was a necessity. The victims were not missed; and the many difficulties

that might be expected to arise and that inevitably will arise, out of the

commendable zeal to accomplish superlatives could be, and in this way were,

met and disposed of before they made any serious confusion.

Except for the steel, the general Exposition construction was typified by

a wall consisting of timber frame and wooden studs, covered with a wooden

sheathing of boards with horizontal grooves of special design to receive the

exterior plaster and reduce to a minimum its tendency to separate from

the boards by shrinkage. Very little plaster fell. Exterior windows were

glazed with a chipped translucent glass known as "Deflex," or "Moss,"

adopted for its diffusing qualities. About twenty per cent of roof surfaces

were skylights, glazed with quarter-inch ribbed and wired glass.

One detail we may cite as an illustration of the minute exactitude with

which the whole job was studied, and that is the case of the ohia pins.

The general type of splice consisted of two wooden fish-plates through-

bolted to each side of a main member. To prevent sliding between the

plates and the main member, two-inch holes were run through

the joints with power-driven augers so as to admit keys in the Helps Out

form of cylindrical pins. Now, hollow steel cylinders for this

use had not always been satisfactory, nor would any ordinary wooden pin

give sufficient strength. Where could lumber be found that would resist

the shearing strain that might come on these keys?

They sent six days out into the North Pacific for it: the ohia wood ot

Hawaii, which grows with a sort of weaving corkscrew twist; and which,

worked to two-inch cylinders and driven home with a top-maul, made the

keys of a joint that would not give under any strain that would come upon

it in this service. The huge framing construction of the palaces was full of

these characteristic joints. It took over 15 miles of ohia in two-inch bars;

and, afterwards, when the structures were wrecked with dynamite, the joints

held together like solid blocks.

Drafting rooms were maintained by the Civil Engineering, Electrical

and Mechanical Engineering, Architectural and Landscape Departments,

and by the Structural Engineering Bureau and the Water Supply

Bureau. The total number of drawings came to 5,571, on a com- BluePrints

bined area of 124,630 square feet of paper. It was impossible to

standardize them, however convenient that would have been, for there was

too much variation in size. Some reached a length of 38 feet, and some

of the contract sets contained as many as 70 prints.
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Original drawings were generally on tracing cloth, and copies were made

by blue-printing. The various building operations called for wholesale

reproductions of plans and drawings at short notice, and beginning with

January i, 1913, the Division of Works maintained its own blue-print plant,

in preference to letting this work out. Because it required somebody

accustomed to handling tracings and prints in huge volume and making

such disposal of them that any particular one could be found and reproduced

promptly, the plant was put in charge of M. J. Theisen who had performed

similar work at the St. Louis, the Buffalo and the Jamestown expositions.

There were used 3,000 fifty-yard rolls of blue-print paper 42 inches wide,

and it made 116,205 blue-prints, with an aggregate area of 1,513,730 square

feet, or about 34^ acres, which was more than half the acreage covered by

the exhibit palaces. In addition there were 7,674 hektograph prints pro-

duced, with an area of 439,860 square feet: nearly two million square feet of

prints, in all.



CHAPTER III

THE CONTROL OF WORK

AVAST amount of work went on within the grounds for exhibitors,

participants, and concessionaires that was not done either by the

Exposition labor force, or by contractors for the Exposition and so

was not immediately under Exposition control. Nevertheless it had to be

brought under that control in some way, to prevent unsafe construction of a

dozen different ingenious and economical kinds, and the wholesale invalida-

tion of insurance policies, to say nothing of the disfigurement of the Exposi-

tion picture by inharmonious design.

The method through which all this activity could be safely checked was

the prohibition of any work except on a permit issued by the

Bureau of Billing and Permits; in which was lodged the care of ^^ ^^^
contractors' bonds and insurance contracts.

Plans had to be filed in duplicate, which, with the specifications, fur-

nished enough information to check up construction, general appearance,

details of electrical wiring, and of plumbing and sewerage; and to prevent

encroachment on some neighbor's allotment of space.

The Permit Bureau sent the plans and specifications to all departments

interested. This gave Bayley, and Waters, and Johnson, and Dewell, a

chance to go over them; and when they had all pointed out shortcomings,

shown where the building would violate even the liberal building rules of the

Exposition, or endanger life, or catch fire, or fall down, or leak in its gas or

plumbing fixtures, or fail in some way to conform to requirements, the plans

with these notes went up to the Chief of Construction, who gave them their

final condemnation and pointed out his reasons in a letter. If the partici-

pant and the contractor were not by this time permanently discouraged,

but still clung to life and hope, they came back with another set of plans and

specifications, filed them with the contract, and having therein shown a duly

tractable spirit and paid a fee, they received a building permit.

After plans had been approved no alterations were permitted without

the consent of the Division of Works, and a strict inspection was imposed

to prevent any evasions. For a contract that did not exceed |i,ooo the

13
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fee was $i. Fifty cents was added for every additional thousand dollars,

up to a maximum of I50.

A wiring permit cost $2. The application had to show everything about

the job, and the completed work had to conform to the rules of the National

Board of Underwriters. Permits under the same condition were required

for heating apparatus.

Permits to occupy certain space in the exhibit Palaces came from the

Division of Exhibits through the Permit Bureau of the Works Division.

Fees varied, but in a few cases in which the owners were required to in-

stall a high pressure water system on the premises they ran as high as ?ioo

for a three-inch tap and $140 for an eight-inch. This covered the labor

and material for the actual connection to the main, and the
eesjor

ggj-fing of a control valve. The gas distribution system was

laid down by the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, and its

men made the gas connections on the order of the Exposition. The fees

covered labor and material.

All these applications for permits, followed by inspection, kept the proper

departments advised of what was going to be done, and what was being

done, so that they could interfere if necessary and enforce the regulations

of the Exposition. The application forms gave all details, and the informa-

tion filtered through each department. Every contractor applying for a

permit had to file a bond or put up cash to cover the work he intended to do.

This secured obedience to rules, and added greatly to the authority of the

inspectors. The bonds were not released until a certificate of inspection

showed that everything was to the liking of the Exposition. Nearly 3,500

permits were issued.

The application and permit method made it possible to keep control of

the situation in respect to workmen's compensation insurance. No work

was permitted to go on that was not thus protected. To see that such in-

surance was always in effect, and to keep a full record of it readily available

in case of accident, was logically the function of the department issuing the

construction and other permits.

Charges were payable 10 days from the bill date. The Exposition re-

served the power to disconnect a service for failure to pay a bill, and the

collections for utilities, by the Comptroller's Department, were a record for

thoroughness.
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CHAPTER IV

SCENES AFIELD

IT would be difficult for one that had not witnessed it to imagine the

scene on the grounds, once building was well under weigh. The curious

thing about it, at first, was that it had the aspect of ruin. Except for

some rough and hardly apparent order in the heaps of lumber, and cords of

iron bolts and tie-rods scattered about, with an occasional contractor's shed,

all scaled down to insignificance by the vastness of the scene, the field of

operations looked like the summer pasture of a bull tornado.

Horses tugged ceaselessly at slanting loads of planks and timber on two-

wheeled stevedoring trucks, dragging them no one seemed to know where.

Locomotives snorted about, pulling reluctant flat-cars into some blind alley,

and there deserting them. At the edge of the water, steam

schooners discharged more lumber where there was already too ^
mT°i

much. But these were small details. What riveted the eye and
awed the soul was a vast scatteration of material all over the place, as though
some giant's children had just been called away from a game of jack-straws

with the debris of a forest.

Here and there, manikins pecked at timbers with foolish-looking little

tools—peavies, electric augers, eight-foot "briars," and other inadequate

trinkets. They seemed like insects overwhelmed with disaster, feebly

trying to salve something from the general wreck. That order, symmetry,
and beauty could arise from this picture of old Chaos was a bit beyond the

average understanding.

The contract for the Service Building was let on October i6, 191 2.

There was quite a celebration over the first load of lumber, which was hauled

through town by means of a motor tractor, for it gave physical evidence that

the dirt was really beginning to fly, and that possibly there would be an

Exposition. Less open grumbling was heard thereafter, and as the work

proceeded it beautifully diminished to the vanishing point.

The Service Building was completed by the middle of February, 1913,

and soon thereafter the organization of the Division of Works began to move
out from the building at Pine and Battery Streets and take up its quarters

15
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in the field. Here it entered a two years' race with Father Time stepping

at that long-shinned old gentleman's fastest pace. One thing it did not

have to contend against, and that was inclement and disabling
Trying lo weather. In San Francisco, barring the winter rains, there is
Beat Time ,..,,. . . . , , . , .

nothmg m the climate to mterrere with men working at their

highest efficiency—no snow in winter, no heat in summer, but tonic

temperatures always.

When countless piles had been driven and countless observations of

resistance to the blows of the pile driver at last satisfied the engineers, two

four-legged skeletons grew into the air and two gaunt derricks on the tops of

them began to reach and angle stiffly, like the engines of the Martians in the

"War of the Worlds," and gradually the three great timber arches of the

northern end of the Machinery Palace, with their cobweb ties and bracing,

began to outline themselves against the blue shell of the sky. Then for the

first time one saw that things were possible.

Actual construction began, generally, about five days after a contract

was filed for public record. The hydraulic fills were started in April, 191 2,

and the construction of the fence in August. Temporary nurseries and

green-houses were established in the Presidio in October. This was an early

requirement; and another was the Yacht Harbor, so that lumber might be

discharged at the grounds. Work on the Yacht Harbor started in December,

1912.

The largest piece of building construction was to be the Machinery

Palace, which, because of its size, had to start early; so the general contract

was filed on January 31, 1913. The next large contract was for

Longest ^^ freight and ferry slip. This was in February. An order

was placed for 700,000 board feet of ties for the railroad in March,

and the next month track material and rolling stock were leased.

The construction of the Machinery Palace was well along by March, and

a general construction contract was let for the Palace of Education, as it was
thought it would be well to make a second start at the other end and work
eastwardly toward the center.

By April, 1913, the Yacht Harbor work had progressed sufficiently to

permit the placing of heavy orders for lumber, for delivery at the wharves.

Extensive pile driving operations began. Lumber for the Machinery Palace

had been received at the Fort Mason transport docks by permission of the

Government.

Contracts for several palaces and for the Auditorium were let in July;

and a quarry of serpentine rock was opened in the Presidio lands to obtain

covering for the race track and drill ground. This summer Bayley was East
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looking up searchlights, projectors, reflectors, and other illumination equip-

ment, and after his return negotiations were opened for their acquisition,

as well as for the jewels of the Tower.

By August, sewers, conduits, and piping—the underground work in general

—were sufficiently advanced to permit the beginning of road construction,

and deliveries of rock for this purpose began at the Yacht Harbor bunkers.

Contracts for the construction of the Palace of Horticulture were let in

October and November.

The first contract for the construction of a court, that of the Four Sea-

sons, was filed November 5, and lumber was bought for it a week later.

In December the contract was let for the general construction of the Palace

of Fine Arts. The last large contract of 1913 was for the steel
tr u- „

frame of the Tower of Jewels. Work on the railroad had now
progress

advanced far enough to make it a valuable instrument of con-

struction. Much loam was hauled for the gardens at this time, and,

wherever possible, sections of the gardening scheme were developed.

The contract for the Court of the Universe was filed on March 10, 1914.

Those for the general construction of Festival Hall and the California

Building were filed in May. The contract for the Court of Abundance was

not filed until June 12.

On May 15, 1914, the Division of Works notified the Division of Exhibits

that the Palaces of Machinery, Education, Manufactures, and Food Prod-

ucts were ready for the installation of exhibits, that those of Agriculture,

Liberal Arts, Varied Industries, and Mines and Metallurgy would be ready

May 22, and that the Palace of Transportation would be ready May 29.

Zone construction began about a year later than that of the palaces.

Concessions construction cost on the whole about $2,750,0x30. Seventy

concessions buildings were designed in the Division of Works; and we shall

have more to say of it in connection with the developments of 1913.

Some of the more important contractors upon whose energy and execu-

tive ability the Exposition drew for the erection of its huge buildings were:

J. D. Hannah, who built the Palace of Fine Arts.

Lange & Bergstrom, who built the Palaces of Agriculture, of Education,

and of Transportation.

Strehlow, Freese & Petersen, who built the Palaces of Varied Industries

and of Mines and Metallurgy, and the California Building; in addition to

the Court of the Four Seasons, the Court of Palms, the Court of Flowers, the

Court of Abundance; and who subcontracted for the staflF work in the Court

of the Universe, under Rolandi. This firm executed many other small

jobs, and also had the contract for the Column of Progress.
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Reese & Rountree, who built the Palace of Liberal Arts.

McLeran & Peterson, who did the Palace of Manufactures, and Festival

Hall.

F. Rolandi, who did the Court of the Universe, including the Arches of

the Rising and of the Setting Sun.

John Monk, who did the Palace of Horticulture, some warehouses, and

several small jobs.

Commary-Peterson Co., Inc., who built the Tower of Jewels.

Neil A. McLean—Palace of Food Products, Race Track Grand Stand

No. I, the Press Building, and a number of small jobs.

W. W. Anderson & Co.—Palace of Machinery.

McSheehy Bros.—eight barns, the Live Stock Forum, Race Track Grand

Stands Nos. 2 and 3, and some small contracts.

Western Building and Engineering Co.,—the water front entrance, the

dairy barn, poultry building, and the Congress Hall and office building for

the Department of Live Stock.

Lindgren & Co.—the Exposition Auditorium in the Civic Center.

F. P. & L. F. Fischer—Service Building.

Dyer Brothers had the contract for furnishing and erecting the steel

frames of the Palace of Horticulture, the Tower of Jewels, and the Column
of Progress.

The United States Steel Products Company contracted for the steel for

the Palace of Fine Arts, and it was erected by the J. G. Williams Construc-

tion Company.
Few accidents marked construction. During the erection of the Palace

of Liberal Arts a hoisting line parted and dropped an "A" truss, which

wrecked itself and another one. The damage was slight. Early

Were Rare ^" ^9^4 ^ '^''^S 1'"^ fouled with the guys of two of the three-hinged

arches which had just been erected for the Palace of Fine Arts,

and pulled them down. The foreman received injuries that caused his

death a few hours later. In the same month a southeast gale blew down
three of the columns supporting the dome of the Palace of Manufactures,

and with them two trusses that had just been placed. The trusses were

wrecked and one of the columns had to be rebuilt. It cost the contractor

|8,ooo and delayed the completion of the building 36 days. None of these

accidents could be charged to faulty design or any other factor for which
the Exposition engineers were responsible, and none caused serious inter-

ference with the progress of construction.
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CHAPTER V

SPECIAL STRUCTURAL FEATURES

THERE would be no profit in discussing here all the details of this

unusual building job, but there were a few structures worthy of

especial notice as examples of Exposition building: the Palace of

Machinery, the Tower of Jewels, and the Palace of Fine Arts. And of

these we shall record some description that may have more than passing

interest.

The first typifies the timber work of the main group. The Machinery

Palace was the design of the architectural firm ofWard & Blohme, and was in

cubic contents one of the largest wooden structures ever erected. The

contract was let to W. W. Anderson & Co., on January 7, 1913, and by

March of the following year, through the efforts of over 150 carpenters,

plasterers, and other mechanics, aided by a full-grown pile driver and a young

saw-mill, it was completed.

It stood at the eastern end of the central group, closing the vista down

the main axis, and closing it in a masterly way, for it followed Roman lines,

and suggested the baths of Caracalla or Diocletian, or something

equally massive, in harmony with the nature of the commodity Grandeur

it sheltered. Its architectural features we shall leave until

later. In its construction, the engineers admirably embodied the ideas of

the architects, and exhibited, physically and visually, its tremendous

elements of strength.

This was the building in which Lincoln Beachey made the first indoor

flight ever undertaken by an aviator in an aeroplane. The Palace furnished

iyi acres of floor space, and its whole enclosed contents came to 37,753>630

cubic feet. In area, it was 367 by 967 feet. Three arched naves, 75 feet

wide and loi feet high, ran the length of it; and on either side of the main

structure there were other aisles 70 feet wide, and 4I feet high to the soffit

of the trusses. Three aisles, the width of the longitudinal ones and 117 feet

high, crossed the building and helped divide its void. The terminations of

the aisles were outwardly expressed at the ends by massive Roman arches

under conjoined pediments.

19
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Inside, the roof trusses forming the barrel of these great arches presented

a huge webbing of timber and rods, braced in all directions; an imposing,

and, in a utilitarian sense, a beautiful sight. In fact the frankly

J
^

confessed construction in the palaces was far more interesting

than any commonplace "inside finish" that could have been

employed to hide it.

There went into the Machinery Palace 45,187 linear feet of piling for the

foundations, at a cost of $11,785; 7,500,000 feet of lumber (Douglas fir),

which cost $130,452; and 1,447 tons of bolts, rods, washers, lag screws, and

small steel shapes, which came to $115,716. It took 18,100 square feet of

chipped glass for the windows and 88,000 square feet of ribbed and wired

glass for the skylights, and these items alone came to $21,200. The floor

was designed for a live load of 200 pounds per square foot, but heavy exhibits

were based on special pile foundations. Roofs did not have to be so strong

at San Francisco as at eastern expositions, for there would be no loads of

snow on them.

It was supposed that steam, compressed air, and electricity would have

to be furnished exhibitors in this building for the operation of working

exhibits, but such progress had been made in the previous decade in the

application of the last-named form of energy that it was found to be the

only one seriously in demand; and this applies to the whole Exposition. An
exhibit boiler was installed to give about 250 horse-power and 150 pounds

pressure to exhibitors, but was never operated. The Exposition did not

put in a compressed air plant.

To facilitate the setting up of the exhibits, traveling cranes were installed

at a height of fifty feet. There were two of thirty tons capacity spanning

the nave, and one of twenty tons capacity for each of the large side aisles.

Railway tracks ran across the center of the building, at right angles to the

crane rails overhead, so that the equipment had the effect of a great transfer

table, and a heavy piece of machinery could be delivered with ease to any

part of the main building, up to five feet from the end walls.

The Tower of Jewels, which in point of height was the dominating struc-

ture of the Exposition and overtopped the others by 230 feet or more, stood

at the main, or Scott Street, entrance. It was 435 feet high. Its
The Domi-

, ^ , ,. ,
,

nant Note ^'^^^^ trame covered a space 120 feet square and was supported

by 600 piles capped with reinforced concrete. Flanking the

Tower, east and west, and extending the width of the Court of the Universe,

were colonnades surrounding the rectangular courts that contained the

Fountain of Youth and the Fountain of El Dorado. The whole structure

occupied 3,907,500 cubic feet of space.
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The Tower was planned by Thomas Hastings, of the New York firm of

Carrere & Hastings. Its original steel frame design was by John D.

Galloway of San Francisco, Member of the American Society of Civil

Engineers. In pursuance of a policy of economy that became necessary

later, some large changes of structural plan, and some minor changes in the

architecture were effected in the Division of Works, under direction of

H. D. Dewell, Chief Structural Engineer.

The structural features of the Tower have been thus described:'

"To an elevation of 152 feet above the ground the walls of the Tower

rise vertically, forming a huge cube, 120 feet square in plan; the cube being

pierced in a north and south direction by a barrel arch, the soffit of which is

119 feet above the court.

"Above the top of this cube the structure consists mainly of a series of

cylindrical portions of rapidly decreasing diameter, composed of

balustrades, colonnades, and heavy belt courses. The out- Omamenied
standing ornament upon these upper decks is elaborate.

" The main frame is of steel, supporting an exterior shell of timber, plaster,

and staff. The great rectangular box below elevation 152 feet, and the

flanking colonnades, are self-supporting timber structures, but slightly tied

back to the steel frame. The coffered ceiling of the barrel vault is suspended

from the steel arches. Above the rectangular section the successive decks

are carried upon timber brackets, resting in seats provided on the steel frame

and secured to it by rods and clip angles.

"The steel structure consists mainly of six frames parallel to each other

in plan, two of them vertical, the other four battered. . . . Below eleva-

tion 152 feet the six frames are constructed as two-hinged arches, with elastic

ties, their feet resting on twelve cast steel spherical bases, which are in turn

supported on reinforced concrete slab footings, capping pile clusters.

"The total steel contract amounted to 1,460 tons, and it was detailed,

fabricated, and erected in 220 days. But little of the steel was to be had on

the Pacific Coast, requiring the ordering and delivery of the large sections

from the East. . . . The steel contractors were Dyer Bros., of San Fran-

cisco, while the general contract, including all except the steel frame, was

executed by the Commary-Peterson Company, Inc., also of San Francisco.

. . . The overlapping of the two contracts operated to extend the total

time on the general contract to approximately 270 days."

In addition to its esthetic importance as the dominating note of the

whole composition, this structure made an admirable watch tower for fires,

a watchman being stationed continuously in the little gallery at the top.

' Engineering Record, and Engineering News, New York.
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That part of the Palace of Fine Arts in which the pictures were hung had

to be fireproof, in order to house millions of dollars' worth of irreplaceable

beauty collected the world over, and loaned by people well aware of a risk

that no amount of insurance could cover. The sculpture loggia

^^tw°k ^"*^ colonnade, parts of the Palace of Fine Arts, were of wood,

but the "art gallery" was one of the few steel frame structures on

the grounds, and involved some construction methods unusual here.

The building was curved in plan, measuring about 950 feet along the

center arc, and 135 across, covering an area of 126,000 square feet, or nearly

five acres, exclusive of the colonnade and sculpture loggia which, together,

covered 78,000 feet more.

M. C. Couchot, Member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, was

commissioned to design the frame for this building. The interesting struc-

tural feature consisted of the three-hinged arches of 131-foot span, set 36

feet on centers, rising from cast steel hinged bases on wooden grillages carried

on piles. The height from floor to center hinge was 48 feet. Under the

wooden floor, 8-inch steel channel ties connected the lower hinges and tied

up the thrust of the arches.

The arches weighed approximately 25 tons, and were erected in halves.

The halves presented the appearance of tremendous ships' knees of steel, and

the overhead construction had much the aspect of the frame of an inverted

hull. Each half-arch being set on its steel base, the upper ends were swung

together at the center and the center pin was slipped into place. Longitudi-

nally, the arches were connected by light bracing trusses, which carried steel

I-beam purlines to support the roof slabs and skylights.

Walls and roof were of cement plaster on metal fabric, and very thin, for

economy; the roof slab three inches thick and the vertical walls two and a

half inches. This was cheaper than concrete, which would have had to be

thicker. The plaster was made of one part Portland cement to three parts

of sand, with a little hair, and was tempered with lime mortar. The metal

lath was an inch in depth.

These very thin reinforced walls were built without forms, or cribs. The
reinforcement was supported temporarily on the inside face by studding.

The first coat of plaster was applied to the outside, and when it had set so

that it could stand alone, the studding was removed and the inner surface

was plastered, allowing for a total thickness of 2}4 inches includ-

Walls '"S the final outside coat. This work was a long time in the

doing compared with the other buildings, owing to the exten-

sive steel framing and the large number of unusual and original architec-

tural features involved. The architect was Bernard R. Maybeck. J. G.
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Williams & Co., were the erectors of the steel. J. D. Hannah had the general

contract.

Then there was the dome of the Palace of Horticulture, one of the most

striking objects on the grounds: a huge bubble of glass, surmounted by an

ornate basket. It rose from a steel-frame cylindrical shaft, or drum, 24

feet high and 152 feet in diameter, which was the diameter of the dome itself,

and the extreme height was 185 feet. The frame consisted of 24 steel ribs

connected by 11 horizontal rings, and the engineering design was by C. H.

Snyder, Member of the American Society of Civil Engineers. There were

200 tons of steel in the frame of the dome proper, and its area of glass came

to 47,000 square feet. There were 300 tons of steel in the sub-structure,

making 500 tons in all. The cost of the steel, erected, was approximately

^55,000.

This was a very large dome and very beautiful in form and color, and a

comparison of its size with other large domes is not without interest, though

perhaps these researches partake too much of the nature of the query "How
long is a string?" However, in passing, it will do no harm to note that while

the dome of the Horticultural Palace at San Francisco was 152 feet in inter-

ior diameter, which was practically its exterior diameter as well, that of the

Duomo at Florence is 138.5 feet interior, and 165 feet exterior; that of St.

Peter's at Rome 139 feet interior and 195^^ feet exterior; that of

the Roman Pantheon 142 feet interior; that of the capitol at larpeDomes
Washington 1355^ feet interior; while the dome of the Palace of

Horticulture at Chicago had an outside diameter of 187 feet, but was 50

feet less in height than the dome of the Horticultural Palace at San Fran-

cisco. Bakewell & Brown were the architects of the last-named structure.

Festival Hall, also, was of interest structurally. It had a pyramidal

dome 140 feet in diameter, consisting of sixteen trussed ribs framed into a

deep circular truss at the top to support the lantern, which was 65 feet high.

An echo organ was suspended from this ring, but as it had to be on one side, a

counter-weight consisting of a box of sand was supplied at the other. The
dome had two great arched openings on the east and west, and the four ribs

springing from these were carried on two trusses spanning a distance of 77

feet.

The ceiling was suspended. The dome was designed as a true dome, the

upper chords of the ribs taking the whole weight of the roof and ceiling in

compression, the ring stresses, also, being taken in compression by timber

struts framed and wedged into the ribs. The dome roof had a diameter of

172 feet.

In building up this structure a central tower was raised from the floor to
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the underside of the circular truss. Wedges and jacks were placed between

the top of the tower and the bottom of the truss to insure even distribution

of the load when the tower was removed. The dome, and its piers and

columns, were supported on piles with timber grillage. Robert D. Farquhar

of Los Angeles was the architect, and the engineering design was the work of

Richard C. Doerfling, Member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Each building of the main group had major longitudinal and transverse

aisles, or naves, with an unusually large wooden dome over their intersection.

These domes, loo feet in diameter, rising to a height of 162 feet above the

floor, consisted structurally of 32 ribs, each pair having been

Construction
analyzed as a three-hinged arch, resting on a circular girder,

which in turn was supported by four girders forming a square of

102 feet. Diagonal girders were framed into the angles, giving additional

support for the circular one. At the top of the dome, the ribs were bolted

by means of angle plates to a timber ring which weighed about four tons.

The main aisle trusses in the clerestories of these buildings were three-

hinged arches of 82-foot span, 96 feet high, with their spring line 51 feet

above the floor. They were stayed with long tie-rods.

On either side of the Court of the Universe stood the two great arches of

the Rising and the Setting Sun, and they had to support considerable weights

in the shape of the sculptural groups depicting the Nations of the East, and

the |Vfations of the West. These arches were huge rectangular boxes, of

post and truss construction, 60 feet wide by 127 feet long, standing 157 feet

high. Through them, east and west, passed barrel vaults 52 feet wide and

92 feet high. The height from the ground to the top of the statuary was

188 feet. Buildings of this size would usually be constructed of steel, but

western timber framing, owing to the availability of large and long members,

is perhaps more daring than in other localities, and these arches were made
of wood throughout.



CHAPTER VI

MODERN, MODEL FIRE PREVENTION

BETTER than the inhabitants of any other city perhaps, the inhabitants

of San Francisco could apprehend the significance of 80,000,000 feet

of lumber on fire. Moreover, you can rebuild a burned exposition

if you have the money, but you cannot open a burned exposition on time

whether you have the money or not. And as for the risk after the exposition

has opened, that will have grown by every addition to the values concen-

trated in the palaces in the shape of rare and beautiful wares and irreplace-

able works of art, and by every human life that has been persuaded to trust

itself in the grounds.

The proximity of the palaces was one of the features that made the Pan-

ama-Pacific a good exposition. But a good exposition may be a bad risk.

The Brussels Exposition burned in part and much that was valuable in art

was lost forever. Chicago and St. Louis had disastrous fires. Exhibitors

understand these risks and want assurances against them.

So fire was the nightmare of the management at San Francisco from the

time the first building began to show above the ground; and before that, for

there was a long season when millions of feet of lumber was scattered about,

and no water.

It withered joy at the roots. Directors might assume a holiday air and

go about with cheerful faces at dedications and ground-breaking ceremonies,

but they were listening for crackling sounds, and internally sniffing for smoke.

They knew that it would be better to prevent a conflagration igneous

than to put one out, and that neither was easy. They also knew Apprehen-

that exhibitors would not exhibit unless they could get insurance, """^

and that they would not be able to get insurance until the fire risk had been

disposed of in a way to satisfy the fire insurance companies. And they felt

that the time to satisfy insurance companies and prospective participants

was while plans were making, and construction was going on, so that pre-

ventive measures could be built into the Exposition as part of its organism.

Hence, the Panama-Pacific Exposition's fire equipment was a model.

It ought to have been, for it cost, including the three fire houses and the

25
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high pressure mains, $417,474. The palaces were furnished with hidden jets

along their outer cornices capable of screening the walls with curtains of

falling water. They contained the largest single provision of automatic

sprinklers in the country except that of the Bush Terminals in Brooklyn.

There were over 36,500 sprinkler heads, and although they were rented

their installation cost ?i 29,000.

This was a radical departure from previous exposition plans, and turned

an undesirable risk into a permissible one. Then there were monitors and

hydrants on roofs, hydrants on the palace floors, and hydrants set flush

in the roadways, and all were connected with 52,000 linear feet of

Sprinklers ^^S^ pressure steel mains that threaded the Exposition thorough-

fares and were in their turn connected with the high pressure sys-

tem of San Francisco. The Exposition's high pressure system cost $167,143.

It was netted all through the grounds, and sectionalized in such a manner

that any choked or damaged part could be cut out without interfering with

the rest.

The vital, interior equipment of the buildings was very complete. The

Aero Automatic Alarm system ran through them all—a device in which the

alarm is actuated by the expansion of air in a great system of tubing when-

ever there is a dangerous rise of temperature in the building.

For a method of getting a proper fire protection scheme, with latest de-

vices, and all its details properly installed, the Exposition drew on the ex-

perience of Bernard Faymonville, head of the Fireman's Fund Insurance

Company of San Francisco. His advice was to get the expert assistance of

the National Board of Fire Underwriters, which makes a special study of

conflagration hazards, and has in its employ some of the best insurance

engineers in the country. At Mr. Faymonville's request this organization

sent G. W. Booth, Chief Engineer of its Committee on Fire Prevention, to

San Francisco to make a study of the situation, and donated his time and

expenses to the work.

An Underwriters' Advisory Committee was formed, consisting of Booth,

F. H. Porter, Manager of the Fire Underwriters' Inspection Bureau of San

Francisco, and George M. Robertson, Chief Engineer of the Board of Under-

writers of the Pacific. After several conferences with the Works Division

and several weeks' observation of the field, this Committee made

^j.^^
an exhaustive report, not all the recommendations of which

could be carried out, owing to changes of plan, but as a result

of which the Panama-Pacific had nevertheless the best fire prevention and

fire fighting system of any exposition.

In general the most rigorous construction reguktions were enforced;
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because nobody could build anything on the grounds without permission

of the Division of Works. The interiors of most of the palaces were treated

with a fire-resistant magnesite paint, sprayed on. Roofs were covered with

fire-resistant material, and all booth hangings and decorations in the ex-

hibit palaces were treated with a fire retarding solution. Skylights were

made of wired glass.

Owing to the mild and equable climate, no dangerous heating systems

were necessary in the palaces, and none was permitted, though exhibitors

could install gas or electric heaters of approved pattern. The use of any
fuel other than gas was prohibited. Oil was the only fuel locomotives could

use. Concrete fire walls, roof high, at the ends of all structures connecting

the palaces of the central group were an obstacle to the spread of fire from

one building to another.

The Palace of Fine Arts was a fire-proof building of steel and cement
plaster, and had no sprinkler system, for here water was almost as much to

be dreaded as fire. The Machinery Palace was very tall, and among the

Exposition's engineers it was doubted if sprinkler heads would have been of

much avail at such heights, so they were omitted from that structure, as

they were from all the domes. There were no sprinklers in Festival Hall for

the same reason, nor in the Horticultural Palace because its contents were

not very inflammable. The administrative and social sections of the Cali-

fornia Building were not "sprinkled." But with these exceptions the Ex-
position, wherever it was of any avail, was one great "sprinkled risk"; and
wherever exhibitors ceiled their booths they were required to leave openings

through which, in case of fire, heat could rise and operate the sprinklers.

Except in the Palaces of Horticulture and Fine Arts, the high pressure

fire protection system was led into all the principal structures. The state

and foreign pavilions were well separated, and presented no very

bad exposures. The Bay was north of the grounds. Fort Mason , ,.

and the Presidio on the east and west. In the prevailing winds

the amusement district lay to leeward of the main group of buildings.

The report of the Underwriters' Advisory Committee was made in

March, 1912. To carry out its recommendations as far as possible, and en-

force compliance with the fire rules, W. M. Johnson, Member of the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers, was drafted from his position as

engineer to the Fire Prevention Committee of the National Board and put
at the head of the Exposition's Bureau of Water Supply and Fire Protection.

All matters pertaining to fire prevention came within the province of this Bu-
reau. From one ofJohnson's reports we take the following details, presenting

the text of a somewhat technical matter at the risk of some repetition:
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"A high pressure system, consisting of 6-inch to 1 6-inch lap-welded steel

mains, formed a gridiron over the Exposition grounds, with 2-way hydrants

spaced about 240 feet apart. This system was connected with and supplied

from the auxiliary water supply system of the city and county of San Fran-

cisco. A hydrostatic pressure of 220 pounds was maintained at the floor

level of the main exhibit buildings.

" This high pressure system was capable of delivering 25,000 gallons per

minute about any of the Exposition buildings. A loop of 6-inch high pres-

sure pipe was installed beneath the floor of each of the exhibit palaces,

which was connected with the underground high pressure mains by an 8-

inch connection on each side. That is, there were four 8-inch connections

into the loop system in the building.

" Off this were taken high pressure hydrants so distributed about the

floor that 150 feet of hose would meet at any point in the building. Roof

hydrants with 150 feet of hose attached were also connected with this sys-

tem, and roof monitors were placed on the parapets at points where they

commanded the facing walls of other buildings and towers.

" Outside cornice sprinklers were installed on the walls of all buildings

where there was another building forming an exposure within two hundred

feet.

"The service water system installed for the domestic water supply and

as an auxiliary water supply for fire protection consisted of a gridiron of 4-

inch to 1 2-inch lap-welded steel pipe, covering the entire Exposition site

where there were buildings.

"Single hydrants were spaced on the street mains of the service system

about 400 feet apart. A draught of 3,000 to 5,000 gallons per minute could

be obtained from this system about the main exhibit buildings.

"Each of the exhibit buildings of the main group, except the Machinery

Building, the Palace of Fine Arts, and the Palace of Horticulture, was

equipped with sprinklers, which were installed beneath the ceiling of all

parts of the building except the central dome.

"The control valves for the risers on this system were at the floor level

in order to provide quick access in case of broken sprinklers, pipes, or heads.

All of these sprinkler systems connected with the high pressure pipe loop

beneath the floor of the building, so that 220 pounds was maintained at the

base of all risers.

"A secondary source of supply was provided by connecting the domestic

supply through 6-inch connections on each. side of the building; properly

checked and gated against the high pressure.

"A modern municipal fire alarm telegraph system covered the entire
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grounds, with a central office in the Liberal Arts building, which connected

with all of the fire stations on the grounds and the Central Fire Alarm office

of the city. There were 102 street boxes near entrances and centers of

exhibit buildings. Alarms were automatically transmitted to all Exposition

fire stations, and city fire alarm offices.

"All the main exhibit buildings were equipped with the Aero Auto-

matic Fire Alarm system, installed beneath the floors and ceilings. Signals

were transmitted to the Central Fire Alarm office over separate circuits.

"There were three fire stations on the grounds, located on main thorough-

fares; one in the concession district, one in the main exhibit group near the

southeast corner, and one in the state and foreign section near the northwest

corner of the main exhibit group.

"There were ten pieces of motor driven fire apparatus distributed in

these stations. They consisted of three motor hose wagons, three combina-

tion hose wagons and pumping engines, one motor chemical engine, two

motor ladder trucks, and one motor squad wagon.

"The fire service was virtually a battalion of the San Francisco Fire

Department and the chief officers and about half of the men were detailed

from the San Francisco companies, the remaining men having been taken

from the Civil Service eligible list for firemen.

"These men were drilled daily at a drill tower at one of the fire stations

and were under the supervision and discipline of the Chief Engineer of the

San Francisco Fire Department. The force consists of ninety men.

"Watch service was maintained on the Exposition grounds by an organ-

ization of Exposition Guards, which was in charge of army officers. The

Guards were on eight-hour shifts and those shifts coming during the night

hours in the buildings, reported during the pre-Exposition period by portable

watch clocks.

"This force consisted of 90 officers and men during the construction

period, and was increased to over 400 by the time of opening.

"A modern municipal police patrol signal system was installed for the

use of the Guards. The police call box, with seven signal calls and tele-

phone, was installed with each fire alarm box, and a flash-light system with

red light over each fire and police box was part of the equipment.

"Three-gallon chemical extinguishers were distributed throughout each

building, and exhibitors were required to furnish themselves with such

equipment.
" Four 33-gallon chemical hand engines were kept inside of each of the

main exhibit buildings near main entrances. There were also installed

throughout all the exhibit buildings i>^-inch standpipes connected with
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the low pressure water system, each with 75 feet of i^-'mdi linen hose on

rack.

"Two fire marshals were employed to make inspections for hazardous

conditions, and guards were instructed to report the more prominent fire

hazards, such as accumulations of rubbish, storage of oil, or other risks."

The first Exposition fire engine company was regularly organized and

installed in Engine House No. i on June 9, 1914- James F. Layden was

Chief of the Exposition Fire Department.

The pools and fountain basins about the grounds had an aggregate

capacity of 6,247,090 gallons, which could have been drawn upon at need.

Fountains The city system included two good fire-boats for the protection of

and Fire- shipping and wharves, and for these two connections were pro-
*<"''^

vided on the Exposition's water-front, so that if the reservoirs

were for any reason to fail, the fire-boats could pump into the high pressure

mains. Each boat was capable of 9,000 gallons a minute, under 1 50 pounds

pressure. Provision was made also for taking water direct from the Bay by

means of the Exposition's fire engines.

Finally, a fire watchman was kept in the gallery of the Tower of Jewels,

whence he commanded a view of all the grounds.

Altogether, the Panama-Pacific presented the ultimate development in

exposition fire prevention measures. No other exposition had done so

much to reduce the hazard, or taken its precautions so early, systematically,

and symmetrically. Yet it was criticized by the National Board itself, for

fire underwriters are proverbially hard to please—perhaps properly so.
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CHAPTER VII

CENTRAL CONTROL

THE wide range of duties that in the course of the work devolved upon

the Comptroller made his office a comparatively new development

in exposition administration, and raised it above the plane of audit

and account which its name ordinarily denotes. The concentration in

the Comptroller of the important functions of purchase, of operating the

Employment Bureau, and of enforcing the system of apportionment, in

addition to that of accounting, was one of the radical departures of this

Exposition, and it worked well. The confusion and extravagance that

might have followed on uncontrolled commitments, and on purchasing and

hiring by the several divisions, departments, and bureaus, and that had

followed in other expositions, were avoided.

The Comptroller had, of course, no authority to employ. That was

done by the President of the Exposition, who even signed, in stacks, the em-

ployment cards of laborers before they could draw their pay. But applica-

tions were received through the Employment Bureau of the

Comptroller's Department, and as the hiring of the Exposition ^^"^

force was one of the vital and critical matters of management, it

will be as well just here to state in some detail the measures put into effect

by the President, to enforce what was tantamount to the merit system right

down the payroll.

Patronage was eliminated by strict adherence to the guiding principle

that the employee must be qualified to serve in some particular part of the

work, and that was the only reason for his employment. The Exposition

sought the best service. In almost every instance the job sought the man.

It was not given to the man that sought the job merely because he had

sought it, and had brought influence to bear to help him get it. When
investigation disclosed that a certain person was by talent and experience

fitted to fill a certain position the management went after him and drafted

him—often to the injury of his individual plans and interests.

As a corollary it was repeatedly pointed out and emphasized to the em-

ployee as a basis for his personal pride in his work and a stimulus to esprit
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de corps, that he was in his place because he was especially adapted to the

work of that place, and the fact that he held the position was proof that he

was an expert in his line; or at least that the management believed him

to be.

The chief officials and department heads were appointed by the President

with the approval of the Board. But, once appointed, no such official was

left the possible excuse for a failure of his work that he had had a worthless

subordinate forced upon him. He recommended his own subordinates for

appointment; reporting his reasons for his choice, and enclosing the refer-

ences and recommendations; and they were appointed by the President

—

the Directors having pledged themselves to the President, as a condition pre-

cedent to his taking office, to make no recommendations to department

chiefs. References were narrowly scanned and carefully preserved; for the

management was constantly mindful of the necessity of being able at any

time to meet criticism or hostile audit by interests that might be for the

moment unfriendly.

The department chiefs selected names for recommendation from applica-

tions received, classified, and submitted by the Comptroller—a function he

exercised through the Employment Bureau. Except in the cases

Classifie/
°^ ^^^ higher positions every application had to take that course.

In addition to the usual data exacted in such a case—name, date,

address, telephone number, age, sex, nationality, domestic condition, per-

sonal description, position desired and salary expected—the applicant had to

give a continuous service record for the preceding five years, and tell what

salary he had last received. This last was regarded by many as a rather

hard requirement; but it served as a basis for fixing the appointee's salary

with the Exposition—not always at that amount, for many other things had

to be considered—and as a justification for thus laying out the public's

money in each particular case.

The Comptroller at first handled directly all the business of recommend-

ing the clerical and office help: all the working force except the unskilled

labor and technical men required by the Division of Works. Ultimately he

turned this work over to a bureau.

Other things being equal, the President always insisted that priority of

application should be observed, so that the pubHc should know that an

application meant something and the applicant had a fair chance.

The Employment Bureau, in addition to receiving the applications, inter-

viewed the applicants, analyzed their references and qualifications, conferred

with them about the duties they preferred to perform and the department

in which they would be likely to be of the greatest service. In this manner
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it cut out a tremendous amount of labor for the department chiefs and
bureau heads.

The Comptroller was, in many lines of work, the executive arm of the

President. The office was first filled by Allan Pollok, in September, 191 1,

and afterward by Rodney S. Durkee, who succeeded Pollok about a year

later.

Durkee was at that time Auditor and Freight Claim Agent for the

Nevada Northern Railway Company, and his success at handling difficult

rate cases had attracted the attention of certain members of the Exposition

Board. He proved to be properly exacting, and of a character to enforce

fiscal policies even in a large and hastily constructed organization.

The Comptroller was also the working arm of the Executive Council of

the Finance Committee, which could hardly act within its peculiar province

without his advices as to the condition of the treasury. The
organization and assembling of an exposition is, in the financial

Advices

sense, a struggle to spend, effectively, large sums of money, run-

ning into the millions, within a very short time. Unless there is continuous

supervision of the finances—intelligent supervision based on intimate and
current knowledge of financial status and the needs of the work—some hun-

gry department will devour the sustenance of the others and leave them to

grow up starving and dwarfed. Hence the Executive Council of the Fi-

nance Committee, which had to approve requests for appropriations, needed

the presence of the head of that department which was charged with super-

vision of receipts and disbursements, and thus of accounts, and in addition

to consulting him on existing facts had to have him execute its policies.

It was the Comptroller's duty to see that the various departments were

getting the right returns from their employees, and spending the money of

the Exposition properly; and when an appropriation was requested he had
to make sure that the business could stand the expenditure, and would get

maximum returns from money invested in that way. The Executive

Finance Council, the Executive Committee, and their successor in authority,

the Executive Sub-Committee, had to move in the light of his knowledge of

the state of the funds in any scheme involving the expenditure of money,

because the first thing to be found out was whether or not the money was

there to be spent.

The Comptroller's Department became quite large, and by the June
preceding the opening of the Exposition included a Paymaster and a Time-

keeper and a Payroll Clerk, an Employment Bureau, Cashier's Depart-

ment, a large and active Collection Department, an Accounting Department,

including the Auditor, a Purchasing Department, a Fihng Department,
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a Mailing Department and a store-room force; besides the Comptroller's

Assistant, Mr. W. J. Pearce, who afterward became Acting Comptroller,

and the regular attaches of the office: a total of sixty-five persons.

Staff°"^
A year later, in the mid-Exposition period, there were 140 persons

directly under the Comptroller, including five for Festival Hall

which was brought within his charge, seven dealing with the business of

souvenir coins and medals, five for the box office business, and fifteen hand-

ling stores and supplies. In April, before the operating organization had

been drilled to its highest efficiency, there were even more persons on the

Comptroller's payroll. But the 140 cited above represent about the active

force required by this Department when things had become somewhat

systematized. As an example of the miscellaneous character of the duties

that fell to this office there may be cited the functions of official pho-

tographer, which the Comptroller had to take over and keep going during

an interval between two concessions of this privilege; and the secret service

for administrative control.

Throughout the period of construction the Exposition operated two

material warehouses, a service yard, a stationery and office supply store-

room, and a lumber yard, and it handled through central control all the

postage. During the Exposition period it carried on all these activities,

under suitable modifications, and through its store-house system it handled

also the official coins and medals. It ran a feed and grain store, and a sal-

vage warehouse.

One of the vital activities in the care of the Comptroller was the collec-

tion of the six million odd dollars of stock subscriptions. This took a little

organization in itself. There was a chief collector, Mr. Charles

Every Dollar
^- Linzee, and he had ten collectors under him, with two clerks

and four stenographers; and old Argus had nothing on them in the

matter of vigilance. It was a large job. There were over 14,000 active

accounts. Times were very bad and "grew rapidly no better," so that in

many cases subscribers were deferring all the payments they could. Thou-

sands of letters were sent out, and the delinquents were hurried as much as

possible. Promises were followed up implacably. All conceivable means
were taken to ascertain the ability of a subscriber to pay. The lottery lists

were read every week for possible winners. Sales of real estate, dissolutions

of partnerships, deaths, probate proceedings and inheritances were watched.

There were always twelve or fourteen hundred unlocated subscribers, and

men were detailed to search the directories for them continually.

All the ordinary collection methods were applied—persuasion, pleas,

threats—and when an account became "uncollectable" it was finally turned
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over to the Legal Department. In this manner the time came when the

Legal Department assumed the responsibility for reducing the irreducible

minimum, and succeeded in squeezing it down a little more; and the collec-

tions ceased to be a direct charge of the Comptroller's office. But with suit-

able modifications of method and contraction of staff the Comptroller's

office had to continue its duties until the close of all Exposition business,

not only for the operating season but the post-Exposition period as well.



CHAPTER VIII

THE PROPAGANDA DIVISION

MULTITUDES seemed willing, after the resignation of the first

holder of the office, to take the target-like position of Director

of Exploitation and tempt all the "slings and arrows" that

"outrageous fortune" might direct against it, but the President and the

Committee in charge of this difficult Division had recognized the critical

responsibilities involved, and were determined to secure if pos-

ExploiLuon ®^^'^ ^^^ ^^^^ talent the country offered. The result of extended

inquiry was the appointment on February 13, 1913, of George

Hough Perry, who had a wide reputation for success in advertising cam-

paigns. Perry had been John Wanamaker's advertising manager, had

founded "Everybody's Magazine" and had been its first editor.

On his appointment, the Division was organized in the form which it

kept, practically speaking, throughout. Hamilton Wright continued his work

as Editor-in-Chief, in charge of a staff of writers. O. H. Fernbach, former

city editor of the San Francisco "Examiner" and later of the San Francisco
" Call," was put in charge of the local bureau, but in September, 1913, was ap-

pointed United States Commissioner to Central and South America and the

West Indies and was succeeded at the head of the local bureau by Arthur H.

Dutton, a well-known newspaper-man, who became superintendent of the

writers' section of the Editorial Bureau. Walter S. Chandler was chief

clerk of the Division.

Through the Editorial Bureau, with its Writers' Section, a news and

literary service was maintained, and it distributed tidings of Exposition

development all over the globe. News from this Department, about the

Exposition, has appeared in practically every important publication in the

United States on the same day. The cost of maintenance was not great,

relatively, for compared to similar departments of other expositions the

staff was never large. The Bureau was in continuous operation from No-

vember, 1912, to Closing Day, and the average number of writers continu-

ously at work was only eight, although from time to time special writers

were employed to prepare articles on the Exposition architecture for archi-
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tectural and engineering journals; and Chief Lively of the Department of

Live Stock furnished the farming journals with a great deal of valuable

matter from his office, direct.

All the members of the staff were writers of recognized ability. Dutton

had been an editorial writer on the Boston "Herald," Grant Wallace had been

a member of the editorial staffof" Everybody's Magazine" and had acquired

fame as a war correspondent in Cuba, and in Asia during the Russo-Japanese

war; Guy R. Kinsley had served on the Indianapolis "News," Illinois "State

Register," Spokane " Spokesman-Review," " Montpelier Call " and

"Hartford City Times"; Lowell Hardy was a well-known short-
weavers

story writer and magazine contributor, Harold French was a

magazine contributor and so was Mrs. Jesse N. Burness, and Alan McEwen,
son of the famous San Francisco and Philadelphiajournalist, Arthur McEwen.
Other well-qualified members of the staff from time to time were N. Orestes

Guille, Charles W. Stevenson, Mrs. Marie H. Davidson, and Miss Lucy G.

White. So the character of the articles was uniformly high. In spite of the

volume of publicity obtained, measured in inches and columns, the effort

was not to ply the newspapers with anything they would take, but to send

them only such material as in the opinion of the Editor or the Director was

worth printing on its merits.

The governing policy was to give the public the news, to tell the actual

facts about the Exposition, reliably. But that did not interfere with giving

the efforts of the writers a utilitarian slant, and much of the publicity was

planned to show the manifold ways in which the Exposition would be of

value to participating states and nations and exhibitors. Thus, it promoted

the foreign and state campaigns, and the work of the Exhibits Division.

Much was descriptive, like the Exposition itself, of the world's progress in

art, science, and industry, and so was acceptable for its intrinsic, and high,

educational value. The development of the great enterprise, once it was

well going, furnished matter of absorbing interest, which, skillfully handled,

was reasonably sure of a welcome.

While a large percentage of the articles were syndicated, and published

simultaneously in scores of newspapers, the metropolitan dailies and the

magazines had to have special and original stories. In a single week the

Bureau sent out, in manifold, over 13,000,000 words of Exposition text, be-

sides hundreds of special articles, telegraphic stories, and illustrated features.

Continuity of effort and policy, through a small but regularly organized

staff, retained throughout the work, proved much more effective than the

occasional engagement of larger numbers of temporary writers, which had

been the method at some other expositions.
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The system of gathering Exposition news was like that of the local room

of a big daily, for the writers were almost all experienced in newspaper work

and followed newspaper practice as far as it was applicable. The

Methods^ field was divided into four "beats," with one man covering the

grounds and construction work, another the concessions, another

the exhibits, and another the executive departments. Every man worked

his material into three classes as far as it was susceptible of such treatment:

local, general, and technical; and stories were translated for the foreign lan-

guage press, and even labored into Londonese for British consumption.

A week's work for one man would often consist of a dozen local stories, a

special article for one of the larger magazines, a technical description of some

phase of construction, an article on sanitation, a philosophical analysis of the

symbolism of a piece of Exposition sculpture, "freak" stories that were only

amusing, a primer for the children's page, "sporting dope," and a treatise

showing what the Panama Canal would do for peace. And through all of it

accuracy had to be preserved as far as that is humanly possible, or the Depart-

ment would have lost the confidence of the press and worn out its welcome.

In general the product divided itself into six forms: i, special exclusive

stories; 2, a feature picture service to pictorial weeklies; 3, a matrix and plate

service to small-town papers; 4, telegraph news service to metropolitan

dailies; 5, illustrated features for Sunday supplements; and 6, articles for

papers printed in foreign languages in this country and abroad.

A Bureau of Records was established in the Division of Exploitation, in

charge of Franklin Pierce, to keep track of results and show in what territory

more effort was needed. At the end of the first year of work Exposition

matter was appearing with fair regularity in about 1,000 dailies and about

5,000 weekly papers, and in about as many more, occasionally, of less im-

portance. At the end of the second year some kind of Exposition story,

news item or picture, was reaching an average of ten million readers every

three days. The average printed weekly, during 1914, was

spread 6o,ooo inches, and it got up as high as 200,000 weekly—probably

an unprecedented quantity. The clippings sent in that year

reached 60,000 newspaper pages. And these figures were never more than

fractional, for the clipping bureaus on whose returns they were based could

not have been expected to get everything.

The Bureau of Records early developed an accurate and detailed card-

index account with practically every publication of 1,000 circulation and
over, in the United States and Canada, showing the space devoted to Exposi-

tion matter and the dates on which every item appeared. Thorough
analysis by the Bureau kept the Exploitation Committee and the head of the
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Division currently informed of the character of the comment on Exposition

affairs in the press of the country, and enabled them to stimulate failing

interest or correct false reports, and it also gave the Division Director early

knowledge of helpful hints and new ideas. In the segregated clippings that

came in to the Records Bureau one could trace the wanderings of those

peripatetic friends of the great enterprise who volunteered to give it pub-

licity by walking across the country on stilts, or by roUing a

steel ball from Hackensack to Sacramento, or by driving an ox-
^^ j.^^^

team and prairie schooner from Oregon to San Francisco. But

better than that, the service of this Bureau reflected the temper of the

country and gave early warning of any menacing development like the

rumors that visitors were going to be overcharged for accommodations, or

that the Exposition would be postponed or abandoned.

Occasions were seized for special treatment. When a State building was

dedicated, stories of the event were sent to all the leading papers of that

State. Twenty-five hundred pictures of the Opening Day exercises, with

captions and descriptive articles, were in the mail within 24 hours after

opening, and stories of the Closing Day exercises were arranged for in ad-

vance, for thousands of publications throughout the country. Corps of

telegraphers sent out wire stories on the main Exposition events in time to

reach the eastern dailies for their early morning editions.

The service was appreciated and had its effect in securing a generous

cooperation. Before the Exposition was over, 39 leading news syndicates

in Europe and more than 50 in the United States were handling Exposition

press matter. More than 3,000 special Exposition editions of newspapers

and magazines were published. The London "Times" devoted a large edi-

tion to the Exposition and the Pacific Coast. The largest daily in Sweden

issued a hundred-page number on the Exposition. Every important illus-

trated paper in the world featured it pictorially. A general mention in the

press matter of the Exposition that the "Hercules" pamphlet would be sent

free on request resulted in a demand for more than 200,000 copies; the re-

quests came in at the rate of over 600 a day.

A color supplement page was issued to 46 papers in the United States,

one in Canada, two in Europe, and two in South America.

After the outbreak of the war, rumors of postponement refused to down,

notwithstanding all that had been said to the contrary. The de-

cision of the management in that parlous matter we have recited ^, 'T,'"^^
1 • , • 1-11111- ''"^ Mails

elsewhere. To many people it seemed mcredible that the Expo-

sition should go right on. September 22, 1914, was made "Letter Writing

Day" and every citizen of California was urged to write three letters to
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friends in the East assuring them that no change had been made in the

Exposition plans—with a request that the recipient of the news should pass

it along to at least three friends of his. Reports from postmasters indicated

that over 2,000,000 such letters went out of California on that date.

This worked well, so another "letter day" was set, for Thanksgiving:

November 26, 1914. The Exposition put into every stationery store on the

Coast a stock of folding letter-sheets, bearing half-tone views of the palaces

and grounds, and Pacific Coast residents were urged to make use of them.

December 15, 1914, was made "Exposition Letter Day" again. Business

houses added postscripts to their correspondence telling of the Exposition,

and school children wrote hundreds of thousands of letters as their part in it.

Large exhibitors were asked to supply the division with data about their

exhibits. This was worked up by the editorial bureau into descriptive ar-

ticles of great value.

The railroads cooperated, and issued booklets by the million in addition

to their magazine and newspaper and poster advertising, calling attention to

the Exposition. They were especially active during the fall of 1914 and the

early months of 191 5.

About 600,000 Exposition post cards were issued to hotels to be given free

to guests; and 250,000 more went out with an advertisement of the hotel

incorporated with that of the Exposition.

One enterprise of the Exploitation Division that had most beneficial

results was the practice of interviewing visitors. This was put into effect

about three months before opening and continued for about three

Interviews
"lo^iths after opening. Persons of distinction from the Middle

West and from the Eastern States were interviewed on their arrival

in the city and the interviews were telegraphed to their home papers over

their signatures. In this way a great deal of favorable comment that was

authoritative testimony and had personal interest behind it was brought to

bear where it would have the best effect.

These general methods were carried on into the Exposition season, and

through it; but with operating activities going on, the work underwent

specialization, to promote interest in different phases of Exposition life.

A man was detailed to look after publicity on the Zone, another in the Live

Stock Department, another with a small staff to put out advance news of

conventions and musical events, and another with a larger staff to keep the

public informed of the special attractions in the grounds. The writers could

thus be in close touch with all these activities, while the general news and

descriptive matter still went out from the Editorial Bureau in the Press

Building.
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A distinct campaign was made to stimulate the attendance of farmers

during October and November of the Exposition year. These were desig-

nated "Farmer's Months," and throughout the agricultural districts of the

United States and Canada the railroads filled the newspapers with display

advertising of the stock shows and other agricultural exhibits that were a

special feature at that time. A large part of the copy for these advertise-

ments was supplied by the Division of Exploitation.

Evidences of results began reaching the Exposition in encouraging quan-

tity toward the close of the construction period. In a single journal of

general circulation an announcement was made that a map of

San Francisco and a booklet on the Exposition would be mailed
of ReltUts

on request. Two addressees were given in the announcement:

Charles S. Fee of the Southern Pacific, at San Francisco, and Gerritt P. Fort,

of the Union Pacific, at Omaha. For some time after, requests reached each

of these offices at the rate of about 250 a day.

The Division of Exploitation cost $705,666 in the pre-Exposition period,

and $146,814 in the operating season, making a total of $852,480. It was
all outgo, but without it there wouldn't have been much income.



CHAPTER IX

A PUBLISHING HOUSE AND LYCEUM

THERE seemed to be a limitless quantity of printing required by the

Exposition, not merely for external application but to secure in-

ternally the proper cooperation of the large number of diverse per-

sons and interests involved. Working with and supporting the efforts of the

Editorial Bureau, and every other department that needed it, was the

Bureau of Publication of the Division of Exploitation, under the manage-

ment of Nolan Davis. It was conducted on the plan of a publishing house.

There was an art section, and a printing and engraving section, and a mimeo-
graph section; and a photographic section, until the photographing func-

tion was taken over by a concessionaire.

This Bureau prepared, compiled, published and distributed all the litera-

ture issued directly by the Exposition. The mimeograph section did much
multiplying of general orders, circular letters, and other forms, for depart-

ment chiefs and division directors and any other official of the Exposition

that needed such help. The printing and engraving section looked after

everything required in the printing line, from pamphlets to business cards

of Exposition officers. The art section had a photographic equipment and

was able to turn out about every style of illustration in current use.

Under this a great stimulus was given the local processes of color repro-

duction, in order to convey the exact coloring of the architectural features.

Autochrome photographs were made in quantity by the Bureau, and sets of

color printing plates were directly photo-engraved from them, electro-plated,

and sent to publications all over the world. The autochromes

in Pictures themselves, and lantern slides made on Paget plates from England
were circulated in a similar manner. There was soon a strong

demand for such material, and it was called back and sent abroad again and
again.

Special features, newspaper contest pages, the taking of pictures for

publicity and exploitation purposes, lantern slides for lecturers, the making
of cuts, layouts, and designs for articles in magazines and other pubUcations,

and mimeographing of articles in foreign languages all came within the
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province of the Bureau of Publication. It distributed in the single year of

1913 over 3,000,000 booklets, over 60,000 photographs, and 10,000,000

mimeographed copies of articles. Three or four hundred printing jobs

passed through the Bureau every month during the busiest part of the devel-

opment period.

The characteristic literature of the Exposition consisted mainly of three

important publications: the "Hercules" booklet, a descriptive pamphlet;

"Condensed Facts"; and an illustrated folder for railroad rack distribution.

These were in addition to the "Balboa" booklet issued by the Remington

Typewriter Company.
The "Hercules" booklet bore on the cover a reproduction of one of the

most forceful pieces of poster work ever composed in this country: "The
Thirteenth Labor of Hercules," by Perham Nahl. The booklet contained

well-written matter about the Panama Canal, the Exposition, San Francisco,

and California, as attractions to tourists. It was copiously illustrated with

half-tone engravings, and contained some beautiful color prints. "Con-

densed Facts" was of folder size and besides descriptive matter
, • 1 • r 1

Working
It contained answers to a great many practical questions ror the

^^ Millions

traveler. The railway rack folder was an attractive display of

Exposition scenes, with a map of side trips about the Bay and the central

region of California, from Monterey to Yosemite and Tahoe. Three million

copies of these three went out. With the " Balboa" booklet mentioned

above they were the main direct advertising staple of the Exposition.

In addition there was much special publication for other departments.

The Department of Congresses, Conferences, and Conventions issued a

great deal of material, such as the little "Exposition Fact Book," with an

invitation from the President and Secretary of the Exposition and answers

to all conceivable questions, and the booklet on the accommodations of the

Auditorium and Festival Hall, with the Oakland Auditorium and the

Hearst Greek Theater at Berkeley. All departments coming into relations

with the general public had to avail themselves of this method of ad-

dress, and there were all sorts of jobs to be done by the Bureau, from

fruit-box stickers to information for yachtsmen, the prize list for the cat

show, programs and entry blanks for the race meet, infor-

mation for builders of machinery, the rules of the Division of ""'"
• r 1

• • • r
Message

Works, permits for the Admissions Department, and informa-

tion for participants under all heads. One of the important small publica-

tions of the Exposition was "Vice-President Marshall's Exposition Mes-

sage to the Nation," issued after the dedication ceremonies.

The experience of the Exposition demonstrated that in addition to the
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efficacy of the printed page, people could be reached by lectures at a cost of

about three-quarters of a cent a person. During 1913 and the early months

of 19I4 the Division of Exploitation maintained a staff of lecturers, headed

by Dr. Frederick Vining Fisher, who were equipped with colored lantern-

slides of Exposition scenes. They were booked throughout the country,

appearing before Chambers of Commerce, Boards of Trade, church societies,

and Chatauqua and Lyceum circuits. Railroad companies later assumed

their salaries and expenses, the advertisement of the railroad being incor-

porated with the lecture on the Exposition.

In all 2,715 addresses were delivered by the Exposition lecture staff, and

the audiences aggregated 978,000 persons, according to the report

of Mouth °^ ^^^ Director of Exploitation. The lectures made people talk,

and the interest thus excited and spread made the newspapers

value the Exposition as a news subject.

A large number of volunteer lecturers, amateur and professional, took the

field, either interested in the theme themselves or interested in the public's

interest in it, and a separate fund was established to equip them with slides

and films. There is no way to estimate how many people were reached with

the Exposition story in this way, but the number must have been large, to

judge from the applications.

Three hundred and seventy-eight daily newspapers joined with the

Exposition in a subscription-stimulating plan that produced large and satis-

factory results. This was the plan of the "contest tours," directed for the

Exploitation Division by Clyde L. Peck, an experienced circulation promoter.

The paper made an offer of a tour to the Exposition as a prize for the person

bringing in the largest number of new subscribers. Naturally the scheme

involved a pictorial display of the attractions offered, and these were set

forth in full-page lay-outs, made up in the Division of Exploitation and sent

in plate and matrix form to the paper conducting the contest. These page

lay-outs were the most effective sort of display advertising, and cost the

Exposition only the plates or matrices. The value of the aggregate displays

at the card rates of the papers using them, was said to have been about

$400,000. And the papers themselves received a due return. Some re-

ported cash receipts for new subscriptions amounting to $25,000.

It must not be supposed that the functions of the Division of Exploita-

tion were in any way limited to the mere duty of advertising the Exposition

through circulars, pamphlets, and newspaper publicity. It had to do all that

and much more besides. For, Exploitation is a rather large and elastic term.

Its field came to include the Hotel Bureau's activities, elsewhere described,

State participation, advertising by means of moving pictures, getting in
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shape for publication all sorts of illustrations through the Bureau of Art and

Illustration, of which Egbert N. Clark was manager, and vigilantly looking

for and diligently taking advantage of every opportunity that presented

itself for educating the world in the importance and value of the Exposition

as an educational institution. The lectures, the newspaper contest tours,

posters, post cards, chain letters, interviews, stimulating the exhibitors and

the railroads—all these items of activity and phases of the work are indic-

ative of the energy of a long arm that was never still until Closing Day.

Much of the Division's work it was impossible to plan in advance or even

foresee. It depended on the sudden grasp of unexpected opportunity. To
this the training and temperament of the Division Director and of the

veteran newspaper men under him were peculiarly adapted. Episodes and

conditions so temporary as to be fleeting were to them possible material for

rich results. Out of the vast complexities of Exposition affairs any day

might bring forth an episode of surpassing interest, unforeseen and unfore-

seeable, and such, perhaps, as only the practised newspaper instinct could

recognize for matter of exploitation value. What such matter might be,

and was, and how in some cases it was swiftly utilized, and in others un-

folded to the world as a series of acts in a drama extended like a Chinese

play over weeks and months, we shall endeavor to illustrate in the following

chapter.



CHAPTER X

GETTING THE WORLD'S ATTENTION

IN
its site, setting, purpose, artistic investiture, character as a contem-

poraneous celebration of a thing just done, and as the astonishing

enterprise of a lately ruined city, the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition would have, in many aspects, a strong and world-wide appeal,

if the world could hear it. And whether it be tired of the press agent and

his methods or not, there is one thing the press cannot resist, and that is

news. But outside the general interest in the main event there were certain

activities intrinsically interesting and perhaps a bit stimulated for the pur-

pose, which emerge as having had an important measure of publicity value,

and which reacted to enhance the news value of the Exposition itself.

Among them were:

The public subscription meeting of April 28, 1910. It was news that

commanded attention everywhere—the first time such an event had hap-

pened in all the history of expositions.

The contest with New Orleans for national recognition, waged all over

the United States and finished on the stage of the Nation's capital. This

included "Argument Week" with its 2,000,000 post cards—from October

10 to 17, 1910.

All the important public ceremonies; such as the banquet to President

Taft and the ground-breaking in Golden Gate Park, the selections of sites by

foreign and State commissioners, the dedications of the sites and of the pa-

vilions and State buildings.

The long campaigns for foreign and State participation, which led up to

these site selections and dedications; involving the cooperation of the foreign

and State auxiliary societies, and the consular corps at San Francisco.

The effort to secure the attendance of the navies of the world: an effort

only defeated by the war.

The work of the Flying Legion, and excursions in general.

The Western Governor's Special.

The many phases of the effort, finally successful, to obtain the display

of the Liberty Bell at San Francisco.
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The celebration of the blowing up of Gamboa Dike.

The plans for the first circumaviation of the globe.

The publication and distribution of the " Balboa" booklet.

The adoption of the cancellation stamp by the Post Office at San Fran-

cisco and other Coast cities.

The cruise of the "Jason."

Some of these items have separate mention elsewhere in this narrative.

Others we shall dispose of here, as their main effect was publicity.

A cancellation stamp bearing an Exposition legend was suggested to the

Exposition management by Assistant Postmaster William F. Burke on

behalf of Postmaster Fisk early in 191 1. By an order of the Postmaster

General made in 1901, no such stamp could be used for advertising any

undertaking for which Congress had not appropriated money; and Congress

had appropriated nothing for this Exposition, on the Exposition's own sug-

gestion. It seemed another case in which this act of virtue had become a

curse. But after some correspondence between Postmaster Fisk,

First Assistant Postmaster General Grandfield and Postmaster
^^^^ Billion

General Frank H. Hitchcock, the San Francisco office was per-

mitted to use the stamp. In a rectangular field which would be certain to

strike clear of the postage stamp, it bore the legend: world's Panama

PACIFIC EXPOSITION IN SAN FRANCISCO, I9I5.

The dies were put on four cancelling machines, and in this way the legend

was impressed on all letter, post-card, and circular mail going out of San

Francisco from May i, 191 1, until the Exposition was over. These pieces

going all over the world, numbered 540,000,000, as nearly as can be esti-

mated from post office returns.

Wells Drury, Secretary of the Berkeley Chamber of Commerce, sug-

gested extension, and although, because of the cost of the dies, no order

could be obtained to have the stamp put into general use all over the country,

certain Chambers of Commerce and Boards of Trade in the larger California

cities were incited to request the Postmaster General to permit its use in

their post offices. It was soon issuing on mail from Bakersfield, Berkeley,

San Jose, Sacramento, Oakland, Fresno, Stockton, Alameda, Pasadena, Los

Angeles, and finally the permission was extended to Portland, Seattle, and

Tacoma, all which cities were animated by the friendliest desire to help San

Francisco.

The records of these post offices show that the cancellations went out on

more than half a billion pieces of mail matter; which, when you add San

Francisco's total, makes several million more than a billion times that the

little reminder was sent on its way. If there is advertising value in the
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repetition of a name, there was value in this. In 1917 in the midst of war

the device was adopted by the Government for stimulating the conservation

of food, and the sale of Liberty Bonds.

Postmaster General Hitchcock also approved a design of the Bureau of

Printing and Engraving for an Exposition postage stamp, but the stamp was

rather large, its sale was not pushed, and it did not prove as effective as the

cancelling stamp.

In 1912, Dr. Skiff was in Stockholm, and offered in the name of the Ex-

position a gold plaque for the winner of the Pentathlon in the Olympic

games. The gift was accepted, to pass at each Olympiad to the winner of

this event. It was presented in honor of Pierre de Coubertin, originator of

the modern Olympic games, and the plaque bears a statement to that effect.

This brought the Exposition directly to the attention of the world of

athletics.

The destruction of the Gamboa Dike, on October 10, 1913, was a good

example of exploitation opportunism. Gamboa Dike was not blown up by

the Exposition, nor on the Exposition's account. It was the ar-

the World tificial dam that held back the waters of Gatun Lake, at Panama,

from the Culebra, or Gaillard, Cut; and the Cut having been

completed, or supposedly so, the engineers decided it was time to let the

water in. Accordingly the Dike was mined; and from the White House, by

means of an electrical connection, President Wilson was prepared to fire the

dynamite.

At San Francisco the event was hailed as the removal of the last barrier

in the Canal, and a great celebration was planned by the Publicity Depart-

ment of the Exposition.

Mayor Rolph, by proclamation, requested public rejoicings, with plenty

of noise. There were parades and reviews of troops, and at Union Square

there was a bursting of bombs, to accompany the tooting of whistles all over

town, when the charge was shot. Speeches were made by Vice-President

Hale, by William T. Sesnon, President of the Chamber of Commerce, by

President J. J. Dwyer of the Board of State Harbor Commissioners, repre-

senting the Governor, and by Sylvester McAtee representing the Mayor.

The orator of the day was Senor Jose E. Lefevre, First Secretary of Legation

of the Republic of Panama; who was entertained at luncheon by the Exposi-

tion, and afterward dedicated the site for Panama's pavilion.

A toast had been composed to be given the world around, if possible:

"Here's to the Panama Canal; to those who have conceived it, to those who
have achieved it, and to the event that celebrates it in San Francisco in

1915."
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All this, sped by the telegraph, was news, and did much to spread a

knowledge of the coming celebration, of which it was but a slight foretaste.

In the local press, it was the big news of the day, and had been for several

days before. It did not mark the completion of the Canal, by a long dis-

tance, but it did mark the opening of it, in a sense. And it was the first

occasion on which the Canal and its celebration at San Francisco were

coupled in thought and sentiment and ceremony.

The Exposition undertook at one time to develop a Magellan of the skies.

On February 13, 1914, Arnold Kruckman was appointed manager of a

Bureau of Aeronautics, to promote an international aerial race that should

encircle the globe. Lowell Hardy was detailed from the Division of Ex-

ploitation to handle the publicity for it. The project had a cosmic

sweep and a modern character that made it at once the subject

of world interest. The first Associated Press wire about it ^^^^ a Race Track

went out of San Francisco produced a front-page, top-head story

in almost every important paper in the country. Scientific journals pub-

lished articles about it. Governments took cognizance. Great railroad

systems offered help. The State Department issued credentials to Kruck-

man and he and Hardy started eastward to lay out the course and make
arrangements for supply and control stations.

On the way they visited mayors and governors, enlisting their help for

auxiliary prizes for the first man in at each city. These interviews all made

news which was given the press, and which appeared in every paper in every

city en route to New York. They remained one month in New York, and

every daily in that city ran a story on it every day.

The Exposition offered prizes aggregating $150,000: |ioo,ooo to the

winner, $30,000 to the second in, and $20,000 to the third. There were

prospects of the same amount in auxiliary prizes for local distances en route.

The racers were to start from the Exposition grounds at San Francisco and

proceed eastward to Reno, to Cheyenne, to Chicago, to New York, and

thence up the New England States and the coast of Labrador to Belle Isle.

Here they would jump to Cape Farewell at the tip of Greenland, and then

launch out over sea 670 miles to Reykjavik in Iceland. Thence they would

make the Hebrides, cross Scotland to Edinburgh, drop down to London,

Paris, Berlin, and thence go by Warsaw, St. Petersburg, and Moscow,

and cross Russia, to Siberia and the line of the Trans-Siberian railroad,

which they would follow to Vladivostok. From Vladivostok they

would fly to Kobe and Tokyo, and thence by Kamchatka to the Ber-

ing Straits and Alaska, whence they would follow down the coast by

Sitka, Vancouver, Seattle and Portland to San Francisco. A flyer that
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wanted to take ship could do so but he would be penalized at the rate of

|S2o a mile.

It made a tremendous appeal to the imagination, everywhere. One did

not have to be a boy to feel again the charm of plans for grand achievement

and scientific discovery laid out by a group of heroes in the early

Prospects
chapters of a Jules Verne book. It was like a "Trip to the

Moon" or a "Journey to the Center of the Earth." As for the

"Tour of the World in 80 Days," that was left in the era of horse cars and

wooden sidewalks.

From San Francisco stories went continuously to the press in such vol-

ume that the telegraph tolls on the New York wires alone amounted for a

time to |ioo a day. And the press "ate them up."

American and European sanctions were necessary and there would have

to be a world-encircling chain of supply depots. National patrols would

have to be arranged, to assist in case of accident and to protect the flyers in

wild and unknown regions.

Kruckman went to Labrador to arrange for these stations. So even the

fishermen on that wild coast learned of the Exposition that should mark
another ten-year stride of the world; although it must be said that not many
of them came. He arranged with Capt. Bernier, the Polar explorer, who in

July, 19I4, was starting north, to have Bernier deposit gasoline and oil and
other supplies in Greenland. The supervision of the race through Russia

and Siberia was assumed by the Sporting Committee of the Jero Club Im-
perial de Russie, and fifteen stations were designated, from Moscow to Mouk-
den and Takou.

Inquiries poured in. There were some early tentative entries. AppHca-
tions came from Alaska and British Columbia for the honor of establishing

stations. On June 16, Kruckman, having enlisted the interest of the

overland railroads in this country, of the Alaska Commercial Company, and
of the Canadian Government, left New York for Europe. At Liverpool,

arrangements were made for a station, and he was about to double back to

Iceland and Greenland for the same purpose and then proceed to the Con-
tinent—when the fatal first of August came along, bringing war.

The bold dream of this triumph of peace was over. The project is but a

legacy of the Exposition to the next one, or to any other body that feels im-

pelled to try it—first conceived and almost launched by and for the San
Francisco celebration. But while it lived it was vital with the genius of the

twentieth century, and being so, it gained and held the attention of the

world. Its publicity results were tremendous, far exceeding in money
value all it had cost.
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Thos. Cook & Son were preparing to do some exploitation of a very

effective kind in their capacity as foreign passenger agents for the Exposition,

through their 160 offices scattered all over the globe, and their
I II- r^, , -11 The Tourist

many travel publications. 1 hey organized a special department
^^^^

for Exposition travel, and started a vigorous campaign in 36
British newspapers. The war seriously interfered with this service, but

they kept up the work, in their own publications at least, right down to the

close of the season.

The "Balboa" booklet was one of the conspicuously effective pieces of

Exposition publicity work. It was compiled by Thomas Morrell Moore,

Commissioner General of the Exposition to the Atlantic States, and was

published and distributed by the Remington Typewriter Company under a

concessions contract, which involved many other features, such as the

stenography privileges on the grounds, and the use of Remington typewriters

in the organization. Besides the booklet, the Remington Company had

1,000,000 letter sheets printed, with the Exposition's certificate in fac-

simile stating that its typewriters were used exclusively in the Exposition

organization.

The booklet was very beautiful, filled with colored pictures and tinted

maps and a text that gave some descriptive matter about the Canal, and

about San Francisco, as well as the Exposition. It was put out with the

"compliments of the President and Board of Directors," and had on its

cover a portrait of the discoverer of the Pacific, under the arms of Leon and

Castile.

One million copies were printed and distributed. It was issued in

eleven languages. All the 658 salesrooms of the Remington Company
"located in as many different cities throughout all of the six

continents and islands of the seas," became a distributing center tribuHon

for this handsome brochure, and people were glad to get it.

Every salesman of the organization became an official carrier to the business

men and leading personages of his field. Of course, the war interfered; and

the Russian consignment had to go in through the Arctic port of Archangel.

Legislators, diplomats, and high executives of foreign countries received

them. Editors made favorable comment; there was no other kind to make.

They went to officers in foreign armies and navies. A strong demand was

developed, which had to be satisfied by the delivery of thousands more in

high places.

The Exposition was host to the members of the American Association of

Traveling Passenger Agents and their wives on the fourteenth of October,

19I4. They were taken on a two-hour tour of the Bay, and then 640 of
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them sat down to luncheon in the Machinery Palace. President Moore pre-

sided, and in his address he pointed out the signs of progress. After lunch-

eon, long seatswere placed on flatcars and the party was taken through the

grounds and palaces by rail. There followed a run through the Presidio

and Golden Gate park by automobile, and the entertainment

Interested
ended with a dance at the Palace Hotel, when moving pictures of

the scenes of the day were shown. The members of this Associa-

tion represented the railroads of the United States and Canada, and when

they adopted the following resolutions it meant much in influence and in the

spread of interest in the Exposition:

"i. That the Association is profoundly impressed with the nobility of

the scale on which this Exposition is planned and with its wonderful beauty

in detail.

"2. That the Association is struck with the astonishing progress of the

work, all the exhibit palaces being completed and the installation of the

exhibits from the United States and foreign countries going on.

"3. That in the opinion of this Association there is no doubt that the

Exposition will be completed and ready on its opening date, Feb. 20, 191 5.

"4. That in the opinion of this Association the Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition, in plan and execution, in grandeur of conception and in

beauty of detail, in program and performance, will be commensurate with

the great national event which it is to celebrate, creditable to the nations

which celebrate, and an honor to California, the hostess State.

"5. And it is hereby resolved that, the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition, in educational value, in artistic stimulus, in duty and interest,

justifies the members of this Association in urging every one who wishes to

be abreast of the times to come and stay long at the Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition."

"We owe it as American citizens to make it a success and we will do it,"

said President Matthews. "When we return to our respective homes we
are going to make success for you. The Traveling Passenger Agents Asso-

ciation is vitally interested."

This is but an instance of the manner in which the message of the Exposi-

tion was taken over the world by its friends.

Inducing His Majesty George V of Great Britain, or the Prince of Wales,

to visit the Exposition was seriously considered, at one time, but under the

conditions of war it was impossible.
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Harry Lauder's "back drop" painting of the Exposition, to be hung be-

hind him so that this most entertaining artist would be performing in the

foreground of the palaces, was another good bit of exploitation work. The

drop was 30 by 40 feet in size, and was painted under the direction

of Jules Guerin by W. A. Street, of New York, the artist that
"
ass7sIs

painted the scenery for the Grand Canyon of Arizona concession

on the Zone, Lauder took it with him on an extended tour. A travertine

balustrade in the foreground bore the legend "February 20—December 4,

191 5. The Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco."

Rush Street Bridge, Chicago, is one of the great thoroughfares of the

world, fit to be ranked with Fleet Street or the Strand, or Westminster

Bridge. It is the connecting link in the automobile highway between the

north side and south side park systems of the city, and a traffic count of

the Vehicle Department of Chicago showed vehicles moving over it to the

number of 151 1 an hour. On the roof of one of the nearby freight houses,

in view of all this traffic, there was displayed from 6 p.m., to midnight, and

from March 8 to December 4, 191 5, an electric flash light sign 50 feet square,

of 3860 tungsten lamps, announcing the Exposition at San Francisco, bear-

ing the legend "California Invites the World," and made more attractive

by the picture, in electric lights, of a large, modern locomotive.

The Poster Association of the United States offered to post, gratis, 10,000

24-sheet posters throughout the country. The Executive Committee

accepted the offer with gratitude, and the paper went up, early in the Ex-

position year. This generous and loyal arrangement was made through the

San Francisco firm of Foster & Kleiser.

Cohan & Harris, the New York theatrical firm, assisted exploitation of

the Exposition with a large electric sign in front of their Astor Theater at

Times Square. William Morris put an Exposition electric sign

on his New York Roof Garden, and Asa G. Chandler put one 20 ^^^ Posters

feet square on the Chandler Building at 220 West 42d Street.

There were other large display signs in New York and elsewhere, and one on

the Ferry Building at San Francisco, and they contributed valuable results.

Perhaps time will prove the construction of the Panama Canal to have

been the greatest marine event since the discovery of America; greater than

Suez. So, in the plans of the management, the attendance of vessels of

foreign navies with an American fleet, forming an international naval pa-

geant, was to be a star feature of foreign participation, and it was for this,

particularly, that Rear Admiral Sidney A. Staunton, U. S. N., was made a

member of the Commission Extraordinary to Europe.

Three weeks before that Commission departed, the President of the
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United States approved the Naval appropriation bill, to which Senator

Swanton of Virginia had caused this clause to be added:

"The President is further authorized and respectfully requested, in

extending this invitation to the foreign nations in pursuance of the aforesaid

joint resolution of Congress, to invite their representatives and their fleets

to assemble at Hampton Roads, Virginia, and thence come to the city of

Washington, there to be formally welcomed by the President; and at the

conclusion of the ceremonies at Washington, the President is requested to

proceed to Hampton Roads and there review the assembled fleets as they

start on their voyage to the city of San Francisco."

This composite international navy was to proceed through the Canal,

swing up the coast of Mexico and the Californias, and then make its stately

progress into the Golden Gate to an anchorage off the Exposition Marina.

It was a grand conception, fitting in dignity to the great occasion it was

meant to grace. Rear Admiral Staunton did effective work on it abroad,

interviewing ministers of marine, and others in places of influence and power.

Fourteen nations officially accepted the invitation to take part in

P ^^'^an^'^
^^^ cruise: Argentina, Austria, France, Germany, Great Britain,

Greece, Italy, Japan, Norway, Portugal, Russia, Spain, Sweden,

and Turkey. Each promised to send from one to four men-of-war, in pro-

portion to its naval strength, making a total of 30 ships, many of which were

to be of the newest and most formidable type.

This would have been one of the most spectacular and absorbing events

of the Exposition, even to San Franciscans, living in a considerable port and

accustomed to the romance of the sea; while to the visitor from the interior

of the country it would have been one of the memorable experiences of a

lifetime. Lieut. Com. Clark H. Woodward, Naval Aide to the President

of the Exposition, took executive charge of arrangements at the San Fran-

cisco end. Details for the anchorage of the ships, landing facilities, and the

reception of the officers and crews, were all worked out, and plans even went

so far as to include arrangements for a booth on the landing wharf where

foreign money could be exchanged, when the war threw its blight over the

project. Seven months before the opening of the Exposition the thing had

to be abandoned.

As part compensation, the Atlantic Fleet of the United States Navy, with

its 21 battleships, destroyer flotilla, and auxiliary craft, was to visit the

Exposition in April, coming by way of the Canal. The Secretary of the

Navy had promised it, not only to give the people of the United States an
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opportunity to see their Navy, such as many of them never had before, but

to secure to officers and men the educational benefits of the Exposition.

The Board of State Harbor Commissioners set aside the necessary water

front space for the accommodation of the visitors and appropri-

ated |i2,ooo for the installation of floats, landing stages, tele-
intervenes

phone booths, waiting rooms and other conveniences for their

comfort, and was well under weigh with this work, when the slides in the

Canal caused a postponement until July, and finally an abandonment of

the whole scheme.

With Rear Admiral Staunton on the Commission Extraordinary to

Europe was Brigadier General Clarence R. Edwards, U. S. A. He was to

promote military participation, and to do so he called on the ministers of

war in the various countries visited. Thirty-seven nations were invited to

take part in an International Mounted Military Tournament for May i,

1915. This would have been one of the impressive events of the Exposition

season. The deepest interest was manifested in it all over the world. But

again the war interfered, and nothing came of it except favorable comment
for the enterprise, in service journals and the daily press.

Although the naval display at the Exposition was creditable, these were

among the great disappointments of the management—disappointments in

no way due to anything the management could have averted. Yet the dark

cloud did have a small bit of silver lining, in the shape of the publicity result-

ing from these grand designs and the progress that had been made toward

their realization. The whole world was interested in projects at once so

far-reaching and so feasible. People liked to read of a city where such things

were going to be, and of an Exposition that could add so much to the interest

of life. If from some of these plans nothing resulted but publicity, yet the

publicity was very valuable, and the projects themselves were an earnest of

the scale and imaginative boldness of the Exposition's conceptions.



CHAPTER XI

PREPARING FOR THE MUSICAL EVENTS

APANORAMA of the arts without the most moving of all the arts

would be incomplete, and would fail in that consistency of char-

acter which is needed to impress upon multitudes the story of

human progress. No phase of the Exposition was more popular, more satis-

factory, more attractive to more people and better worth the imposing

amount of money devoted to it than the music. The budget item for this

purpose was $665,000.

Not that it was all expended; the music for the Exposition season was

provided at a departmental outlay of $623,800, which was reduced to a net

cost of $462,058 by returns amounting to $161,741, from concerts, organ re-

citals and other attractions in Festival Hall, and from the Union Pacific

Railroad in payment of half the expense of the Exposition Orchestra, which

played in Old Faithful Inn. Music was furnished the public lavishly with-

out charge, so that you could hear band concerts all season at a
erva e number of places on the grounds merely by halting to listen, and

late in the year there were free concerts in Festival Hall by bands

and choruses led by some famous conductors. For the pre-Exposition

promotion events the music cost $18,687.

The problem of providing this form of attraction appealed to the Presi-

dent of the Exposition as one of the most serious and important he would

have to meet, and he met it by appointing J. B. Levison a Committee of One
on Music. What particular music is desirable at any given time is one of

those questions that lie in the domain of taste, about which it is ancient

wisdom that it is futile to dispute. So Mr. Levison had no one to dispute

with. He was the whole Committee. It was going to be a business problem

of magnitude, as well as an art problem, and Mr. Levison was not only a

leading business man, being Vice-President of the Firemen's Fund Insurance

Company (of which he has since become President), but he was a music-

lover as well, with a good supply of information about the present condition

of the art.

Levison was appointed early in 1913, so that there should be two years

56
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for preparation. He was made a Sub-Director of the Exposition, and his

services were a grand contribution. His first care was to secure a Director

of Music, and he made a trip East to look over the possibilities. Everything

he heard on the subject pointed to Mr. George W. Stewart of Boston as the

man best qualified to manage this important and technical business.

Bands would have to be engaged, great musicians brought from abroad,

programs composed that would suit the nature and the moods of the Exposi-

tion public. For this service Mr. Stewart was well qualified by

his experience at the St. Louis Exposition, where he had made an ,
erector

•LI rU • JLL- • -LL "-f ^"^'^
enviable success or the music, and by his acquaintance with the

most eminent living musicians, conductors and composers. On Mr. Levi-

son's recommendation the President appointed Stewart Director of Music
for the Exposition, on March 4, 1913.

The Director came to San Francisco and outlined his policy. Instead of

serious symphonic compositions to be rendered in a solemn temple, and of

interest but to a limited cult, there should be great military bands playing

in the open, and playing music that would appeal to all classes—not trash for

that purpose, but good, popular compositions, and especially things that

were new. Even the professional artist visiting an exposition would not be

in a frame of mind to enjoy the more technical exemplifications of his art,

and the general public could not be expected to. The pubhc would not have

any patience with efforts to educate it musically, and it would not derive

any benefit from what it did not enjoy. The general music plan should have

as its core a complete orchestra of about 80 players, around which could be

built a scheme that would include something for everybody.

There followed a journey to European capitals, in which the Director of

Music negotiated with such famous organizations as the Grenadier Guards

Band of England, La Musique de la Garde Republicaine of France, the

Banda Communale of Rome; saw the great master, Camille Saint-Saens,

went to Vienna and tried for the services of Oskar Nedbal, considered by

Germans and Austrians the greatest conductor of popular music

in the world, started for Russia where there was another famous

conductor he wanted, and got as far as Berlin, when war burst

upon the world and made wreckage of much of his European plans. Not-

withstanding the war, however, the music of the Exposition was brilliant,

abundant, and wonderful, probably the grandest ever presented by any

exposition in America.

Henceforth activities were largely confined to the United States, and it

throws some light upon the complexities of the labors involved when we say

that the Director of Music made no less than seven transcontinental jour-
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neys in the course of the early development of his departmental plans.

Conditions were such that at least one of these journeys had to be made in

secret. When Stewart landed in New York in September, 1914, not only

had the European work of nearly two years been demolished by the war, but

there remained only five months to repair damages, and the newspapers of

the West were demanding to know the music outlook for the Exposition.

Realizing that his presence in San Francisco would, if generally known, be

interpreted to mean the collapse of the plans of the Department, it was

deemed wise by the Exposition management that Stewart come to San

Francisco incognito. He slipped into and out of town without being rec-

ognized—was here October 2 and 3, and was back at his desk in Boston by

October 8.

One of the vital needs foreseen by the President of the Exposition and

impressed upon the Committee was a supply of the most attractive music

for the early months of the Exposition period, which threatened to
ecessary

^^ ^^^^ igan months. They were. The dismal days of a rainy

spring kept down the attendance, and strong support of public

interest was necessary. The music programs for this part of the year

contributed greatly to that support.

Four band stands were built for outdoor concerts. One was just north

of the Inside Inn, and here the surrounding space was laid oflF in terraces,

with appropriate landscape gardening, to form the Musical Concourse.

The central area of the Concourse was rectangular in outline, measured

about 200 by 350 feet, and would seat comfortably about 11,000 people on

benches. The band stand here was circular with a diameter of 41 feet, and

would accommodate a band of 102 pieces.

Another band stand was the Moorish structure on the north-and-south

axis of the Court of the Universe, just outside its northern line. This stand

would seat a band of 86 pieces. Another was just north of the Service Build-

ing, near the Fillmore Street entrance, and would accommodate 90 pieces.

There was one on the Zone. Then there was the great coffered orchestral

niche formed by the half-dome at the southern side of the Court of the Four

Seasons. The Court of Abundance offered an advantageous position.

Through an arrangement with the Union Pacific Railroad, a great restau-

rant, seating about 2,000, was built inside its concession, the Yellowstone

Park, near the Van Ness Avenue entrance to the Zone, with a stage, a music

library, lockers, and other accommodations for the Exposition Orchestra.

This was known as Old Faithful Inn, and was a great place of resort for mu-
sic-lovers, as the orchestra that played here was one of the finest ever

brought together in the West.
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About December i, 19I4, began the work of assembling the Exposition

Orchestra. The best players in San Francisco were secured, and for the

leaders of the several sections about 15 of the most famous symphony per-

formers in the country were engaged; so that, as an organization, it was built

to approximate the standards of the great symphony orchestras of Europe

and America. Victor de Gomez of San Francisco was made manager, and

the famous Max Bendix of New York became its regular conductor.

Owing to the enterprise of the Department of Liberal Arts, Festival Hall

had a magnificent organ, one of the world's largest. No instrument is so

well adapted to expressing musically the grandeurs and aspirations of an

exposition. The one thing seems made for the other. And as

this organ was not only one of the largest ever built, but em- „ ^ '*

tj-jLi n c -LUL L Great Organ
bodied the latest rehnements or construction, it should be worth

description here, especially as it is now a part of the Exposition Auditorium

in San Francisco's Civic Center, a parting gift of the Exposition to the city.

A special committee of local organists, assembled by Levison, prescribed

its main specifications. It was built by the Austin Organ Company of

Hartford, Conn., took five box cars to transport, and, as set up in Festival

Hall, occupied a specially constructed chamber 44 feet 6>^ inches wide, 20

feet deep and 50 feet high. There were six distinct parts: great organ, swell

organ, choir organ, solo organ, echo organ and pedal organ, all operated

from a movable four-manual console electrically connected.

The largest pipe of the main instrument was the 32 CCCC of the pedal

double open diapason, a pipe 32 feet long, which weighed over 1,300 pounds,

and which, when the air was admitted to it, shook with a majestic vibration

that seemed to agitate the very frame of the building. There were, in addi-

tion, a 32-foot metal stop and a 32-foot reed. The metal stop was situated

in the center, in front, where all could see it.

The pipes stood on air chests, in the largest of which it would have been

possible to seat 75 persons at table; and on one occasion that many were so

seated. Into this chest the air was driven by fan blowers, the resulting

pressure being automatically adjusted. Over 30,000 feet of ebony, walnut,

oak, birch, maple, pine, whitewood and cherry was used in the building of

this instrument. It cost $40,231, which was not included in the expendi-

tures of the Music Department, and $11,930 more to move to the Audito-

rium and set up after the Exposition was over, where it now remains.

Great artists would be needed to perform on this incomparable instru-

ment, and a long list was engaged before the season opened, including such

men as Clarence Eddy of Chicago and Edwin Lemare of London.



CHAPTER XII

STIMULATING CONVENTION ATTENDANCE

THE labors of the Convention Bureau developed some interesting and

important phases during 1913 and 1914, and those labors continued

through the Exposition year. In order to avoid breaking into our

topic we shall in the next few chapters follow its method into the operating

season.

The work of securing conventions was not permitted to stop when a con-

vention had been secured. It had to go forward and promote maximum
attendance at the meeting. This was made the objective of a distinct cam-

paign, which began in 1913. Organizations were urged and encouraged to

work up plans whereby their members might accumulate funds for visits to

the Exposition, through weekly payments, the moneys to be deposited in

local banks. In this way savings of from $1 to $3 an individual a week were

started. The plan worked fairly well, (although perhaps not so widely as

it merited) for it opened the door to the man that was certain, under any

other condition, not to have an opportunity to come. Some savings banks

became interested, touring companies took it up, and so did one or two large

fraternal organizations.

As far as it went the scheme was effective, and it had the valuable result

of promoting another plan for increasing attendance, and that was the

"car party" plan, whereby organizations were induced to
It man

form Pullman or tourist car parties from the large centers of

population. This was a phase of traffic business which transpor-

tation companies actively supported, some even assigning traveling passen-

ger agents to cooperate.

In developing the "car party" plan for the National Education Associa-

tion, the Convention Bureau of the Exposition furnished to all transportation

companies in the United States a list of 565 leading educators represent-

ing 365 large cities, classified by States. With the list went a summary of

teachers in each State, the number of students in colleges and summer
schools, and other information of a serviceable character; this, merely by
way of example.
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Conventions were invited to arrange for special days on the Exposition

grounds; days on which formal programs should be suspended and all sec-

tions should come together as a united body, to join in stimulating cere-

monies. Thus was held "Pan-American Medical Congress Day," "Amer-
ican Federation of Labor Day," "National Education Association Day."
A total of 359 commemorative bronze medals were presented by the Exposi-

tion authorities to various congresses and conventions. Here is a repre-

sentative program of one of these special days, held on August 28, 191 5:

Red Cross Day

Program of Exercises

AT

Festival Hall

AT TWO o'clock

Honorable James Rolph, Jr., Chairman

Fantasie in G . . . . Bach

Address, Honorable James Rolph, Jr.

Andante in G . . . . . . Batiste

Presentation of Commemorative Bronze Medal by

Honorable R. B. Hale,

Vice-President Panama-Pacific International Exposition.

Acceptance, and Address, "What the American Red Cross has done

in War and Peace,"

Miss Mabel T. Boardman

Humoresque ........ Dvorak

Address, "The Efficiency and Economy of our American Red
Cross, and its Neutrality,"

Honorable William Howard Taft

Festival March ....... King
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The reaction of these special days on the attendance appears in the

statistics of admissions. In many cases it meant a small "peak"; especially

for the following occasions, on which the attendance was probably increased

from one thousand to thirty thousand:

Date Admissions

Saturday, August 21, National Education Association Day 95,3^1

Thursday, August 5, German American Day 88,046

Saturday, November 13, National Grange, Patrons of Husbandry Day 85,537
Monday, October 25, United Daughters of the Confederacy Day .

.

83,648

Friday, July 23, International Rotary Day 77>3iS

Thursday, June 10, National Electric Light Association Day ... . 76,311

Friday, September 3, Panama-Pacific Dental Congress Day 70,560

Saturday, April 10, California Teachers' Association Day 68,090

Saturday, June 5, American Library Association Day 56,888

Thursday, April 8, World's Social Progress Congress Day 55)572

On these special days there were often parades, concerts, pageants, re-

ceptions, banquets, and other exercises, which added much to the life, and

attraction, of the grounds. The Department of Special Events and the

Division of Works gave the closest cooperation, and assisted the ceremonies

in every way. Out of 716 special days scheduled by this department, 395
were in honor of some congress or conference or convention.

Two weeks before the opening of the Exposition a Convention and
Music News Bureau was established in the Division of Exploitation, under

the direction ofGrant Wallace, an experienced journalist and war correspond-

ent, with the object of furnishing advance news of conventions and of

musical events, so that visitors in addition to those that were convention

delegates and would come anyhow, should be attracted. This bureau did

very effective work. Wallace had a small but active staff, and formed

direct connections with all the San Francisco, Oakland, and Los Angeles

papers, the Associated Press and the United Press, so that he could reach not

only the local but the national field. He sent from eight to ten news stories

a day, mainly "forecast stuff," to 18 local papers and wire associations; and
in addition reached 500 Pacific Coast papers, papers in the Mississippi

valley and leading journals and trade and organization papers in the Eastern

States, with five to ten stories a week. This work was continued well into

the Exposition season.

To increase drawing power with organizations was vital to the work of

the Conventions Bureau, and several lines of policy were directed to that
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end; grouping of convention dates, studies of exhibits by the bureau and

of the organizations particularly interested in special classes of exhibit,

stimulation of advance surveys of the Exposition, promotion of

"itinerant conventions" and personally conducted research con-
''"'''^" '""^

ventions, and of study tours. By letters and voluminous printed

matter the Exposition was continually presented to organization officers and

members as a vast laboratory in all fields of service and study represented

by its Exhibit Departments.

Convention dates were not thrown together promiscuously, nor added in

arbitrary sequence, but were the subject of shrewd calculation. To the

Eastern States and Europe, San Francisco seems a long way off. The teacher,

the physician, the dentist, the social worker, the librarian, could hardly

afford to attend one convention in March, and wait around and pay hotel

bills uatil May to attend another in which he was interested, and then go

home and come back to another in September or October. Moreover a

good many of these professions have definite vacation seasons, during which

their members would be much more likely to come. So things were planned

in such manner that conventions related in topic should fall on nearby

dates, and those appealing to persons that had certain fixed vacation seasons

should occur, as many as possible, during those seasons. That increased

the drawing power. All Exposition activities of interest to certain call-

ings were taken into consideration. For example, all special live stock

competitions were scheduled for October and November, which made
it logical to arrange for the "Live Stock Period" of conventions for those

months.

Some forty groupings, or periods, were defined, with from three to 68

conventions each. In the main they were arranged around the sessions of

some related national or international congress, or the gathering of some

keynote organization. The Medical and Hygiene Period, with 22 related

conventions, was formed about the proceedings of the American Medical

Association; the Engineering Period, with ten conventions, about the pro-

gram of the International Engineering Congress; the 24 conven-

tions of the "Scientific Period" about the program of the Ameri- ,,
'^"

^ P Meetings
can Association for the Advancement of Science. Group was

related to group. The Genealogical Period followed the Historical Period

and preceded the Scientific Period, so that those interested in genealogy

could study it in relation to history and to science.

Of course this threatened a sharp peak load on the transportation com-

panies, the hotels and the Exposition plant, and counter efforts had to be

made to distribute the gatherings somewhat without breaking into the
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groups. The resultant of these centripetal and centrifugal factors appears

in the following table of conventions by months:

Through February 17

March 21

April 57

May 64

Jupe 77

July 146

August 277

September 108

October 95

November 62

December 4

Total 928

To point out what exhibits would interest different people, 2,439 State,

national, and international organizations were studied, and classified in

fifteen groups of generally related societies. Then the eleven Departments,

156 groups and 800 classes of exhibit were analyzed to find which ones would

appeal to the members of the different organizations; and fifteen bulletins

were issued by the Bureau of Congresses to the fifteen general groups of

societies. Dozens of special letter forms and reports were issued to show the

Exposition as a working laboratory in each particular field. This was in

itself a vast labor, but had most important results.

It took close calculation and even some speculation to make proper

physical arrangements for some of these gatherings and maintain them when
once made. The entire Auditorium with its 11 halls and 19 committee

rooms was reserved two years in advance for the American Medical Associa-

tion although it was known that the decision of that body to meet in San

Francisco in 191 5 could not be made until the regular session of the year

before.



CHAPTER XIII

FIELD WORK

THE greater part of the work of securing conventions was done by

correspondence, and we have given figures showing the volume of it.

Personal, circular, and form letters went out by thousands. Copies

of a 1 6-page booklet giving facts about the available convention halls, pub-

lished on June i, 1914, went to 6,580 organizations. But much field work
was needed. An effort was made to have the Exposition represented at all

State, national, and international meetings of importance during 1913 and

1914. This was carried out largely through the cooperation of delegates,

personal representatives of the Exposition, and many committees on co-

operation of the various organizations invited. There was a field secretary

for California. In 1913 an office was established in Chicago in charge of

another field secretary, who from this center, kept in touch with conventions

held in New York, Washington, St. Louis, Atlantic City, Boston, Rochester,

Milwaukee, and other large cities as well as Chicago itself.

The Director of Congresses made six trips into the eastern States to

confirm the doubtful and encourage the ailing. He visited secretaries and

presidents and other officials of organizations that were hanging

in the balance or were dissatisfied with their misunderstanding of „
ersona

conditions. Across their office tables he heard their hopes and

their griefs, and their reasons why not; among which not the least were, as

above indicated, the distractions of the Exposition itself. In some cases he

composed their minds on the subject of the amount of subsidy their organ-

izations were going to receive—they were not going to receive any. In

others he was able to assist with the programs. Always, by suggestion, he

injected into their calculations the Exposition's central idea of Service; it

added interest and helped define plans. He could also show the value of the

new idea of co-relating exhibits and meetings, always attractive, as an anti-

dote to those widely-feared Exposition distractions. On one of these trips

he held ten conferences in one day and 125 within a month. All griefs he

listed, brought home with him, and set straight in his own and every other

department that might be concerned with them.

VOL. II—
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These trips always widened the available knowledge of the organization

field—showed branch organizations, and affiliated organizations before un-

listed. And they helped spread the Exposition story, in the form most

attractive to each person visited. Conferences were held with some very

eminent men: such men as Dr. L. O. Howard, Secretary of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science; John Barrett of the Pan-

American Union; Herbert Putnam, Librarian of Congress; Dr. Charles W.
Eliot, President Emeritus of Harvard University; Dr. Joseph Swain, Presi-

dent of the National Education Association.

All bureau methods that were suitable were applied with vigor to the

schools of the State and Nation, both in their teaching and student bodies

in the effort to impress upon them the manifold lessons of the
rawing

Exposition, its growing treasures of art, science, and craftsman-

ship, its panorama of modern civilization. Schools were urged to

treat the Exposition as part of their 1915 courses of study, and they were

supplied with the classified information to do it.

Many outlines were issued by superintendents and principals, but prob-

ably the best one was prepared by the teachers and the Superintendent of

Schools of San Francisco, entitled "A Course of Study at the Panama-Pacific

International Exposition, for the Elementary Grades of the San Francisco

School Department." It gave concise outlines of eight educational "tours"

among the exhibit palaces, for the third, fourth, and fifth grades and also for

the sixth, seventh, and eighth. Their nature and value may be inferred

from this sample outline "tour" of the Palace of Liberal Arts:

"Enter north entrance along Fifth Street to Avenue A to

I. United States Exhibit.

(a) Smithsonian Institution, i. Native vil-

lages. 2. Development of fire-making. 3.

Development of the axe. 4. Development

of the knife. 5. Development of the saw.

6. Development of all kinds of instruments.

(b) Army and Navy Exhibit, i. Old maps of

S. F., 1846-1915. 2. Evolution of a Book.

3. Old Songs. Original of 'Old Folks at

Home.' 'Tramp, tramp, tramp.'

(c) Sanitation, i. House infested with rats.

2. Rat proof house. 3. Home of squirrel.

(d) Reproduction of Panama Canal, i. Relief

maps; lock system, etc.
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"Up Fifth Street to Avenues B & C, to

1. Telescope.

"Thence to

3. Coin Booth.

(a) Ancient coins.

(b) Chinese, Indian, etc.

"Down Seventh Street to Avenue C, to

4. American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

(a) Lecture daily until 4:30 p. m.

"Down Seventh Street to south exit."

Teachers' Institutes and organizations of teachers were especially invited.

They were told that there would be special type exhibits, showing those

lines of work in which cities, States, and institutions excelled, and this would

disclose the best educational methods of the world; that there would be

explanatory talks by experts in special fields, enabling teachers to bring their

schools into line with the world's best progress; that the congresses them-

selves and the grouping of them offered an unexampled opportunity for

study; that halls would be at the disposal of institutes without expense to

the institute funds; and that if desired, lectures might be provided by the

Bureau and the Department of Education.

Throughout all this work the doctrine mainly emphasized was that the

Exposition was a university of current knowledge and a world laboratory for

the student in any branch of modern science.



CHAPTER XIV

ADVANCE SURVEYS FOR DELEGATES

AT the suggestion of the Exposition, many educational, scientific,

social service, and technical congresses and conferences sent special

committees to San Francisco to make detailed examinations of

what the Exposition had to offer. These surveys showed the location of all

exhibits listed. In many instances papers and discussions were based on

them, and many convention sessions were held in the palaces so that selected

exhibits might be used to illustrate papers and discussions. This was espe-

cially true of teachers' institutes, and it sent the teachers back to school full

of enthusiasm about the wonderful things to be seen and learned at the

Exposition: no bad by-product of publicity.

The first advance survey was made by the Bay section of the California

Teachers' Association, and the thousands that attended its great conference

used the survey to save their time and energy. Other surveys followed,

among them those by the California Congress of Mothers, the American

School Hygiene Association, the American Library Association, the Amer-

ican Hospital Association and the National Education Association. The

surveys operated as special guide books and made the Exposition journey

one hundred per cent more profitable to thousands.

The advantages of combining convention sessions with a study of ex-

hibits were so obvious that many organizations overcame their reluctance

to meeting in an exposition city, and decided for that reason alone

J^'^^^f.,.. to hold their 191 c meetings in San Francisco. A good idea of
by Exhibits ,. • • •

1 11 1

what these prelimmary exammations showed the members at

home is conveyed by this brief extract from the Advance Library Survey

of the American Library Association:

"Library of Congress Exhibit:

Palace of Liberal Arts.

"The exhibit of the Library of Congress, installed in the Palace of

Liberal Arts, is a portion of the exhibit of the United States Govern-

ment. All of the departments of the Library are represented, the ma-

68
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terial having been selected as far as possible with reference to the Pacific

Coast.

"The Reading Room contributes a collection of fifteen volumes of early

voyages along the Pacific coast, including those of Drake, Cook, and Magel-

lan; also a case of books, twenty-one rare volumes, relating to Spanish Amer-
ica, including Palou's ' Relacion Historica de la Vida y Apostolicas Tareas de

Venerable Padre Junipero Serra.' The manuscripts division sends a collec-

tion of early Spanish-American manuscripts and others illustrative of the Re-

volutionary War, the War of 1 812, and the Philippine Islands; also autograph

letters of Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Adams, Jackson, Frank-

Hn, and Hamilton. There are documents relating to the Continental Con-

gress and the Annapolis Convention, and the printed draft of the report of

the Commitee appointed to draw up the Constitution of the United States."

The surveys even became geographical in range and included points of

interest on the Pacific Coast; and a committee of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science prepared a source book of information on the

natural aspects of the region and the developments that have given it a

peculiar interest to scientists. A committee from the faculty of the Uni-

versity of California compiled a booklet of data about twelve trips to areas

that had some definite agricultural and horticultural attraction. It was of

the greatest service to all organizations in these fields.

The Cereal Conference arranged for sessions at Stockton, Davis, Chico,

and Berkeley. The International Irrigation Congress arranged for sessions

at Stockton, Fresno, and Sacramento, with concluding meetings at San

Francisco.

There was a river excursion for members of the National Drainage Con-

gress, and for the "Scientific Period" the committee in charge got up little

tours that would be of interest to the geologist, the paleontologist, the

zoologist, the botanist, the astronomer. The Pan-American Road Congress

was taken over great stretches of the newly constructed State Highway,

under the auspices of the California Highway Commission, and was prepared

to understand what it saw by a special booklet written from the good roads

standpoint, giving routes, distances, and itemized costs of the various sec-

tions, with the materials used and time required to grade and construct.

Study tours were arranged on the grounds, for study of the

different exhibits, and those in charge were frequently induced .

^ecwn

to give lectures to visiting delegates. The mechanism of these

tours is well outHned in the following letter from the Director of Congresses

to the secretary of a club in an interior California city:
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"As I understand your question it is in the main: How may one best

prepare for a visit to the Exposition? ....
"Here is your problem. On entering the gates you will be confronted by

fully 60,000 individual exhibits. If you seek to do the impossible and visit

one exhibit per minute, working ten hours per day, it will take just about

100 days to visit the exhibits alone, without having time for the Zone, the

State and foreign pavilions, or the conventions. On the other hand, if you

are interested in conventions, you could attend an average often conventions

per day, for the 288 days of the Exposition period, counting Sundays, in

which case you would certainly have little time for exhibits, for the Zone, or

for the State and foreign section.

" This bit of statistics will show the wisdom of a wise distribution of time

in visiting and studying those things that will be most helpful to those com-

ing to San Francisco during the year.

"I have canvassed this phase of the matter with the leaders of many
organizations, and we believe we shall reach at least a partial solution

through what I have called an 'advance survey of exhibits.' For instance

a committee representing the National Education Association will visit the

Exposition in March, and make an educational survey of everything that is

worth while from the standpoint of the teachers. This survey will then be

printed in bulletin form by the National Education Association, and approxi-

mately 100,000 copies will be mailed throughout the United States and

Canada. The same survey will be reprinted, with the program of the Asso-

ciation, for the meeting to be held in August.

"You will note that this survey will be mailed in April, approximately

four months before the convention meets in August. The teachers of the

nation will thus have an opportunity of knowing just what the Exposition

has to offer along educational lines."

When the Exposition gates opened on February 20, 1915, a total of 510

gatherings had been scheduled to meet in or near San Francisco during the

Exposition period. The dates of meetings had been selected. At that time

a large number of regular convention sessions and of special congresses and

conferences was still under consideration by various organizations.

On February 23 Barr began a telegraphic campaign, telling of the great

initial success of the Exposition and urging a final decision as to

Them"^
meeting in San Francisco. Between February 23 and April 1 8,

nearly 700 telegrams were sent out. The following, the first

having been sent on February 23, 1915, the second on March 22, 1915, will

give some idea of this far-reaching campaign

:
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"Exposition opened gates Saturday with record breaking attendance.

Two hundred fifty-five thousand people entered grounds, or forty per cent

greater attendance than opening day St. Louis Exposition, and seventy-nine

per cent greater attendance than opening day Chicago Exposition. Every-

thing looks promising for great success of Exposition. Referring my tele-

gram to you February eighteenth trust you can wire me decision at once.

Am striving earnestly to help make suitable arrangements for your meeting

but must have your views as soon as possible. Please wire our expense."

"Two million six thousand people entered gates Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition during first thirty days. This is the greatest record

ever made by any international exposition. Our convention program is

nearly completed. Will be ready for printer within few days. Trust de-

cision may be reached as to date of meeting your Association. We now
have six hundred two congresses and conferences listed with dates deter-

mined. Please advise earliest possible moment."

By November i, 1915, the list had reached the total of 928.

In the discharge of these complex functions the Bureau of Congresses,

Conferences, and Conventions, enjoyed great independence ofjudgment and

initiative, but in its relations to the rest of the organization it operated

under the general direction of Secretary and Director Rudolph J. Taussig,

Chairman of the Committee on Exploitation.



CHAPTER XV

DEVELOPING A WORLD'S INSURANCE CONGRESS

AMONG the congresses, conferences and conventions of the Exposition

there were two whose development involved operations of such

broad scope and especial significance that a recital of some of the

incidents of their promotion should be of value to students of organization

work and requirements. These were the World's Insurance Congress, and

the International Engineering Congress.

Long before the organization of its Bureau of Conventions and Societies,

it had become the purpose of the Exposition management to give forma-

recognition to that most benign of business institutions. Insurance, by invit-

ing a great World's Congress of insurance men.

The idea was suggested by W. L. Hathaway, San Francisco manager of

the Mutual Life Insurance Company ofNew York, and aroused great interest.

It would be the first time an exposition had recognized this particular com-

mercial activity among the arts and sciences and services that go to make up

civilized life. The impulse was natural to the locality, for after the total

destruction of their city's business section, the men promoting the Exposition

had seen that city restored, largely through the providential
Right Place

pQ^g^ of insurance. It is quite likely that as a community San

Francisco knew more, and had thought more, and so understood

more in general about insurance than any other community in the Nation at

that particular time.

As early as September, 1910, Hathaway brought the project to the at-

tention of the insurance men assembled at the Detroit meeting of the Na-

tional Association of Life Underwriters, and, following that action, on his

own initiative he set about organizing the Congress as a contribution to

Exposition development and to the evolution of insurance itself. The work

took almost five years, from its inception.

It had been Hathaway's observation that the insurance world was not

yet conscious of its unity, and that there was wasteful and unwholesome

conflict between different companies and different lines. After long study

of the general problem he had come to see insurance as a single phenomenon
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of economics, whether you insured a building against fire or a man against

accident or a family against the loss of its head and support. In their effort

to reduce risks, under the quite proper incentive to profit by it, he saw fire in-

surance operating to prevent accidents and save lives, life insurance teaching

thrift and care and thus diminishing the number of fires and accidents, acci-

dent insurance developing fire prevention ideas and teaching

general safety for life and limb. He felt that if all the different
^ p"o ress

lines could get together, the consciousness of a community of

interest would come to the fore, and insurance would be in a position to

make further advances than it had in its existing unorganized state.

The conception had a grand appeal, for not only was the public beginning

to view insurance as a great conserving force, operating almost automatically

to stop the destruction of life by disease and of efficiency by accident and of

property by fire; but through the funds insurance controlled and the direc-

tion it gave their investment, it had come to be recognized generally during

the preceding decade as one of the potent factors in American finance.

Hathaway did a great deal of preliminary labor developing the possi-

bilities of the Congress. He put in a good part of four years spreading his

propaganda at meetings and conventions throughout the country. He
preached Insurance Congress, and talked his idea among insurance men
wherever he went. They said " It's a fine thing for the Exposition, but what

will insurance get out of it?" His answer was, "Unity among insurance

interests for the good of insurance, and the education of the public so that it

will know what insurance does for it."

And that answer had its inevitable reaction on insurance itself. It was

largely responsible for taking the dollar mark out of insurance advertising

and putting in its place demonstrations of insurance value. Previously the

companies had laid most stress on their vast accumulations, often bald

statements of gross amounts, that tended to raise the question, "Why
should they have that much money in their control?" By in-

sisting on the great opportunity presented to define the service of v i

insurance, and show how the institution is woven as a reinforcing

element all through the modern industrial, commercial and social fabric,

Hathaway brought some of the leading men of the business to see their

chance to enhance the public's appreciation of their calling.

The first definite step toward promoting the Congress was taken in the

fall of 1910 when he appeared before the Life Underwriters' Association of

San Francisco and caused the adoption of a favorable resolution and the

appointment by its President of a committee of three to secure cooperation

throughout the State. ' A temporary organization was effected, with 50
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members at its first meeting, when it adopted the name "Panama-Pacific

World's Insurance Congress." Hathaway was made Chairman. Eighty-

one insurance men were soon enrolled; and they petitioned for the sanction

of the Exposition.

Inasmuch as insurance, to be properly effective, needs to be on a broader

basis than that of State or Nation, the ambition of the local body was to

promote an international movement; and one of its first acts of propaganda

was taken in the early part of 191 1, when 32,000 copies of a multigraphed

letter were dispatched to insurance men all over the world. In the fall of

that year the various San Francisco insurance men in the movement sent

their correspondents everywhere over 100,000 especially designed Christmas

greeting cards, bearing the World's Congress message.

The responses were most gratifying. They came from the leaders in the

insurance world; the men that manage and govern. But the movement did

not assume the proper degree of international dignity to promise entire suc-

cess. The Board of Directors of the Exposition was keeping in touch with

the situation, and it was President Moore who supplied the key to the

problem when he remarked at a committee meeting that the Exposition

was a thing authorized by Act of Congress to confer on mankind benefits

in the domain of thought and commerce, and its invitation to partici-

pate had behind it the national dignity of the American people.

Yet that dignity was not a thing to be conferred lightly on any person or

any interest, and nearly a year was passed in investigation after the local

body had petitioned for Exposition sanction, before it was granted. In

October, 1912, by appointment of President Moore, confirmed by
." ""'"^ the Board of Directors, Mr. Hathaway was made Commissioner

of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition for the World's

Insurance Congress Events of 191 5. This was a recognition of the Congress

as an integral part of the Exposition, and a recognition of insurance as

a subject of beneficent activity ranking with the industries and arts that

an exposition is organized to foster and promote. The committees of the

Congress were to be appointed by the President of the Exposition, and con-

firmed by the Directors.

Upon this warrant as a foundation, an effective organization was rapidly

built. The Executive Committee consisted of William J. Dutton, President

of the Fireman's Fund Insurance Company, Chairman; George I. Cochran,

President of the Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company; Hon. E. C.

Cooper, State Insurance Commissioner; W. E. Dean, President of the Cali-

fornia Insurance Company; and F. F. Taylor, a Vice-President of the Metro-

politan Life Insurance Company.
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In its five years of preparatory work the personnel of the Executive

Committee underwent some changes, brought about by resignations and by

retirement from the insurance business. Messrs. Cooper, Dean, and Taylor

resigned and the three vacancies made were filled by Charles H. Holland,

General Manager of the Royal Indemnity Company; C. I. Hitchcock, Presi-

dent of the Insurance Field Company, Inc.; and Hon. Willard Done, former

Insurance Commissioner of Utah. During the formative period of the

Congress, the Executive Committee, together with the Commissioner, acted

as the executive head of the National Council, the controlling body.

Committees on Participation and Attendance were appointed, extending

into every branch and profession of the business. There was a Committee
on Entertainment, later developed into an Insurance Club; and there were

Committees on Fire and Accident Prevention. Garner Curran, formerly of

the Insurance and Investment News of Los Angeles, Chairman of the

Committee on Fire Prevention, was afterwards appointed Deputy Com-
missioner of the World's Insurance Congress Events.

The movement gained rapid headway, and received much encouragement

from the insurance press, which helped spread its plans and promises,

devoting thousands of columns to matters affecting its promotion.

The aims of the Congress were set forth in letters to the foreign " „
^^

consuls at San Francisco, and that devoted body of men gave

invaluable assistance to the Exposition at one more point. The letters

contained this significant proposition: "As war is the destroyer of every

form of insurance risk, this Congress will be the greatest international peace

gathering the world has ever witnessed." Foreign interest was aroused

through consular reports, special commissioners to Europe, and a tremen-

dous volume of personal correspondence.

The value of the Congress movement was so impressed upon European

insurance men that in July of 1913 the International Bureau of Insurance,

the central European organization in that field, passed a resolution deciding

not to hold its regular convention in 191 5, but calling instead on its constitu-

ent bodies to urge their members to participate in the Exposition Congress

at San Francisco that year. This organization had drawn over 100,000

people to its triennial meeting in London in 1912, and had it not been for

the war there would have been a heavy attendance at San Francisco from

Europe in 191 5.

We cannot follow all the details of this most interesting development.

They were of broad scope and were carried out with great skill. There was

the usual poster stamp affixed to the back of every envelope leaving a San

Francisco insurance office, which accomplished an extensive advertising.
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One of the first devices adopted after the Exposition had ratified the work

was the issuance of a weekly insurance bulletin, which reached a mailing list

of over three thousand in the United States, Canada and Europe, including a

large number of newspapers and approximately one hundred insurance

journals. These, in their turn, responded to the novelty and importance of

the undertaking with thousand of columns ofnews stories and editorials, all

of which became a valuable part of Exposition exploitation. These are but

items of the work.

To secure cooperation from all insurance interests in America, a National

Council of the World's Insurance Congress was built up, through appoint-

ment of a delegate from each national or sectional association representing

the various branches of insurance and its allied professions. It drew into

the ranks the principal insurance influences of the Nation; and to
o/to»

j.j^g Council were assigned all decisions of vital importance. This

grew into the National Insurance Council, which at this writing

is the center of gravity of the American insurance world; one of the many
national and international influences set going by the celebration at San

Francisco.

The first step in the formation of the Congress was to get the endorse-

ment of the National Association of Life Underwriters. In the fall of 1912

Will G. Taffinder of San Francisco, editor and publisher of the "Pacific

Underwriter," was appointed by President Moore a Special Commissioner

to the Memphis Convention of that body, and after presenting the forecast

of the great insurance gathering at San Francisco, he called upon his hearers

to nominate the first member of the National Council of that Congress.

Their action was prompt, and the first delegate selected was George A.

Rathbun of Los Angeles. In December, President Moore appointed George

I. Cochran, President of the Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company, a

Special Commissioner to lay the matter before the Association of Life In-

surance Presidents, and that organization made Hon. Robert Lynn Cox its

Council representative.

The same line of work followed at the 1913 meetings of the Fire Under-

writers' Association of the Pacific, of the Insurance Institute of America,

and of the American Life Convention, and the movement went on until at

the opening of the Congress, in 1915, it embraced a list of 1 15 insurance, or

affiliated, associations; among them being such bodies as the American Bar

Association, the American Institute of Architects, and of Banking, and of

Steam Boiler Inspectors, the Ancient and Honorable Order of the Blue

Goose, the Bureau of Standards at Washington, the Fire Marshals Associa-

tion of North America, the National Association of Credit Men, all sorts of
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state insurance federations, and associations of actuaries, the Safety First

Federation of America, the Western Sprinklered Risk Association, and the

San Francisco Association for the Study and Prevention of

Tuberculosis—^so inclusive of human interests at so many vital „ '"'

. . . J , , r T 11 delations
pomts IS msurance now recognized to be. In tact, 11 you would

appreciate how intimately it touches life, read R. L. S.'s account of "The
Wrong Box" and observe with what tender solicitude the Finsbury brothers

took care of Uncle Joseph.

Extensive correspondence passed between the various members of the

Council and the office of the Commissioner, and almost all the ideas that

found expression in the Congress were brought to the surface and put on the

program as a result of tabulated recommendations from that source.

Members of the Council living in or near San Francisco held a number
of meetings during 1914, where they labored out plans for the program,

through correspondence with the Council as a whole. But the burden of

selection was heavy, so in February, 1915, while Commissioner Hathaway
was on an eastern trip in the interest of the Congress, he consulted a number
of insurance leaders, and an Advisory Board on Program was appointed.

It consisted of Young E. Allison, R. M. Bissell, W. S. Barnaby, William

B. Smith, C. M. Cartwright, Robert Lynn Cox, J. M. Craig, George T.

Dexter, W. S. Diggs, Forrest F. Dryden, Henry Evans, Wade Fetzer, John
M. Holcombe, Edson S. Lott, Henry C. Lippincott, Charles W. Pickell,

Henry J. Powell, Henry H. Putnam, J. B. Reynolds, E. G. Snow, Carl F.

Sturhahn, M. F. Van Buskirk, Miles M. Dawson. They had some task.

Considering the diversity of interests in the insurance world, selection and
coordination called for more than ordinary care. Then they had the ardu-

ous labor of securing speakers. Some of the foremost men in national

insurance circles had seen possibilities of vast good and had
become deeplv interested, so by the time the Congress opened it ,,

"'
*"*

•ui u J- rj- • J
the Program

was possible to present to the audiences men 01 distinction and or

national authority in their specialties. Some account of the Congress itself

will be given later—but a full report of its transactions would fill several

such volumes as this.

In all the Congress calculations, expensive advertising of insurance

interests at the Exposition was carefully discouraged. Some of the great

companies wanted to erect facsimiles of their buildings to advertise them-

selves. That was not the Congress idea, was in fact repugnant to it, and the

ambitious ones were brought to understand it; they were not to assemble for

self-advertising, but for public education and the general good. So their

exhibits in the Department of Social Economy took the form of broad
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outlines of general information, from which the visitor could come at an

intelligent estimate of the service function of insurance.

Like the learned gentlemen of the great scientific associations, many

insurance men had the feeling that they did not wish to meet amid the dis-

tractions of an exposition. Hathaway emphasized the fact that this was the

first one in the history of the world to give to insurance important recogni-

tion, a precedent that others would undoubtedly feel constrained to follow,

so that it was not only reciprocity but all in their own interest to meet the

Exposition halfway and make this part of its conventions program a success.

Gradually they fell into line, and soon many of them were offering a trip to

San Francisco as an extra reward to their agents—a thing that in itself

helped to extend interest in the Exposition throughout the country.

April i8, 1914, the eighth anniversary of the first day of the San Francisco

conflagration, was made "Fire Prevention Day" by proclamation of the

Governor of California and of the Mayor of San Francisco, and "Insurance

Day" on the grounds, by the Exposition, in honor of the part insurance had

played in the rebuilding of the city. The Palace of Machinery had been

completed the preceding month, and a great concourse, largely consisting of

insurance men, assembled in the huge structure, to listen to addresses on the

significance of the business that had been so vital to the city and had been so

honored by the Exposition.

It was a fine occasion, in spite of the fact that the Phoenix, that over-

worked but willing bird, was rhetorically ignited, consumed and called from

its comfortable ashes to labor again as the simile of San Francisco.
Return of Rgy Dj._ Clampett of Trinity Episcopal Church delivered an in-

vocation; President Moore spoke, and His Honor Mayor Rolph,

and former Lieut. Gov. Warren R. Porter, and Willard Done, Insurance

Commissioner of Utah. The San Francisco and the Exposition Fire De-

partments gave demonstrations of fire fighting methods, very cheering to the

fire insurance men present, and the life and accident men as well.

Following this stimulating event, which was in itself a signal recogni-

tion of the Insurance Congress and must have greatly encouraged its work,

the managers of the Congress went on to the time of the opening of the

Exposition, enlarging their programs of meetings and events, and broadening

the scope of interest.

This was the first to organize of all the Exposition congresses, and it

began as part of the general Exposition idea. The results were of the high-

est importance to the Exposition and to insurance, and the value of the ser-

vices of the Commissioner would be hard to overestimate.







CHAPTER XVI

ORGANIZING THE CONGRESS OF ENGINEERS

ARRANGING the International Engineering Congress, to meet in

September of the Exposition year, was a labor that had most valu-

able results, although the war restricted the international scope of

what had been planned for the greatest gathering in the history of the en-

gineering profession. As it was, there were 71 delegates from foreign

countries, and it took a dozen volumes to publish the transactions.

Inasmuch as the Exposition itself was to be held in celebration of an

engineering achievement, it seemed to the members of the profession in

America, and especially in the United States, only suitable that the feat

should be signalized by a great meeting of the world's foremost engineers, at

which papers should be read and discussions held about their labors.

The movement began to take definite shape at a meeting of representa-

tives of the Societies of Civil and of Mechanical Engineers, on October 24,

191 1. The former society was represented by A. L. Adams, C. Derleth,

Jr., and C. E. Grunsky; and the latter by G. W. Dickie, E. C. Jones, and T.

W. Ransom.

Invitations were sent to all engineering and technical societies that had

local organizations, to be represented by delegates at a meeting about a

week later—November 2d, to be precise—when ways and means
would be discussed. Eight organizations were present, by dele- „^

'"^

gate: the American Society of Civil Engineers, the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Pacific Coast Gas Association, the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the Mining and Metallurgical

Society of America, the American Institute of Mining Engineers, the Amer-
ican Chemical Society, and the Technical Society of the Pacific Coast.

This called for another conference "to formulate plans." It met on

January 15, 1912, and nine societies were represented, as follows: American

Society of Civil Engineers, by A. D. Foots, C. D. Marx, and W. A. Cattell;

Pacific Coast Gas Association, by John A. Britton, C. O. G. Miller, and Frank
A. Leach, Jr.; American Society for Testing Materials, by C. B. Wing,

Loren E. Hunt, and C. F. Wieland; Society of Naval Architects and Marine
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Engineers, by W. F. Durand, F. W. Hibbs, and George W. Dickie; Mining

and Metallurgical Society of America, by F. W. Bradley, C. W. Merrill, and

Edward A. Benjamin; American Institute of Mining Engineers, by W. C.

Ralston, Edwin Blake, and S. B. Christy; American Society of Electrical

Engineers, by H. A. Lardner, S. J. Lisberger, and George R. Murphy;

Technical Society of the Pacific Coast, by Otto von Geldern, Marsden Man-

son, and Col. W. H. Heuer. The American Chemical Society did not send

delegates.

The very names of some of these organizations are indicative of the

community of interest that had been gaining recognition as an acting prin-

ciple in one profession after another.

Correspondence was opened with the governing bodies of the national

organizations that were represented at the meeting, and Charles Warren

Hunt, Secretary of the American Society of Civil Engineers, suggested that a

plan to carry on a Congress under the management of a committee of repre-

sentatives would probably receive the approval of these bodies. He sug-

gested further that if the engineers of the Coast would raise a guarantee

fund of $10,000 to cover expenses and publication, the balance of the re-

quired guarantee would probably be underwritten by the five large societies.

It was thought best to limit representation to members of these five

societies, inasmuch as the memberships of them would probably include

representatives of all that had been present by delegate at the
Financial preliminary meetings. These were to be asked to endorse the

movement and to participate in the underwriting of the expenses;

which were to be guaranteed on the basis of $10,000 by the engineers of the

Pacific Coast and the rest by the five organizations in proportion to their

respective memberships. There was to be an organization Committee of

Management consisting of six members of each of the five organizations, the

President and Secretary, and four members living in or near San Francisco.

A broadcast invitation to members of all branches of the engineering

profession on the Pacific Coast was sent out, and resulted in the guarantee

fund of $10,000 being subscribed so that it could be reported complete when

the Committee of Management met in March, 1913.

The individual subscriptions ranged from $2.50 to $400. Mr. Otto von

Geldern is entitled to great credit for bringing them in. He was Secretary

of the preliminary organization growing out of the conference of January

15, 191 2, and worked diligently on this task for 15 months. The total

amount guaranteed, including the guarantees of the five societies, came to

$36,000.

The Committee of Management consisted of George F. Swain, President,
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Charles Warren Hunt, Secretary, and Arthur L. Adams, W. A. Cattell,

Charles Derleth, Jr., and Charles D. Marx, of the American Society of Civil

Engineers; Charles F. Rand, President, and Bradley Stoughton, Secretary,

and H. F. Bain, Edward H. Benjamin, Newton Cleaveland and

William S. Noyes, of the American Institute of Mining Engineers; „
W. F. M. Goss, President, and Calvin W. Rice, Secretary, and

W. F. Durand, R. S. Moore, T. W. Ransom and C. R. Weymouth, of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers; R. D. Mershon, President, and

F. L. Hutchinson, Secretary, and A. M. Hunt, J. G. De Remer, H. A.

Lardner, and A. H. Babcock, of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers; Robert M. Thompson, President, and Daniel H. Cox, Secretary, and

George W. Dickie, W. G. Dodd, William R. Eckart and G. V. Paterson, of

the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers. There were changes,

due to deaths and resignations and expirations of official terms, but the

following gentlemen served throughout the life of the Committee: Robert

M. Thompson, Charles Warren Hunt, Bradley Stoughton, Calvin W. Rice,

F. L. Hutchinson, Daniel H. Cox, W. F. Durand, W. A. Cattell, Charles

Derleth, Jr., Newton Cleaveland, William S. Noyes, T. W. Ransom, C. R.

Weymouth, George W. Dickie, and W. G. Dodd.

The Committee of Management organized in March, 1913, with Prof.

Durand as permanent Chairman and W. A. Cattell permanent Secretary.

The plan of organization provided that the Presidents and Secretaries of the

five supporting societies should form a sub-committee on participation, to

bring in the foreign organizations, select the honorary officers, and attend to

the reception of visiting officers, delegates, and members.

The work of organizing and conducting the Congress was handled by the

San Francisco members of the committee, through five subordinate com-

mittees whose Chairmen were: Executive, W. F. Durand; Finance, W. G.

Dodd; Papers, A. M. Hunt, succeeded by G. W. Dickie; Publicity, W. A.

Cattell; Local Affairs, E. H. Benjamin. E. J. Dupuy was made Executive

Secretary, which was a salaried position calling for a man of executive tram-

ing and linguistic attainments.

On the first of April, 19 13, executive offices of the Congress were estab-

lished in the Foxcroft building, San Francisco, and the real work began.

The general scope and character had to be defined. The field to be covered,

the probable membership and the cost of publishing the transactions had

to be given particular study. Even an official language had to be fixed.

No helpful precedents could be found in records of other congresses.

The membership fee was set at $5, which entitled the member to partici-

pate in the general activities and privileges of the Congress, and to receive
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the index volume and his choice of any other one volume of the transac-

tions. These, it was thought, would fill ten volumes besides the index.

English was fixed upon as the official language of the Congress, although

Voluminous papers could be presented in other languages at the author's

Trans- option. While the war deprived the world of many valuable
actions contributions of this nature, two subjects, the Panama Canal

and Metallurgy, produced such a volume of matter that each required an

extra volume for its presentation, so the transactions actually took twelve

volumes instead of ten.

In all, some 239 papers were presented, produced by the labors of 243

writers. At least 300 had to be corresponded with, to yield this result.

The Committee tried to keep down the papers to a maximum of 5,000 words,

and in all but three or four cases failed by an overplus of 1,000 to 2,500; so

difficult was it to summarize the progress made in the different fields of

engineering, since the St. Louis exposition 1 1 years before. The result was

a complete upsetting of all calculations that had been made as to the costs of

publication, and future organizers of such events may well take into account

this peculiar difficulty—for once you have invited a man to make such a

contribution, he is in a sense your guest. You can hardly do less than ex-

tend hospitality to the children of his brain, and you may not commit
journalistic mayhem on any of them.

It was in accordance with a trend of the times that publicity was one of

the main concerns of the organizers of the Congress. Lists of engineering

and technical publications throughout the world were compiled as a vital

part of the work. In many countries these publications rendered valuable

assistance. In May, 19 13, a circular of announcement was issued to 109

domestic and 106 foreign engineering and technical journals, the foreign

being distributed in Austria, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Great

Britain, Italy, Mexico, Russia, Spain, and Switzerland; and in July the five

supporting societies issued official invitations to 293 engineering and techni-

cal societies over a wide geographical range, to attend and participate.

These activities had great exploitation value to the Exposition, for

individual invitations swiftly followed, to the tune of 176,365; of which 130,-

365 went from the executive offices in San Francisco, 28,000 were printed in

Germany and distributed by the Verein Deutsche Ingenieure,

ImiiaH ns
^"^ i8,ooo were printed in England and distributed by difi^erent

British engineering societies. Of the invitations sent from this

city, 68,036 went to engineers in foreign countries, and of these 14,271 were

printed in French, 13,079 in German, and 3,000 in Spanish. Follow-up

circulars went out by the thousand, after the individual invitations.
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The United States Government and foreign governments were invited to

be represented at the Congress by official delegates, and here it became

necessary to invoke the aid of the Nation. It was found that in the case of

the foreign governments, favorable action would depend on the issuance of

the invitation by the President of the United States, and he could not extend

such an invitation without the authorization of Congress. So in the summer
of 1914 a joint resolution conveying this authority was introduced in the

House by Congressman Kahn and in the Senate by Senator Newlands. It

was passed in March of 191 5, and the invitation went forth to all govern-

ments with which the United States maintains diplomatic relations. As a

result, delegates were appointed by Barcelona, Spain, by Canada, Cuba,

China, France, Guatemala, Japan, the Netherlands, Nicaragua, Sweden, and

Switzerland. But the war greatly reduced the numbers participating. In

Europe the engineering profession as a whole was immediately pressed into

some form of military service or munitions manufacture. There were 3,700

subscribers, but there should have been twice that many.

Of course there was just one man in the world for Honorary President of

the International Engineering Congress of the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition, and that was George W. Goethals. He accepted that one Man
position on June 12, 1913. The list of vice-presidents included for Presi-

the names of some of the most distinguished living engineers, and ''^"'

represented many countries. They were: Prof. Richard Beck, Sir J. H.

Biles, Otto T. Blathy, Commander Christian Blom, Prof. Andre Blondel,

Dr. C. E. L. Brown, Dr. Emil A. Budde, Henry Le Chatelier, Prof. Hermann
Hullman, William Henry Hunter, Prof. Luigi Luiggi, Rear Admiral Yoshi-

hiko Mizutani, W. M. Morday, Sir Charles Parsons, Jean L. de PuUigny,

V. E. TimonofF, R. P. J. Tutein-Melthenius, R. H. Vaughn, and Sir William

Willcocks.

The promotion of the Congress and the determination of the direction its

discussions should take was a large and an arduous labor. The outline of

its scope cost a considerable part of the time of almost every member of the

committee for many months. Selecting topics for papers, preparing a syl-

labus of each, corresponding with possible authors, involved heavy and

continuous work on the part of the Papers Committee all through 1913, I9i4>

and right up to the date of the Congress in the fall of the Exposition year;

work which the outbreak of the war seriously disorganized so that large

parts of it that looked complete had to be rearranged, and repeated.

Such matters, and the clerical labors involved in the course of their exe-

cution, and the revision and editing of papers resulting from the sessions,

called for the services of an executive secretary for 39 months, an editorial
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reviser for 15, a draftsman for 4, a proofreader for 16, stenographic service

aggregating 81, clerical service for 18. And the total cost of the Congress,

including the publication and delivery of the transactions, came to about

175,000.

The Committee of Participation at New York and the Committee at

San Francisco had a good deal of correspondence about postponing the

affair on account of the war, but fortunately decided to follow the example of

the Exposition itself and "open on time." A main consideration leading to

this decision was the fact that some 2,000 members had subscribed by the

time the war broke out, and it was felt that if the Congress were postponed

these subscribers would receive nothing for their money—not even the

consciousness of having contributed to an important and valuable event.

The outcome fully justified the decision, as the gathering had a satisfying

international character; although it was true of it, as of the Exposition itself,

that the outcome would have been far more glorious without the war.



CHAPTER XVII

THE CALIFORNIA BUILDING

WHEN in May, 191 1, President Moore, having recently accepted

office, called together the Ways and Means Committee and

designated it the Foundation Committee, he indoctrinated it

with the necessity of giving practical direction to the Exposition enthusiasm

that had become a reality all up and down the Coast, so that visiting dele-

gates from the Eastern States might understand the vitality of the movement
and the likelihood of its being successful. Also, he called attention to the law

enabling Boards of Supervisors of the California counties to levy a special

tax of six cents in the hundred dollars for Exposition purposes, and asked for

volunteers who might have influence in the different counties to form sub-

committees for the promotion of county participation. A long list of sub-

committees resulted, and they were very industrious and did good work.

Two days later Moore, Brown, Hale, M. H. de Young, A. W. Scott, Jr.,

and Theodore Bell attended a meeting of the Associated Boards of Super-

visors of the California counties at Napa, and there made a series of ad-

dresses that resulted in a strong set of resolutions favorable to active county

participation.

California's interests, and her State pride, no negligible matter, were

deeply engaged, and the problem was to find the direction in which the

mixed impulse of hospitality and ambition could best be released.

Many ideas advanced were impracticable and others were incon-
'^^^rgen

sistent with the best exposition methods. Some counties wanted

separate pavilions, some wanted certain sections of the State represented by

separate pavilions, and healthy and inevitable sectional rivalries appeared;

but gradually, through many conferences and after much discussion in the

Board of Directors, the idea was evolved that resulted in the California Host

Building with its marvelous manifestation of what California is—her re-

sources, her productivity, her romantic past and just as romantic present,

her spirit of progress, the high character of her industries and the excellence

of her standards of production; California in her infinite variety and com-

pelling charm—gold and ostrich plumes, pelts and grain, corn and wine and
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oil, warm valleys where cotton and the date-palm grow, timber-line land-

scapes with lakes and watercourses full of leaping fish. Why go on? No-

body can describe California, this wonderful composite of Switzerland and

Africa, of Persia and Peru. The county displays came as near it as anything

for a generation will, and that is enough to indicate that they were wondrous

and bewildering in their richness and beauty and that their impact deeply

impressed the beholder. No such demonstration of California itself had

ever previously been set before the world.

To bring about this extraordinary result was a piece of complicated

administrative work in the honors of which too many share to name them

all. There were divergent ideas to be reconciled and inconsistent local am-

bitions to be team-trained into proper subordination to the general object

of showing a united State. The results proved that the policies adopted by

the Exposition management were the right ones.

The first obstacle was the general idea that the State's building should

come out of the five millions appropriated by the State, and it had to be

shown that such was not the public purpose of the law, and that
xpensive ^^ general Exposition funds, of which this money was a part,

would do no more than build the Exposition. The State Exposi-

tion Commission refused to permit any of the money under its control to be

used for this building, and by hard work the deleterious idea was dislodged.

By June of 191 1, Director Frank L. Brown of the Exploitation and Pub-

licity Committee was able to report that 24 counties had either passed an

appropriation for county participation or the supervisors had pledged

themselves to pass such a measure in September. Much work of a general

nature was done in the field. Every county seat was visited by an emis-

sary from the Exposition. Colvin Brown, Charles Vogelsang, and W. R.

Townsend were busy and useful, with Brown directing the activities in an

executive capacity. Before the year was out 37 counties had made levies,

and the next year brought the total to 44. But it was necessary to send

into the different districts year after year to insure continuity of policy and

see that changing boards of supervisors did not overlook the matter.

Down to January, 191 2, the precise form the counties participation

should take had not been defined. Then Director Esberg of the Participa-

tion and Exhibits Committee gathered the best views on the subject into the

form of a motion " that it be the sense of this Committee that the best inter-

ests of California will be served by inducing the counties of the State jointly

to erect a counties building for all the counties of the State; that this build-

ing should be erected in such manner that it will be available for receptions,

entertainments, and county headquarters; and that we direct our efforts to
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this end." There was added the suggestion that the Woman's Board have
the management of the building and that it be made available to the foreign

and state commissioners for receptions and entertainments. So by evolu-

tion the project came to include the headquarters of the Woman's Board,

and the magnificent reception and ballroom, the latter one of the grandest

and most beautiful assembly halls ever built.

In May of 1913, a meeting of the State Association of Supervisors was
held at Santa Cruz, and here Vice-President Hale, having before him
representatives of 41 counties, set out the project of having the

California Building erected by the Exposition and paid for in
"^"^^ °^

large part out of the sale of space to the counties for county

displays at $2.50 a square foot. This was the policy ultimately pursued.

Immediately the California Building Department was organized by the

Exposition. Vice-President Hale was made Chairman of the California

Building Committee, with jurisdiction over the project. W. A. D'Egilbert

of Redding was employed as Commissioner in charge of the Department,
under the Committee, and he reported to its Chairman. A little over a

year later he was appointed, by Governor Johnson, Commissioner General

of the California State Exhibit.

When the California Building Department was formed, not quite half the

counties were officially pledged to the sale-of-space scheme, and it was

necessary to organize the State into a unit on the project. Some of the

northern counties immediately applied for space, but California is very

large, and there were 58 counties to bring into line, many of which were not

yet convinced that the plan was workable. So a great deal of money was

needed. It was necessary to organize the several sections into geographical

units, and assign the work among them to commissions, a procedure that

accomplished results.

But it was a large undertaking. Even with united sentiment it would

have been necessary to do a great deal of work to organize united action.

Over 600 "partners" were involved: 285 Supervisors, who had to levy the

tax, 58 District Attorneys who had to be satisfied about the legal conditions,

and 268 County Exposition Commissioners. From their own exploitation

and Exposition funds the counties of California expended in three

years of activity over $2,000,000, of which more than $1,250,000 „ ,

went into the California Buildmg. Never did one of the United

States produce so wondrous an effect. The County Exposition Commis-

sioners deserve to be known for their devotion to this difficult cause and the

labors they endured for it. They were:

For Alameda County, Frank A. Leach, Jr., Col. Theodore Gier,
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Wilber Walker, C. J. Heeseman, Judge A. F. St. Sure, M. G. Callaghan,

Wells Drury.

Amador County, Robert I. Kerr and W. H. Greenhalgh.

Butte County, W. M, Smith and E. C. Wilson.

Calaveras County, T. W. Smith.

Colusa County, H. H. Schutz, G. C. Comstock, J. J. Morris, G. B. Har-

den, and J. W. Kaerth.

Contra Costa County, John Bermingham, Jr., and R. R. Veale.

El Dorado County, T. G. Patton, Ted. C. Atwood, Dr. W. A. Rantz.

Fresno County, Geo. C. Roeding, Col. R. L. Peeler, M. F. Tarpey,

W. D. Chandler, and Wylie M. Griffin.

Glenn County, D. A. Shellooe.

Humboldt County, J. F. Coonan and W. S. Clark.

Imperial County, John J. Carr.

Kern County, C. A. Barlow, E. H. Loveland, and H. A. Jastro.

Kings County, L. S, Chittenden, S. E. Railsback, Geo. Hicks, Benj.

Hancock, J. W. Guiberson.

Lake County, Granville Libbey, Alma Atkins, Frank Howe, W. H.

Sharley, and Lewis Henderson.

Lassen County, H. R. Coffin, Mrs. Viola Roseberry.

Los Angeles County, R. W. Pridham.

Madera County, Geo. A. Clark, Leo Friedberger, E. M. McCardle,

Joseph Bancroft, J. M. Griffin, R. L. Hargrove.

Marin County, A. L. Hettrich and J. W. DoUiver.

Mariposa County, C. I. Mentzer, P. W. jJdkins, and R. S. Wellman.

Mendocino County, P. I. Lancaster, L. E. Crawford, N. P. Howe,

H. F. Milliken, and W. A. Ford.

Merced County, S. F. B. Morse, C. E. Kocher, J. H. Ellis, J. E. Hollings-

worth, and A. H. Salau.

Modoc County, B. F. Lynip, James T. Negley, Geo. C. Turner, B. Lauer,

and Geo. H. Knight.

Monterey County, H. E. Abbott and J. L. D. Roberts.

Napa County, B. Bruck, E. W. Churchill, and E. S. Bell.

Nevada County, J. Earl Taylor.

Orange County, W. W. Wilson.

Placer County, A. Fereva and J. J. Brennan.

Plumas County, H. C. Flournoy and C. E. Pike.

Riverside County, J. A. Crane and S. D. Hamilton.

Sacramento County, D. W. Carmichael, Emmett Phillips, James H.

Devine, P. C. Cohn, J. Whittaker, J. P. Williams, H. Bradford, C. W. Haub.
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San Bernardino County, Ray L. Riley and W. D. Wagner.

San Diego County, W. M. Irwin.

San Joaquin County,J. P. Irish, Jr., Arthur H. Wright, and Geo. Leistner.

San Luis Obispo County, Mrs. Nellie Forington, R. H. Nutall,

W. E. Cavanagh, Arthur Kahl, and B. F. Martin.

San Mateo County, Henry P. Bowie, A. G. C. Hahn, Dr. C. L. Morgan,

Geo. R. Sneath, and James McCormick.

Santa Barbara County, H. J. Doulton and Robert Easton.

Santa Clara County, Henry M. Ayer and Victor Hancock.

Santa Cruz County, J. A. Harvey, S. C. Marcus, J. E. Gardner, O. D.

Stoesser, N. A. Trafton, N. O. Kerrick, R. L. Cardiff, A. S. T. Johnson,

and J. L. Hippelli.

Shasta County, C. D. Morton, J. N. Logan, Geo. A. Lemiman, and S.

O. Blodgett.

Siskiyou County, R. H. DeWitt, G. W. Dwinnell, George M. Smith,

F. F. Spencer, and D. M. Horn.

Solano County, W. J. Weyand, Chas. F. Wyer, and G. G. Halliday.

Sonoma County, Dr. Thomas Maclay, E. H. Brown, Chas. E. Humbert,
Robert G. Cook, and Peter Hansen.

Stanislaus County, Geo. R. Stoddard, C. Swan, E. S. Wangenheim, Geo.

A. Creasey, and E. B. Osborne.

Sutter County, C. E. Moore, D. U. Finch, T. F. Giblin, C. H. Trevathan,

and H. H. Wolfskill.

Tehama County, E. L. Sisson, A. L. Conrad, H. P. Stice, R. A. Foster,

and George A. Hoag.

Trinity County, A. L. Paulsen.

Tulare County, A. E. Miot.

Tuolumne County, G. W. Price.

Ventura County, Frank A. Shipley.

Yolo County, G. H. Hecke, H. S. Maddox, A. W. Morris, J. E. Winter,

H. Van Tassel, and G. W. Pierce.

Yuba County, H. H. Dunning.

These county groups were formed:

Sacramento Valley Expositions Commission; Newton Cleaveland, Presi-

dent, Ted. C. Atwood, Secretary, and J. A. Filcher, Director-in-Chief.

Southern California Panama Expositions Commission: R. W. Pridham,

President, H. B. Gurley, Secretary, and C. L. Wilson, Manager.

San Joaquin Valley Counties Exposition Association: Geo. C. Roeding,

President, J. B. Johnson, Secretary, C. H. Edwards, Manager, W. C. Maloy,

Assistant Manager, W. N. Harris, Manager of Exhibits.
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North of Bay Counties Exposition Association: Dr. Thomas Maclay,

President, and E. H. Brown, Manager.

Central Coast Counties Exposition Commission: Henry Ayer, President

and Dr. C. L. Morgan, Secretary.

The western wing of the California Building, as we have stated elsewhere,

contained the administrative offices of the Exposition, the rooms of the State

and National Commissions, the President's offices and official entertainment

dining-room, the Board Room of the Directors, the chamber of the Superior

Jury of Awards, and the buffet for the Directors. To construct and equip

the building, with all gardens, lawns, and other appurtenances, cost $458,525,

to which the counties, under the sale-of-space plan, contributed $346,317.

For their contributions the counties, it should be noted, received janitor

service and lighting, and were under no expense for upkeep of the building.

In Exposition practice there is an important distinction between displays

and exhibits. The material put into the California Building by the counties

formed displays, there for the inspection and information of the
For Stale

public, but not entered in the competition for awards. With the
Exhibits . . .

appointment of the Commissioner General of Exhibits by the

Governor, an organization was formed throughout California to stimulate

an interest in county exhibits in the exhibit palaces, where they would come

under the review of the International Jury. An Advisory Committee was

formed, consisting of 25 of the most active of the County Exposition Com-
missioners in the several sections of the State. It consisted of these gentle-

men: R. W. Pridham, Los Angeles; W. S. Clark, Eureka; E. H. Loveland,

Bakersfield; R. J. Mattison, Santa Cruz; D. W. Carmichael, Sacramento;

Frank A. Leach, Jr., Oakland; Emmett Phillips, Sacramento; H. J. Doulton,

Santa Barbara; A. E. Miot, Visalia; W. M. Smith, Oroville; Henry M. Ayer,

San Jose; P. I. Lancaster, Willits; Dr. J. L. D. Roberts, Seaside; G. R. Stod-

dard, Modesto; G. H. Hecke, Woodland; Dr. Thomas Maclay, Petaluma;

B. Bruck, St. Helena; A. G. C. Hahn, Menlo Park; H. P. Stabler, Yuba City;

H. P. Stice, Red Bluff; Newton Cleaveland, San Francisco; Col. R. L. Peeler,

Coalinga; G. W. Metcalfe, Kennett; R. H. De Witt, Yreka; G. W. Price,

Sonora.

The decision to compete for awards was made so late, however, that an

adequate exhibit in addition to the display in the California Building was

hardly possible. Many of the finest parts of the State could not be interested

in time. Yet exhibits were made in the Departments of Agriculture, Horti-

culture, Mines and Metallurgy, and a number ofother palaces, that took over

1,000 awards, including a number of grand prizes, medals of honor, and gold

medals, the proportion of lesser awards being noticeably small. The
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Palaces of Liberal Arts, Food Products, Manufactures, Machinery, Varied

Industries, and Transportation were additionally beautified with many
examples of California products, and the Palace of Education had a very fine

exhibit of the equipment and appurtenances of the California educational

system. The facades of the California exhibits in the Palaces of Horticul-

ture, Agriculture, and Mines and Metallurgy were regarded by some experts

in this line of construction as the best in those buildings.

But California's motive was not to enter into rivalry with her guests

and struggle to outdo them in fields where her superiority was universally

admitted. Her impulse was to play the hostess, and to honor her visitors

by putting on her finest gown. And she did it.



CHAPTER XVIII

LETTING CONCESSION CONTRACTS

AS long as folks are folks they will be interested in "firsts." The first

concession of the Exposition was let to David Monasch, in October,

191 1, for the manufacture and sale of souvenir spades: copies in

miniature of the spade with which President Taft broke ground for the

Exposition. Monasch paid a bonus of I500, and, in addition, 20 per cent on

gross returns from sales. It was quite astonishing how many people sup-

posed they would like to possess one of these little objects, and for many
months the percentages yielded revenue in small and diminishing amounts.

The typewriter concession was dated October 25, 1912. It was the

second concession contract made, and was a good piece of business for the

Exposition, arising out of the enterprise of the Remington Com-
rofita e

p^ny. This Corporation agreed to lend the Exposition all the

typewriters it might need and keep them in order free of charge,

to make a generous allowance for all machines of other makes then in use in

the Exposition's offices, to charge but quarter-price for any machines of its

own that could not be returned in fair condition, to publish at its own ex-

pense a million copies of a pamphlet on the Exposition which should cost

not less than $50,000 and bear, by way of advertising the corporation's

product, but a single line stating that the Remington was the official type-

writer of the Exposition; to maintain all needed public booths for type-

writing and stenography in the grounds, paying all net profits to the Exposi-

tion and guaranteeing they should not fall below $5,000, which amount it

paid over at once. The Exposition built the booths, and gave the Reming-

ton Company a letter declaring the Remington to be the official typewriter.

And the Remington Company agreed to distribute the Exposition pamphlet

throughout the world by means of its great selling organization. The writer

is well aware that this account is in itself quite an advertisement for the

particular company it mentions; and so was Caesar's funeral oration quite an

advertisement for Marc Antony. You can't write history without advertis-

ing somebody.

Under this arrangement the number of typewriters furnished rose as
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high as 610, and some notion of the activity required in the promoting, as-

sembling, and operating of an exposition may perhaps be derived from imag-

ining these machines, in steadily increasing number, pounding out letters

and press copy, and intercommunicating notes and orders, from morning

till night, not for a period of months but of years.

As stated above, it was a general policy to defer action on all concession

contracts that could wait, until about a year after the Concessions and

Admissions Committee commenced work. Early activity was largely con-

centrated on the more important applications, and little was done in the

small merchandise line. As the work progressed the force expanded, but a

great deal of business was transacted on small appropriations.

In July, 1913, appeared Frederick Thompson of Luna Park, Coney Island,

then one of the successful creative showmen of the country, to explain his

plans for Toyland Grown Up; which proved so pleasing to the Committee

that it voted him this concession at the next meeting.

In the same month the report of the Division was published, showing that

over a year and a half before Opening Day, on monthly appro-

priations that had not yet climbed over the 1500-dollar mark,
i„^ome

the Committee had arranged contracts for concessions that would

bring, for bonuses and space, the sum of $384,099.88. And of this amount

the Exposition already had $103,350 in hand.

Peanuts and popcorn had paid $10,000. A soft drink concession had

contributed $5,950. Exposition publications had paid $7,500, typewriters

and public stenographers $5,000, dairy lunches and souvenir watches $5>ooo

each, an ice palace and hockey arena $5,000, a Chinese pagoda $5,000 and a

miniature railway $5,000. There was a number of smaller items, such as

the Taft Pen (a copy of the one that signed the Exposition invitation to the

world), the infant incubator, the phrenometer, the pan souvenir, a scenic

railway, a roller coaster, a Frankfurter sausage concession, some concessions

for restaurants, for grape juice, and for a model tamale factory. There was

a tentative grant to the Inside Inn for $25,000 and one to a photographic

concern for $36,000.

The Director of the Division of Concessions and Admissions reported

that it would be necessary to reject some 6,000 applications; this in July,

1913-

A ground plan of the amusement district had been temporarily adopted

by the Committee in December, 1912, and now Director Burt submitted a

map showing the locations of various concessions granted and likely to be

granted. It was approved and he was instructed to request the Division

of Works to make surveys of the locations and proceed with the laying of
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water pipes, gas mains, and electric conduits and to get the district into

shape to be built upon.

By September, the Committee decided that it was time to remove its

offices to the Service Building so that the head of the Division could be "on

the lot."

Not all of the early business remained good. That would have been too

easy for the Committee, and would have saved it all sorts of hard labor at

adjusting troubles and carrying on negotiations with concessionaires and

making adjustments for them after the day for negotiation and adjustment

should properly have gone by. But there was a very fine showing of work

performed, and most of it stayed. Where a concessionaire failed, the bonus

was forfeited, for every such failure meant delay, and, to an exposition, delay

is damage.

A concession contract consisted of three parts: the application, with the

terms and conditions; the license; and the concessionaire's bond. The cus-

tomary procedure in letting a contract went thus:

The original application was first approved by the Committee, after a

thorough canvass of all the facts and of all expert opinion obtainable

about that particular sort of venture, accompanied by almost prayerful

consideration as to whether such facts as could be found promised to fit

the policies of the Division. How the matter would come out depended

on how far the project would actually fit those policies. As to that, the

Committee knew it moved in darkness, but it had to take chances, just

like the concessionaire.

The application then went to the General Attorney, who searched it for

possibilities of trouble, prepared four copies of it with four copies of the

license, and sent them back to the Secretary of the Division. Of
au lous

these, one was kept for reference, and three went to the conces-
Frocedure ...... ,, ,

sionaire for his signature, then back to the Secretary, who got the

signatures of the Chairman and one member of the Committee and of the

Director of the Division ; and back to the General Attorney for final approval

as to form. They then went to the President and Secretary of the Exposi-

tion for their signatures and back to the Division Secretary, who mailed a

set of copies to the concessionaire, sent a set to the Comptroller, and put one

in the file. With these went copies of the bond, which the Secretary had

obtained.

The concessionaire was now in a position to get his building permit from

the Land and Permits Bureau of the Division of Works, find his corner stakes

and proceed to cover his lot. The Division of Works was quite thrifty, and

was at first disposed to charge for surveying the lot and setting the stakes,
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but was persuaded by the Concessions and Admissions Committee that the

Exposition owed that service to the concessionaire.

With the license issued and the building up, the operating staff of the

Division of Concessions and Admissions had jurisdiction, and a station

number was assigned the concessionaire. The Superintendent of Cashiers

had to be satisfied that a proper booth had been made ready before a cashier

was assigned; and on the assignment of a cashier the concession was ready

for business. This was, at least, the type and plan of procedure. The
method took time to develop, so that it was not in complete operation at

first; and there were always some minor exceptions to meet exceptional con-

ditions.

The writer has been thus particular to specify these somewhat dry details

because, while all contracts had to be executed by the President and Secre-

tary of the corporation, the concession contracts had to cover the exigencies

of a special and an unusual sort of business.

It was the opinion of the Director of this Division that in no case should

a concessionaire's bond be waived, and in no case should a license be issued

to a concessionaire until the bond is filed.

One sad, short story should be recorded here. Part of the toilet accom-

modations was made a concession and let to local capitalists. That was a

mistake. The California public had been accustomed to getting some things

for nothing. And it resented the mere suggestion (there was no compul-

sion about it when a third of the fixtures were free) of paying for toilet

accommodations. The State buildings and foreign pavilions were overrun,

the concessionaire company lost money, the Exposition made none from

the arrangement and had a great deal of trouble. It was one of those un-

fortunate things that could not be foreseen, and in which the experience of

other expositions was neither guide nor warning.



CHAPTER XIX

TIED UP TIGHT

AS ultimately developed and applied to the show business on the Zone,

and to the sale of services and merchandise there and elsewhere on

the grounds, the concessions contract delivered the concessionaire

into the hands of the Exposition with little left him but life, liberty, and the

pursuit of an elusive happiness.

In making application, the showman first turned his conscience inside out

for the Committee's inspection. He gave his real name, told what he

thought he wanted to do, how many people he would employ, how much he

would spend getting ready (those that failed to spend that amount were at

the Committee's mercy again), how much he would lay out for stock if he

wished a vending privilege, how much ground or floor space he

his Soul^
wanted, and how much frontage, where he wished to do business,

the extent of all interests in the concession and the names of the

real persons holding those interests, together with the names of a number of

persons ready to vouch for the financial and business ability of the applicant.

The concessionaire then agreed to pay so much for the land or floor space

(usually $50 a front foot for land on the Zone, regardless of its depth; or, for

space in a palace, $25 a square foot if a percentage was paid, or $50 a square

foot on the flat rate basis) plus a bonus on the granting of the concession,

and such and such per cent of the gross receipts from all the business done.

And then he gave the Exposition the right to inspect his plans, his build-

ing, and his show whenever it seemed advisable, to command a performance

at any time, to order all his people out on parade, and to say when and how
long he should keep open or whether he were to keep open at all. He agreed

also to protect his concession at whatever point necessary by means of copy-

rights and patents, applied for through the Exposition's Law Department
and turned over to the Exposition; to permit no deterioration in his perform-

ances, services, or wares; to keep a foot away from the fence, and to go in and
out through such gates as the Exposition might appoint. Finally the

Exposition reserved the right to fix the charges, but carefully guarded itself

against assuming any of the liabilities of a partner, an agent, or a principal.

96
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Nothing built or performed for the Exposition should be reproduced in the

State of California, prior to Closing Day.

To all this and more did the concessionaire agree, subscribe, and tie him-

self up with a bond. For those that may wish to make use of them as models

or as a basis for other contracts, we produce these contract forms in full:

Panama-Pacific International Exposition

APPLICATION FOR CONCESSION

The undersigned applies for a LICENSE for a CONCESSION at the PANA-

MA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, to be known as (here give

exact name)

This application is made under all of the covenants hereof and under all of the

conditions appended hereto which are expressly made a part hereof, and, in ac-

cordance therewith the applicant represents and offers as follows:

I. The nature of the Concession is (here give full description)

2. The number of employees or persons required to operate the Concession

is

3. If granted the Concessionaire will expend in constructing, installing and

equipping the Concession not less than {$ )

Dollars, which shall be exclusive of the cost of vendible stock or merchandise of a

selling concession; and, in addition thereto if the privilege of selling is granted, will

expend for stock and merchandise the sum of

(S ) Dollars.

4. The ground or floor space desired is square feet

The frontage requested is feet.

VOL. II—

7
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5. It is desired that the concession shall be located

6. This application is made by the person, firm or corporation who will

operate the Concession, and the real persons interested and the extent of their

respective interests are (here give full information)

7. Reference is made to the following persons as to the financial and business

ability of the applicant:

NAMES. ADDRESSES.

8. For the license to use the land or floor space which may be allotted, the

Concessionaire will pay to the Exposition Company {$ )

Dollars, on

9. For the granting of said Concession the Concessionaire will pay a bonus of

i$ )

Dollars, on the granting of the Concession.

10. In addition to all other payments the Concessionaire will pay

per cent of the gross receipts of said Concession.

11. All communications in relation hereto may be sent to

at

San Francisco, California, and if the application is granted the Concessionaire will

cause to be executed a surety bond as required under the conditions appended

hereto in favor of the Exposition Company in the sum of

{$ ) Dollars.

Dated: , 191
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CONDITIONS.

1. The foregoing application is an offer which may be accepted by the Exposi-

tion Company at any time before notice to it in writing of its withdrawal. It is

subject to all of these conditions. It confers no rights upon the applicant and in

no way binds the Exposition Company prior to notification of its acceptance.
Notification of acceptance shall be given in writing, and may be given personally,

or by mailing in San Francisco, postage prepaid, enclosed in an envelope addressed

to the applicant at the San Francisco address given in application. Notification

by mailmg shall be complete twenty-four hours after mailing. Acceptance con-

fers no rights upon the applicant unless the applicant shall keep and perform all

of the further conditions hereof.

2. The applicant warrants the truth of all representations made in the fore-

going application, and admits that each of them is material, and made with the

intention that it shall be relied upon by the Exposition Company. Acceptance
of the offer binds the applicant to make, do and perform each and every of the

things therein offered, in accordance with these conditions. Unless the said offer

shall be withdrawn prior to its acceptance the applicant, from the date of the

application until the official closing of the Exposition, will not, without the written

consent of the Exposition Company, in the State of California, outside of the

grounds of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, construct, install,

equip or operate any similar concession, or amusement device, nor exhibit nor

show the whole or any feature or reproduction of said concession.

3. At any time before the withdrawal of the offer made in the application, or

after its acceptance and before the commencement of actual construction of the

booths, buildings or other structures therefor, the applicant on request will submit
to the Exposition Company, without cost to it, sketches, plans and models of any
proposed building or other structure, and of all mechanical devices proposed to be

used in connection with such concession, with estimates of cost thereof, showing
proposed coloring and lettering, safety devices, fire risks, and character and es-

timated quantities of power, water, gas, steam, electricity and other general ser-

vice required, all with such detail as may be required by the Exposition Company,
and all of such plans and estimates when submitted shall de deemed and in all

things considered as a part of the original application.

4. Within five days after notification of the acceptance of the applicant's

offer he shall pay to and deposit with the Exposition Company all sums of money
to be paid or deposited under the terms of said application at the time of the grant-

ing or the concession, and shall at the same time deliver to the Exposition Com-
pany a duly executed surety bond, issued by a surety company approved by the

Exposition Company in the amount stated in said application which said bond
shall be to and in the form prescribed by the Exposition Company, and shall be

conditioned upon the faithful performance and observance by the Concessionaire

of all of the covenants of the application, of these conditions and the terms of the

License to be issued to the Concessionaire, whether said conditions and covenants
be expressed or implied. Said bond shall particularly provide further (i) that in

consideration of its acceptance it shall be held to be a part of the entire contract

between the Exposition Company and the Concessionaire, (2) that if for its pro-

tection the Exposition Company shall require an additional bond in a sum not in
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excess of the penal sum named in the original bond, the Concessionaire shall fur-

nish the same within ten days after notification so to do, and default in that particu-

lar shall be deemed a breach of the contract, (3) that the bond shall inure to the

benefit of all persons claiming by, through, under or against the Exposition Com-
pany for loss or damage due to the act or omission of the Concessionaire or his

agents, servants or employees in the construction, installation, equipment or

operation of the concession granted, and (4) that the Exposition Company is and
shall be entitled to everything of value which the surety has received or may
receive from or on account of the Concessionaire by way of indemnity for the

performance of the obligation of said bond, and that the Exposition Company
upon the default of the Concessionaire may compel the application of such in-

demnity to its satisfaction.

5. Upon the acceptance and approval of said bond and the payment and de-

posit of said sums within the time fixed therefor, the Exposition Company will

issue to the Concessionaire a License for the Concession, which License together

with said bond, these conditions and the application shall evidence the entire

contract on the part of the Exposition Company with the Concessionaire. The
provisions thereof shall be strictly construed in favor of the Exposition Company,
and a breach of any of the conditions of said contract on the part of the Conces-
sionaire shall entitle the Exposition Company at its option to revoke said License

and take over or discontinue the operation of said concession. Said contract shall

not entitle the Concessionaire to have or receive power, gas, electricity, steam,
compressed air, heat, light, water or other service, nor supplies, merchandise or

commodities of any nature or description.

6. No oral statement or representation made by any officer or agent of the

Exposition Company, and no advertisement or written statement or promise in

conflict with any of these conditions except by express authorization of its Board
of Directors shall be considered as binding the Exposition Company. Its purpose
is to open the Exposition on February 20, 191 5, and to close it on December 4,

191 5, and between those dates to keep its gates open during such hours and on
such days as its Board of Directors may from time to time determine, but it ex-

pressly reserves the right to postpone the day of opening, to change the day of

closing, and to close the gates of the Exposition, or close any division, department,
section or portion thereof at any time or for any period. It does not warrant to

the applicant and makes no guaranty or representation that said Exposition will

be or remain open in whole or in part at or during any particular time, nor that

at any time there will be facilities for supplying, nor that there will be supplied,

with or without payment therefor, power, gas, electricity, steam, compressed
air, heat, light, water or other service, nor supplies, merchandise or commodities of

any nature or description. The Exposition Company shall in no event be held

liable for injury, damages or loss sustained by the Concessionaire, occasioned by,

or directly or indirectly attributable to, any act or omission of the Concessionaire
or any of his agents, servants, employees or patrons, or caused by the negligence,

wantonness or malice of any person or persons not at that time under the control

of the Exposition Company, or by any person in its employ acting outside of his

duties or in conflict therewith, or from fire originating in the Concession structures,

or outside thereof and communicating thereto, or the bursting of any pipe or main,
or by or from water from any source, or the acts of rioters or the public enemy, or

from any other cause beyond the control of the Exposition Company.
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7. At any time after the issuance of the said License the Concessionaire, at

hisown cost, shall apply through the Legal Department of the Exposition Company
for such patents and copyrights and register such trade marks as he may be ad-
vised by the Exposition Company may be granted or registered for the protection

of his concession, or any part or parts thereof, and coincident with any such ap-
plication shall assign the same to the Exposition Company for its security until

the official closing of the Exposition, when the same shall be reassigned to the

Concessionaire. If the Concessionaire shall use in or about the construction,
installation, equipment or operation of said concession any patented or copy-
righted device, he shall before using the same procure the lawful right to use the
same.

8. In the construction, installation, equipment and operation of the conces-

sion, all laws of the LTnited States, the State of California, the ordinances of the

City and County of San Francisco, the regulations and orders of the health, police

and fire departments, the rules and regulations, rulings and orders of the Exposi-

tion Company and its Division of Concessions and Admissions as the same have
been or may hereafter be promulgated, shall be obeyed by the Concessionaire and
all persons in interest with him.

9. At such time and place, in such manner and with such materials as the

Exposition Company may direct, the Concessionaire, at his own cost, will com-
mence the erection, installation and equipment of such buildings and structures as

may be necessary for the concession, and shall similarly commence the prepara-

tion of any ground or floor space for the maintenance and operation of said con-

cession, and shall similarly commence the stocking with merchandise any selling

concession, and shall thereafter, when and as directed by the Exposition Company
fully complete such erection, construction, preparation, installation, equipment
and stocking at or before the time to be set by and to the satisfaction of the

Exposition Company. Thereafter at all times the Concessionaire shall maintain
his buildings, structures, stock and equipment to the standard of quality and
amount as required by the Exposition Company, and shall in all things advertise

and operate said concession in a modern and businesslike manner and to the satis-

faction of the Exposition Company. It may require the Concessionaire and his

employees to take part in parades in or out of the Exposition grounds, and it may
require attendants and employees of the Concessionaire to wear prescribed or

approved uniforms, badges or other distinguishing marks. It may require the

discharge and exclusion from the Exposition grounds of any employee of the Con-
cessionaire whose appearance, language or acts are by it determined to be detri-

mental to the welfare of the Exposition. All stock sold shall be clean and attrac-

tive in appearance, and if the Concession is for articles intended for human
consumption the same shall be pure, wholesome, neatly served and in the best

condition in which articles of similar nature are elsewhere served or sold. In the

operation of the Concession, whether it be for sales or exhibitions, the utmost care

shall be exercised by the Concessionaire for the safety and convenience of the

public. Exhibitions and exhibition features shall not be curtailed nor permitted
to deteriorate in any particular. Exhibitions must be given, and all booths and
selling agencies must be open and ready for business and must be closed promptly
at such hours as the Exposition Company may direct. It reserves the right to

fix all prices and fees charged by the Concessionaire to assure the best returns and
to prevent overcharges. No nostrums or articles deleterious to health, offensive

to the senses, against good morals, or in violation of any law, ordinance, police or
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health regulation, or rule, regulation or ruling of the Exposition Company, shall

be sold, offered for sale or exhibited, nor shall said Concession be operated in any
way which the Exposition Company shall determine to be offensive to good taste

or the moral sense or to interfere with the business, comfort, safety or convenience

of other concessionaires, exhibitors, or visitors to the Exposition.

lo. For its security the Exposition Company, under such regulations as its

Board of Directors from time to time may make or approve, shall have the right to

appoint such inspectors as it may elect to inspect the buildings, structures, stock,

service, machinery, mechanical devices, electric appliances and exhibitions of the

Concession, and cashiers, ticket sellers and ticket takers, to receive and account
for any portion or all of the gross income derived from the operation of said Con-
cession; and it may require the Concessionaire to install or use cash registers,

turnstiles, ticket choppers, duplicate tag devices, tickets or tags, and to keep such
books and accounts all in such form as it may direct. In the event that the

Exposition Company, under the terms hereof, elects to appoint cashiers to take all

of the gross income of the Concessionaire, or to appoint ticket sellers, ticket takers

or inspectors as herein provided, the Concessionaire shall pay the actual cost there-

of to the Exposition Company. It may require the Concessionaire to make such
accountings and settlements with it in such manner, upon such vouchers and at

such times as it may from time to time direct. If the Exposition Company,
through its cashiers, receives all of the gross income of the Concessionaire in the

operation of the Concessions, it shall keep a special account thereof, which at all

reasonable times shall be open to the inspection of the Concessionaire or his duly
authorized representative, and it shall account to and settle with the Conces-
sionaire thereupon, daily or at such other times as it may from time to time deter-

mine, provided that such settlements shall be made at least once each week. On
any such settlement the Exposition Company may deduct from the amount which
would otherwise be payable to the Concessionaire all sums which may be due it

from the Concessionaire and such further amount as it may determine to be

necessary or reasonable to protect it against the claims of any and all persons for

any act or omission of the Concessionaire. The balance of the gross income shall

be paid to the Concessionaire, or to his order. If privilege of sales is given to the

Concessionaire the Exposition Company may require him to use a specified form of

bag, wrapper or carton, to be issued by the Exposition Company, and may require

the Concessionaire to deposit, upon any such issue, a sufficient sum of money to

cover the entire retail selling price of the article to be sold in such bags, wrappers or

cartons. Should the business of the Concessionaire be such as to require the use

of tickets for any purpose the Exposition Company may require the purchase by
the Concessionaire and the use in such business of tickets of its design, numbered
and audited by it, or to make a deposit therefor, of such sums and at such price

as will assure it of the receipt of the gross income of the business, subject to the

right of the Concessionaire to the settlements and payments for which provision

is herein made. It may, by regulation, adopt any other means than as herein set

forth designed to protect it as against any default of the Concessionaire. The
Concessionaire shall make no sales or exhibitions except in the manner and upon
the vouchers and payments required by the Exposition Company. For the fur-

ther security of the Exposition Company, the Concessionaire shall, at his own cost,

procure and transfer to the Exposition Company such policies of fire and accident

insurance as the Exposition Company may require. All the requirements which
may be made or changed at any time by the Exposition Company in regard to the

collection of income or settlement of accounts or the holding of moneys due to, or
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collection of moneys due from, the Concessionaire, shall be determined by the Ex-
position Company, or, in any particular instance the same may be determined by
supplemental agreement approved by its Board of Directors or made under its

authority.

II. No waste, destruction of, or injury to the property of the Exposition Com-
pany will be permitted. The Concessionaire shall in no case be permitted to erect

upon or in any manner use or trespass on a strip of land one foot in width and ex-

tending along the inside of the exterior fence of the Exposition grounds between
gates, nor to alter, destroy, or attach anything to, or cut, or remove anything
from the exterior fence of the Exposition grounds. Neither the Concessionaire,
his employees nor patrons shall at any time enter or leave the Exposition grounds
except by such gates or through such turnstiles as may be designated therefor by
the Exposition Company.

12. The Concessionaire is not and shall not be the agent of the Exposition
Company, nor authorized by it to make any representation or promise or contract
binding upon it. The Exposition Company is not and shall not be the agent of the
Concessionaire. Notwithstanding any agreement between the Exposition Com-
pany and the Concessionaire whereby a percentage of profits or income shall be
paid to or retained by the Exposition Company, the same shall at all times be
deemed and considered as a measure of compensation only, and there is not and
shall be no partnership between the Exposition Company and the Concessionaire.

No officer, agent or employee of the Exposition Company shall be interested in the

concession or personally receive from the Concessionaire any money or benefits

without the express authorization of the Board of Directors of the Exposition
Company.

13. The officers and directors of the Exposition Company and such heads of

Divisions and Departments thereof and such other agents and inspectors of the

Exposition Company as may be designated by it, shall at all reasonable times have
access to any booth, tent, building, room or place occupied by the Concessionaire
or others acting under his permission and shall have free admission to any exhibi-

tion given by the Concessionaire. The Exposition Company may also require

free admission or exhibitions to be given to such distinguished visitors to the

Exposition and such representatives of the Press and others as it may designate.

14. The Concessionaire shall promptly pay to all persons, firms and corpora-
tions, including the Exposition Company, for power, gas, electricity, steam, com-
pressed air, heat, light,water, or other service, wages, materials, supplies, merchan-
dise and commodities furnished to the Concessionaire, or used in connection with
the construction, installation, equipment, stocking or operation thereof, and all

damages to persons or property due to any negligence, wantonness or malice of the

Concessionaire or any person in his employ or acting in his interest or under his

direction. In case of default herein the Exposition Company, at its option may
pay on account of the Concessionaire the amount, or any part, of any claim or

claims against the Concessionaire, and its payment thereof shall establish between
it and the Concessionaire the correctness of the amount and the legal liability of
the Concessionaire therefor, and the Concessionaire shall thereby be and become
obligated to repay to the Exposition Company the amount of any such payment,
at the date thereof, together with interest thereon at the legal rate from the date
thereof until the same shall have been fully repaid, together with all costs incurred
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and a reasonable attorney's fee to be fixed by the Court in the event of suit in the

collection thereof.

15. The Concessionaire shall at all times save the Exposition Company free

and harmless of and from each and every claim and demand of whatsoever nature
made or to be made by or on behalf of any person or persons for any act or omis-
sion on the part of the Concessionaire or any person or persons acting in his behalf

or under his employ or direction and from all loss and damage of every nature and
description by reason of any such act or omission.

16. The Exposition Company will provide by such means as its Board of
Directors may determine, or approve, for the free admission to the Exposition
grounds of the Concessionaire and his servants and employees and the admission
of teams and persons engaged in delivering material and supplies. It expressly
reserves the right to designate hours, gates of entrance and exit for all such pur-
poses, and to prescribe the rules and regulations under which passes shall be
honored, and to take such means as may appear to be best suited to prevent the
abuse of pass privileges. It may revoke or cancel any pass or pass privilege and
may eject or exclude from the exposition grounds any person who violates any
of its rules or regulations.

17. Courtesy to the patrons of the Exposition, to concessionaires, exhibitors,
and to all officers, agents and employees of the Exposition Company will be re-

{^uired at all times. The Concessionaire and all persons in his employ will at all

times be required to give prompt obedience to the orders of the Exposition Com-
pany and its authorized representatives in regard to the construction, installation,

equipment and operation of the concession, and in regard to the exercise of the
privileges of the Exposition grounds. If the Concessionaire is injured or aggrieved
by any direction, ruling or act of any representative of the Exposition Company or
any other concessionaire or exhibitor he shall make a statement thereof in writing,
within twenty-four hours, to the Division of Concessions and Admissions of the
Exposition Company, otherwise the same will be deemed to have been waived.
The ruling of the Division of Concessions and Admissions shall be final and conclu-
sive unless the same shall thereafter be revoked or set aside by the Board of
Directors or the final judgment of a Court of competent jurisdiction. Applica-
tion to the Division of Concessions and Admissions, and its action upon any com-
plaint on the part of the Concessionaire or any person in interest with him, or its

refusal to act thereon, shall be a prerequisite to any relief being granted by any
other officer or department of the Exposition Company, and an appeal from its

decision to the Board of Directors and its action or refusal to act thereon shall be
a condition precedent to the bringing of any action or suit against the Exposition
Company by the Concessionaire or any person claiming by, through or under him.

18. Upon the breach of any of these conditions, or of any covenant contained
in the application, bond or license of the Concessionaire, the Exposition Company
may, at its option, revoke said License and may exclude the Concessionaire and all

persons claiming under him from the Exposition grounds. In such event all

money then in the possession of the Exposition Company which otherwise would
have been due to the Concessionaire, and all buildings, structures, equipment,
merchandise and personal property of every nature belonging to the Concession-
aire and located upon the Exposition grounds, may be retained by the Exposition
Company, and the value thereof at the time of said breach shall be applied to any
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indebtedness of the Concessionaire to the Exposition Company and to the satis-

faction of any damages it may suffer by reason of such breach, and to the satis-

faction in whole or in part of the claims of other persons against the Concessionaire.
Title to all of said property, subject only to the duty of the Exposition Company
to account for the value thereof, shall vest in it as of the date of such breach, and
the same is assigned and transferred to the Exposition Company by the signature
of the Concessionaire to the application. Upon taking over such property the
Exposition Company shall make an inventory thereof and shall appraise the same,
and, thereafter it may use or dispose of the same in such manner, for such prices,

and to such persons as the Exposition Company may designate. The provisions
hereof are cumulative only, and in no way affect any other right at law or in equity
which the Exposition Company may have or assert against the Concessionaire
upon the breach of the contract.

19. Upon the faithful performance of all of these conditions and of the cove-
nants of said application, bond and license, and of any supplementary contract
between the parties hereto, as soon as may be after the official closing of the
Exposition, the Exposition Company and the Concessionaire shall make final settle-

ment of their accounts, and the Concessionaire shall, at his own cost, remove from
the Exposition grounds all buildings, structures and other property he may have
placed therein and shall similarly remove all personal property belonging to him or

to any person or persons in interest with him, and shall leave the ground or space
theretofore occupied by him and others in interest with him, clean and free from
debris and in a condition satisfactory to the Exposition Company within ninety

(90) days after the final settlement but final payments shall not be made to the

Concessionaire until all the provisions hereof have been complied with by the

Concessionaire. The Concessionaire shall not wreck nor injure any of said build-

ings or structures, nor remove any of the equipment thereof, nor remove any
property from the Exposition grounds without the consent of nor except in the
manner required by the Exposition Company, nor at any time before such final

settlement is made.

20. No assignment or transfer of the whole or any interest in the Concession,
or in the income or profits thereof, shall be recognized by the Exposition Company
without its prior consent thereto in writing.

Panama-Pacific International Exposition

CONCESSIONAIRE'S BOND

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

That we, <

.

as principal
. . . and

as surety, are held and firmly bound to pay unto the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition Company, the sum of

($ ) Dollars, gold coin of the United States, for which pay-
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ment, well and truly to be made in the City and County of San Francisco, State of

California, we bind, jointly and severally, ourselves and each of us, and each of our

personal and legal representatives and successors in interest, firmly by these

presents.

THE CONDITIONS OF THIS BOND are such, that if the above named
principal. . . .shall and do in all things well and truly observe, perform, fulfill,

accomplish and keep all and singular, the covenants, conditions, terms and agree-

ments whatsoever, which on the part of the said principal. . . .are, or ought to be

performed, fulfilled, accomplished and kept, comprised, mentioned in and implied

by a certain License, of even date herewith, the application of said principal. . . .

therefor, and the conditions appended to said application, which said License is

from the PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION COMPANY
to the principal .... herein, for a Concession at the PANAMA-PACIFIC IN-

TERNATIONAL EXPOSITION to be known as

then the above obligation to be void; otherwise to remain in full force and effect.

In consideration of the approval and acceptance hereof by the PANAMA-
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION COMPANY, the principal. . .

.

and surety herein expressly covenant that:

1. This bond is and shall be held to be part of the contract of the principal

.... which it is given to secure, and said contract is evidenced by the said applica-

tion, conditions, license and this bond.

2. Each of the signers hereof has examined and is fully acquainted with the

terms of said contract and of this bond and assents hereto.

3. If the PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION COM-
PANY shall require an additional bond not in excess of the penal sum named here-

in, the principal .... herein shall furnish the same within ten days after notifica-

tion so to do, and default in this particular shall be deemed a breach of the con-

tract secured by this bond. This bond shall and is hereby made to inure to the

benefit of all persons claiming by, through, under or against the Exposition Com-
pany for loss or damage due to the act or omission of the Concessionaire, or his

agents, servants or employees, in the construction, installation, equipment or

operation of the said Concession;

4. The Exposition Company is and shall be entitled to everything of value

which the surety has received or may receive from or on account of the principal

... .by way of indemnity for the performance of the obligation of said bond, and

upon default of the Concessionaire it may compel the application of any such

indemnity to its satisfaction.

The parties hereto specially covenant that neither the principal. . . .nor the

surety shall be relieved of any obligation hereunder by the exercise by the Exposi-

tion Company of any right given by law or the contract of which this is a part un-
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less all loss and damage sustained by the Exposition Company by the principal's

breach shall fully be satisfied, nor by any change in the terms of the contract

between the Exposition Company and the principal. . . ., whether with or without

notice to or consent by the surety. In no event shall the surety without the

express consent of the Exposition Company be entitled or permitted to take over

or complete the contract of the Concessionaire.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the principal. . . .and the surety have executed

this bond, in San Francisco, California, this day of
,

191—

Panama-Pacific International Exposition

CONCESSION LICENSE

The PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION COMPANY
hereby LICENSES

to construct, maintain and operate a CONCESSION at the PANAMA-PACIFIC

INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, to be known as

This LICENSE is granted to the Concessionaire in reliance upon the represen-

tations contained in an application therefor by said Concessionaire, dated the. . .

.

day of 191 . . . The said application and the conditions

appended thereto are expressly made a part hereof, and the performance of each

of said conditions is secured by a bond bearing even date herewith, wherein said

Concessionaire is named as principal and

is named as surety, and said bond is expressly made a part

hereof. A breach of any of said conditions appended to said application, or of the

conditions of said bond shall be deemed a breach hereof, and shall entitle the

PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION COMPANY to

revoke this license, and to close said Concession either temporarily until such

breach shall have been made good, or permanently, at its option. In the event

of the closing of said Concession, the Concessionaire consents to the Exposition

Company assuming possession of said Concession and all personal property in and

about the same, and to the ejection therefrom of ail persons, using all necessary

force so to do. The breach of any of said conditions by the Concessionaire shall
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be deemed an abandonment thereof and of all structures and property therein to

the use of the Exposition Company. This license is unassignable without the

prior consent of the Exposition Company in writing.

The Concessionaire expressly assents to all of the conditions hereof and to

those appended to said application.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this LICENSE has been executed in duplicate

in San Francisco, on the part of the PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL
EXPOSITION COMPANY by its officers, thereunto duly authorized, and by the

Concessionaire, on the day of , 191 .. .

PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION COMPANY.

By :

Attest: President.

Secretary.

Approved: Committee on Concessions and Admissions.

By
Chairman.

The contract was largely the result of 30 years, experience on Division

Director Burt's part, and some of its curious clauses had curious reasons.

For example, there was the obligation to keep a foot from the fence. The
reason for that was, that when a previous exposition had trouble with a

certain concessionaire and closed him up, he opened the rear of his booth

through the exposition fence and did business across a good frontage on the

public highway. Many little loopholes like that were closed by the contract

the form of which will probably be of great value to the next Exposition.

Why so many shrewd business men should be willing to enter into such

an agreement is something of a mystery—to be explained perhaps on the

hypothesis that most of them never read the conditions. It was the plain

intention of the Concessions and Admissions Committee, however, to deal

justly with them, and the character of the members of the Committee and of

the Exposition officials assured their safety. They had confidence, and
optimism, and "took a chance," and signed. Otherwise they would not

have been showmen.
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Let us anticipate a difficulty that arose after the opening, for it should be

provided against in the construction and promotion era.

One of the worst embarrassments of the concessions business arose out of

the farming of concessions through sub-concession contracts. Instead of

letting each of its concessions and controlling it, the Exposition

undertook to farm out large areas to certain concessionaires, ^'"•»""«

... . , . 11 -i fi- IhemOut
combmmg a number or concessions with the privilege or letting

sub-concessions. This may have looked like the wisest policy and it may
have promised to net the Exposition the greatest return, but the fact stands

out that failure, continual dispute, and loss to the concessionaire and to the

Exposition attended most of these farmed-out ventures.

There were other failures, but when they covered single concessions the

matter of making settlements and determining policies was always simple

in character and the questions presented were easy of solution.

Notable examples of these difficulties were presented by some of the

combination amusement enterprises, where several different shows operated

either in one area, or under one holding corporation. The fear of dark spots

on the Zone, appeals to sympathy because of the large amount of money
invested—in many instances by local people—the conflicting claims of sub-

concessionaires and creditors in all of these cases, presented difficulties in

which the Exposition practically had to assume paternal responsibilities,

with the truly paternal result of not only doing without what it should have

had, but paying bills for things it never did have.

Shortly after Opening Day it was found that some of these farmed-out

concessions were entangling the Exposition in all kinds of legal complication

through all kinds of bargain with sub-concessionaires. It appeared that

what was needed was, broadly speaking, just about what William the Nor-

man found he needed after he had conquered the Saxons; an immediate re-

lationship between the throne and the sub-infeudated concessionaire, if we
may so mix our concepts. A plan was drawn up, consistent with the provi-

sions of the concessions contract, that in terms prohibited the transfer of any

interest in a concession, unless the main concessionaire, with the proposed

sub-concessionaire, should apply for a release of that particular sub-conces-

sion activity from the main concession, and the entry into a direct concession

contract between the Exposition and the sub-concessionaire.

In the event of a revocation of the entire original concession the plan pro-

vided that the sub-concessionaire's privilege should terminate with that of

the main concessionaire, unless the Exposition expressly extended it.

It was an excellent plan, generally approved by attorneys on both sides,

or all sides—but it failed. There was no William the Conqueror to work it.
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Had the Exposition been a permanent going business, such as William had,

there would have been time to get it into operation. In the haste and con-

fusion and the vast complications of the concessions business this did not

seem possible. There was unavoidable delay in getting information of the

terms of the contracts. Before they could be formulated and approved the

Trouble
bargain would change, and oral understandings would arise at

Seen Too Variance with the terms both of the original and the proposed
Late agreements. Time went on, in its habitual way, and old conces-

sions closed and new ones opened, some skirting failure and some failing to

skirt it, and Winter succeeded Fall as usual, and the Exposition season

slipped along toward Closing Day and finally reached it, and nothing under

this arrangement was accomplished. But in the matter of sub-concessions

it will be a good point of beginning for the next exposition, which is our ex-

cuse for going into the matter here.

One large category of legal trouble arose out of the unhappy tendency of

some of the concessions officers of the Exposition to waive contracts—not

intentionally, but in effect—by entering into oral adjustments and altera-

tions of their terms, either in the well-meant effort to do equity when the

terms seemed too hard, or in order to help embarrassed concessionaires open

and get to doing business. Had concessionaires always been in a position to

take advantage of the Exposition in such cases they might sometimes have

done so. These verbal rearrangements were made in the rush of vital affairs,

often with the best objects in view, but always against the stringent regula-

tion of the Board of Directors.
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CHAPTER XX

MANAGEMENT OF ATHLETICS

IT
is unfortunate that great plans do not always become history; except

insofar as it is part of the human story, and perhaps the best part, that

such plans are made. Those of the Exposition would have made the

year 191 5 the greatest in the history of athletics since Milo's calf grew up,

had it not been for a double misfortune.

The Department of Athletics was organized in August of 1913, with

James E. Sullivan in charge as Director. James E. Sullivan was known all

over the civilized world. Through his efforts, physical culture had taken its

place at previous expositions and international gatherings as a distinct

branch of education. The good he did the nation by helping extend this

activity through the schools was immeasurable. He was a great educator

and leader of boys; and the betterment of the race physically, mentally

and morally, through the medium of physical culture, was his main life

purpose.

Sullivan had enlisted unreservedly in the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition, and his plans for his part of it were the grandest ever

conceived; and he died on September 16, 1914, before he could see '^^"'

the fruition of any of them. The Exposition lost his invaluable

aid, and the world lost a good man that had helped spread the gospel

of clean and righteous living to its every corner.

It was not possible to replace him. The business of the Department con-

tinued in charge of the Military Affairs, Special Events and Athletics Com-
mittee of the Directorate, under the chairmanship of Director Thornwell

MuUally; and Mr. J. J. McGovern was continued as Secretary and made
Assistant Athletic Director. But Mr. Sullivan's prestige and guiding hand
were gone. It was late in the period of organization. The war swept some
of the greatest European athletes into the trenches, just as it took, at first,

great musicians, and engineers, and lawyers, and chemists, and artists, and

philosophers. So between these untoward events, the athletics of the Ex-

position suffered. The international character of this phase of its activity

was lost; the great programs, attractive to men of world-wide fame whose
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presence would have been an inspiration to set the marks of man's athletic

performances still farther ahead, could not be carried out.

Efforts were made to have the International Olympic Games held at San

Francisco during the Exposition, but Baron de Coubertin, President of the

Committee, declared they belonged to Berlin and could not go elsewhere

without Berlin's consent. In lieu of that, he conferred on the Exposition the

Olympic medal for the modern Pentathlon, to be competed for here, al-

though not as part of the Olympic Games themselves. That event, however

involving equestrianism and a match with duelling pistols, proved impractic-

able and did not come off.

Nevertheless the Exposition produced a good athletic season. The
Amateur Athletic Union had assigned all its 191 5 championship events to

it; and the National Junior and Senior Championships, in September, with

791 entries by some of the leading athletes of the world, were among the

greatest in the history of these events. Officials of the Union
arm

declared that the five-mile race, with its six-inch finish, was the

best contest of the sort they had ever seen between human beings.

There were fine amateur boxing and wrestling and fencing and tennis tourna-

ments, handball matches, basket ball matches, a Marathon and a modified

Marathon, and championship swimming races, to mention but a few in a

long series of contests forming an impressive exhibition of excellence in the

control and development of the human body. The more detailed account

of these things will be found farther on in this work.

Early in the Exposition year Mr. McGovern retired, and Mr. William

F. Humphrey, President of the Olympic Club of San Francisco, headed a

General Athletic Committee to take this activity in charge. His services to

the Exposition were invaluable. An office was opened in the Olympic Club,

and enough was accomplished in spite of the heavy handicap to indicate

what an epoch in the development and demonstration of physical culture

would have been created at San Francisco had it not been for Mr. Sullivan's

death and the war.

The other gentlemen serving on Mr. Humphrey's general committee

were: John Elliott, Frank B. Anderson, R. P. Schwerin, Prof. E. E. O'Neill,

Prof. Frank Angel, William H. Crocker, John S. Drum, Herbert Fleishhacker,

Dr. E. G. McConnell, Frank O'Kane, Joseph R. Hickey, William H. Mc-

Carthy, M. A. Harris, Herbert Cheek, D. W. Burbank, Vanderlynn Stow,

James Woods, Walter S. Martin, George D. Boyd, P. C. Gerhardt, A. C.

Kains, Jesse W. Lilienthal, Dr. Russell H. Cool, John C. Kirkpatrick, Dr.

L. D. Bacigalupi, A. P. Giannini, Frank J. Foran, Andrew G. McCarthy,

Louis Sloss, L. A. Wolff, and Herbert Hauser. The last-named acted as
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Secretary. Among these, and wi th the help of other gentlemen interested in

special lines of sport, were formed committees on track and field athletics,

golf, playgrounds and recreation, private and parochial schools, handball,

amateur baseball, Irish games, games of other countries, press, wrestling,

basket ball, tennis, Y. M. C. A., grammar school athletics, Rugby football,

soccer football, amateur boxing, inter-collegiate athletics, swimming, trap

shooting, lacrosse, fencing, cricket, and professional sports. All this was in

accordance with Mr. Sullivan's plans and arrangements. One person espe-

cially serviceable in several lines of this development was William Unmack,
the sporting writer and Coast authority on records.

The Exposition built a third-of-a-mile cinder track, with a 440-yard

straightaway, the only one in the country. This work was done under the

direction of "Dad" (R. W.) Moulton, Stanford University's old "man-
trainer," and while the track was standard in every particular it The

was peculiarly constructed for elasticity, with layers of straw and Olympian

shavings under the cinders. Construction was begun early in
'*

June and finished in September, 1914. The layout for the jumps, pole vault,

weights, and javelin events was as near perfection as the engineers could

make it, and there was a safety cage for the hammer throw.

Training and athletic quarters for 300 athletes, and offices for the Direc-

tor of Athletics, were built under the Race Track grand stands opposite the

cinder path. Ten dressing rooms with showers were provided, a strong-room

for valuables, and a lounging room and buffet.

All events open to amateurs and not controlled by other associations

were under the rules of the Amateur Athletic Union.

The General Athletic Committee took charge of the scheduled athletic

events, and more besides; the Pacific Turn Bezirk, Army and Navy Week,

Scottish Day, the football games on the Marina, weight lifting contests on

the Zone, swimming in the pool in front of the Press Building; and it added

some relay championships; the Decathlon, handball. Pacific Athletic As-

sociation, and various school track and field championships. There was

appropriated to be expended by this Committee a total of $8,775, ^"d the

Committee drew only $5,525. The gross outlay for athletics came to about

$43,400 for the Exposition period, and for the preliminary expenses of

development in the pre-Exposition period it came to about $14,400, making

a total of about $57,800. There was an income from grand-stand seats and

boxes of about $15,400, making a net cost for athletics of approximately

$42,400. This makes no account of the indirect returns in the form of added

admissions to the grounds, stimulated by the sports, and that stimulus was

large. The Exposition paid for all the medals awarded.



CHAPTER XXI

DEVELOPMENTS IN 1913

THE end of 191 2 saw the organization taking on its final effective shape,

construction going forward, and the Exposition assuming stand-

ing in the world; which had to recognize that it was a going thing,

and that most of the great nations were preparing to take their proper part

in it. It will help the reader's understanding of the chronological relation-

ship between various topics treated in this work if, notwithstanding some

slight repetition, we present in brief a part of the record of development

for 1913.

The year began with the ground-breaking ceremonies for the Palace of

Machinery. This was on New Year's Day and nearly 200,000 people were

present.

Theodore Hardee was made Chief of Liberal Arts.

Models, plans and designs of the Exposition were put on exhibition in the

New Zealand building, 334 California Street, where they excited much
interest locally.

Rev. Frederick Vining Fisher was made head of the Exposition Lecture

Bureau.

On January 9th the General Attorney reported that all lands required at

Harbor View had been secured and that litigation for this object was prac-

tically at an end.

Representative Rodenburg introduced a bill in Congress providing for

Government participation.

The Santa Fe Railroad was granted the concession for the "Grand
Canyon of Arizona," on the Zone.

The Exposition received the first installment of the $5,000,000 voted by

the city: the sum of I533, 599.

The concession for the Aeroscope was granted. Concessions were

granted rapidly thenceforth, and toward the latter half of the year building

began on the Zone, the first permit being issued in August for Thompson's

Noah's Ark; although pipes and conduits for the "Grand Canyon of Ari-

zona" were being laid in March.
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On February 12 bids were invited for the construction of the Palace

of Education. The next day the Board of State Harbor Commissioners

took action toward the construction of a double track railway Extending

from the Ferry Building to the Exposition grounds. "'« Belt

George Hough Perry was appointed Director of Exploita-
'^

tion and A. M. Mortensen was made Traffic Manager on February 13.

On February 18 the Service Building was put in commission, and the

Architectural and Engineering Departments moved in.

On February 20, 1913, two years before Opening Day, President Moore
issued a statement of progress, and declared the Exposition would be com-

pleted and opened on time.

The Supervisors of San Francisco ordered the construction of the Van
Ness Avenue extension of the Municipal Railway. Mayor Rolph signed the

bill.

The National Education Association, meeting at Philadelphia, decided

to hold its 191 5 meeting in connection with the Exposition. A great many
other important organizations took similar action during this year.

The States were beginning to make appropriations for participation, and

this continued throughout the year, stimulated by the local State Auxiliary

societies.

By the first of March the fence about the grounds was completed.

Mr. J. B. Levison was asked to become a Committee of One on Music

for the Exposition, and accepted. George W. Stewart was appointed Mu-
sical Director on March 4.

The service contract with the Pacific Gas & Electric Company for elec-

tricity, gas, and steam for the Exposition was signed early in March. This

was one of the most important arrangements entered into through the

Division of Works.

Plans for the Auditorium were approved.

Court Chamberlain C. Brun, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-

potentiary from Denmark, arrived March 13 to dedicate the site for the

Danish Pavilion. The dedication occurred two days later.

The annual stockholders' meeting was held March 18, and the Direc-

tors were reelected. Officers and Executive Committee of the Board were

reelected March 27.

The first of the great trusses of the Machinery Palace was swung into

place on March 26.

Thomas G. Stallsmith was made Chief of the Department of Agriculture

on April i.

James E. Sullivan was appointed Athletic Director on April 15.
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A. M. Hunt was made Chief of the Department of Machinery. He was

succeeded by G. W. Danforth.

Surgeons R. M. Woodward and J. D. Long of the United States PubHc
Health Service were directed by Surgeon General Rupert Blue

^'^
rr T.f to arrange for sanitation and first aid to the injured at the Ex-

for Health
. .

" •'

position.

Eisteddfod plans to raise a large sum for the expenses of the Welsh rep-

resentation began taking shape.

The contract was awarded for the electrical conduit system.

Alvin E. Pope was appointed Chief of Social Economy on April 23,

succeeding Dr. Frank A. Wolff of the United States Bureau of Standards,

who had been appointed to this post originally but had found himself unable

to assume its duties because of his government work; and James A. Barr was

made Chief of the Department of Education. Later Pope succeeded Barr

as Chief of Education in order that Barr might devote all his time to secur-

ing conventions.

Authorities of the Mormon Church selected the Ogden Tabernacle Choir

to sing at the Exposition

The contract was awarded on April 24 for driving the pile foundation

of the Palace of Fine Arts.

The Palace of Machinery was now about one-fifth completed. Four

hundred and eighteen men were at work on it, and 750,000 feet of lumber

had already gone into it.

Plans for the Engineering Congress were well along. Engineers through-

out the world were invited to participate.

Prof. Charles E. van Barneveld, head of the Mining Department of the

University of Minnesota, was appointed Chief of the Exposition's Depart-

ment of Mines and Metallurgy, the appointment to take efl^ect May i.

The Supervisors of San Francisco took action looking toward an adequate

expansion of municipal railroad facilities to take care of the Exposition

crowds.

Senor Miguel E. Cassares, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture of the Ar-

gentine, was entertained at luncheon by the Directors on May 8. Before

leaving the city he declared that Argentina's exhibit would be unsurpassed.

Plans of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Association for a

series of trotting races on the Exposition track were taking shape.

Rm'" Too
^ Special committee with Col. Kirkpatrick at its head was ap-

pointed and funds for generous purses were being raised.

The Exposition Terminal Railway filed its articles of incorporation with

the Secretary of State at Sacramento on May 14.
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The Chief of the Department of Live Stock appointed a commission of

poultry experts, to advise in the preparation of the poultry events. This

committee represented a large part of Western Europe.

The Comptroller received the second installment of the first million from

the city bond issue: 8499,800.

On May 14, Capt. William Matson, Swedish Consul General at San

Francisco, received word that the Swedish government had appropriated

$160,000 for participation.

The Supervisors authorized the Mayor, on May 19, to enter into a

contract with the Exposition for the construction of the Auditorium

Delegates to the California County Supervisors' Convention at Santa

Cruz voted, on May 20, in favor of the Exposition's plan to erect a Coun-

ties Building and charge each county $2.50 a square foot for space. Hum-
boldt County was the first to apply.

Japan appropriated $600,000 for participation.

Holland was the first foreign country to appoint a resident commissioner

at the Exposition, H. A. van Coenen Torchiana receiving his appointment to

that office on May 22.

A campaign was inaugurated to raise $25,000 for the Pioneer Mother
monument.

The Woman's Board of the Exposition decided to assume the responsibil-

ity for furnishing and maintaining the host part of the California building.

George A. Dennison of San Francisco was appointed Chief of the De-

partment of Horticulture, effective on June i, to succeed George C. Roeding

of Fresno, who was unable to carry on the duties of this position because of

the pressure of his private interests.

Up to June 6, appropriations made by thirteen States for participation

aggregated $1,915,000.

Dr. Joichi Soyeda, Honorary President of the Tokyo Chamber of Com-
merce, was tendered a luncheon by the Directors on June 10.

Pile driving for the foundation of the Palace of Fine Arts was begun at

this date.

W. A. D'Egilbert was appointed Special Commissioner of the California

Building, on June nth. The counties were beginning to reserve space for

exhibits, and by the end of June the success of the plan was assured.

Governor Foss of Massachusetts signed a bill n June 13, appropriating

$250,000 for Massachusetts' participation, which put the total

of State appropriations for this purpose over the two-and-a-half- ^g^,- j„

million mark. By June 20 it was over $3,000,000; Governor

Dunne of Illinois had signed the bill in that State appropriating $300,000.
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The contract was let for the steel fabrication and iron work on the Audi-

torium.

Argentina's Pavilion site was dedicated June 23, by His Excellency

Romulo S. Naon, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the

Argentine Republic.

Excavation of the Auditorium site began on July 2.

Robert B. Harshe was appointed Assistant Chief of Fine Arts.

Bids were received, July 30, for fabricating and erecting the structural

steel and cast iron work for the Tower of Jewels.

Agitation started both at Berlin and London to induce the governments

of Germany and Great Britain to participate.

The annua! Army field day was held on August 9 on the Exposition

grounds and was attended by thousands of people—who were by such means
becoming accustomed to visiting that part of the city.

Judgments in some stock subscription suits were obtained about this

time that materially assisted the business of collecting. Yet only
ncouragtng

^[jq^j. g„ suits had thus far become necessary out of more than
Payments ... .

14,500 subscriptions, and very few more were needed.

Bids were invited, August 12, for furnishing and fabricating the steel

and iron work on the Palace of Horticulture.

On August 13, the State Department received word that the Italian

Chambers had, on the recommendation of the Ministry of Agriculture,

Industry and Commerce, voted an appropriation of $400,000 for participa-

tion at San Francisco.

The first fire engine house on the grounds was completed, to the installa-

tion of the apparatus, by August 13.

M. H. de Young resigned as Chairman of the Committee on Concessions

and Admissions, and some time later President Moore appointed Joseph S.

Tobin to fill the vacancy thus created.

Work was begun, August 20, on the Honduras Pavilion. This was the

first of the foreign pavilions to be erected.

President Wilson announced the appointment, on this date, of the follow-

ing Exhibits Board of the Government; Adolph C. Miller, Assistant Secre-

tary of the Interior; S. W. Stratton, Chief of the Bureau of Standards, De-

partment of Commerce; and F. Lamson-Scribner of the Department of

Agriculture.

Commissions were announced, August 21, to visit Central and South

America on behalf of the foreign participation.

The French Government on August 23 dispatched a delegation to take

possession of the site for the Pavilion of France.
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John E. D. Trask, Chief of the Department of Fine Arts, left for the East

to confer with eastern advisory committees in regard to exhibits.

The French Commissioners arrived in the city on September 3. The
site of the French Pavilion was dedicated two days later. A great banquet

was tendered the Commissioners by the French colony.

On September 9, California's Admission Day, the gates were closed

against free entrances and the Department of Admissions began collecting

admission fees: 25 cents for adults, 10 cents for children, 50 cents for

automobiles.

Director Charles de Young died on September 17, deeply regretted. He
was a general favorite of the younger generation in San Francisco, and

his loss as an active member was keenly felt by the Directorate of the

Exposition.

The Commission to Australasia departed September 23.

The Cuban Pavilion site was dedicated September 25.

Bids were opened on October 2, by the Buildings and Grounds Com-
mittee for the construction of the Court of the Four Seasons.

The temporary Gamboa dike at Panama was blown up on October 10,

and the event was made the subject of a great celebration at San Francisco,

as one of the last steps toward the completion of the Canal.

Toward the end of October a strong committee was formed in London to

arrange for a British exhibit.

The annual carnival at Manila was abandoned by the business men of

the Philippine capital in order that they might devote their energies to prep-

aration for the Exposition at San Francisco.

George Cameron was elected a Director, on November 11, to take the

place made vacant by the death of Charles de Young. On the same day

Dent H. Robert was elected to the Board to take the place of W. W. Chapin,

resigned.

Secretary of Labor William B. Wilson was shown over the Exposition

site.

Bids were opened November 20 for the construction of the Court of the

Universe.

On November 29 the Commission to the Mediterranean sailed from

New York.

The Directors gave a luncheon in the Palace of Machinery to the Super-

visors of San Francisco.

Representatives of over 400 hotels and restaurants of the city met and

adopted resolutions declaring they had no intention of raising rates during

the Exposition.
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The contract for the steel work of the Tower of Jewels was let early in

December.

On behalf of the United States Government, Secretary of State Bryan

tendered a dinner to President Moore in the Hall of the Americas, in the

Pan-American Union Building at Washington, to emphasize the fact that the

Exposition was a national and an official celebration. Over loo guests

were present, including practically the entire foreign Diplomatic Corps and

the whole Cabinet, with leading members of the Senate, and of the
tpomattc

j^Qjjgg Qf Representatives. The Secretary of State presided, and
Assistance

• , , • l n^r n /r i j
said he had arranged the occasion so that Mr. Moore could present

a first-hand account of progress; which the President of the Exposition did,

greatly impressing the many foreign representatives present with the ad-

visability of having their countries join.

Italian business men formed a committee to cooperate with the Exposi-

tion.

A concession to produce a model of the Yellowstone National Park, on

the Zone, was granted the Union Pacific Railroad. This involved the build-

ing of the restaurant. Old Faithful Inn, to accommodate the Exposition Or-

chestra, a most important arrangement.

President Moore, Vice-President Hale, and Theodore Hardee, Chief of

Liberal Arts, called on President Wilson at the White House, and received

from him a promise that he would send Congress a special message recom-

mending an appropriation for a Government building and an exhibit at the

Exposition.

The Exposition's Commission to the Mediterranean countries reached

Rome on December 20, and shortly after was received by the King of

Italy. It visited Spain and the Balkan States.

Maj. Gen. Arthur Murray announced the tentative acceptance by fifteen

nations of the invitation of the War Department for the participation of

troops in the greatest international military tournament ever held. This

was an indication of significant progress in a matter that was brought to

naught by the war.

News arrived late in December of the wreck of the steamer "Tasman,"

carrying the Exposition Commission to Australasia, on Thursday Island.

All the passengers were taken off safely.
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THE BALL OF ALL NATIONS

BY the Spring of 19I4, the Exposition thoroughly dominated the imag-

ination of the community, which had emerged from the last thin

umbra of pessimism and doubt and was looking forward with excited

eagerness to the day when the gates should open.

As old Gibbon might have put it, the mid-Victorian poet has correctly

observed and faithfully recorded the inclination of young men's fancies

during the vernal season, as well as the renovated habiliments of the native

dove or domesticated pigeon as the case may be. But this Spring in San

Francisco was not as other Springs. Eight years had elapsed since that one

of 1906, when the rains held off while the city burned, and then poured upon

the roofless multitudes. During those eight years not only had a vast

amount of rebuilding been accomplished, but a new generation had grown

to school age, to which the calamity was a mere tradition of the elders.

During those eight years the exposition had come out of the nebu- The Dream

lous realm of prophecy and become a physical thing, rapidly Coming

nearing completion. Work had been driving on at an amazing
'^"^

rate, palaces had arisen, the gardens were growing and the courts gave signs

of what they were going to be. The ambition of San Francisco was about

to burst into a bloom that should make the burnished bird of peace look as

dusty as an old boot, and give the young men's fancy something practical

to dwell upon. Another psychological moment had arrived. It was time to

consolidate the festive sentimentof the city and put it behind the Exposition.

So the management proposed, and in conjunction with the Portola

Committee held, the " Phoenix Fete," for the first, second, and third of May,

to include the " Ball of All Nations" on the night of Saturday the second.

It was a wonderful stimulus to community interest, and accomplished

everything expected of it. It ended the days of doubt, opened the era of

festivity, and brought the Exposition dramatically upon the public stage.

May Day was for the children. Vast crowds of them poured out.

There was a Maypole, at the Zone plaza, with dancing and singing. Little

Margaret Harden, daughter of Supervisor Emmet Hayden, was Queen ot
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the May, and Mayor Rolph crowned her so that there should be no uncer-

tainty about it. Operating concessionaires provided luncheons, there were

good things of all descriptions to eat, there were prizes, and treasures buried

in sand hills, to be dug for deliciously with little bare hands; and everything

else to delight the heart of childhood. And having satisfied the children and

treated their resulting ailments and got their little digestions going again,

the adult generation proceeded to try how much of this sort of thing it could

stand itself.

The Ball of All Nations was probably the most brilliant thing of the sort

ever seen in this country, a gorgeous spectacle, gorgeous as a circus, ani-

mated by the happiest spirit a community that is ever filled with

^Jl^ M°^', the joy of living could show. Mai. Gen. Murrav, commanding the
Glad Night ,xt t^ r i tt , o a • , r • <<t

Western Department or the United States Army, said of it: 1

attended Grant's Second Inaugural Ball in Washington in 1873, and I have

been attending such affairs in all parts of the world since that time, and I

have never seen or dreamed of anything to compare with the Ball of All

Nations. The orderliness of it was as surprising to me as the merriment, the

coloring, and the joyous spirit that reigned over the fete."

The affair was held in the recently completed Palace of Machinery, a

fraction of whose eight acres of floor space required three widely separated

bands to furnish music for the dancers.

At any stage of that gay evening it was a wonderful scene. The Palace

was a vast enclosure of misty, vaulted voids defined by monstrous webs of

naked timber and steel, and its imposing, almost overwhelming, aspect was

heightened by the colossal sculptures depicting the "Nations of the East,"

which had lately been completed in the sculpture shops of the Exposition

and set here to await their elevation to the top of the Arch of the Rising Sun.

At the west side of the building were two stately thrones for the two Queens,

Mrs. C. Frederick Kohl, in a costume of the First Empire, and Mrs. Edgar

Peixotto as an Indian Maharani. Opposite were boxes in which sat Presi-

dent Moore and his party. Mayor Rolph and his party, and members of the

Portola Committee. At the south end of the nave, opposing the Nations

of the East, local Chinese merchants had decorated two sumptuous Oriental

booths, above which hung the coils of San Francisco's particular pride, the

great processional dragon of Chinatown. Ranging up and down both sides

of the nave were boxes and reserved seats for spectators, every box supplied

with a telephone for social intercommunication. The aisle beyond was

filled, for a space, with cafe tables, at which a concessionaire had undertaken

to provide all the refreshment the vast assemblage was going to need in the

course of a long, warm night.
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Several companies of Coast Artillery, under command of Col. George A.

Shastey, went through a dress parade, and were followed in an exhibition drill

by men of the 13th Infantry, under Capt. Henry H. Sheen. The Colors went

up, the bands played the "Star Spangled Banner," and the national emblem
was dramatically saluted by a salvo of flashlights from a dozen photographers.

The Queens, with their stately trains of courtiers, entered at 10:15, and
with much ceremony were enthroned, and there began before them the

Dances of the Nations, performed by selected troupes in masks

and appropriate costumes. Veronin Vestoff, of the Russian Im- "!^'' '
*

perial Ballet, headed a company of Oriental dancers. The crowds

went wild over the Lion Dance, from old China, in which a bespangled effigy

of the king of beasts was baited down the floor by half a dozen beautifully

robed Chinese. Otto Schiller, engineer of the Down Town Association,

personally known to every denizen of San Francisco's Chinatown, headed the

human motive power of the lion. There were Irish jigs, Scotch reels

Spanish Gypsy sarabands, and many more. When these programed
numbers were over, the crowds took the floor themselves. Among them
were Mother Goose characters, pirates, Thibetan priests, Florentine and

Venetian ladies, cannibals, Gypsies, bull fighters from old Madrid, Kurds,

Turks, Eskimos, Abyssinians, shepherdesses, red devils, and a human
telephone receiver who stood on plates let into the floor at various points and

could give you any number you wished. One of the most eff^ective charac-

ters was an Italian fisherman who walked over casually from Fisherman's

Wharf in his sea boots, red sash, denim trousers, blue shirt and a small mask,

with a basket of fish on his arm from which he offered James Woods of the

Costume Prize Committee a squirming crab. There were prizes for cos-

tumes and prizes for dances, and there was a Cinderella contest, to decide

which Director Mullally measured more feminine feet than any twelve shoe

clerks in town that week.

It was the day of the tango and the maxixe, and while society had to get

used to them eventually they were then quite startling and gave things the

piquancy of the unconventional and daring. With all that costume (and

the majority of those attending were masked and costumed), it was a dazzling

spectacle, the richest, gayest, most sparkling, and beautiful this country, at

least, had ever known, a wonderful foretaste of what the people of San Fran-

cisco and their guests had to look forward to.

Eighteen thousand attended. A thousand automobiles were parked and

called without confusion by the newly organized Exposition Guards. The
bands played until morning broke through the great arched windows of the

Palace.
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The Committee of Arrangements consisted of Thornwell Mullally>

Chairman, Francis Carolan, Marshall Hale, Dent H. Robert, James Woods,

^^^^ M. H. de Young, P. T. Clay, F. W. Kellogg, Frank Burt, R. A.

Credit is Crothers, Harris D. H. Connick, A. G. McCarthy, E. M. Green-
Due way, George Filmer, J. Frank Moroney, Vincent Whitney,

Walter S. Hobart, and Walter S. Martin. A large amount of necessary

executive detail was accomplished by Director of Works Connick and Maj.

Cloman, at that time Commandant of the Guard. Perhaps it was San

Francisco's greatest night, and it certainly was the talk of the town for years,

a thing to be cherished in memory. As an "act of union" between the

Exposition and the city it was a huge and unquestioned success.

The day following concluded the fete, but not a great deal was done.

The San Franciscans were sleeping the sleep of those that have performed

their whole duty.
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FIGHTING OFF A WATER FAMINE

MEANWHILE, dancing or no dancing, hard work had to go on, after

the way of this world of trouble.

No recipe for an exposition would be complete that omitted the

water ingredient. In addition to that, the difficulties of getting a water

supply for the transient inhabitants of the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition are worth attention as an example of the sort of problem that

repeatedly confronted the management. There were others, but the water

problem was a good type of these difficulties.

No water famine occurred. First and last, the Exposition laid nearly

60,000 linear feet, or over 1 1 miles, of pipe, from 4-inch to 1 2-inch diameter,

for its domestic distribution, in addition to 52,000 feet for its high pressure

fire mains, and it dug sumps in Golden Gate Park, and drove wells on leased

lands, and put in pumps and filtering apparatus and tanks, and was never

in distress for water. But the work to get that water was a story in itself,

a tale of negotiation, of experimentation, of discovery, of test holes and deep

wells, of dicker with the War Department, and of a mission to Washington,

before the right results were obtained and the enterprise was out of danger of

one of the most serious embarrassments that could have beset it.

Some small connections had been made with the Spring Valley Water

Company's mains, and to supplement this arrangement wells were bored in

old Lobos Square, then part of the grounds—in the concessions

district. But as the opening date approached, as planting became
Qg°„^gDry

extensive and concessionaires and exhibitors began to appear

above the horizon, serious measures became necessary. By May, 1914, a

threatening shortage was beginning to manifest itself.

The Committee on Buildings and Grounds appointed Judge Lindley (one

of its members and Solicitor General of the Exposition) a committee of one

to explore the possibilities of a more liberal arrangement with the Spring

Valley Company. Owing to pending litigation between the company and the

city, however, it was not possible for the company to expand its system just

then, so it was incumbent on the Exposition to develop its own water supply.

125
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Markwart produced a budget of requirements and put the right part of

the organization at it. Part of the south boundary of the Presidio is Lobos

Creek, a stream with a measured average flow of 2,400,000 gallons a day, of

which the Government had appropriated half. It was discovered that the

Spring Valley Company claimed the other half, but was not using it. The
Exposition wanted that half. An eight-inch main ran through the Exposi-

tion grounds from the Presidio to Fort Mason. Eight hundred thousand

gallons a day could be drawn through such a connection without impairing

the pressure at the Fort. But at first it seemed impossible to get this per-

mission. The situation was growing desperate, the palms and landscape

gardening were in danger, and the Buildings and Grounds Committee asked

F. S. Brittain, the General Attorney of the Exposition, to go to Washington

and make personal representation and explanations to the War Department
officials, which he did. In the meantime, the Division of Works began to

look to Golden Gate Park as a possible source from which to supplement

through wells the Lobos Creek supply, and offered, if the Government would

permit the use of half the large Presidio reservoir, which had a

^"wT"^ dividing wall, to install a filter in Golden Gate Park that would
over water

i •
i i

render this water equally potable with the filtered Lobos Creek

water. Prot. Charles Gilman Hyde, expert on water purification, was em-

ployed to see that the measures taken should be adequate to protect the

consumers. An agreement was drafted and executed and things were in

shape for the final development of the Exposition's supply.

Lobos Creek, of course, settled but part of the trouble. For the backbone

of its supply during the Exposition period, the Division of Works went into

the west end of Golden Gate Park, where there is an underground flow, and

after tests and analyses of the drainage area, dug an infiltration sump 200

feet long, 14 feet wide and 30 feet deep, near the rock-nest of Capt. Amund-
sen's sloop "Gjoa." It leased land at 47th Avenue and Fulton Street, near

at hand, and here sunk five wells, which were double cased, with filter gravels

between the casings. The city afterward drove two wells in this vicinity,

one of which the Exposition engineers "borrowed." For treating the water

thus developed, a filtration plant was installed in the Park, not far from the

sump, with a collector system, pumps, and nearly 4>^ miles of force main to

the Presidio reservoir. Properly settled with alum, filtered, and dosed with

liquid chlorine, the water was a good and potable beverage. The reservoir

itself was connected with the Exposition's distributing system. To reduce

the pressure to 80 pounds, a standpipe, tank and automatic altitude con-

trol valve were installed below the reservoir. These various installations

were made under direction of E. E. Carpenter, Chief Civil Engineer, and
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Guy L. Bayley, Chief Mechanical Engineer, and their operation was highly

efficient.

The Exposition could now confidently expect at least 2,100,000 gallons

a day— 1,000,000 from Golden Gate Park and the six wells near it, 800,000

from Lobos Creek, 150,000 from the Spring Valley Water Company, and

another 150,000 from its wells in old Lobos Square, in the Concessions dis-

trict. It might get an additional 500,000 from the Park and neighboring

wells, and another 200,000 from Lobos Creek. It was estimated that its

consumption on a large day might be 2,500,000 but on a normal day it would

probably be but 1,400,000—and between the two there was the elastic link

of storage—the supply would stretch.

When this stage was reached it was considered that the water problem

was solved. It was more critical than many another problem of the Exposi-

tion, but as a combined physical and legal obstacle it was a type of many
that had to be surmounted.

We may here anticipate experience and show just how much moisture

the Exposition actually required. For the operating season of 288 days the

consumption amounted to 410,700,752 gallons, an average of 1,426,079

gallons per day; or of 21^ gallons per person attending. The Gardening

curve of consumption did not parallel the curve of attendance, Require-

and it is likely that the total was not affected most by the domes- '"^"'^

tic and sanitary use, but by the gardening needs, including the maintenance

of water in the fountain pools.

For example, the day of least consumption, 742,200 gallons, was May
4, with an attendance of 31,237. This was not the day of smallest attend-

ance; the preceding day was. The largest consumption, 2,545,600 gallons,

or almost three and a half times the least consumption, occurred on Septem-

ber I, when the attendance was 52,373; over 10,000 less than twice the

attendance on the day of least consumption, and a very small day's business

at the gate, comparatively speaking. The road area sprinkled came to

about a million square feet; and of gardens and lawns, as the architects and

the landscape engineer finally worked out the plans, there were 73.45 acres.



CHAPTER XXIV

ON THE EVE OF WAR

ALONG in the Summer of 1914, developments had progressed so well

and the outlook was so promising that it grew to be almost a habit

of the President of the Exposition to say in his public addresses:

"Barring pestilence, financial panic or some other great calamity, or the

outbreak of a war, the success of the Exposition is assured."

Seriatim, the condition of affairs in respect to foreign and State partici-

pation stood on August i, 19I4, about as follows:

Argentina had appropriated $1,000,000 in gold and a part of its able

Commission had reached San Francisco and begun preparation for the erec-

tion of the Argentine Pavilion. In nine exhibit palaces the Commission had

reserved space to the extent of 55,400 square feet. The Argentine was to

have a great Live Stock exhibit.

Austria had officially accepted the invitation, had appointed a Com-
mission that included the Minister of Railways, the Minister of Commerce
and the Mayor of Vienna, and had appropriated 1 120,000 which was supple-

mented by at least |2oo,ooo more from Vienna, Prague and other cities,

with the subscriptions of commercial bodies and individuals. The Austrian

architect was in San Francisco at work on the plans for the Austrian Pavilion

Reservations of space had been requested in four palaces, and Austrian

breeders had made a number of entries for the harness races.

Australia had appointed a former premier of the Commonwealth its

Commissioner General and was at work on the construction of its pavilion.

Australia's It had applied for space in seven palaces, and was much interested
'''*"« in the Live Stock Department, especially in regard to sheep,

'^ **"* horses, and poultry. It had signified an intention of expending at

least $400,000, which would have equaled the appropriation of Italy or of

France. All six states of the Commonwealth were actively and financially

interested.

Bolivia had accepted its site and the preparation of its exhibits was well

advanced. The Bolivian Pavilion was under construction.

Brazil had officially accepted and its site had been selected and dedicated.
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The Bulgarian Minister for Foreign Affairs had assured the United States

Minister that his country would be represented officially and that 300,000

francs would be asked of the Parliament for that purpose.

The Canadian Commissioner was on the ground and the construction of

the Canadian Pavilion was getting on—the grandest and finest building ever

erected by the Dominion at any exposition, and the Canadians are exposition

experts. The Minister of Agriculture of Alberta was preparing a train of

15 or 20 cars of live stock, and reservations for exhibits had been made in

three palaces.

Chile had agreed to participate, and had appropriated $180,000. Ex-

hibits were being prepared, and a site for a pavilion had been selected and
dedicated.

Forty artisans from China were hard at work, under two Commissioners,

putting up the Chinese Pavilion, a copy of the Imperial Audience Hall in

the Forbidden City at Pekin. The other Commissioners had been gather-

ing exhibits at Pekin, and had gone thence to Shanghai where they were

assembling more, and their plans were, to sail for San Francisco in October.

They had reserved space in nine palaces and in the Live Stock section.

Costa Rica had accepted, and active efforts were being made to insure

a good appropriation.

Cuba's preparations were well advanced. A quarter of a million dollars

had been appropriated, the Commissioner General was on the ground with

the engineer and the architect, and space had been reserved in five palaces.

The beautiful Cuban Pavilion was under construction.

The Danish-American colony had raised funds to assist the participation

of Denmark, which had officially accepted, and these funds were to be supple-

mented by a government appropriation. The site had been selected and

plans were being prepared for the pavilion.

The Dominican Republic had selected its site, and its purchasing agent in

New York was taking bids for the construction of its pavilion.

Finns in the United States had raised $10,000, and expected to go on until

they had a pavilion and exhibits worthy of their interesting country.

Of France we shall have more to say below. It had applied for over

110,000 square feet of exhibit space.

It looked as though Germany would have as good a representation as if

that representation had been official. Nearly 2,000 firms had signified their

intention of exhibiting. Berlin headquarters of the Exposition

advised that they would need 62,000 square feet. There was to
End v^

have been a German Pavilion, in addition to the German potash

syndicate's building, to cost $18,500. Space had been asked for in seven
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palaces, and there was already on deposit at Berlin the sum of $10,000 for the

Fine Arts exhibit. An official German architect and a decorator had been

on the ground for some weeks preparing designs for the installation of the

exhibits.

Great Britain's participation was to be unofficial, but her organization

committee wanted space in seven palaces and expected to raise $300,000

privately for exhibits and representation. In addition $10,000 was being

raised for an art exhibit.

Greece had accepted, and the appropriation and plans were under dis-

cussion by the Greek Government.

Senor Luis F. Mendizabal, Minister of Public Works of Guatemala, was

in San Francisco perfecting plans for his country's participation. A Com-
mission had been appointed and was gathering exhibits, including strange

and beautiful tropical plants to set off the Guatemala Pavilion. The
government expected to spend about $100,000.

Haiti had accepted, but because of domestic misfortunes had made but

little headway thus far. Advices were that she was about ready to take bids

for her pavilion.

The Honduras Pavilion, the first to be commenced, was finished, and a

large collection of exhibits had been assembled at Tegucigalpa ready for

shipment to San Francisco.

Italy had made a large appropriation. She contemplated a more

thorough representation of her commercial advancement than she had ever

Grand made before, and the plans of the wonderful group of buildings

Flans of that were to be a part of herself on American soil and were to
Iialy show us the Italy of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth cen-

turies, were being developed. She had reserved space in nine palaces.

The plans ofJapan were more ambitious than that nation had ever made
for participation in an exposition, and the Japanese people are adepts at

exposition work. The appropriation ran to nearly $800,000, of which $300,-

000 was to go for participation in the Naval Review at Hampton Roads,

and the International Naval Pageant that was to thread the Canal and

sweep through the Golden Gate. Arrangements for the Japanese Pavilion

were made, and reservations had been asked for in nine palaces and the Live

Stock section. Japan's requirements were second to those of France.

Liberia had accepted.

Manufacturers in the Duchy of Luxemburg had made reservations for

artistic wares, although there was to be no official participation.

Mexico had asked for space in seven palaces.

Monaco had appointed a Commissioner, and intended to erect a pavilion
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near that of France in which would be displayed some of the art treasures of

the Prince of Monaco, and results of his work in oceanography.

The Netherlands had appropriated ^400,000 and its pavilion was being

built. It had reserved space in six palaces.

The New Zealand Pavilion was under construction, and space had been

reserved in four palaces.

Norway had appropriated ^39,000 for participation in the Exposition

and the Naval Review at Hampton Roads. San Francisco Norwegians

were raising additional funds. A Commissioner from the local Norwegian

colony was hard at work in Europe on the matter.

Panama had selected a site and appropriated ^50,000, but was pretty

busy promoting an exposition of its own.

Paraguay had accepted, and had asked for exhibit space.

The Persian Commissioner General had made a trip to Teheran to collect

exhibits. He requested that Persia's site be held by all means.

There was to be a good Persian exhibit in the Department of . /7!!^

Manufactures, and it was expected that the Government would

send horses, sheep and Persian cats for the Department of Live Stock.

Peru had accepted, and selected a site.

Plans for Portugal's pavilion had been received, and her Commissioner

was busy at Lisbon preparing for her participation.

Plans were afoot in Russia for good commercial exhibits.

Roumania's permanent Exposition Committee had applied for a site.

The Servian Minister for Foreign Affairs had announced that Commis-

sioners would be named to represent that country, and that Servian products

would be exhibited in the various palaces.

Siam had appointed a Commission and was preparing to excel all her

previous efforts at expositions.

Commercial exhibits of wood, diamonds, and ostrich feathers were being

organized by the Exposition Commissioner to South Africa.

The Spanish residents of San Francisco had sent E. J. Molera to Madrid,

and he reported that $100,000 had been provided, and a Spanish Pavilion

was being designed by Senor Velasquez, the noted Spanish architect.

The Swedis'n Pavilion was under construction, and Hon. Richard Bern-

strom, Swedish Commissioner General, was busy at Stockholm organizing

his staff and getting in the displays.

Switzerland had accepted officially, and the Swiss-American colony at

San Francisco was raising funds to assist the mother country. The govern-

ment was to appoint a Commissioner and appropriate 50,000 francs, while

an additional 40,000 was expected from the Swiss government railroads.
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The Turkish Pavilion was under construction, and space had been re-

served in eight palaces and the Live Stock section. A fine exhibition of

horses, jacks, and goats from the Sultan's farms was expected.

Uruguay had made a large appropriation, and let the contracts in San

Francisco for the show cases and counters for her exhibits in the palaces.

Plans for a Venezuelan Pavilion were being examined by the government

at Caracas. A considerable appropriation had already been made as a

beginning of a total of $350,000. Exhibit space had been requested.

At this time the United States Government had appropriated! 1,000,000,

half for exhibits, half for a building and an entertainment fund. It was

expected that the Government would erect a building, but whether it would

put all its exhibits in it, or parts of them in the exhibit palaces, remained to

be decided.

Idaho's building was completed—first among the States. Over that

broad area south of the Esplanade and west of the Yacht Harbor, were ris-

ing the buildings of CaHfornia, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,

r."'^, ,. Kansas, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, North
Construction '

, . ... .

Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Oregon, Utah, Virginia, West Vir-

gia, Wisconsin, Washington, and the Philippine Islands.

Sites had been selected, some dedicated, and plans were being made or

had been made and accepted, for the buildings ofAlabama, Arizona, Arkansas,

Colorado, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota,

Montana, Nebraska, South Dakota, New Mexico, and Porto Rico.

Commissions had been appointed in Delaware, New Hampshire, Ver-

mont, Rhode Island, Maine, Mississippi, Tennessee, and Texas. A volun-

tary Commission was at work in South Carolina. North Carolina had

appointed a Commission to raise funds. Georgia's Commission was at

work toward the same object. The Louisiana Legislature had appropriated

money and passed an act enabling the parishes to do the same. Nevada and

Oklahoma were about to begin construction. The city of New York had

appropriated $100,000 for a building and exhibits.

Abundant space had been reserved by the above mentioned States in

almost all the exhibit palaces; especially in those of Agriculture, Horticul-

ture, Mines and Metallurgy, Education and Social Economy. Extensive

arrangements were in progress and heavy appropriations had been made by

many States for one of the grandest exhibitions of live stock ever seen.



CHAPTER XXV

THE BRINK OF DISASTER

IN one of his public addresses Chester H. Rowell of the California Com-
mission declared that if the Directors could have picked out a year in

which they would have chosen not to hold the Exposition it would

have been the year 191 5.

In many ways, the times were out of joint. There had been a sustained

season of financial depression which had revived interest in the primitive

and almost forgotten virtue of economy. The cost of living had been rising

during several years, and a seeming slight downward trend that set in during

the latter part of 19I4 was apparent mainly to statisticians; there was no

comfort in it to the people that paid the bills. Thrift is a grand thing; but

not for expositions, which are costly enterprises, and depend for their support

and liquidation on a generous and an open-handed patronage.

.'\bout the time many persons felt that times could be no worse, and so

must soon commence to mend, it came—the greatest war the world had thus

far seen. The transition from a general state of peace was shockingly

abrupt; the daily devastation and slaughter appalled the soul, the stories of

want and of suffering among the stricken peoples seemed to drown the earth

in gloom. Instead of exulting in his achievements, man had to mourn the

perversion of industry, the degradation of life, the turning of productive

into destructive agencies, the devotion of science to wholesale

woe instead of healing, the waste of accumulated wealth on a "V"grsed

scale only to be measured by many times the whole amount of

money in the world. And the general feeling of helplessness and of endless

tragedy was aggravated by the fact that every great teacher that had de-

clared war among civilized nations to be no longer possible was proved

to be wrong, and no prophet that promised security to life and property and

family, and love and culture and art, and the other things of peace that make
life worth while, was any more to be believed. The doctors and the doc-

trinaires continued to debate, but the international cancer was still there.

It was a fact not generally known that for two years the Exposition's

development had been involved in European major politics, in such fashion

133
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that it was at least a pawn in the desperate diplomacy that preceded the

outbreak of hostilities. Although the war was at the time still unbelievable

and hence unconsidered, the Exposition felt itself mysteriously embarrassed

and baffled at certain points in its foreign relations, and great additional

efforts had in consequence been thrown into its attempt to carry out its

ambitious projects in the international field.

The war began in the first days of August, 1914, when every Director,

every committee, and every employee was straining every nerve to complete

the Exposition in time for opening on February 20th of the following year.

The news sent a shock throughout the organization, right down to the

youngest messenger. The whole world by this time knew of the Exposition,

its plans, its hopes, its ambitions, its rising courts and palaces and pavilions.

And all over the world people said: "It cannot open on time. It may
never open at all." Deductive journalists, to call them nothing harsher,

grape-vined news stories of the most hopeless tenor about it.

The President of the Exposition was among those that had thought the

refinement of character of modern man would make another war among the

civilized powers impossible. Confident to the last that, in spite

. ^^.^ of threatening appearances, international peace would not be

broken, he was entertaining the members of the Argentine Com-
mission at his country place at Santa Cruz, when he received a telephone call

from the Associated Press and the San Francisco newspapers informing him
that war had actually broken out, and asking him how it would effect the

Exposition and what the Exposition's policy would be.

It was a crisis in which a moment's hesitation might have ruined the work

of years. There was no Board of Directors sitting, there was not a Director

near, there was no one with whom to consult or share responsibility. Realiz-

ing that the response must be direct and unequivocal, that any note of un-

certainty might be interpreted as a sign of postponement and cause irre-

parable disaster, he answered immediately that he did not believe the war

would spread, but if it did, tragic as the situation was it opened new possi-

bilities and set a new purpose for the Exposition: to help keep the torch of

civilization burning and the feeling of international amity alive, and to go

forward with an undertaking that might conceivably become an instru-

mentality in the restoration of peace. The world needed the Exposition

more than ever, there was more need than ever that it keep its engagement

to the world. The opening would not be postponed.

There is no doubt that this prompt answer saved all the millions invested,

saved the whole enterprise from ruin. It was the quick turn of the helm

that prevented shipwreck.
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The President reported his act to the Board of Directors. The Board
unanimously confirmed it as the official policy, and approved the following

statement which the President had prepared and which was issued on

August 14th:

"To the Commissioners from Foreign Nations, and from the States and
Territories of the United States, to the Panama-Pacific International Ex-
position:

"Gentlemen:

"There have been reports that the Exposition, because of the war in

Europe, would be postponed. It will not be postponed.

"There have been published statements that the war in Europe would
seriously affect the commercial or educational importance or the financial

success of the Exposition. They will not be so affected.

"The Exposition will open on its scheduled date—February 20, 191 5.

It will be completely ready when open. It is more than ninety per cent

completed to-day. Nothing will be permitted to interfere with the consum-
mation of the plans originally laid down.

" Many friends and parties in interest have presented arguments in support

of postponement for a year. These have been given anxious study and care-

ful analysis. Most of them are merely counsels of timidity, based on noth-

ing save a general feeling of doubt and uncertainty. These are sufficiently

answered by saying that there is no longer any doubt or uncertainty as to

the success of the Exposition whatever the situation in Europe may be.

Other arguments for postponement have some practical foundation, but for

everyone of these there is a stronger and better argument for proceeding

with our plans.

"The Exposition will, therefore, open as scheduled. There is not the

slightest reason to believe its success, in any phase, will be any less than that

which was so certain before the European war broke out. Not one of the

nations at war has notified us of an intention to withdraw her participation;

France and Italy have in fact notified us that their plans remain unchanged,

but even if we should lose the others the interest and importance of the

Exposition would still as a whole, surpass all precedent.

"As to the Domestic Participation, the effect of the European war seems

likely to be rather advantageous than otherwise. The stimulus on exhibits

is already felt, as American manufacturers become impressed with the op-

portunity given by the Exposition for bringing their goods to the attention

of the large distributors of Central and South America, the Orient and

Canada.
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"As to attendance, all expert opinion agrees that there is nothing in the

situation, even if continued through 191 5, that will affect seriously the

willingness or ability of the people of the western hemisphere and of the Far

East to visit the Exposition. Some opinion is firm that travel to California

may even be increased by the war. The decision of the Exposition manage-

ment, has, however, been reached without regard to that consideration. We
consider it our duty alike to our Nation, to the participating Nations, to our

exhibitors and to ourselves to carry out the plans as originally laid down,

which, now nearly at fruition, promise the most important, the most beauti-

ful, and the most successful Exposition in history.

" (Signed) Chas. C. Moore,

"President."

To some it looked like ruin, but ruin was what postponement would have

been. There was a brief interval after the first shock, like the painless mo-
ments of numbness after the impact of a bullet, when things

1.
'^" seemed to be going on as before, but within a few weeks the can-

cellation of engaged space in the exhibit palaces became devasta-

ting. The Directors knew they were coming, knew it before the persons

that canceled, knew it would be inevitable, that the work of years was going

to be destroyed in a few days. Well, it could be rebuilt. The gaps could be

filled. Everybody could work a little harder, and they would if they were

asked. And they did. Loyalty to the great undertaking, loyalty of a

sound organization, saved the day, saved the years of planning, of toil and of

sacrifice.

It was soon evident that some features of the enterprise would have to go

by the board. A grand celebration of "One Hundred Years of Peace Among
the English Speaking Peoples," had to be given up. The international

yacht races, on which the world had been counting as an event of first-class

sporting and even some scientific interest, were no longer seriously to be

considered. Kruckman, who had been abroad promoting the 'round-the-

world aviation contest, was ordered by cable to close his London office and

abandon the project. The great Naval Pageant, the most imposing review

of fighting craft ever planned, for which 160 warships had been pledged,

was, of course, out of the question.

The international polo meet in which a team of Indian Rajahs was pre-

pared to take part, was seriously curtailed. A concession had been let to

the Parseval Airship Company of Berlin for the operation of a dirigible

balloon. Nothing came of that. Stewart's great plans for the Exposition
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music were seriously affected; many celebrated European conductors were

unable to come, after having arranged to do so. Many of Barr's greatest

convention programs were killed outright.

There can be no doubt that an adverse psychological condition almost

caused the failure of the Exposition's amusement street. When men's

minds were filled with dread and they saw in imagination the imminent ruin

of the western world, it was little solace to go up on the Zone and throw balls

at Kelly's hat. A few serious things did well, but until far into the season

the frolic spirit was lacking, and the more frivolous items of entertainment

appealed to comparatively few.

When the problems of national administration, including the difficulties

of neutrality, became pressing, it was impossible for President Wilson to

dedicate the Exposition. It was dedicated by Vice-President Marshall, and

though he endeared himself to the community during his visit, the commu-
nity could only mourn the circumstances that prevented the coming of the

Nation's Chief Magistrate.



CHAPTER XXVI

"JASON" GOES AFTER THE GOLDEN FLEECE

THE triumph of the Exposition emerged from circumstances more
adverse than ever beset a similar undertaking. In all the plans and

prospects for the grandest representation of the arts and industries

of the nations ever seen in any enterprise of peace, the war tore great gaps.

It destroyed confidence, prostrated commerce, paralyzed effort. Nobody
knew how long it would last, but there was nobody of intelligence who did

not know that the world would never be the same again, and that it would
take years to repair the broken bonds of international good will. To pro-

ceed with any schemes of large expenditure for possible future business, or

for the improvement of civilization while that civilization was in convulsions,

seemed to many of the leading elements of the commercial world a wild and

visionary design.

There followed, as far as the development of the Exposition was con-

cerned, a few weeks of calm, and of normal progress. Most of this was

merely momentum—the continuation of movements started before. En-
couraging messages were received. Japan asked for more space, as if to

assist all she could. Commissioner General Ernesto Nathan cabled that

work on Italy's pavilion would begin immediately. Working committees

in England and Germany sent assurances of even larger commercial partici-

pation. Each day witnessed the arrival of costly and extensive

1^0 res^
exhibits, and in the opinion of experienced exposition managers

the exhibitors were setting a record. Work rattled vigorously

along on the foreign pavilions and State buildings as well as the gardens and

the Zone, and many of the construction and engineering features. Late

in September the Secretary of State issued from Washington a formal

announcement that thus far no nation had withdrawn its acceptance of the

national invitation, and there would be no postponement.

Then cancellations began to come in, and they ran swiftly up to 350,000

square feet of exhibit space, nearly a fifth of the exhibit area. In the Palace

of Liberal Arts alone, a representative Department, they ran up to 97,173
in a total of 241,000. In Manufactures they were worse.
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Development began to slacken at two vital points of the foreign section.

In spite of the fact that France had been the first European nation to accept,

no beginning was made on the French Pavilion; and from answers to in-

quiries it began to look as though there would be very few commercial ex-

hibits from Italy.

The German drive through northeastern France began, and on Septem-

ber 3 the French Government retired to Bordeaux, leaving some adminis-

trative officers at the capital. The official acceptance of France was not

recalled, but preparations at San Francisco halted, while at Paris the skilled

administrators on the French Commission were called to other duties, and

the Commission, as such, automatically dissolved. France was in the posi-

tion of a man that has been invited to a feast and whose house takes fire

while he is getting ready.

As for merchants and manufacturers in Italy and other parts of Europe,

whose commodities would form no small part of the attractions in the pal-

aces, the belief among them was still deplorably general that the Exposition

could not open on time.

Under these conditions the management felt itself threatened with the

loss of a large part, perhaps the best part, of that international character it

had labored so hard to build up. Four months before Opening Day the

President and the Director-in-Chief of Foreign and Domestic Participation

resolved to play their trump card, and see what personal appeal would do to

revive a waning interest.

The Director of the Division of Exhibits was sent to France and Italy.

The head of the Exposition's New York headquarters. Com-
missioner General Thomas M. Moore, was sent to England, there J^^^^

'^

. to advance if possible the work of W. A. M. Goode, Secretary of

the British Committee, and J. Van der Steen, who afterward became the

Commissioner in charge of the fine British commercial exhibit.

In France, Capt. Baker found the railways crowded with trains and the

roads with automobiles bearing wounded from the front, and all the traffic

avenues choked with a tremendous circulation of munitions and equipment.

The people everywhere were showing the strain of war. At Paris, where he

arrived November 12, a discouraging number of shop windows bore the

announcements that the shop was closed and the proprietor and staff had

joined the colors. The once bright cafes were locked and dark. Many of

the great dressmakers* and milliners' establishments were boarded up.

Throughout the industrial sections of the northeast, industries were either

destroyed or had shut down, where the towns were not already in enemy
hands. No one seemed to have a thought for anything but the national
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defense. The Director of Exhibits reported: "There is only one interest

in France, and that is to save the country." And he had just three months

and eight days before Opening Day.

In a barrack in the Boulevard des Invalides he found M. Tirman, who
had been senior member of the French Commission when it visited San

Francisco to select the site for the French Pavilion. Tirman was an active

member of the Ministry of Commerce, and was hard at work in a room with

eight other officials and a central telephone station. The outlook was very

discouraging. It was not easy for the Commissioner to get his mind on

expositions, with the invader on the soil of his country. The people had no

heart for celebrations, and without such a spirit it seemed useless to think of

it. Many intending exhibitors had forgotten all about it and gone to the

front. With France in mourning, her government would not feel warranted

in taking part in festivities anywhere.

The Captain pointed out that France, under the circumstances, could not

be expected to excel her previous records, but that the moral effect of her

participation would be most valuable, and the effort to do her best would be

greatly appreciated by every visitor. Moreover it would show as nothing

else could, the gratitude of the French people to the people of the

Md Wanted
United States for the money the latter had poured in to aid the

wounded and destitute since the war began. He was ready, if

necessary, to create the machinery for a non-official participation, but it was

the action of the French Government that the American people would really

appreciate.

These things appealed. They reawakened the interest of M. Tirman and

of M. de Pellerin de la Touche of the Commission, who assisted ably thence-

forth. Yet there were great difficulties. Capt. Baker said he would take no

for answer only from M. Delcasse, Minister for Foreign Affairs, and pro-

ceeded to Bordeaux to interview him and the Ministries of Fine Arts and of

Commerce.

The Exposition's Director of Exhibits was distinctly persona grata in

France. He had served on several juries in the Paris Exposition of 1900, and

had been made a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor. At Bordeaux he suc-

ceeded in effecting a meeting of the Cabinet, a new Committee of Organiza-

tion was formed, and the work began again. The great and beautiful, and

under the circumstances, thrilling participation of France, as well as that of

Belgium, resulted from this mission.

One of the main difficulties was transportation, under war conditions.

It happened that some philanthropic persons in the United States had se-

cured space in the naval collier "Jason" to carry a cargo of toys and other
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Christmas gifts to the children of the warring nations. She was to leave

New York for Plymouth about the middle of November, and go thence to

Marseilles, Genoa, Saloniki, the Piraeus, and Smyrna, and at the last-named

port, or at Beirut, coal the United States warships "Tennessee" and "North
Carolina." The Exposition seized on this incident to obtain free transporta-

tion for foreign exhibits from the belligerent countries under the protection

of an American naval vessel.

The matter involved considerable negotiation at and from Washington,
for although the "Jason" would be carrying the property of belligerents, as

a Government vessel she would be exempt from visit and search,

and this was something of a diplomatic difficultv. The Navy ^^y^ahty

TA ij • J 1
1'

• • Troubles
Department could issue no orders to her commander m execution

of the plan, until the State Department had been advised that it would be

agreeable to the belligerent nations. Moreover, a collier's business is to go

about carrying coal, not paintings and china.

The Exposition's New York Commissioner, Thomas M. Moore, was
detailed to Washington, where, with the aid of the Secretary of State and of

the Navy, he succeeded in getting matters properly adjusted. The belliger-

ents consented, as an aid to the Exposition; and it was fortunately discovered

that the fleet at San Francisco was in need of coal, which the "Jason" alone

could bring through the Canal. If the exhibits happened to be aboard at

the time they could come along.

The Government insisted that all the belligerents should be offered the

same amount of space; and Capt. Baker arranged abroad for the receipt of

the exhibits; designating, in conjunction with the governments interested,

the ports at which they should be taken on.

France, with a new committee of organization, was going ahead. She

would build a reproduction of the Palace of the Legion of Honor, and would

take 35,000 square feet in the Palace of Manufactures, and 10,000 square

feet in the Fine Arts Palace for the display of contemporaneous art.

With success in France to give him added prestige the Director of Ex-

hibits went to Italy, which was on the edge of war, and where some of the

large dealers in jewelry and commercial art works had harbored the error

that the Exposition would be postponed. Here he secured an increase of

3,000 feet in the application for space for the Italian art exhibit, and of

8,000 square feet in Italy's requirements in the Department of Manufac-

tures. After he left Italy the Italian Commissioner General, Signor Nathan,

called for 7,000 square feet additional in the Palace of Transportation, for

automobiles.

The other commissioners representing organizing committees in lieu of
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official commissions, had been at work among producers and merchants in

England, Austria, Hungary, Germany, and Spain.

The "Jason," suggesting by her name and her mission the good ship

" Argos," ever a talisman to the descendants of the California "Argonauts,"

had become an object of positive affection in the Exposition city, and her

course from port to port, through mine-strewn waters, and "desperate seas"

was followed at San Francisco with the most romantic interest. She

visited Greece, and picked up the casts of statuary that afterward filled the

Greek Pavilion. As the Navy Department would not permit her

to enter the British Channel the Norwegian exhibits to come by
"theSea^'

her were sent to Genoa, where she took on exhibits from Venice

and other parts of Italy, and from Budapest and Vienna as well. She

touched at Marseilles, Barcelona, and Bristol, gathering a cargo that was

said to have been insured for ^3,500,000. On Sunday, April 11, 1915, she

dropped anchor off the Exposition grounds, and within a day or two her

spidery derrick booms began lifting from her holds great cases and packages

that were lightered ashore to fill the French Pavilion and the last consider-

able vacant spaces in the exhibit palaces.

And the French Pavilion was ready. It had been built in nine weeks,

five of them rainy. The plans were sent from France, and while they were

being remodeled in part to conform to American practice, the foundations

were being laid. Work began about the tenth of January and was finished

before the end of March, making it one of the fastest pieces of construction

on the Exposition grounds.

The Pavilion of France and the Pavilion of Italy, with their contents,

were the finest two products of foreign participation in any American exposi-

tion, and the most remarkable exemplifications of the art and civilization of

western Europe ever seen on American soil. Without the prompt resolu-

tion and executive action we have detailed, one at least might never have

been heard of.
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CHAPTER XXVII

A SHADOW OF THE WAR

THIRTY nations and 400 international associations were to have been

represented by some of the foremost scientists and philosophers of

Europe, of North and South America and of the Orient, in a great

World's Congress of Congresses, at San Francisco from September 20 to

23, 1915-

This unique gathering of the leading minds of the world was called by
the Union of International Associations from its headquarters at Brussels.

The Union of International Associations is a world center, a nerve ganglion of

civilization. Because of the variety of their aims, its constituent bodies

cover a vast field of study and activity, each of them endeavoring to as-

semble in a central organization the representative intellectual forces of

different countries in their own particular domain, whether of science, of

sociology or of art, and all tending toward cooperation of effort, concerted

reforms, and general progress.

The essential aim of the Union, as defined by its organizers, is to bring

together international associations in order to pursue the systematic or-

ganization of international life in all its branches. A congress of men of

such attainments and vision would have been in many respects the greatest

gathering ever held in America, and without doubt one of the greatest thus

far held in the history of the world.

Before and after the meeting of the main congress the affiliated organiza-

tions were to hold their meetings at San Francisco, and the programs of

American associations convening about this time under Exposi-
^

. ,. , r -1 1 f What Might
tion auspices were to be mternationalized as lar as possible tor Have Been

the benefit of the foreign delegates. Questions of the largest

world interest would be on the various programs for discussion. An exhibit

illustrating internationalism was to have been prepared by the International

Union and put on display in the Palace of Education.

It would have been the first time such a body ever met on this side the

Atlantic. Through correspondence between the International Union and

the Exposition's Bureau of Congresses, plans had progressed so far as to
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include preliminary arrangements for a study tour of the United States and

probably of Canada and the Panama Canal. No such occasion for present-

ing the genius of the United States to the understanding of the world had

ever arisen before. The delegates were to have assembled at New York in

August and to have proceeded by easy stages overland to San Francisco,

visiting and studying, en route, cities, museums, commercial institutions,

industrial plants of all kinds, educational institutions, great engineering

works, methods of American agriculture and horticulture. In the cities

visited there would have been a cycle of lectures on international subjects

and on America.

It would have meant much to the national prestige, besides extending

international friendship; for in Europe there is but the scantiest understand-

ing of American institutions and accomplishments. That we have in this

country, for example, one steel company that turns out a product equal to

90 per cent of the output of all the steel mills in Germany is a fact unheard of

by most Europeans even of the intelligent class. And the 20,000-horse-

power turbine hydro-electric generator in the Palace of Machinery was an

instrument of energy transformation on a scale of which some of them had

never dreamed. And they would have left in their wake the best thought of

their respective countries and suggestions of the most refined practice of the

world in the fields under observation—for such study is always reciprocal.

But, better than any material advantages, the officials of the Union of

International Associations and of the affiliated organizations felt that the

Exposition would furnish an occasion for bringing the social and political

ideas of Europe into contact and comparison with those of the Americas,

Australia, and the Orient. Such interchange of views would bring

„ "^ about a larger international sympathy. It would forward the

establishment of universal peace and conduce to further advance-

ment. This was the fairest plan of the Exposition.

The call went out from Brussels in June, 1914. An exhaustive question-

naire had been submitted, in February, to the Director of Congresses in re-

lation to details of travel, costs, tours, lectures, languages, and similar data,

and after his repHes the Union determined to hold its next general meeting

in San Francisco. The acceptance of the invitation was announced in La

Vie Internationale. Questionnaire and answers, with a prospectus were

published in a later number of La Vie Internationale, and afterwards issued

as a special publication. In its announcements the International Union said:

"The year 1915 bids fair to be notable in the International movement.

. . . The Congresses at San Francisco would serve above all to complete
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the international organization. ... It is important that henceforth

there should not be a single domain of study and of practical activity which

is not represented by an international association. . . .

"The North Americans have carried certain studies and certain technics

to a point of great progress; they have furnished often happy solutions to

entirely new social problems. . . .

"The Union of International Associations has decided to participate in

the Exposition, and there to organize with the cooperation of affiliated

associations, a section devoted to the demonstration of the progress of inter-

nationalism and of international organizations in all domains. The Inter-

national Museum will contribute to furnish a portion of the elements of this

exposition.

"It would be desirable that this section of the Exposition become the

nucleus of a permanent collection destined to remain in the United States as

a branch of the International Museum in the Western Hemisphere. It is

likewise desirable to consecrate in a permanent manner the great work which

is to be done by the Bureau of Congresses in San Francisco, as intermediary

between the International Associations domiciled in Europe and the Amer-

ican forces which it is the problem to bring into the international movement.

The work of this Bureau should be conducted in a manner to insure its main-

tenance after the Exposition period and that of the Congresses, and to

insure the continuance of its collaboration with the Union of International

Associations."

On July 20, 1914, a preliminary statement concerning the organization

of the World's Congress was issued from the offices of the International

Union in Brussels. Within 12 days the European war had broken
, r^ • • • • I /— Demolished

out, and European participation in the Congress program, ex-
i,yij,g]Var

cepting on a limited delegate basis, was at an end.

It is to be hoped that the plans formulated for the participation of the

International Associations of Europe in the Congress program at San Fran-

cisco may some day become available as suggestions for a reorganization of

all international bodies. If they do, the Exposition will have borne still

more good fruit, and San Francisco will have had some slight part in the

formation of a common sentiment in Europe. Usually there is little use

reflecting on what might have been; but these plans are worthy of record for

their possible future use.

A total of 1278 foreign organizations was invited either to hold meetings

in San Francisco under the auspices of the Exposition in 1915, or to send

delegates to congresses to be held here. Among them were many interna-

VOL. II— 10
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tional bodies with headquarters in European countries. The war, of course,

played havoc with these plans.

After the war broke out and after the management's bold announcement

that the Exposition would open on time war or no war. State and national

organizations of the United States turned more and more to San Francisco

as the proper place for their 191 5 sessions; in that way attesting their con-

fidence in the management, and giving their strongest moral and practical

support to the courageous decision of the President and Directors. During

the latter half of August conventions at the rate of one a day decided to meet

in or near San Francisco. The trend became even more pronounced in the

months immediately following. In September, 37 organizations decided for

San Francisco; in October 38; in November, 18; in December, 14. During

the first four and a half months of the war, 122 organizations, mostly na-

tional in character and scope, voted to hold their 191 5 meetings in San Fran-

cisco. Truly, "The success of a nation or of a peanut stand springs from an

act of courage."
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CHAPTER XXVIII

PHASES OF ZONE BUILDING

IN general, construction on the Zone started about a year later than the

construction of the palaces, and was most active during 1914, under

the continuously exerted pressure of the Committee on Concessions

and Admissions.

The first permit for a building on the Zone was let on August 25, 1913, to

that genius of the show business, Frederick Thompson, for the Noah's Ark

that stood, for a long time alone, on what had been and again is the corner of

Laguna and Francisco Streets.

Thompson was the man who, when a poor and unknown artist, got out of

bed one sleepless night and sketched the phantasy that grew into Luna
Park, on Coney Island. He knew what would amuse people as well as any

man since Barnum.

The Ark became the office and studio building for Toyland G. U. (Grown

Up) which developed, albeit spasmodically and with some jerkiness, on the

five acres of ground to the eastward. Aboard the Ark, Thompson labored

for months in a clutter of paint pots, plaster models, and cardboard castles

and palaces, evolving more strange things than Noah ever saw. He was an

affable and likable person and the Ark became a rendezvous for newspaper

men; a sort of development that never hurts the show business.

To execute his weird and fantastic plans, Thompson had an architectural

draftsman, two structural engineers, two supervising stage carpenters, an

electrical engineer, a supervising scene painter, and enough laborers and

carpenters to make up an organization of 300 men. There were equal

numbers of stage carpenters and house carpenters, to calm and

comfort one another, for most of the construction was about half
Balance

way between house and stage carpentering, and of a character to

drive either sort of artisan as crazy as a loon. There was a wooden effigy of a

suffragette, 90 feet high, and two tin soldiers of about that altitude whose

feet were large enough to shelter small merchandise booths. There was a

Crazy Town, and a Flea Circus, and a Midget's Theater, and a Cobweb Lake,

and a Giant's Kitchen, and a Mother Hubbard's Cupboard, to mention but a
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few of the larger attractions; and there was a canal with locks, running under

the floors and walks, by which one could visit some of these features in a

small power boat and catch tantalizing glimpses of them through openings

overhead. An Exposition of Amusements was Thompson's idea.

Nat Goodwin helped start construction, by lighting with much cere-

mony an Aladdin lamp on July i, 1914, to symbolize the fairy wonders that

would be shown here. There were many delays, but the building scheme

took about five working months before the Exposition opened.

Toyland was long unfortunate, and contributed no small part of the

Division's troubles. Times were very hard—the recent great expositions

seem to have been held in hard times—and the great "exposition of amuse-

ments" did not enjoy the success so bold a conception deserved.

Probably credit for the first actual construction by a concessionaire

should go to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, which built the

ambitious representation of the Grand Canyon of Arizona, and which began

to lay sewers and gas and water pipe for it as early as March, 1913, although

the above-ground construction did not begin until much later. The Union

Pacific's "Yellowstone" followed Thompson's Ark and then came the "Old
Red Mill," the "Scenic Railway," "Creation," and the Carrousel, in that

order. The first concession finished was L. A. Thompson's Scenic Rail-

way. It was in operation first, and took in nearly half its cost before

the Exposition was formally opened. The "Old Red Mill" and the

merry-go-round soon joined it, and furnished amusement to pre-Exposition

visitors.

There be various kinds of king, and perhaps the man best entitled to be

known to fame as the "Scenic Railway King" would be L. A. Thompson, of

„ / r. .
, the Scenic Railway and the Safety Racer, on the Zone; because at

Coney Island in 1884 he built the first amusement railway in the

world, a small gravity switchback; because after that time he had built

coasters or scenic railways in London, Petrograd, Paris, Berlin, Vienna,

Madrid, Venice, and Copenhagen, to say nothing of such places as Black-

pool, Great Yarmouth and Idora Park; and for a better reason than any of

these, namely, that although he had made the hair-lifting sensations of this

sort of sport one of the standard thrills of amusement parks all over the

civilized world, his equipment had never killed anybody, which is more than

can be said for some kings. He introduced the device to the Europeans

and his railways carried more than a score ofmembers of royal families (kings

have to have some fun) but always carried them in safety.

Thompson's company began work in the spring of 1914, and after three

months the scenic railway was in operation. This was in June. Then the
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crew of 35 or 40 men moved farther out, and beside and around the Aero-

scope field began the construction of the Racer.

The Racer was one of the longest of these rides, and took five months to

build. It marked a long step ahead, in such devices. For safety, the wheel

flanges were on the outside, so derailment was practically impossible, it was
equipped with a complete block-signal system, and there was a brakeman on

each train to prevent rear-end collisions. Trains were sent off simulta-

neously by a power starter, and there was a bona fide race between them,

determined by differences of momentum due to inequality in load. Fat
girls were of great assistance to victory.

From the public point of view, one of the most valuable concessions was
the Inside Inn, the large hotel on the grounds, near the Baker Street en-

trance, that formed the Exposition home of many delegates to

conventions, and of other visitors as well. It was built by Em- '

'Tf'^^^

mett W. MacConnell and associates, and they erected a house of

about 638 rooms, at a cost of about $375,000. It was the best hotel ever

built in the grounds of an exposition, and with its grill and its ballroom,

which served often as a convention hall, contributed materially to some
highly important phases of the celebration.

The Union Pacific system staged Yellowstone Park, and built within its

borders the Old Faithful Inn, a cafe that became a famous dining place and
the scene of many banquets celebrating Exposition occasions. The conces-

sion as a whole used up two million feet of lumber and occupied four acres of

land. Its burlap-and-stucco mountains towered high above the Exposition

fences at the east end of the Zone. The Park was shown by means of a

topographical model, through which geysers erupted. Old Faithful Inn was
the concert hall of the Exposition Orchestra.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway paralleled the Union Pacific

with an imposing presentation of the Grand Canyon of Arizona. The
Santa Fe took about five acres of land with a frontage of 300 feet,

engaged Walter W. Burredge, a well-known painter, and worked
Q'^^°aHo'ns

out a large field of realistic and beautiful scenery, to which the

spectators were conveyed from the entrance on the Zone by means of eight

standard-gauge passenger cars, open on one side.

This undertaking is a good illustration of the scope and magnitude of

operations on the Zone. The display was installed under direction of VV. F.

Sesser, manager of the Santa Fe exhibits, who long had the idea in mind
and only awaited a suitable occasion. It cost something near ^350,000.

Only on such a scale of space and expenditure could the grandeur of the Can-
yon have been suggested.
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On the roof of the entrance building was a large and realistic pueblo,

which was occupied by Indians and formed one of the best features of the

display. With its rock trails, ladder approaches and evidences of Indian

arts scattered about, it added a most interesting element to the Zone itself.

Artists were glad to avail themselves of the privilege of making studies of it

instead of visiting the reservations for that purpose. Here Fred Harvey, of

railway dining-room fame, conducted a business in Navajo blankets and curios.

One of the best of all the concessions was the representation of the Pan-

ama Canal. It was very large, and at first the projectors of this fine exhibit

had intended it to be of sufficient size to enable people to travel through it in

boats. The plan was not executed on that scale, but the finished model did

occupy almost five acres of land, just east of the Machinery Palace, and took

two million feet of lumber and 217 tons of cement to build. The amount of

money expended here approximated $250,000, the construction required the

labors of 225 men for seven months, and for five months 60 women were

engaged in the production of trees, shrubbery, and grass to make a faithful

representation of the Zone scenery.

There was a large working model of the Canal with the ocean at each end,

and around this people were transported on a moving platform, 1440 feet

long and cleverly jointed for turning corners. The platform was
Like a Trip ,..,,. . ^^ ,, n i 1 1

to Panama divided into 144 Sections or cars, propelled by electric motors,

and in each of these little traveling opera boxes there were two

tiers of seats. The trains would accommodate 1200 people and it took 23

minutes to make the circuit. As the spectators sat in comfortable chairs and

passed the various points of interest, they held telephone receivers to their

ears, and heard lectures from phonograph records which were switched on

and off to correspond with the various sections of the journey.

The system by which the lecture was delivered was invented for this

Exposition and was perhaps, something entirely new. It required 45 phono-

graphs, with 15 "spares," in a nearby room, to deliver the message into

telephone transmitters, which in turn delivered it to the receivers at the

seats. A lecture record lasted about six weeks. The details of the invention

were worked out in the laboratory of Thomas A. Edison.

The model showed boats, trains, "electric mules," and lighthouses in

operation, and the ships were timed to pass through the miniature Canal

and locks at the same pace relatively at which the originals would have

passed through the real canal. Important parts of the model referred to in

the lecture were numbered. To operate this complicated mechanism 85

miles of copper wire were strung and 104 motors were installed. The actual

model represented about 1,000 square miles; but the adjacent country was
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reproduced in a panoramic perspective on the surrounding walls to the ex-

tent of 4,000 square miles more. The sea and horizon were very real. The
building was open to the sky in the central portion but an awning that was
suspended before the spectator's eyes at just the proper level prevented his

looking out at the sky, and thus preserved a quite remarkable illusion.

The general scheme was conceived by L. E. Meyers, head of a Chicago

corporation engaged in the manufacture of equipment for public utilities.

On the building was displayed a framed testimonial from Maj. F. C. Boggs,

chief of the Washington office of the Panama Canal, stating that the model

would "in half an hour impart to anyone a more complete knowledge of the

Canal than a visit of several days to the waterway itself." It was reviewed

as an exhibit in Liberal Arts and received a Grand Prize, as its educational

value deserved.

Paris had its Eiffel Tower and Chicago had its Ferris Wheel, but the Zone

at San Francisco had something that combined a little of both, and in some
ways was more interesting than either. The steel arm of the

Strauss Aeroscope projected 200 feet beyond its trunnions and
insUiution

bore at its tip a two-storied house capable of holding 120 people.

Operation was most interesting. There was a projection of38^ feet behind

the trunnions, ending in a counter-weight of steel and concrete weighing 380
tons. To secure an almost perfect balance required only a little adjustment

at the forward end to compensate for the passengers, and this was arranged

by having tanks under the house, connected in such manner that when a

passenger got aboard a valve opened automatically and discharged his ex-

act weight of water, and when one alighted the house rose an inch or two,

closed an electric circuit, and started a pump which supplied water until

the lost weight was exactly restored.

With the arm so nearly in equilibrium it took but little power to elevate it

and carry the passengers to a height of 265 feet; the trunnions being sup-

ported by a steel tower 48 feet high, and the house having some height of its

own. There were aeroplane propeller blades attached to the sides to steady

the motion, and perhaps to add an item of interest to the picture.

The tower was made with a circular base carried on railway trucks, run-

ning on a circular track with a diameter of 60 feet. The Aeroscope was

situated between a cyclorama and a roller coaster, both tall structures, and

when the arm had attained enough elevation to clear them a train of gears

began to rotate the tower on the circular tracks so that the little house de-

scribed a huge helix as it rose in the air, turning the sides to all points of the

compass and giving the passengers a view in all directions about the region

of San Francisco Bay.
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The whole affair weighed 700 tons. It was the invention of J. B. Strauss,

of Chicago, President of the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company, and it was,

in effect, a gigantic arm of a bascule bridge. Erection on the grounds com-

menced on October 25, 1914, and the first operation was on February 12,

1 91 5, a few days before the opening of the Exposition.

A trip took about ten minutes. As the device stood at an elevation of

65 feet the passenger was lifted 330 feet above sea level, when he had a grand

view into seven counties and far out over the Pacific. Moreover, there were

no stops in the ascent, as in the case of the Ferris Wheel, and the observatory

went a few feet higher, measured from its base, than the Ferris Wheel cars

had gone.

These were but a few of the major and distinctively novel attractions

that were developed on the Zone. The list was quite long, and much of the

construction was on a very large scale, and costly. When hard times came,

as they do in the opening months of every exposition, some of the less

prosperous concessionaires complained that there were too many concessions

for the amount of money that had to go around—a curious recrudescence of

our old college friend the "wage fund theory"; perhaps with enough validity

in this case to furnish the basis of an "amusement fund theory." The
experienced ones, however, foresaw slim attendance in the opening months,

for it is that way with almost all great expositions, and made ready to open

with attractions they could operate at small overhead expense. Perhaps

the best example of success based on such canny calculations was "Stella."

She was both charming and economical.
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SPEEDING UP THE CONCESSIONS

THE Exposition management clearly realized the value of the sen-

timental interest that might be excited, and capitalized for the

benefit of the project, on Exposition occasions. The San Francisco

public loved the Exposition idea, and wanted an opportunity to participate

in its materialization. As the larger concessions broke ground for their con-

struction, ceremonial programs were composed and put into effect, which,

advertised through the Exposition publicity department and the daily press,

brought out enthusiastic crowds and gave the concessionaires a start on their

publicity campaigns. The capitalizing of public interest in this manner is so

important that it justifies the following skeletonized examples of its method.

The Natatorium site was dedicated on July ii, 1914, with Charles Co-

burn representing Father Neptune, Miss Gertrude Commer representing

Neptune's Daughter, and Edward Rainey representing Mayor Rolph.

There was a good program of dancing and song.

Notable among the dedications was that of Toyland, on October 13,

1914, when the elfish humor of Frederick Thompson produced a ritual so

quaint and happy that it might have satisfied the fancy of Peter Pan. This

was some time after Nat Goodwin had lighted Aladdin's lamp there. Hun-
dreds of children assembled and planted all sorts of toys, to grow up during

the succeeding months and become the exposition of amusements Thompson
had planned. Miss Hildegarde Couney, and Miss Vera Beresford, daughter

of Kitty Gordon the actress, officiated at the planting. Master Malcolm

Burt, son of the Director of Concessions and Admissions, put in a toy police-

man to keep order, and a toy dog was planted to keep watch. Nuts and

plum pudding and ice cream and candies and other good things

were lowered and covered over to make them grow, and the whole
childhood

was watered with California champagne—which proved so stimu-

lating that a doll grew into the 90-foot suffragette in a few weeks thereafter.

The delectable foolishness went on for hours, and brought a mist to the eyes

of many a grown-up who realized that only in some such fairyland as this

could he ever be a child again.
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Ground was broken for the Chinese Village on July 17, and the cere-

monies formed the occasion for a fascinating display of oriental garb and

color. Dignitaries of the Chinese community and officers of the Chinese

Pagoda and Tea Garden Company rode out to the grounds in automobiles

from the hall of the Chinese Six Companies in Chinatown, accompanied by

the New Cathay Boys' Band, and at the grounds another boys' band played

on Chinese instruments. On the site, there was a choir of pretty, silk-trou-

sered Chinese girls to sing "I Love You, California" and other appropriate

airs; and Jim Wong, President of the concession company, assisted by his

daughter. Miss Mary Wong, turned the first shovel of earth. There were

addresses by N. C. Shu, Chinese Consul General; by Jim Wong, and by

Hsi Chen, commissioner of construction for the Chinese Pavilion, and by

representatives of the Exposition and the municipality. The speakers'

stand was a thing of real beauty, with its gold-brocaded banners and its

teak thrones on which sat two comely Chinese girls in the costumes of their

country. Altogether no ceremony at the grounds during the pre-Exposition

period presented more interesting and colorful aspects than this one, except

perhaps that of the Japanese.

Japan Beautiful held its ground-breaking ceremonies on August 29, 1914,

when there was Japanese wrestling, jiu jitsu, and a sword contest on a little

stage from which Y. Kushabiki, the Manager, K. Satow, a Director of the

company, and George Shima, its President, delivered addresses;

of Japan
^® ^^'^ Arthur Arlett, State Commissioner of the Exposition,

J. J. Dwyer, Chairman of the Board of State Harbor Commis-

sioners, Mayor Rolph, Dr. H. H. Guy, President of the Japan Society of

San Francisco, and Director Frank Burt of the Division of Concessions and

Admissions. The earth of the ground-breaking was raised into a miniature

Fujiyama, crested with salt, for snow. In the excavation a talisman was

buried. Sake was imbibed from gilded cups, and as the municipal band

played the Japanese anthem, two tiny and flower-like Japanese girls, Yone-

ko Fugihara San and Kikue Nakabayashi San, ran up the flag of the Sunrise

Empire. Classic dances of Japan were performed by accomplished artists.

A dramatic sketch by the crew of the "Chiyo Maru " concluded the day.

By September the attendance for a single week amounted to 65,0x50

which was a record for pre-exposition attendance at this or any other exposi-

tion. A large number of special programs had been held in the Zone, and

these had formed a considerable part of the attraction to the grounds; such

as Orange Day on March 24, 19I4, when Mary Garden planted an orange

tree in the Plaza.

These scenes went on amid the feverish efi^orts of construction, to which
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they added their stimulus through the personal presence of those most

interested. But more than that was needed.

In the construction of the Zone, plans and specifications had to meet the

approval of the Division of Works, and conform to Exposition ideas of suit-

able form and color, in addition to embodying the most advanced devices

for security. The complexion of the elephants that formed the main feature

of the "front" of Thompson's Scenic Railway was prescribed by Jules

Guerin. The "Panama Canal" had to be, at great expense, made to meet

the Exposition idea in general, by the use of "travertine" staff instead of

white. Yet the Zone was not and could not be a part of the Exposition

picture. It was a picture in and by itself, a thing extraneous. The Direc-

tor of the Division of Concessions and Admissions properly insisted that the

"fronts" should be fantastic, and that each should express without any

reading sign if possible, what was offered inside. The latter requirements

were wise and necessary commercially, but not promotive of eternal har-

monies of design. Nevertheless it was a great amusement street,

and with its Golden Buddha, its tall suffragette and twin soldiers
Wonderful

before Toyland, its Chinese pagoda, the giant holding back the

waters of the Dayton flood (while he lasted), its cliffs and crags of the Grand
Canyon, and of the Yellowstone, and particularly of the "Submarines"

with Neptune and his rearing sea horses, the square tower of Blarney Castle

lifting above the "Shamrock Isle," and the gaunt steel frame of the Aero-

scope moving stiffly to and fro nearly 300 feet in air like some monstrous

thing of menace in another "War of the Worlds," the whole scene had a

grand and imposing aspect in spite of its necessary garishness.

Many of the concessionaires had no architects of their own, and seeing

in the Division of Works an energetic organization commanding a high order

of skill they turned to it for help in the designing and erecting of their build-

ings. Seventy Zone structures were designed in this Division. A good

deal of the work was assigned to E. J. Symmes, of the Department of Archi-

tecture, with the happiest results—to which the Tehuan tepee Village, and

the Carrousel with its banded minaret and quadrinated green dome near

the western entrance to the district, bore witness.

Through Symmes a peculiarly effective cooperation was brought about

between the Division of Concessions and Admissions and that of Works,

and he became, under the Division Directors, a sort of architectural doctor

for the lame ducks.

Expositions do not usually open on time, and the general supposition was

that this one would not. That idea, added to the difficulties arising out of

hard times, and the travail of financing some of the projects, threatened
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to bring about a general delay. It is hard for any but the experienced

builder to understand how long it takes to do anything worth while in

the line of such fantastic construction, and the builder cannot always see

it himself when he becomes immersed in his work. Conces-
jgj/mg

sionaires did not always foresee the long labors of interior finish-
Old Inertia

. ni-i • -iii-n.-i
mg. But like warnmg specters m the back ot Burt s mmd were

the visions of all those amusement parks he had built; and he knew that to

be ready on time meant driving things, hammer and tongs, all day and

sometimes all night.

Beginning with May 18, 1914, Symmes made weekly blue prints, show-

ing the progress of construction up and down both sides of the 3360-foot

street. Every Friday night he got the list of new concessions and started

them in their proper places. Every Monday morning he was back with

a revised map. Where, on these maps, a concessionaire's space showed

entirely blue, it meant that no working drawings had been made. Where a

lot was hatched with white lines, working drawings were finished. Where a

lot was cross-hatched the working drawings had been filed with the Division

of Works. Where a lot was shaded it meant that the front elevation had

been approved. If a space were both cross-hatched and shaded, the con-

struction permit was either granted or ready. And as work began and pro-

ceeded, the percentage of completion was indicated by a field of solid white

that started at the back of the lot and gradually spread forward over it,

until it reached the building line along the front.

This enabled the Committee on Concessions and Admissions to tell at a

glance just who the slow ones were; Burt and Connick and Bryan and

Symmes went after them, concentrated every sort of argument

BieLoad ^"'^ persuasion upon them, threatened if they did not busy them-

selves immediately and make a better showing to sell their space

to somebody that would, hired men to go over their work and make life a

burden to them and their contractors, even employed labor through the

Division of Works and sent it to the job where it was needed. W. F.

Stetler, assistant to the Chief of Concessions, was particularly assigned to

the Golden Buddha, which built slowly. He became an acolyte in that ser-

vice and devoted himself for weeks to hastening the reincarnation.

In the latter part of May, 1914, the Concessions and Admissions Com-
mittee resolved to notify all concessionaires not engaged in actual construc-

tion to begin or give up their contracts. It soon became evident that a

number were about to fall, and it was the burdensome duty of the Director

of the Division to examine into the affairs of the feeble and endeavor to

incite a little activity in them.
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In June the Committee began to summon the inactive ones to show cause

why their licenses should not be revoked. It had a tonic effect on many of

the ailing, and by July a satisfactory number felt strong enough to start.

But the war broke out about the first of x'\ugust, and greatly aggravated

everybody's financial troubles, especially in the Zone, as it threatened to

overcloud the public's mood for light entertainment—so that in most cases

it was neither desirable nor possible to proceed to extremes, and few licenses

were actually canceled.

The war interfered with the financing of several large enterprises. A
Canadian had plans for an artificial ice rink, but found himself unable to

raise any money in Canada for the purpose. On June i, Baron von

Brandenstein, of Germany, had submitted a proposal to the Concessions and

Admissions Committee for the construction of a hangar and the operation

therefrom of a Parseval dirigible airship. He proposed, on the part of him-

self and his associates in the enterprise, to pay 15 per cent of the gross re-

ceipts, and to excute a Lloyd's policy of insurance in the sum of $500,000 to

indemnify the Exposition for any loss by damage suits. The proposal was

accepted, and would have resulted in one of the most interesting and in-

structive features of the whole Exposition, but of course it never materialized.

On September 2 arrived the first piece of steel for the Aeroscope. By
the end of that month 31 big jobs were under way, and one by one the

others fell into line.

On September 9, 19I4, Burt reported to the President that there had

been collectedin bonuses $309,5 15, and on operation of concessions $9,551.16,

a total of $319,066.16; and that there was due and payable in

bonuses prior to Opening Day, on February 20 of the following Returns

year, $75,540. Pre-exposition receipts from concessions and ad-

missions at St. Louis were $215,00 and at Chicago $1 86,000. Burt urged the

policy of assisting some of the valuable attractions that were having a hard

time but that promised to become a source of revenue if they could hang on

long enough; and as a matter of fact, such a policy was, with certain rigid

precautions against establishing burdensome precedents, adopted and put

into execution.

Effective retrenchment had reduced the expenses of the Concessions and

Admissions Division by a thousand dollars during the preceding 30 days, so

that they were running at about $2,250.

In October it was announced by the Division that 100 of the larger

amusement concessions had been disposed of, and buildings had either been

started or plans were complete for them, leaving but one large space and

five small locations not yet allotted.
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Adequate restaurant accommodation for the service of the public was a

constant care of the Committee. In December, 1914, Burt reported that

the restaurants signed up would have a total seating capacity of 12,113,

which he considered sufficient. They were varied in character and well

distributed.

The Samoan Village arrived in the middle of November—at least the

materials for the huts arrived, in some 200 great packages, and the people

came on the next steamer. On January 19, 1915, construction

toOpen began in the last three important spaces; for the loi Ranch; the

Plantation Show, or Dixie; and Filmland. The Maya maidens

from the Isthmus of Tehuantepec arrived on January 29. On February

3 a troupe of Maori tribesmen from Rotorua, north of New Zealand,

landed and began to learn cooking on a gas stove. On the ninth of that

month some two thousand alligators, big lizards, turtles, 'possums, and

other residents of Florida arrived three days ahead of their schedule and

threw things into confusion about their compound, one enormous sea cow

being inadvertently dumped out of her tank. And so the grotesque and

varied and instructive and colorful life of the Zone assembled.

By Opening Day there were but three small spaces, with a total combined

frontage of 26 feet, left unsold. It was only one-half of one per cent of the

entire frontage of 6,000 feet. Symmes's progress map of February 15, 1915,

showed a few patches unbuilt, and as far as the appearance of things on the

property line was concerned there was little left open: but about 50 feet in

all. On these openings false fronts were hastily erected, and clever scene

painting made them look like parts of the finished booths and theaters next

door. The Zone was to all intents and purposes finished on time, and the

public never knew the difference. It was the largest amusement district

ever built by an exposition and it is said to have cost a total of J3,500,000

—

although it is doubtful if anybody will ever know the exact figures.
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CHAPTER XXX

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION OF THE CONCESSIONS

MEANWHILE, it was necessary to prepare for handling and crediting

all the money that the Zone expected to gather, and from which

the Exposition expected to derive a large part of its receipts.

From a fiscal standpoint, we can not exhibit the general concessions field

better than by presenting the classification adopted as a basis for the col-

lections, and the methods prescribed for dealing with the different enterprises.

By October, 1914, the management had acquired enough experience

(and vision) of the peculiar needs of an exposition to undertake the reorgan-

ization, or rather new construction, of the accounting system in anticipation

of Opening Day. The details were worked out by the expert accountants

for the Company, Lester Herrick & Herrick, after many consultations with

the Executive Council of the Finance Committee, and with the Law De-

partment and the Comptroller; and the mode of operation of the one-hun-

dred-per-cent collection plan in the Concessions Department was embodied in

a classification and statement that had been prepared the previous month.

It is likely that no such complete analysis of concessions, and no

such exhaustive effort to anticipate all contingencies that might
^^^ Rei^enue

affect the revenue from this source, were ever made by an exposi-

tion before. Later experience caused some modifications, and the statement

we quote below, from the accountant's report, will exhibit the general fea-

tures of the scheme that was finally adopted and operated.

"All of the concession contracts, excepting those with flat-rate conces-

sionaires, embrace the provision that all of the collections should be origin-

ally received by cashiers employed by the Department of Concessions and

should be deposited in total with the Exposition Company. This method

has been completely followed out excepting as to concessions doing such a

small volume of business as would make the burden of a cashier impossible,

in which cases the concessionaire has been permitted temporarily to collect

the revenue for daily total collection by the Department. In certain special

cases additional particular special arrangements have been made.
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"For the purpose of determining and collecting the gross revenue of

concessionaires, the concessions were classified as follows:

"Class A: Concessions whose gross revenue could be controlled by

admission tickets made and recapitulated by National

Cash Register Ticket Printing Machine.
" Class A I : Concessions whose gross revenue could be controlled by roll

admission tickets.

"Class B: Concessions whose gross revenue could be controlled by

the use of registering coin turnstiles.

"Class C: Concessions concerned with the sale of merchandise, etc.,

whose gross revenue could be determined by requiring

that all merchandise, or the special containers therefor, be

entirely delivered to the Exposition by the manufacturers

or producers for delivery to the concessionaire upon pay-

ment (or charge) of 100% of the retail value, and the actual

sale ofwhich would therefore not be required to be verified.

"Class D: Concessions concerned with the sale of merchandise of a

character preventing its handling as Class C whose gross

revenue could be controlled by the use of sales checks in

connection with the department store type National Cash

Register.

"Class DX: Concessions concerned with the sale of merchandise, etc.,

(or service) of a character preventing its handling as Class

C or D, whose gross revenue could be controlled by the use

of ordinary type National Cash Register.

"Class E: Major restaurant concessions whose gross revenue could

be controlled by the employment of Service Order Cards

used in conjunction with regular National Cash Register

Restaurant Checking System.
" Class F: Minor restaurant concessions of a class preventing the use

of Service Order Cards whose gross revenue could be con-

trolled by use of check-issuing National Cash Register

operated by checkers, in conjunction with the ordinary

type National Cash Register operated by cashier, who
would collect the amounts from waiters prior to collection

from customer.

"Class G: Concessions employing coin-collecting machines whose

gross revenue could be controlled by the clearing of the

machines by Exposition collectors in conjunction with

representatives of the concessionaires.
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"Class H: Concessions of all characters which involve only a flat

payment for space or privilege.

"Class I: Concessions of an insufficient magnitude to render prac-

tical the employment of an Exposition cashier and whose
gross revenue could be controlled by the requirement only

of the use of an ordinary National Cash Register operated

by concessionaires and read by Exposition Inspectors.

"Class K: Concessions concerned with the wholesale sale of merchan-

dise either within or without the grounds whose gross

revenue could be controlled by requiring the concessionaire

to render all bills for sales only upon special forms of in-

voices to be provided and numerically controlled by the

Exposition.

"Class M: Concessions of special character making necessary the

providing or designating of special methods or systems for

controlling the gross income. This class embraced the

following particular concessions: Inside Inn, Checking

Privilege, Overfair Railway, Fadgl Auto Train, Wheel
Chair, Miniature Electric Vehicles, Hydro-aeroplane,

Automobile Parking Stations, Official Publications, Official

Photographer.

"In Classes A, D, DX, E, and F, Exposition cashiers operated the cash

registers involved and collected the money. In Class A i. Exposition cash-

iers sold the tickets; and in Class B, Exposition operators operated the

turnstiles. In Class C the merchandise was maintained in stock or checked

through a special warehouse maintained by the Department of Concessions.

"In Classes A, Ai, D, DX, E, F, and I, daily reports were prepared by

the Exposition cashiers (or collector as to Class I) showing the opening and

closing register readings (or roll ticket numbers as to Class Ai).
T-.] .... . . . , No Chance
Ihese reports were m quadruplicate, one copy remammg m the

for Leaks

book, one copy being for the concessionaire, one copy for the

Department of Concessions and one for the Auditor. But one report was

made each day covering the entire business, succeeding cashiers settling

with previous cashiers upon the basis of interim register readings. These

reports were audited each night by the Department of Concessions as to

accuracy of opening readings, computations, etc. Additionally, in the case

of restaurants, comparison was made with the readings of the checkers' regis-

ters, and, in the case of Class D concessions, audit was also made of the sales

checks which were verified to be numerically complete.
VOL. II—II
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"Class C merchandise was issued from the special storeroom only for

cash unless issuance on credit had been approved by the Comptroller. The
storeroom submitted a daily report showing the value of the merchandise

issued to each concessionaire separate from that for cash and that on credit.

" Daily reports of similar character were also received covering the opera-

tions of the Overfair Railway, the Fadgl Auto Train, Wheel Chair, Minia-

ture Electric Vehicle, Hydro-aeroplane and Parking Stations. The collec-

tors on the Fadgl Auto Trains and Overfair Railway were provided with

recording fare-registers, the readings of which were reported, accompanied

by Cashier's Deposit Tag. These readings were checked in and out by the

Department of Concessions. The income from Wheel Chairs, Miniature

Electric Vehicles, and Hydro-aeroplane were controlled by punch-out cards

recapitulated and reported, accompanied by deposit receipt. Daily reports

based on cash register readings were submitted in connection with the Park-

ing Stations and Checking Privilege.

"The various reports as above after being completely audited and veri-

fied as the conditions required were tabulated on a form of recapitulation

arranged so as to develop the gross revenue as to each station and conces-

sion, the amount of deposit with the General Cashier's office, the amount of

personal account charges covering Class C merchandise issued on credit, and

the overage and shortage of cashiers. This recapitulation also developed

the salary charge against the concessionaire for each station.

"The income of Class B concessions, employing pay turnstiles, was re-

ported in exactly the same manner as admission gates, the Cashier's office

receiving the pay cans.

"The coin receptacles of Class G concessions were cleared at intervals

with direct deposit with the General Cashier's office and report to the De-

partment of Concessions. Wholesale concessions were required to report

Only the their sales weekly, accompanying the report with duplicate official

Tips invoices and with check for the aggregate of the sales. The
Escaped general revenue of the Inside Inn was verified daily by a Depart-

ment of Concessions employee continuously at the concession. The various

departments of the Inside Inn, comprising the restaurant, bar, and sub-con-

cessions, were operated by means of cash registers read and reported upon

by the Department's special employee. The business of the Official Publica-

tion concessions and the Official Photographer were of such a nature as to

make it necessary to confirm the reporting of the income by independent

audit of the concessionaires' accounts. Classes G and K reports, and reports

from Class M which were not received daily, were entered on the daily re-

capitulation previously referred to as received.
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"It has been the intention to describe the general methods employed by

the Department of Concessions and it would be impracticable to refer to all

of the general and special procedures and rules promulgated in connection

with the determination and verification of the reports of concession income.

One feature which should be touched upon, however, is the method con-

cerned with the assignment and control of the several hundred cashiers

which were employed. All cashiers were provided with a change bank of

I45.00. Assignment sheets were maintained showing the stations at which

cashiers were to work each day, and the hours, and upon reporting for duty

the cashiers received their change banks in locked boxes together with assign-

ment cards showing the location and hours of their stations. Locations of

cashiers were frequently changed. The system as at first arranged provided

for the counting of change banks at intervals for the purpose of determining

shortages. This method was not completely satisfactory, owing to disputes

arising between cashiers and the office regarding shortages, so the method

was instituted of requiring cashiers on making their deposits to deposit with

the General Cashier's office not only their collections but their change banks.

At the same time the General Cashier's office would return to them the

amount of their change bank in machine-wrapped money. Consequently

any shortage or overage of the cashier was immediately determined withowt

possibility of dispute.

" By the employment of a night force it was possible to audit completely

the reports covering each day's transactions so as to permit the submission

of the Department's report to the Auditor's office by 9:00 o'clock of each

morning following the day in question."



CHAPTER XXXI

SCHOOLING THE CONCESSIONS CASHIERS

AT this point the intelligent reader, having looked over the classifica-

tion of concessions, may permit himself to suppose that the Con-

cessions and Admissions Division had undertaken a man-size task.

It had, and it knew it.

In May, 1914, long before the classification of concessions was made, the

administrative organization of the Division began to bifurcate in accordance

with its dual function, into the Department of Admissions, with a chief, a

permit clerk, a cashier and bookkeeper, an inspector and checker, and an

office boy; and the Department of Concessions, with a chief clerk, cashier

and bookkeeper, superintendent of cashiers, two checkers, a store-keeper

and a porter. Such was, at least, the form of organization adopted for the

time being. Not long afterward Jay J. Bryan, who had been Chief of Con-

cessions and Acting Chief of Admissions, was promoted to the post of Assist-

ant Director of the Division. James D. O'Neil, experienced in park man-

agement and lately manager of Riverview Park, Chicago, was made Chief of

Concessions. His assistant was W. F. Stetler. W. M. Lockhart was chief

accountant for the department, and Superintendent of Concessions. He was

very expert and assisted materially in the classification of concessions and

the adaptation of an accounting system to this work.

An appropriation of $10,000 was requested for January, 191 5, and

allowed; and on February 8 the Division called for an appropriation of

$109,000, about $60,000 of which it expected would be returned from the

concessions, for cashiers.

Then began the labor of selecting and training those cashiers to carry out

the plan of one-hundred-per-cent collection. Young women

//Vc were required for almost all this work, and they had to be of a

rather definite type: neat and pleasant in appearance, self-re-

specting, and as intelligent as possible—honest, of course, and likely to

remain so.

Mrs. A. S. Coyle, who had held an executive position with the telephone

company and was familiar with the problems attendant on the employ-
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ment of young women, was engaged as a sort of general advisor and counsel-

lor for them, with the title of Assembly Superintendent; but after the Ex-

position had been operating a few weeks she was made Superintendent of

Cashiers. When the season was well-advanced this section passed under

the management of Otto L. Little, who had had experience in the workings

of the loo-per-cent collection plan in eastern amusement parks. His meth-

ods soon made the bureau self-sustaining.

The Service Building proved inadequate to Exposition needs, so an

annex was constructed, and in this annex were offices for the superintendent

and tellers, and rest rooms for the girls, and a locker-room with over 820

lockers. A contract was made with the National Cash Register Company
for the use of sufficient numbers of the five kinds of register and ticket-vend-

ing machine to be used in the various classes of concession. These were to

be delivered with "tied up counters": that is, the keyholes were to be sol-

dered up so that no one could get at them to alter the count, until the end of

the Exposition.

Samples of the registers were installed as demonstration models in Festi-

val Hall, and here, early in 191 5, a school for cashiers was opened, a very

valuable and important place of instruction, where business discipline

could be acquired and valuable business methods learned.

Some 2900 applications for cashiers' positions had been received by the

Employment Bureau of the Exposition, and about 1000 applicants were

taken into the school. Some had had experience as restaurant cashiers, and

this sort of training was highly valued by the management.

There were twelve teachers, and they demonstrated to small classes by

means of the sample registers, books, and forms; for the girls not only had to

learn the nature and manipulation of the registers, but they had to
. .

familiarize themselves with the clerical duties of the stations— Usefulness

how to make reports, and how to fill out the station account book

so that it would show the day's business or the business of the first or second

period of the day, or the business done by the regular cashier, differentiated

from that done in her absence by her relief. The girls could not be classified

as the concessions were, and an effort was made to educate them so that they

should be interchangeable among the different classes—which meant teach-

ing all of them the duties pertaining to all sorts of station. Instruction was

complicated by the fact that some concessionaires paid two and some three

different percentages.

It took a reasonably alert person about two weeks to master the intri-

cacies of the work and qualify herself not to let any Exposition money slip by

her, or make her reports in such manner as to cause confusion about the
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concession accounts. Some qualified sooner, some kept coming back for

more light. It all formed an invaluable work in vocational training for

those that took the course.

They were examined and a large majority passed. Those that passed

were personally interviewed and about 800 were selected as proficient in

method and qualified in other respects. Three days before opening they

were ordered to report at the Exposition Auditorium, in the Civic Center

for final instructions and permits to enter.

On the morning of Opening Day each was to receive trip passes, a badge,

and a brass identification tag, like a soldier's; which tag was numbered and
which represented a change "bank" of I45, for which her receipt was taken.

The tag was to hang on a hook in the office of cashiers whenever the cashier

had the little galvanized iron box of change out with her, and to be in her

possession when the change bank was turned in at night; so that she should

always have one or the other.

There were about 100 men cashiers, for distant stations and as conductors

on Fadgl trains and the Overfair railway, but the method did not diflFer

essentially.

This, briefly, was the plan and preparation for the system: a system

pregnant with some hours of woe for those in authority, anathematized with

fervor by some of the concessionaires, who regarded it as a menace
Not Loved , . r 1 • 1 • 1 i • 1

by All
^° their management 01 their own business, and a system to which,

in cases of hardship, some exceptions had to be made; but des-

tined to work out so well on the whole that it seems more than likely to

become an established exposition usage. It was a most successful method
for handling this sort of business in a wide field, for it assured just returns to

all parties.

The principal mistake made in preparation was the engagement of too

many cashiers. This is a matter that can be regulated and later was regu-

lated by compelling concessionaires to enter a written order for cashiers,

before permitting their respective concessions to open. At first it was

difficult to know how many might be ordered, so there was an excess on hand.

Inasmuch as those that did not receive assignments were reimbursed for their

expenses, there was some unavoidable loss, but it insured against worse

results. Supplying cashiers cost the Exposition $174,147, and for their ser-

vices $171,131 was received, so that there was a final loss on this service of

I3016; which may be interpreted as cost of collection, and cheap enough it

was on transactions so large and diverse.







CHAPTER XXXII

THE PUBLIC'S SHARE

THE most generous policy toward the public ever put into effect by an

exposition was embodied in the season ticket. For ten dollars

apiece, paid once and over with, 50,000 people could enjoy to the

full for nearly a year the greatest flowering of art and beauty ever seen in

one place on the western hemisphere. Moreover the lo-dollar season ticket

was one of the most heavily contributing causes of Exposition success; and

when first proposed was fought as bitterly as though it meant certain ruin.

It was "giving away the gate receipts before the gates were open." "No
exposition had ever done it." It would "cheapen" the Exposition. The
public "would not value what it did not have to pay for." But it was done,

with the most beneficial results, and furnished a standing army of visitors

that gave loyal support throughout the season.

The original suggestion came in a letter to the President of the Exposition

from Maj. Algar M. Wheeler of Norfolk, Va., afterward of Nashville, Tenn.

He had a patriotic interest in the Exposition, and, as the outcome proved,

some sound ideas for promoting attendance, derived from exposi-

tion experience; among which the ten-dollar season ticket plan SuPMsUon
was one. To many of the Directors, keenly conscious of the great

cost of building and development and of their responsibilities as trustees for

the stockholders, it seemed like a dangerous and radical innovation. It was
urged that the tickets would fall into improper hands, that there would be

speculation in the coupons, that persons who had contributed nothing would

gain free admittance, to the depletion of the revenues, every dollar of which

was sorely needed—that they would, in short, open the door to every then

imaginable revenue-reducing evil and some yet to be invented. In the

absence of any parallel precedent it looked like a jump into the dark, and no

place to land.

The idea appealed to the Exposition's President, but for long he stood

almost alone. He regarded the Exposition as a great educational institu-

tion, and wished as many persons as possible to share its cultural advantages.

He also wanted large sums of ready money for it. He believed the public
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would be willing to make a heavy advance of cash just when it was needed

most, for the privilege of a season's admittance, and he thought that a per-

son that had paid his money for a season ticket would thereafter feel that he

really had a free admittance and would be likely to assume the attitude of a

host toward many of his friends and bring them into the grounds with him,

paying their admittance fee because his own was no longer an expense. The
coupons would be undated, and the holder would be tempted to come often,

swelling the crowds on good days and providing some attendance and sup-

port for the concessions on the worst. He could enter several times a day

if he wished, being limited only to the number of days in the season. But

he would have to pay for his friends, because the tickets would not be trans-

ferable. That looked like good business; adding to the concessions revenues

as well as the gate receipts, especially at night when most of the exhibit

palaces would be closed.

The main problem was, what price would best meet the market.'' Other

expositions had offered coupon books, one at $25 for 184 coupons; less than

4000 of which had been sold. If the season book was good policy it should

do more than that, and the price must be ascertained at which the public

would buy in large numbers.

This matter the President tested in a great variety of ways—tried it out,

theoretically and practically, on the butcher, the baker, the candlestick

maker, the bootblack, the bank clerk, the man about town. He

Experience
^^'^ retail merchants and wholesale houses canvass their em-

ployees, he canvassed the employees of his own organization, he

had corporation managers make similar investigations. Hale Bros.' depart-

ment store, Langley & Michaels's wholesale drug house, and many other

commercial institutions applied the test.

Almost everyone thought that a season's admittance should be worth

$25. Would they pay $25? That was found to be another question alto-

gether. If you can save $25 by not buying a season ticket to an exposition

there is a strong temptation to save it. Moore asked that as far as possible

real selling efforts be made. A good many people would pay ?2o, a few more

would pay $15, a very few more would pay $12.50—but not enough to make
it worth while. At $10, what the economists call the "effective demand"
was uncovered in encouraging volume.

The President discussed the matter with the Committee on Concessions

and Admissions, and after a thorough debate of all considerations bearing

on it, the Committee recommended the issuance of season books at $11, a

dollar of which was for the identification photograph, with enough coupons

to pass the holder into the grounds once for every day the Exposition was to
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be open. Later the price for book and photograph together was put at Jio.

They were not to be interchangeable, but the 288 coupons were to be un-

dated and the holder might use several on the same day if he wished. And
the books were to be sold only on application of a stockholder, a limitation

that seemed to make them very desirable. Ultimately the privilege was

extended to members of the Ways and Means Committee, the Exposition

Legion, the State Commission, and the Woman's Board and employees.

In October, 1914, the plan received the approval of the Executive Council

of the Finance Committee, and after some sharp opposition in the Executive

Committee it passed that body.

The original intention was to limit the season books to 10,000, but in less

than three weeks there were over 25,000 applications for them, so 10,000

began to look like a restriction, and by successive enactments of the Execu-

tive Committee the limit was raised to 50,000, all of which were
. .

sold; and twice as many could have been. The last 20,000
the Limit

were issued under a stipulation with the banks that had taken the

Exposition's notes for over ^ i ,000,000 that the proceeds should be applied

to a reduction of the loan, to that extent.

The books were eagerly purchased by members of all classes. It became

the opinion of the Chief of Admissions based on a wide inquiry, that 80 per

cent went into the hands of salaried persons. Merchants bought them and

gave them to their employees. They were given as Christmas presents.

They went through the whole community, and they formed a bond of

loyalty to and moral support of the Exposition that was worth any diminu-

tion of revenue that might have been ascribed to them. As a matter of fact

no diminution of revenue could be ascribed to them, because it is likely

that on the whole the money received for them was very much more than

would have been received from the holders in fifty-cent admissions; although,

of course, there is no way to prove such a proposition.

Deliveries of the season books began on December 23, 1914, and applica-

tions were filled that were in the mail as late as January 22, 1 9 1 5, less than a

month before Opening Day.

The printing and handling of these season books had to be conducted

with the greatest care, and formed one of the anxious responsibilities of Mr.

Conroy, the Chief of the Admissions Department, in the early days of his

administration. Coupons were numbered to correspond with the covers.

They were printed on paper it would be practically impossible to duplicate,

and they had to be of size convenient to count—which was fixed, satisfac-

torily, at I >^ by 2l4 inches. They were made up in three lots for insertion

in the covers by the holder, so that they should not be too bulky to carry
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in the pocket. As Opening Day approached an overwhelming demand for

them developed, especially when it became known that no more than;

50,000 would be issued. So well was the issue superintended that the

whole 50,000 could be accounted for. Not one was lost, not one fell into

i mproper hands before being delivered to actual purchasers.

Out of the 14,400,000 of the coupons printed, 3,537,085 were actually

used at the gates. This would make the return to the Exposition about 14

cents per coupon. Holders used so many more of them however than they

could have been expected to use even of 40-cent entrance tickets, that the

sales of these books undoubtedly meant more revenue than would have been

forthcoming without them—and an asset of inestimable value in public good

will. The average use per holder was 70, and they admitted 18.6 per cent

of the total attendance.

All the advantages claimed for the plan accrued, substantially, as far as

any estimate of its effects could be made. One of the most experienced and
successful theatrical operators in the United States, Mr. Morris Meyerfield,

Jr., of the Orpheum Circuit, was a Sub-Director of the Exposition and a

member of the Concessions and Admissions Committee. He was thor-

oughly and energetically hostile to the plan at first, but through his observa-

tion of its results became so enthusiastic over it that he came to regard it

as the policy that contributed most to the Exposition's financial success.







CHAPTER XXXIII

ENTRANCES

EIGHT entrances for guests afoot were built for the Exposition, and it

took 84 turnstiles to equip them, besides 36 ratchet stiles for exit

only. There was an entrance in the Presidio, with four stiles, one

at Baker Street, with five, one at the Yacht Harbor, with two, one at the

direct ferry slip, with eight, one at Laguna Street north of the Zone, with

seven, one at Van Ness Avenue at the east end of the Zone, with 18, one at

Fillmore Street with 18 and one at Scott Street, on the north-and-south axis,

with 18. The last three entrances had vehicle gates in the center, which

could not be equipped with stiles, but through which people in vehicles were

permitted to enter during the pre-Exposition and post-Exposition periods

on punch-out tickets. These operated also as flood gates to permit the

egress of dense crowds on days of large attendance. Eighteen additional

stiles were used on special occasions at the inner entrance to the race track.

The stiles were classified according to the class of entrant each was to

pass, in order that there might be an exact account of the admissions.

Some were for children under 12 years, who entered for 25 cents

on week days and 15 on Saturdays and Mondays. Others were
the Entrants

designated "permit gates" and through these passed holders of

season books the coupons of which were not transferable, and those with the

non-transferable permits issued to persons serving the various activities of

the Exposition. Later these had to be separated because the season-book

coupons were going into the same cans with the non-revenue tokens and no

itemized report of them could be had until the count of all the tickets.

Then there were the stiles for the receipt of cash and revenue tokens other

than season-book coupons: the forty-cent coupons and fifty-cent tickets.

After several weeks of the operating period had elapsed an extra stile was

installed at the Fillmore Street entrance, unconnected with the office dial,

to register the emergency entrants on special orders—waiters and laborers

needed for one occasion only, or press representatives entering for the first

time to get their permits.

Besides the stiles there were official entrances through which passed
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those entitled to enter on permits and official badges, soldiers and sailors,

bands, policemen and firemen in uniform, special parties for special days,

all those that left no token but were checked by a hand checker.

It was necessary that an entrance should provide shelter for the gatemen,

and a small office for the inspector, where he could have a telephone for

instant communication with the Department office, lockers, a toilet, and a

place to keep his reports and orders and samples of tickets so that the gate-

men might know what tokens to honor and what had been retired.
Business ai

gpg^j^] orders were often necessary for passing processions

smoothly. Lost tickets and canceled permits had to be bul-

letined, with orders to lift them when they were presented by persons not

entitled to use them. And sometimes the loser would find his ticket and

notify the department, and then the "pick-up" order would have to be

rescinded for that particular ticket.

These orders grew into long lists so that one wondered how they could be

kept in mind. In a surprising number of cases, however, a person that had

no right to a ticket lost it to some vigilant gateman with a retentive memory

for numbers. Sixty per cent of the season books lost were restored to their

owners. All such business had to have accommodations at the entrances.

At Fillmore Street, Scott Street, and Van Ness Avenue, six out of i8

stiles were in common use during the early days of the Exposition and the

others were standby for peak loads. When the inspector saw crowds on the

way, or entrants increasing so rapidly that his men could not handle them,

he could telephone for extra men and put them on the extra stiles.

At various gates there were booths for the issue of return checks to those

entitled to them—holders of photographic permits and of participants'

season books with dated coupons. The checks were issued from a machine

especially devised by the National Cash Register Company for the Exposi-

tion. On the pressure of a button this device threw out a check on a pecu-

liar watered paper that could not be duplicated from any local stock. As

an additional precaution the color was changed frequently. The machine

worked well and was used throughout the operating season.

Change-making booths were installed outside the main entrances so that

people could get the proper halves or quarters without bothering the gatemen

and holding back the cue. Traffic directors with megaphones

People
were stationed at these entrances on rush days to separate the

different classes according to the gates they were to use and send

them there. When this was well done the result was an orderly approach,

and the inflowing of the crowds in unimpeded streams. So carefully and

cannily were these preparations made that no reasonable person could ap-
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proach the turnstiles without receiving optical proof that everything

possible was being done for his convenience.

On Opening Day over 255,000 persons were admitted, about 160,000 of

them through the stiles. Nobody stood in line an uncomfortable length of

time, and there was not a single complaint to the Department office, in spite

of the fact that many of the gatemen were comparatively untrained.

A very great improvement that might be made in the entrance ar-

rangements of the next exposition is indicated in the report of the Chief

of the Admissions Department, and that is a legal one: a good, strong city

ordinance to punish fence-climbing, which is a fraud on the revenues of an

exposition impossible wholly to prevent without such legislation. Fence

climbers were in numerous cases apprehended by the Guards, but

very little could be done with them except to administer a severe ,
'^" *"?

scolding. The efficacy of such a method for excluding a strong,

healthy member of the North Beach Gang was, to say the best for it, dubious.

The number of entrances and turnstiles was probably much more than

sufficient on ordinary days, but proved about right for great occasions.

Except for the breaking of a lock on the vehicle gate at Fillmore Street on

Closing Day there were no accidents at the Exposition entrances.

Besides the gates for the Exposition's guests there were 11 service and
delivery gates—at Beach Street, Laguna Street north and Laguna Street

south. Van Ness Avenue, Chestnut, Franklin, Webster and Fillmore Streets,

the garage gate near Fillmore, the Lyon Street gate at which automobiles

could enter, and the Post Road gate in the Presidio. Through these poured

every imaginable sort of commodity from building materials to French

pastry; for an Exposition is a small walled city and has to be victualed and

supplied as though it were in a state of siege. The business might have been

done through fewer portals, but the number promoted convenience and

saved valuable time.

The revenue gates were open from 7 a. m. to 1 1 p. m., and two were open

all night for persons living in the grounds. Deliveries had to be made be-

tween 1 1 p. M. and 9 A. M. and two service gates were kept open all night.

This meant the week around. The Exposition was open every Sunday, as a

whole. Any exhibitor or concessionaire that wished to give his staff a day's

rest in seven could choose any day he wished. Enough remained open

Sundays so that those who closed were not missed by many of the visitors.

Dogs were rigorously excluded, as there was no desire to establish an

Exposition pound.



CHAPTER XXXIV

THE STILES

ALL things material (all that we think ofjust now) are subject to that

progress through improvement which some philosopher has defined

as "substituting one nuisance for another." So the turnstiles used

by the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in the year 191 5 a. d., and

the year before, may be "improved upon" in time for the international ex-

position of 1926, supposing the phenomenon of the international exposition

to recur, like sun spots, according to Dr. Skiff's ii-year cycle. But in 1915,

the turnstile as developed for the uses of the Exposition was probably the

best thing of the sort in existence—and had the hardest work to do.

It gave the gateman control over the crowds and the Department of

Admissions control over the gateman. It enabled him to pass people singly

or in parties—if they paid. It kept account. And it showed on

c'^Joiled electrically actuated dials in the office of the Admissions Depart-

ment every person that was entering, at whatever gate he entered,

at any time of the day or night, and the class of entrant in which he might

belong.

When the gates were opened to the public for pay, the same problem

confronted the Department of Admissions that had been attacked by all

other expositions but conquered by none of them; namely, to accommodate

the visiting public as rapidly as possible, and know the gate money was

being accounted for, without relying solely on the honesty and resolution of

the gateman, and without exposing him to temptation.

At previous expositions, tickets had been counterfeited; ticket sellers and

ticket takers entered into collusion and tickets were passed back to the seller

to be resold on a basis of fifty-fifty between them and nothing to the com-

pany; and at one exposition, when a coin-controled turnstile was installed

it gathered a surprising number of bad half-dollars and iron washers; so they

returned to tickets—but built crooked approaches so that the ticket taker

could not see and signal to the ticket seller. The stiles, however, were

primitive and could be worked to pass two persons in one quadrant. To
prevent counterfeiting of tickets, the management at Chicago often changed
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the form and color of them overnight, without warning. It spent money for

detectives, and fought the invisible enemy in every other conceivable way
but never did arrive at a satisfactory method of beating the ceaseless effort

to beat it. And Chicago's experiences are merely cited here as illustrative

of the experiences of many other expositions.

For the Panama-Pacific Exposition, the Division of Concessions and Ad-
missions investigated every turnstile on the market, and eventually pitched

upon a machine that was a very satisfactory stile as far as it went, and would
register the admissions, so that there could be a check-up of en-

trances against coins and tokens. But a machine was wanted ^^ q^^
with a glass coin receptacle, into which the visitor should drop his

exact fee, so that the gateman should not handle the money and would have

no incentive to pass anyone; and they called in T. Irving Potter.

Potter was a young San Francisco inventor who had given some attention

to just such problems. He stopped the two-in-one-quadrant business by
putting on a top that reduced the area between the arms. It was a casting

shaped like a four-leaf clover, and it did the work so well that Director

Mullally once had to escort a fat lady through the official gate adjoining and
have the gateman turn the stile by hand to make the proper record.

Potter kept at his puzzle, and finally evolved the type used from the

beginning of 1914 and thereafter throughout the Exposition; a quite remark-

able example of invention to order.

This stile had a cabinet with a glass chamber on top, into which the coin

or token was dropped. The visitor could see it, and the gateman could

count it, and as the latter was responsible for it he saw that it was good.

It left no chance for controversy. A lever tripped the bottom of the cham-
ber, and the fee fell into a can in the lower part of the cabinet. There were

numbered levers and a pedal, by which the stile could be set to admit parties

of two to nineteen, so that when the right number of fees had been dropped

in the box, the party could go through quickly, and when the stile locked,

the gateman knew he was face to face with a visitor whose entrance was not

yet paid for. This saved much time, and gave the operator confidence, inas-

much as he did not have to count each person passing.

There was a register in the stile and one in the cash cabinet, so that there

was a double check on the number of quarter revolutions of the four-leaf

clover. There was also an apparatus, which was part of the
• • , , .

, 111 1- 1 1
Mechanical

ongmal machme, that enabled readmgs to be taken on paper to
yiccounting

show what had been received. This had to be operated by means

of a key in the hands of the inspector. Readings were taken when a gate-

man was relieved and when he returned from his recess, and showed what
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should be charged to him and what to the relief. A reading also went into

the can when it was collected, and acted as a check on the count.

Every stile, numbered ofcourse, was connected electrically with a separate

numbered indicator in the Department of Admissions office, where a clerk

kept current account of the attendance on large printed forms and could

calculate the totals every hour if necessary. This enabled the Admissions

Department to detect instantly a congestion at any entrance and hurry

additional gatemen there to open more gates.

In addition, the contents of the stile cans, and the reading that went with

them, had to correspond with the returns of the electric indicators, so the

check was complete.

The arrangements were not perfect at first, but the Department persisted

until they were. For example, it was discovered that there was a point at

which the stile could be stopped and a slim person could squeeze into the

aperture between the clover leaf and the guard-rail leading to it, and so

might slip through without affecting the registers; so the guard-rail was fitted

with an extension, which effectively prevented this sort of leak.

Intake
When complete, the device did its work well, throughout. A stile

would easily pass 1 200 persons an hour when they were there to

be passed, and on San Francisco Day one of them passed 3,126 persons in

two hours.

During the Exposition period one stile passed 1,033,732 persons, another

1,161,764, and another 1,459,950. All these were at Fillmore Street. They

required little attention to keep them in order, and showed little wear at the

end of their long, hard usage; we mean the stiles, not the people.

A thousand dollars reward was offered to anybody that could "beat"

this stile. It did not have to be paid. One gateman yielded to a momen-
tary temptation and filched $16.50, but was detected within a few hours

and compelled to make restitution.

Had it been possible to carry out, from the start, the original plans of the

Department heads, there would have been no chance for any successful

peculation whatever. These plans contemplated that coin and tokens

should be kept separate; that no person entering on a ticket should pass

through a gate where coin was taken, and that even the season-book cou-

pons and the 40-cent tickets should be kept apart in the same way. The

management, however, apprehending some annoyance to the public through

the temporary separation of friends in parties while they were going through

different gates, relaxed the rule, and permitted the holders of coupons to pass

through the same stiles as their friends that paid cash. For a few days their

positions were very lucrative to some of the less scrupulous gatemen. As
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season-book coupons went into the same cans with coin, they could buy
season books, and put the three-and-a-half cent coupons into the cans

instead of half-dollar pieces, which many visitors in the early part of the

season would obligingly put on the edge of the glass box. They did not even

have to buy coupons, for they could often tear out two instead of one. So

this had to be changed.

Persons with season-book coupons and 40-cent tickets were, however,

permitted to pass through the same gate. Again a thrifty gateman with

more capital than conscience could substitute the season-book

coupon for the 40-cent ticket and then sell the latter. So these
-pemMatiln

were separated, and the holders of 40-cent tickets were permitted

to go through the coin gates. It was now possible to substitute a 40-cent

ticket for a half-dollar piece, but the profit on the business had been cut down
so that there was hardly enough in it to pay for the trouble and the risk of

detection.

More profitable, and far more ethical, were the change makers' takings in

the form of "walk-away money." Although the counter-shelves of the

change booths were low and in plain sight, an astonishing number of persons

were so eager to get inside where the bands were thumping and the spielers

spieling that they would snatch hurriedly at their change and run off, leav-

ing part of it. There was no way of restoring such money. Properly, it

belonged to charity, and in the case of the change maker, charity (who shall

say improperly?) began at home. These were good positions.

Of that peculiarly wretched form of petty larceny known as "short-

changing," there were very few complaints, and no doubt a good part of

those arose out of accident instead of design. After all, why should any

one practice that risky art when a satisfactory proportion of the public is

determined to short-change itself?
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CHAPTER XXXV

PRE-EXPOSITION ADMISSIONS

NEARLY a quarter of a million dollars was taken at the gates before

the opening of the Exposition; to be exact, $223,744.25. It was

the record performance, and began almost accidentally, for the

management had no intention of charging for admission as early as it did,

and commenced to do it from an altogether different motive than the revenue

one.

At first glance there might seem to be no particular reason why the De-

partment of Admissions should be coupled with that of Concessions; but

both were charged with the collection of the main part of the revenues aris-

ing from operation, and so, following the precedent of St. Louis, where it

had worked well, they were joined to form one Division. In addition, the

fact developed later that the man that knew most about gatemen and

entrances and tickets and permits, and so was most competent to deal with

the matter, was also the man that knew most about concessions in a large

field, and that was the Director of the Division, Frank Burt.

The history of admissions to the Exposition could hardly begin before

there was a fence around the grounds, and work on the first fence con-

tract was not completed until March i, 1913. This fence formed an

enclosure running from a point on the Bay shore just west of the Idaho

Building, eastward and around the Zone, but left the Service

Barrie^^ Building outside, so that those having business there would not

have to seek permits, and those having no business there should

have one less excuse for asking for them. In June of the following year

the rest of the fence was built, extending the barrier westward beyond

the race track. There was, in all, about 7.1 miles offence and harbor front

to guard.

After the first enclosure was completed, no restrictions on free entrances

were imposed for quite a time. The San Francisco public felt proudly its

proprietorship in what was going on at Harbor View, and it swarmed over

the grounds at will, enjoying the progress of the work, and showing it off to

visitors. Sad to say, there was much unemployment and large numbers of
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persons with nothing else to do frequented the grounds, as the theater of a

healthy and comforting activity. The scene itself was beautiful, and even to

many old San Franciscans the site was a discovery. The policy of the

management was generous, and it was glad to have its work on view without

price, especially since this display of public interest was also a gratifying

manifestation of public moral support, and helped extend a knowledge of

construction progress.

Now, it is a curious thing that no matter how hard times may be, smokers

are never too poor to smoke. The place was littered with inflammable

material, the thought of fire was the nightmare of every Director, and ul-

timately the risk forced on the attention of the Director of Works the

necessity of diminishing the number of casual visitors and preventing those

that did enter from wandering amid millions of feet of lumber and heaps of

sawdust and shavings, with lighted pipes, cigars, and cigarettes. In addition

as structures rose there was more danger of casualties to persons roaming

about under stagings and getting generally in the way. So, on Admission

Day, 1 9 13, (Tuesday, September 9), the gates were closed to
r. , •

the general public by order of the Executive Committee, unless suspended

the general public was willing to pay 25 cents a head for adults,

10 cents for children under 12, and 50 cents for automobiles, for the privilege

of viewing the biggest building job it had seen since the reconstruction of the

burned city was at its height. All permits bore a waiver of claims to dam-

ages for personal injury.

The tariff was imposed to control the casual attendance and reduce the

risk. Only two gatemen were put to work. Yet the first day showed the

gratifying total of I73.65 for admissions. So more gatemen were put on,

and from that day, the turnstiles were revenue producers, to a larger extent

than any other exposition had enjoyed in its construction epoch. People

went to see the work and take delight in the matchless view of blue water and

brown hills and purple mountains, across the Golden Gate. On August 2,

1914, with no especial event to attract attendance, $2056 was taken in,

representing about 8250 persons. From September 9, 1913, to August 31,

19I4, a little less than a year, the receipts from this source were ^101,000.

The average for that year ran at about 1,000 persons a day, and for August

at about 1500.

Some efforts were made by one of the tour companies (a number of

which were organized to engage in the business of promoting travel to the

Exposition), to establish an arrangement whereby it should have a percentage

on admission tickets sold to its patrons. Enticing representations were

made as to the attendance such an arrangement would stimulate. But
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when the question of proper policy was referred, as many such questions

were, to the experience of Dr. Skiff, he declined to recommend paying

any percentage, commissions, salary "or other consideration of any

character" for the sale of tickets to the Exposition or any concession. This

defined the policy of the Exposition in a matter that is bound to

P c nia e
co'"^ ^p in the course of all such undertakings. Tour companies

did buy 40-cent tickets and retail them at 50 cents during the

operating season, but it was the same privilege anybody could have had

by putting up the right amount of cash. Books were sold containing

either 50 or 100 coupons, at ?20 or I40, and no fractions of these books

were issued.

Another point of policy, urged by the Director of Concessions and Ad-

missions, was that the practice of dividing gate receipts with promoters of

special events on the grounds be discontinued.

To facilitate construction, building materials were admitted at first

without any form of permit, and in many instances it was left to the discre-

tion of the man at the vehicle gate to say whether a truck or wagon should

come in. Every practical effort was made to exclude those having no busi-

ness on the grounds, because to make a rigid inspection of all departing teams

would have impeded business and there was always the possibility that some

expressman would enter with a small load and leave with a large one con-

sisting of property belonging to the Exposition or to some contractor. It

was easier to watch them coming in than going out, so the attempt was made

to confine the entrances of teams to those making more or less regular de-

liveries. When these were known a red term card of admittance was issued

to them.

Automobiles were not, as a rule, permitted to enter during working

hours, at first, but later the rule was relaxed. It is a curious mark of

the times that while the automobile entries for the pre-Exposition period

were over 3 1 ,000, there were only six entries of saddle horses and three of

bicycles.

The Phoenix Fete and Ball of All Nations were held on May 2, 19I4, and

on that day over 18,000 persons entered the gates, helping to make up a total

for the week of 52,000.

The Concessions and Admissions Committee was not slow to appreciate

the possibilities of the pre-Exposition gate receipts, and, feeling that it had

a good thing, went in for developing it. Early in 1914 the Com-

Releiptl
rnittee called the attention of the Board of Directors to the grow-

ing revenue from this source, and asked that provision be made to

increase it by appointing an agent to arrange special events for Sundays and
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holidays. This was the genesis of the Special Events Department, although

that Department did not develop for some time.

Columbus Day, October 12, was observed on Sunday October 11, 19 14,

with a water pageant along the Marina, in which numbers of the Italian

population of the city, and members of the Knights of Columbus, partici-

pated. It was a very brilliant event and a great attraction even in the un-

finished condition of the grounds and buildings, and 23,748 persons paid to

enter. The demands on the Admissions Department demonstrated that its

force was inadequate to deal with the attendance even at that early day, and
that extensive preparations would be necessary to enable it to cope with the

Opening Day crowds. Burt advised the President that two weeks time would

be necessary to train a gateman properly; and he recommended the following

appointments: Chief Superintendent of Gates, Assistant Superintendent

of Gates, five inspectors and five assistants at gates, together with a sufficient

number of gatemen to provide for an adequate force on Opening Day.

In November the Department of Special Events engaged Lincoln

Beachey, the daring and brilliant aviator that lost his life soon after the

Exposition opened, and on the eighth of that month he gave a remarkable

exhibition that helped make a turnstile record of 37,109. Of these over

31,000 were paid admissions.

Forty days before the opening of the Exposition, or on January 10, 191 5,

the gates were closed to the public for the pre-Exposition period. What
remained to do would have to be done under enormous pressure,

and could not have been accomplished with thousands of visitors
^^

wandering over the grounds at will and getting in the way; and

moreover it would have been too much like permitting the audience to see

the scenes set, and the prima donna building her complexion. Dramatic

values are a good thing to consider, and permitting people to enter at will

down to February 19 would have staled the effect of a great occasion. In

addition, the public might not have received with good grace a sudden transi-

tion from a 25 to a 50-cent admittance fee.

On the day before the gates closed, which was a Sunday, there were over

40,000 paid admissions. The whole pre-Exposition revenue from admissions

amounted to:

Turnstile and Gate Receipts

730,280 25 cents (adults) $182,570.00

10,914 15 " (May Day) 1,637.10

36,039 10 " (children) 3,603.90

Carried forward $187,811.00
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Brought forward |i87,8i i.oo

Advance Ticket Sale Coupons Collected

71,922 25 cents (adults) 17,980.50

9>992 15 " (May Day) 1,498.80

3,141 10 " (children) 314.10

Adjustment of advance ticket sale accounts 629.60

Automobiles

31,016 50 cents 15,508.00

Saddle Horses

6 25 cents 1.50

Bicycles

3 25 cents .75

1223,744.25







CHAPTER XXXVI

PREPARING FOR 18,000,000 VISITS

TAKING tickets at a gate may seem a simple operation, and would be

if you had but one gate, and a few hundred persons seeking entrance

in a leisurely way and on one or two kinds of ticket. An exposition

has to have scores of gates, at which clamorous crowds will try to get in all

at once. The matter will be complicated by several score kinds of ticket, in

addition to coins, all which must be kept track of and accounted for.

As the fall of 19I4 drew on, the rapid approach of Opening Day made it

necessary to provide a separate working arm of the organization to operate

the gates, control admissions and receive the admissions revenues, and on

November i, 1914, Edmund C. Conroy was appointed Chief of the Depart-

ment of Admissions. There had been an opportunity to try out the turn-

stiles and break in a few gatemen, but there was pressing necessity for thor-

ough organization of an entire staff for the operating season, and

the training of a competent and numerically adequate force to Needed

man the gates, issue tickets, and keep the accounts. In addition,

one large item of work had to be executed immediately, and that was the

printing and proper issue of the ten-dollar season books.

This was a critically important office, charged with the receipt and hand-

ling ofmore money than any other department. It worked with smoothness

and efficiency. It was responsive, in an extraordinary degree, to fluctua-

tions of "load"—could handle one day a gate of 30,000 and the next one of

several hundred thousand, without hitch, without friction, without visible

effort. B. F. Rynd was Assistant Chief of Admissions, and G. G. Goodman
Superintendent of Gates. Both were men of exposition experience, and

executive adaptability. To the skillful handling by Mr. Conroy and these

gentlemen of the many complex and difficult problems of admissions,

revenue-producing and free, cash and " token" and permit, the satisfactory

work of this office was in large part due. But it called for tact and devoted

team-work, and that rare thing, the proper use of discretion on the job, and

nobody could afford to yield to any importunities.

After the closing of the gates to the general public, on January 10, 191 5,

183
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21 gatemen had been sufficient to deal with the necessary admission of those

having business in the grounds. For Opening Day, a force of 222 men was

broken in and uniformed. This included two complete shifts of turnstile

men, with the necessary complement of inspectors and change makers, 148

gatemen, 8 collectors, 21 traffic directors and five chauffeurs; and in the

office there were 3 executives, with 25 clerks and accountants, a general

office force of 8, with 13 young women to count tickets and 9 men in the

Permit Bureau; the whole staff amounting to 280.

These numbers varied somewhat during the Exposition period and as skill

increased it was found that some of the staff could be dispensed with. But

there were never less than 30 in the office, never less than 9 young women

counting tickets, never less than 14 inspectors at the entrances, nor less than

8 change makers, nor less than 65 men for the turnstile force. In July that

force stood at 1 15. There were 17 men of the office force selling

^ ^uired
^"'^ validating season tickets during the first week, but for a good

part of the Exposition period one man could handle this business at

the grounds, for the bulk of it was done ultimately at the downtown office.

The squad of traffic directors fell to six, and, in the last weeks of the

Exposition, to two. Chauffeurs could be dispensed with entirely after the

ninth week, so that during the last week of the Exposition period the office

force consisted of 32 and the field force of 94. The shrinkage shows what

progressive organization and acquired skill can accomplish. It would have

been impossible to handle the work with any such staff at first. But there

was another element of economy that can be counted on as an exposition

season progresses, and that is the education of the greater part of the general

public in the usages at the gates. This helps greatly.

Turnstile cans without cash went directly to the counting room of the

Admissions Department where ten or twelve girls sat at a long table and

counted tickets and coupons all night, and where a motor-driven machine

finally chopped those tickets and coupons into little unmerchantable bits.

The cash went to the cashier's office in the Comptroller's Department.

Part of the clerical staff of the Admissions Department was a small ac-

counting bureau, which took the figures this count provided, those of the

cash from the Comptroller's office, which were immediately returned to the

Chief of the Department, and those tabulated from the little electric dials

that ticked with every entrant (except soldiers and sailors in uniform and

those entering on official permits who passed in at a separate gate) and

compiled them into succinct reports, so that by 9:30 every morning the

President of the Exposition had before him a complete statement of the

previous day's business at the entrances. (This was, of course, in addition
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to the statement of the other items of revenue.) The report stated what
the weather had been, listed the more important special events, showed
the coin gate receipts and the Key Route direct ferry tickets, the total cash

received, the season tickets, 40-cent tickets and children's book tickets;

showed the total admission revenue and total attendance to date, and the

daily average calculated from it, the total of season-book admis-

sions and the daily average of those, the actual cash received and ,,
"^"^

c 1 1 ^ 11 • '"^ Count
the daily average of that; and finally summarized the day's at-

tendance, paid and free, and the return checks; and gave the number of

automobiles that had entered.

Thus the President could keep his finger on the pulse of the business and
be in a position to prescribe for it or order the Department of Special Events
to change the patient's diet, at almost any hour. It was the most complete

and detailed system ever installed by an exposition, and it demonstrated its

value over and over again. It made it necessary to keep the office open 24
hours of the day, but it was worth it.

The mischance of fire could not be guarded against on the Exposition

grounds alone; and clear across the city it came near causing confusion and
loss on Opening Day. It had been decided to abandon set precedents on
that occasion, and have a "citizen army" march out from the downtown
section and in a figurative sense receive the completed work from the Direc-

tors. They were to be admitted on commemorative badges; a bar bearing

the word "Participant," from which hung a ribbon in the Exposition colors,

and a large celluloid button with the name of the Exposition, the date and
occasion, and the facsimile signature of the President. For these badges

the public was to pay at the rate of fifty cents apiece, and the spirit of the

community was such that it became a point of pride to buy and wear a badge
whether you owned a season book or not. So unmistakably was this spirit

manifested in advance of the event that the Department of Admissions

ordered a hundred thousand badges in order to be in readiness.

Walter N. Brunt had the contract, and was making up the goods at his

factory on Mission Street. He was to deliver in batches of 10,000, and the

first batch was to be ready on February 5. He had 9,700 ready and was
waiting for 300 more when a fire broke out and destroyed most of the badges

and his whole stock of celluloid.

When the fire was out there were badges all over the place, water-soaked

and scorched and trampled, but many capable of being furbished

up enough to deceive an inexperienced gateman as to whether ^
the wearer had paid for it or found it. Here was a possibility of

considerable loss of admissions revenue. Detectives were put into the place
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and they stayed there every hour of the day for a week or ten days while the

mess was being cleaned up, to see that none was stolen.

Brunt had some celluloid on the way out from the East. He promptly

telegraphed for more, set his girls to work, and in spite of disorganization,

confusion, and loss had his deliveries going again by February 9, in time for

the sales to be properly made. It was one of the loyal and helpful things

that contributed to the success of the undertaking.

The selling of these badges throughout the city was the work of a citi-

zens' committee of which Marshall Hale was the head, and was accomplished

by means of bevies of pretty girls directed from a central office on Powell

Street. In addition, every improvement club in the city sent a member for

badges to be sold in his district. Fresh quantities were delivered to the

different neighborhoods by automobile, and the sales places were kept sup-

plied. The season books made little difference in the sales, as
No Conflict , c , , /-\ • TA

of Sales
almost every owner or one wanted also to wear an Openmg Uay
badge, proclaiming him a participant. Of the 100,000 made up,

about 95,600 were sold, and practically all the rest were accounted for. The
Department of Admissions stationed a detective at the main entrance to stop

the wearer of any badge that looked as though it had been picked up after

the fire. He seized only one that looked a bit scorched. Public interest

undoubtedly saved the Exposition from imposition, which would have been

possible in spite of every precaution that could have been taken.

In preparation for Opening Day the turnstile men, like the cashiers of

the Concessions Department, went to school in Festival Hall, where sample

turnstiles were set up and where they were drilled in all the intricacies of the

machines. The turnstile was practicably "unbeatable," but it took several

weeks to train a gateman properly, for he had more than the stile to deal with

—he had to meet every idiosyncrasy of the individual guest. In addition to

these men the Chief of the Department had to get together the force of

ticket counters so that an exact account of all tokens in the turnstile cans

might be available to check against the readings.

Whether the visitor to an exposition is going to have a pleasant day and

call again, or contract a grouch and infect his friends with it, depends very

largely on the demeanor of the man at the gate. He makes the first impres-

sion; the psychic background, probably, of all the other impres-
Drilled in . mi or-'' r u- 1

Courtesy sions. 1 he gatemen at San hrancisco were fine, soldierly men,

who made a good appearance in their neat blue uniforms; and

like all self-respecting persons they were courteous. But in addition they

were carefully drilled in the value and necessity of courtesy. It was im-

pressed upon them that any failure of it would be second only to dishonesty
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as a cause for dismissal. There were no instances of dismissal for this

cause, and no complaints of discourtesy on the part of gatemen reached the

management; which, considering the duration of the Exposition and the size

of the attendance, is a most remarkable record.

The gatemen's uniforms consisted of blouse, trousers, and cap, for which

through an arrangement with a local clothing company they paid $20 each.

Those that worked but a short time, or lost their positions through reduc-

tions in the force, were refunded a liberal sum. Each operator deposited

$2 for his badge,and the deposit was returned to him at the end of his service.

In most cases these men executed their orders like soldiers and did not

attempt to exercise a discretion that could not have been entrusted to them

without a certainty of loss. Discretion was lodged to some degree in the

inspectors at the various entrances, and above them in the Superintendent

of Gates, or the Assistant Superintendent, under the Chief of the Depart-

ment and his Assistant Chief. All the employees of both the operative and

administrative forces of this Department were bonded in sums of from one to

five thousand dollars.

The ranking inspector, John J. Smith, may be taken as a typeofgateman

at this Exposition. He received the first gate money, consisting of two

25-cent pieces paid by two Japanese visitors early in the morning of Septem-

ber 9, 1913, and served until the end.

Smith was stationed throughout the Exposition season at the Van Ness

Avenue entrance, and became known unofficially as " the Captain of the

Gate." He was an old deep-water sailor, of the days when the

clipper ships winged their way from San Francisco around the gfn^cate"
Horn to Liverpool. The clipper ships were gone, and now he

served the celebration of the Panama Canal, which was forcing the " 'round-

the-Horn" route back into history. His principle was the old one of the sea

and its iron discipline, "obey orders though you break owners." He con-

fiscated the season book of a well-known local society leader because the

lady passed it out an exit stile for a friend to come in with; and more than

once he refused to admit a Director without payment because the Director

did not have his official badge. Threats to "break" him had no effect.

Gatemen that seemed to need a bit of discipline were sent to Smith—and

got it. He survived the whole field organization of the Admissions Depart-

men t, stayed almost as long as the fence, and at 3 :30 of November 15,1916,

took in the last money ever paid for admission to the Panama-Pacific In-

ternational Exposition: a 25-cent piece, at the Fillmore Street entrance.



CHAPTER XXXVII

GUARDING THE GATE

THERE would seem to be a more dramatic quality in the relations of a

department of admissions to its work than in those of almost any

other branch of an exposition organization. Its function is vital,

because financial. Through its agents it comes into contact with every

visitor, and on the threshold can make or mar a reputation that the transient

character of the enterprise leaves no time to mend. And it is engaged every

minute of the day and night in a silent, invisible warfare with an obstinate

foe that seeks by every imaginable contrivance to deplete the Exposition

funds at their source. To beat the enemy without alienating the friend is a

task calling for all the cleverness and fortitude specified on R. L. S.'s monu-

ment, and more.

This mysterious stranger is "none other than our old friend" the

deadhead. There are few of us that have not known him, and been him.

He is ubiquitous, and undying. The first tent ever pitched in the

the Revenue
wo'"^<^ with a door-keeper at the front flap undoubtedly excited

the desire of the first human being that saw it to crawl under

instead of coming through; and probably he could think up a dozen good

reasons why he should be admitted for nothing. The desire seems to have

no relation to the virtue of economy, for it is strong in the breasts of persons

that never economize and never have to. During the pre-Exposition period

a well-known San Francisco millionaire and heavy subscriber to the Exposi-

tion fund drove a friend, in a six-thousand-dollar limousine, from Fifth Street

to Pine and Battery, to get that friend a pass that would not have saved the

price of the gasoline and the wear and tear on his tires. And all he got was

the uplifting consciousness of having tried.

For, the practice of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in the

matter of the pass was very rigorous. After it was well along in develop-

ment, it did not in any of its forms, communications, tickets, minutes or in

any other overt manner, admit that the thing existed. It had passophobia.

To that ill it applied one of the remedies of a prominent contemporaneous

religio-therapeutic sect: it tabooed the word. It said that the day of that
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thing was over, and the name should be anathema and the thing should be

nameless. The necessary evil that took its place should be called

a "permit," and that name should be named to as few people as upon It

possible. Spoken in a whisper it would still be too loud. Human
nature is not adamant; the name "pass" slipped back in formal reports, but

it was as unwelcome as any other outlaw.

The President of the Exposition decreed that there should be no such

thing as a strictly complimentary ticket. During the construction period

he refused to enter on his official badge, except for official business. He
refused to enter on his official badge at all during the Exposition season,

but used a regular ten-dollar season book, for which he had paid cash. For

every member of his family, and for his chauffeur he paid, even during con-

struction days. It had a fine moral effect and saved the Exposition thou-

sands of dollars. Many an humble gateman felt that when he enforced his

orders he had the backing of the President, and could do his duty better for

it when some blustering person insisted that he should be passed in because

he "had a friend on the Board" and was going to make trouble if he had to

pay.

For the entrance of those entitled to enter during the pre-Exposition

period because they were engaged in some part of the work, term card per-

mits were issued on request of the proper authorities. They were signed by

the holder but were non-transferable and would have expired on the eve of

Opening Day if they had lasted that long, or earlier if stamped with an earlier

date. But any mere card, which is retained by the bearer and leaves no

token in the box, is liable to abuse, and these were abused. The periphery

of a certain knot-hole in the fence near the Fillmore Street gate was worn to a

beautiful polish during the construction period by the permits passed out to

friends by men that had just passed in.

Coupon books, at first undated, were issued to workmen at this time.

There were twelve coupons in a book, to cover morning and afternoon en-

trances for a working week, and they were usually distributed Saturday for

the week following. A man might not report for work Monday, or he might

be laid off before the week was out, and as he could not bear to <; f ,

waste the coupons he would hand them to a friend. Probably the
Thrift

average man will walk a mile to give somebody a free ticket that

is not transferable, if he has to go that far to find a candidate, so strong is

the instinct of economy. So the coupons were transferred, and hawked

about, and given to car conductors, and to bar-tenders, and in other deplor-

able ways got into the hands of persons for whose entrance the Exposition

was properly entitled to 25 cents. Almost anyone could get them for the
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asking. If a workman began the week late, had some superfluous coupons,

and all other means of saving them failed, he could at least pass them

through the knot-hole.

Gatemen grew very clever at detecting these impostures, and the in-

ability of the average person to do a reprehensible thing in a natural way,

when he fears he is being watched, betrayed large numbers.

Dating the coupon books spoiled the outstanding coupons and helped

gate receipts materially, but the permits continued to be abused to such an

extent as to convince the Concessions and Admissions Committee and the

Executive Committee that the term cards would have to be retired. So on

August I, 1914, the system of photographic permits went into effect. Ex-

position employees, concessionaires, exhibitors, and other participants and

their employees, had to be supplied with little books, consisting of a cover

with the photograph of the rightful owner inside it, and a number of dated

coupons for the current month. A one-dollar fee was exacted to cover the

cost of the photograph and the issue, and this included the administration

expenses of a special bureau, which kept records of those entitled to permits,

issued temporary coupons to entitle the bearer to go upon the grounds to be

photographed by the official photographer, issued the regular books when
they were ready, issued fresh coupons monthly, and took care of the amazing

number of small clerical chores always necessitated by a work of this kind.

The photography for these permits and for the coupon season books

sold later, was of a direct and forceful technique; and a favorite indoor sport

of San Franciscans for many months after the ten-dollar season
Can't Fool . , .... .

, , ,

the Camera Dooks Went on sale consisted m comparmg photographs and

collecting testimony from friends that the holder did not "look

like that." But the gateman knew she did.

The photographic permit had an immediate and highly tonic effect on

the gate receipts, and its use was continued throughout the Exposition

season. It was an important improvement, and the method of issue is worth

stating. To obtain one, application was made by the employee or partici-

pant to the Department under which he was working, and upon approval of

some official designated by the Admissions Department, and the payment of

his dollar by the applicant, a numbered cover was assigned him, and he

received a combination ticket containing an order on the photographer and

a number of admission coupons for the applicant's use while the permit was

being prepared. On the return of the stub to the Department a few days

later the permit was delivered, with the owner's photograph mounted in the

cover, validated with the Department dating stamp, and with the letters

P. P. I. E. punched through the cover and the portrait.
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The perforation prevented the substitution of photographs. The cover

contained a coupon for every day of the current month. The coupons were

bound together by months, and the requisition for next month's filler had to

be filed a few days before the end of the month and with the same endorse-

ment as in the original application, so that a person that had been discharged

would be unable to obtain any additional coupons. In fact the Chief of

Admissions was notified of every discharge, and immediately caused the

coupons for the discharged person's book cover to be destroyed. In case

of re-employment a new book was issued.

For Directors of the Exposition a coupon book was provided during the

construction period, not for the purpose of admitting the Directors them-

selves, for their badges admitted them at any entrance, but to enable them
to bring with them into the grounds other persons whose presence w^s desir-

able in connection with Exposition activities, or for purposes of "exploita-

tion"; by which is meant in this connection nothing wicked, but the gentle

art of getting and keeping your goods before the public. In this book there

was for each coupon a memorandum stub for the purpose of
J. ,, , 111 iri^ •• Minimum

recordmg whether the coupon had been used for Exposition
Hospitality

business or on the Director's personal account. If used just to

bring in a friend, the Director was supposed to remit the price of admittance

to the Admissions Department. The fund from this source never grew to

very imposing size, but it should also be said that comparatively few of

these coupons ever found their way into the ticket cans.

A handsomely lithographed courtesy permit bearing a picture of the

Palace of Fine Arts was prepared for distinguished guests who might be

invited to participate at dedications and other functions. This was intended

more as a souvenir of the visit than as an instrument of free admission—but

out of 1,000 ordered, 900 were destroyed on August i, 19I4, when the term

cards were abolished.

A Munchausen history of an exposition, consisting merely of reports

about it that were not true, would, if it contained them all, be a very large

work and an entertaining. Everybody is interested, and every sensational

story about the great affair is good to repeat. San Francisco was full of

stories about "passes." People had a pathetic faith in them, to which they

clung as a child clings to its faith in Santa Claus. Self-exploiting persons

sustained this faith by bragging about the ease with which they could "work
their friends on the Board of Directors." And one sort of corroborating

evidence was the fact that gatemen soon came to know those that had per-

mits and were entitled to enter "on their lawful occasions," and so when
some contractor came along in a hurry with both hands full of blue-prints
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and his permit buried in his inside pocket, they were apt to pass him without

requiring a sight of it. This expedited business but also convinced the

crowd about the gates that all anybody needed to get in for noth-

were Past '"§ ^^^ Sufficient "pull." It took the myth of easy "passes" a

long time to die but it was under sentence, and it died at last.

The happy days came when the general public in San Francisco knew it was

a waste of time and breath to try to enter the Exposition free unless the

Exposition needed you.

Extension courses in this delicate but important subject were given by
the Department of Admissions, all through the Exposition period, just so

people would not forget. Sometimes a man would come in on an exhibi-

tor's permit, issued for those employed about the exhibits, after six o'clock,

when the palaces were closed; and a great many stenographers came that

way on Sundays. Such cases were followed up, and a gate fee was collected

from the exhibitor who had let a coupon fall into the wrong hands. A
wealthy contractor came in on a workman's coupon. Next day he received

a bill for fifty cents, with the explanation that those coupons were for the

use of men in overalls and not for capitalists in automobiles. He paid it,

too, and he had an added respect for the business management that was thus

protecting the interests of the stockholders and the Exposition. Such

things could not, of course, be done in every case of abuse, because it was

impossible to detect every such case. But they were done often enough to

prevent the resurrection of the old rumor about the ease with which " passes"

could be obtained.

Those that entered on permits had or were supposed to have business

within that was contributing to the general success, and so their services

compensated for their admission. In principle and as far as possible in

practice, the " free list " was a thing of the past.



CHAPTER XXXVIII

PASSING THE GATEMAN

IT
cost the Exposition about $46,224, just to print admission tickets and
permits. There were 112 different permit and revenue forms, and 3
special-day badges. The "tokens" had to be carefully guarded, and

issued, by a responsible ticket custodian. It was the original intention to

use coins only for the revenue-producing admissions, but by the time the

season was over so many kinds of ticket had been placed on sale that the

coin admissions came to be but a little more than half the total. The Chief

of the Department of Admissions expressed himself in his final report as

being unqualifiedly in favor of coin admissions if it were possible to restrict

the practice in this manner. Coins can be handled more con-

veniently and counted more readily, and Uncle Sam prints them
^est Ticket

for nothing and keeps his Secret Service at work protecting them
against counterfeiters. Unfortunately, coins won't bring the results, and

there must be advance sales of tickets.

In addition to the season books previously described, there were other

forms of reduced admission ticket on sale. One of these was known as the
" Family and Party Coupon Book." This was issued in two forms, one with

50 coupons for $20, and the other with 100 for $40. It was the only coupon

that was transferable, and its abuse by speculators necessitated its retire-

ment. It was followed by one with coupons good only when detached at the

gate, but still transferable.

A participant's coupon book with an identification photograph was

issued at $10, for exhibitors, concessionaires, their families, and some of their

employees. It contained 288 dated coupons, and the holder was entitled to a

return check. There was a child's book of 50 coupons for $5, or ten cents a

coupon. It bore a photograph and was not transferable.

About 60 days before the close of the Exposition, a book like the season

book was put on sale, with 64 admissions for $10; and a little later one with

34 for ts-

Owing to these reductions, the paid admissions of the Panama-Pacific

International Exposition netted 35.9 cents per capita for the season, while
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at Chicago it was 48.1 and at St. Louis a little under 49. The lower San

Francisco rate is the financial expression of a liberal policy to the public.

As an educational institution, the Exposition was generous to the chil-

dren. The regular fee for children under 12 was 25 cents, but on Saturdays

and Mondays they were admitted for 15 cents, and on school days
Children , , . , . , ^ , .

i i i

Favored
they Were admitted m classes 01 20 or more, durmg school hours,

and accompanied by a teacher, for five cents apiece. This nom-
inal rate was suggested by Vice-President Hale, and 244,785 children had the

benefit of it. Platoons of them could be seen moving through the palaces

and swarming among the various exhibits throughout the Exposition period,

accompanied by teachers, and sometimes strung on a rope for safe-keeping;

and the impressions they carried away with them of the works of men and

the nature of work must have been invaluable to them, and through them to

society, for years to come. In addition, the Exposition had the benefit of

enthusiastic juvenile exploitation throughout thousands of homes in the

city, which, no doubt, had a highly beneficial reaction on the gate receipts

in general, although there is no way of estimating this effect definitely.

The management at one time during the operating season considered the

advisability of selling a special form of exhibitor's courtesy ticket, in books

of 100 at |io a book, or ten cents a ticket, for exhibitors to send to their

customers or prospective customers; and even went so far as to have some

printed. The coupons were to have space for the exhibitor's name, and for

the name of the person to whom they were sent; and for an additional 30

cents the Exposition was to preserve the coupon and deliver it to the pur-

chaser. Thus for forty cents apiece the exhibitor would have a record of the

users, as a basis for a follow-up campaign. A few books of these tickets were

sold. But the idea, while the suggestion of a practical business man and

large exhibitor, failed to take account of the needs and conditions of the

fiscal administration of the Exposition itself, and it soon became apparent

that it contained the germ of a considerable risk to the revenues, so it was

abandoned.

Any exposition management will find that the relations of the institution

to society entail a considerable non-revenue list outside those classes of per-

ision- son having daily duties to perform within the grounds; although

Revenue every one admitted free at San Francisco was supposed to have
Admissions gome Exposition function. In this case the permit of the Presi-

dent of the Exposition, signed by him, and known as a "Class A" permit,

was extended to the following: the President and Vice-President of the

United States, former presidents, cabinet officers, members of the National

Exposition Commission and of the Government Exhibit Board, the higher
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officers of the Army and Navy, visiting Congressmen and United States

Senators, foreign and State commissioners, visiting cabinet officers of foreign

participating countries, ambassadors of foreign countries, distinguished

citizens of other States who were given special days at the Exposition, Ex-

position commissioners to foreign countries, visiting governors, widows of de-

ceased Directors, Directors of the Woman's Board, and the Voting Trustees

of the Exposition.

The total number of these Class A permits issued was 1,245. Generally

speaking, and with the exception of local people, a person receiving a Class

A permit was supposed to be in a class that entitled him to one for his wife;

and foreign and State commissioners received permits for their children as

well, inasmuch as they had taken up their residence at San Francisco, in

some cases in the grounds, for the purpose of aiding the Exposition, and the

members of their families must have unrestricted access.

The Class A permits were good throughout the operating season. In

pre-Exposition days commissioners received special card permits.

A permit, bearing the printed signatures of the President and the Direc-

tor of Concessions and Admissions and countersigned by the Executive

Secretary, which was known as the President's Special Permit, was issued to

California county commissioners, members of the Board of Supervisors of

San Francisco, executive officers, secretaries, architects, and hostesses of

commissions, local consuls, guests accompanying Congressional parties,

delegates accompanying visiting governors and mayors, the escort of the

Liberty Bell, officers and cadets of the Argentine training ship "Presidente

Sarmiento," the visiting Chinese commercial and trade commissioners, and

a few other persons who had official services to perform. The total number
of these permits came to 1,621. They were printed on a blue card, to dis-

tinguish them from the President's Permit, which was on white, and they

showed the reason for their issue, and the date of expiration. The matter

appears technical, and is. It is also one of the most troublesome, if handled

improperly, with which an exposition management will be called upon to

deal.

Inasmuch as the President's office was the source of policies, it was logi-

cally necessary that it be, as well, the source of formal recognition in the way
of official permits; and as a matter of practice, this function could

hardly have been delegated. But it was even more necessary that Dangerous

such recognition follow rigorous and undeviating rule. These

permits from the President's office were not issued to individuals, but to

classes which right and policy dictated should have them. Any amiable

relaxation in favor of an individual not in such a recognized class would have
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thrown the system into anarchy, for it would have been cited as a precedent

by every pass hunter in town.

Directors and Sub-Directors, the Director-in-Chief of Foreign and

Domestic Participation, and the Division Directors, entered on gold badges,

and the higher executive officers on silver ones.

Other classes admitted without cash payment were:

Exposition employees, exhibitors and their employees, concessionaires

and their employees, San Francisco policemen in uniform, San Francisco fire-

men in uniform. United States Government officials and those of the State of

California and of San Francisco having business requiring their admission.

United States sailors and marines in uniform, national guardsmen of all

domestic States in uniform, the California Grays, members of the juries of

award during the time of their service, and blind persons entering with an

attendant.

The admission of soldiers and sailors in uniform was made advisable on

several grounds some of which were peculiar to this Exposition and its situa-

tion, in addition to being a recognition of these branches of the

and Sailors
rnil'tary service: the Exposition occupied part of the Presidio and

its fence actually cut off access to the Presidio wharf; it occupied a

part of Fort Mason; it occupied part of the water front of San Francisco,

off which lay United States battleships, kept there largely on the Exposi-

tion's account throughout the season. The "service" men, moreover,

added greatly to the picturesque and interesting life of the place, and they

were almost as much a part of the Exposition as the guards or the marines.

But, this particular class of non-revenue admissions amounted to 12^
per cent of the total non-revenue list, and had it not been for this item the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition's Department of Admissions would

have made a very fine mark at collecting the gate revenues, for the permit

entrances would have come to but 23.01 per cent of the whole, instead

of 26.3.

The proper printing of the ticket and permit forms is a matter of the

greatest importance. A paper stock is needed that cannot be duplicated,

in the local market at least, and of such a surface that it will show any era-

sure or substitution of names on those tokens that are non-transferable.

Different colors are useful for different classes, to facilitate the count. Sizes

must be well determined, so that tickets may be easily carried in the pocket.

Handsome designs may look merely ornamental, but they perform the useful

function of guarding against counterfeits, and for them some form of repro-

duction must be adopted that cannot easily or cheaply be imitated. All

tokens must, of course, bear the name of the Exposition or other attraction
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the bearer is entitled to enter, with the names of the responsible officials.

The denomination should be indicated, and the class of token shown in some
suitable manner in addition to color. To all these precautions

the Department of Admissions added a certain uncommon violet
Esseruials

ink for filling out permits, so that substitutions could not be

made. And it should be easy for the next exposition management to get

some ink manufacturer to put up a special brand for this use.

The utmost vigilance over tickets was exercised throughout, and there

was no loss, to speak of. It is a remarkable thing that not a single attempt

at counterfeiting an admission token printed by the Exposition came under
observation. Several suspicious cases were followed up by the Exposition's

secret service, but the tokens were found to be correct. T. Muellhaupt

conducted the sales at the downtown office on Powell Street during most of

the season, and later at the Montgomery Street office. He handled over a

million dollars' worth of tickets without the loss of a nickel.

The ordinary day's run of business at the gates was a simple matter to

take care of, except for the fact that there was no ordinary day's run. The
peaks were sharp, the depressions low; yet the Department got over them in

excellent formation. The greatest problem it had to face was that of ad-

mitting parades without breaking them up just when they were most needed

for the spectacle in the grounds, and thus causing irritating delays. And a

system was worked out that did the business.

The elements of parades were never homogeneous; they were quite

properly and entertainingly mixed, so that some of the paraders were in

automobiles, some were goddesses and giants and fairies and demons on

floats, and some were afoot; men, women, and children. Ticket sellers were

sent several blocks from the Exposition to sell tickets to the occupants of

automobiles and floats. The ticket sellers were followed by "robbers," who
took up the tickets, including season-book coupons from those that had

season books, and issued to each vehicle a white "clearance." These clear-

ances admitted the whole party at the vehicle gate.

Marchers were met at a distance and instructed to form in lines to corre-

spond with four stiles especially set for them, which stiles segregated suffi-

ciently the classes of entrant; so that when they arrived at the entrances they

could move right along, and then fall in behind the automobile section of the

procession. Time and again this process was carried out when there were

thousands of people to pass through in parade formation, and it worked with

the precision of a good eight-day clock.

Sometimes in a great press it was found necessary to open a flood gate

partly, and admit the people two by two. In such cases a large can was
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used for collecting, and the tokens went into it promiscuously, to be sorted

afterward.

On Opening Day, 92,000 people passed through the vehicle gates afoot,

wearing the participant's badges sold for that occasion; and approximately

100,000 badges were sold for Closing Day.

One of the most troublesome phases of the whole admissions adminis-

tration was presented by that modern problem-in-a-hundred-forms, the

automobile. The use of this instrument of utility and luxury had

Automobiles increased in California by tremendous strides during the years

just preceding the Exposition, and appeared to go on at accele-

rated speed in 1915. Automobiles came to the Exposition from all parts of

the State, they came overland from the East, they were operated in thou-

sands by the citizens of San Francisco, many ofwhom had given the greatest

assistance to the Exposition and felt it a hardship that they were not per-

mitted to go freely about the grounds with them. Large numbers of the

machines were attached to the foreign pavilions and State buildings.

Automobiles were, perforce, admitted during the pre-Exposition period,

but after the gates were formally opened on the completed work the safety

of pedestrians demanded that they be excluded at least from the courts and

passages among the exhibit palaces, which were constantly thronged with

more or less heedless people abstractedly gazing at the Exposition's beauties,

and deaf to the honker.

The Directors determined to exclude automobiles from the grounds,

with some reservations. The Exposition's own cars, on official business,

had to be permitted to traverse the roads at will, and they were a tremen-

dous factor in the prompt execution of all sorts of work. They bore blue

pennants, numbered so that any recklessness in driving could be reported.

Even these cars were supposed to travel from gate to gate outside the

grounds wherever it was feasible. Aside from these, no cars were permitted

east of the projection of Baker Street, known as Administration Avenue-

All others admitted at all had to enter by the Lyon Street gate and keep west

of Baker.

Automobile permits were furnished members of the Board of Directors?

and Sub-Directors, the Director-in-Chief of Foreign and Domestic Partici-

pation, the officers of the Woman's Board, the Polo Commissioners, the

Athletic Committee, California County Commissioners, the Voting Trustees,

Lord Richard Neville, Admiral Winslow, Maj. Gen. Murray, division

directors and department chiefs, certain exhibitors that had to go to and

from the Live Stock section, and the members and secretaries of foreign and

State commissions. These issued from the President's office direct. About
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442 automobile permits were issued. All others paid one dollar which in-

cluded the driver, and no credit was allowed for the possession of a season

book or a personal permit. The machines could go into the Live Stock

section, and visit the race track and polo field, but they could not invade the

exhibit palace area and the Zone, and whenever they tried to they were

turned back by the guards.

As a result of these regulations, although there were 64,723 non-revenue

admittances of automobiles during the operating season, and 10,180 at $1

each, not a single accident from this cause was reported.

A large part of the non-revenue admittances of automobiles was produced

by the permits for evening social functions at the California Building.

These were issued from the President's office, and were known as "Function

Auto Permits." Their use enabled people with invitations to functions in

the California Building or the foreign or State buildings to enter at Lyon
Street gate in cars (either taxi-cab or privately owned). After discharging,

the cars had to leave by the Baker Street gate, direct. As many as a thou-

sand automobiles were handled this way in a single evening, without con-

fusion, accident, or delay.



CHAPTER XXXIX

TRAFFIC

AFTER the Exposition Terminal Railway was completed and its

holding company incorporated, it was turned over to a regularly

organized Traffic Department to manage. But the Traffic De-

partment's troubles were far more spacious and inclusive than any little ii-

mile terminal road within the grounds. It was the point of convergence for

freight and shipping troubles from every part of the world.

A concern vital to the management of an exposition will be transporta-

tion, in many phases, from street railway facilities in the host city to trans-

continental passenger traffic, to say nothing of freights. An exposition that

did not produce a congestion of traffic would be a failure, and congestion

must be provided for. Exhibits cannot be handled as in the ordinary course

of commercial transactions, because they are all going to try to get into the

palaces at once. The local transportation facilities, designed with proper

economy to supply normal demands, are going to look very undersized and

feeble, and there will be more or less anxiety about their capacity.

To take these troubles in charge the Exposition appointed A. M. Morten-

sen Traffic Manager, in February, 1913. Mortensen was experienced in

moving things by rail. He was working for the Armour Car

Thines
Lines when that company withdrew from the California fruit

business, and he thereupon became manager for the Pacific Fruit

Express Company; filling this position until 1910, when he became Traffic

Manager for the California Fruit Growers' Exchange. Here he had charge

of a transportation business of more than 30,000 carloads of citrus fruit a

year.

The Assistant Traffic Manager was John S. Willis until he resigned in

August, 1914, when he was succeeded by H. E. Shugrue, who served through-

out.

The activities of this Department, and it had to be a large one, covered a

broad field. It had to secure favorable rates and regulations for the move-

ment of frieght to the Exposition, and get special passenger rates from all

parts of the country, as well as stimulate, if possible, the development of
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local transportation for handling the Exposition crowds. Steamship com-

panies had to be induced to concede special rates on exhibits. There had to

be physical facilities for a prompt and efficient delivery of exhibits after their

arrival at San Francisco. If there was any time left the Traffic Manager
could (and did) put it in helping the Exploitation Department to see that the

railways should make the Exposition the leading feature of their advertising

for several years. The Traffic Department's headquarters grew to resemble

the freight offices of a small but very busy railroad. In order to present the

whole topic in this place we shall anticipate the operation of the Department

throughout the life of the Exposition.

Locally, the transportation of the transbay population gave some con-

cern. An arrangement was concluded with the San Francisco-Oakland

Terminal Railways Company (the " Key Route"), whereby a ferry for east-

side people was provided direct to the grounds, and the Exposition re-

modeled its freight slip for that purpose. This promised to take care of

most troubles that might arise from congestion in that quarter, but did not

provide for the San Francisco situation. The times and conditions did not

invite extensions of the United Railway lines and it looked as though an

overhead railway would have to be built from the Ferry Building

along the Embarcadero. The city began building extensions of
Expand

the municipal lines, and the tunnel was constructed under Stock-

ton Street (the first cars ran through it on December 29, 1914), and then a

promise of further relief came from an unexpected quarter. This was the

sudden development of the so-called "jitney bus," an automobile operated

for small hire by an individual owner. On Opening Day there were 1,416

of them carrying passengers from downtown points and the Ferry Building

to the grounds at 10 cents apiece. (Some double-decker motor busses came

into operation at this time but were not a very brilliant success in San Fran-

cisco, although they resembled the highly successful New York, London, and

Paris types) . Thus developed and assisted, local traffic facilities proved ample.

The direct ferry carried, during the season, a total of 1,215,557 passengers

to the Exposition slip.

A system of records and organization was adopted in the Traffic Depart-

ment much like that of the local agent's office of a large railway terminal.

In fact, the rowsof filing bins and theclatter of the typewriters seemed about

the same. O. J. Coen, an experienced railroad agent, was made agent of the

Exposition Terminal Railway, and given a complete organization for the

handling of the accounts and records. The office force grew to 25- Notices

of shipment were made to the Division of Exhibits, and after passing through

the hands of the Department of Customs and Deliveries (described in the
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next chapter) were turned over to the Traffic Department, under certain file

numbers. The file number was carried through the records of the Terminal

Railway, and the bill of lading, expense bill, and all papers pertaining to the

shipment were filed under it. Freight bills were made, covering every ship-

ment. Hence there were in the Traffic Department at all times the records

of any shipment, and they could be found readily, at need.

Terminal charges were necessarily imposed, for getting the goods from

the railroad or vessel by which it reached San Francisco, out to the grounds

and into the palaces. The State's Belt Line railroad was ex-

and Bar e
t^ded through the Fort Mason Tunnel by the State Board of

Harbor Commissioners before the opening of the Exposition, and

was very serviceable in handling incoming exhibit freight, but some was

handled by team or motor truck and more went around the water-front by

barge, which experience proved to be very economical—another advantage

of the site on deep water. The terminal charge on rail shipments was ten

cents a hundred pounds, minimum $i, covering all charges from regular

terminals to the exhibit space. The Exposition reserved the right to charge

for the additional cost of handling packages weighing three tons or over.

This had been the practice at other expositions, but it was the opinion of the

Traffic Manager of this one that the extra charge should have become opera-

tive at two tons; and that especially bulky shipments, even though their

gross weight might be under that, should have been subject to special charges.

The terminal charge on water shipments was set at I2>^ cents per hun-

dred, and they were subject to this impost either on a weight or measurement

basis, the ratio being the regular one of 40 cubic feet to the ton. This pro-

tected the Exposition, but in some instances worked hardship on the exhibi-

tor. But the sea shipments cost more to handle than the rail, because it was

always necessary to break bulk.

The cost of delivery after the opening of the Exposition was at least a

third greater than before opening, but the rate remained the same. This

was probably a mistake, in the Manager's opinion. If an increase of 50

per cent had been made on delayed shipments, there would probably have

been fewer shipments delayed.

During the installation of exhibits, the large express companies were

permitted to pick up freights and make deliveries within the grounds. They
paid the Exposition a percentage, and the arrangement was a great conven-

ience. M. K. Jones was appointed superintendent of the Terminal Railway

in November, 19 14, and had charge, under the Traffic Manager, not only

of the railway operation but of the delivery gangs handling exhibits from car

to booth.
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As many as 1,600 tons were handled in a day and most of the work was

done with one locomotive. So well had the line been built that there was

not a single derailment. The tracks of the railway ran into all

the exhibit palaces except those of Fine Arts and Horticulture,
Palaces

and this enabled exhibits, in most cases, to be unloaded and de-

livered under shelter, at least until the rails had to be surfaced over for the

automobile races.

The map of the grounds indicates the ingenious arrangement of switch

tracks and spurs by which the palaces were served. An Ohio locomotive

crane was used for unloading heavy objects, and there were ten little motor

trucks capable of carrying two tons each, that glided about with astounding

facility, making deliveries direct to booths. By actual test it was found

that they did this work at half the cost of delivering by hand trucks. Un-

loading-platforms were built alongside tracks in palaces, but they were not

found particularly economical and might have been dispensed with.

The railroad and transportation lines carried exhibits to the Exposition

at the one-way rate, with free return. For live stock, the roads operating in

the Chicago-New Orleans territory did better than that: they granted a 25

per cent reduction on all shipments not returned. This probably had some

effect in encouraging sales of fancy stock in California; at least it was in-

tended to.

Some of the water lines gave free transportation in both directions. Im-

portant lines operating from the Atlantic seaboard to San Francisco made a

25 to 33}yi per cent reduction going, with a 50 per cent reduction on the

return. The quantities carried by some of the larger carriers is interesting.

The Southern Pacific did the heaviest business, handling 18,391,579 pounds.

The Santa Fe brought nearly 8,000,000. The Toyo Kisen Kaisha steamship

line carried 6,284,951. The Pennsylvania lines carried 4,276,281, the New
York Central 3,962,277, the Chicago & Northwestern 3,452,203 and the

Union Pacific 3,151,536. Freights that came on the "Jason" were free.

The total gross receipts of the carriers for freights as a result of the Exposi-

tion, came to $1,113,674.23.

Good concessions in passenger rates were obtained, considering that

railroad conditions were depressed. The privileges granted were very

liberal. Travelers could come by one route and return by another

and they could stop over as long as they desired, both coming inducements

and going, provided the trip was completed in three months after

purchase of the excursion ticket; an arrangement greatly to the benefit of

the whole Pacific Coast. Strange to say, the rates in theWestwerenoton so

low a basis as those from Eastern territory. The heavy travel that followed
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a one-way rate for the round trip on four occasions, Independence Day,

Admission Day, San Francisco Day, and Closing Day, would seem to indi-

cate that the Exposition attendance from the home territory might have

been largely and profitably increased by lower rates throughout. It should

be remembered, however, that it is always the railroad that is expected to

reduce its rate when its service is in most demand. The railroads did well

by the Exposition and its visitors, all things considered, and they did a vast

and effective quantity of advertising, for which the public as well as the

Exposition is indebted to them.

It has not been possible to obtain a complete record of the passenger

travel but nearly 400,000 round trip Exposition tickets were validated at

different Pacific Coast cities, and over 32,500 single trip tickets were de-

posited for stop-over at San Francisco. To this should be added an esti-

mate by passenger traffic men that about 25,000 eastern people came to San

Francisco without taking advantage of the reduced rates, and several thou-

sand came and brought their families on passes. A great many came by way
of the Canal, and it was estimated that at least 15,000 came overland by

automobile. In addition, the number of visitors from Canada

of Visitors
^"'^ Central and South America was large. To their credit, the

small towns of the great agricultural States furnished the bulk of

the overland travel. The Exposition drew largely from the Ohio and

Mississippi River valleys and the Middle West. August showed the greatest

number of arrivals, with 88,058 round trip special tickets validated. July

had the next largest record, with 77,343, and the third largest was Sep-

tember's: 51,191. The travel from the East has been estimated at

460,000.

The Department of Customs and Deliveries necessarily worked in close

relationship with the Traffic Department, which had to perform the physical

labor of receiving the exhibits and materials and moving them about. Al-

though they had separate offices and organizations they had to handle differ-

ent parts of the same work, and each had to have an intimate knowledge of

the functions of the other. Now, the relations of importers with the Treas-

ury Department and the Collector of the Port, in this country, involve much
detail, for the regulations protecting the revenues are rigid and intricate, and

hence the work of "getting through the Custom House" becomes the special

business of Custom House brokerage. In 1914, as these troubles ap-

proached, the need became obvious of some agency that should represent the

Exposition in its dealings with the United States Treasury, and be ready

to straighten out the affairs of foreign exhibitors when the foreign exhibitors

got lost in the jungles of the departmental regulations about invoices
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and bonds and clearances, shortages, allowances for deterioration, and all

the troubles of importing and exporting. So Mr. Jacob Shaen,

who for many years had been a United States Assistant Appraiser
^^ ^^toH^'^

of merchandise at San Francisco, and had been rendered available

to the Exposition by the change in national administration from Republican
to Democratic, was made the Exposition's representative in Customs mat-
ters, holding a power of attorney and operating in conjunction with the

Traffic Department.

This was not going the length of instituting a department of Custom
House brokerage as part of the Exposition, but it did offer most valuable

assistance, and remarkably facilitated all transactions of this nature; for

Shaen 's acquaintance with the local Customs forces, and the access that

knowledge gave him to all necessary documents on the shortest notice, made
this service possible. From December, 1 9 1 4, he had complete jurisdiction of

all matters pertaining to customs, and enjoyed the fullest cooperation of the

Federal officials. After Closing Day, work of this nature was cleaned up in

the shortest time ever made by any exposition. By September, 1916, there

was little left of it but the matter of 92 cases of Tower Jewels in the Seawall

Unclaimed Warehouse, where they had been sent to await action of Congress

on a bill to exempt them from duty.



CHAPTER XL

CONTROL AND EXPEDITION OF EXHIBITS

IF the main aim of an exposition is to tell the story of human achieve-

ment visually, through the exhibits, the principal participants are the

exhibitors. There were about 30,000 of these participants at San

Francisco and they shipped in 56,921,650 pounds of exhibits in 202,327

packages, and 53 carload lots beside. About a third of this tonnage was

foreign, and involved much detail business at the Custom House, for it was

imported in bond.

The general effort was to get this mass of material into the palaces and

pavilions within about 90 days, 60 before and 30 after opening, like the

delivery of munitions at Gallipoli. After the Exposition had closed its

doors, the exhibitors felt that they had been there long enough, and, with the

promptness and unanimity of the male part of a congregation after a long

sermon, they wanted to go home. And it would have been very strange if

among the 30,000 there had not been a few that had not paid their utility

and other service bills to the Exposition, notwithstanding the most diligent

collection by the Comptroller's Department.

Moreover, while most of the exhibitors could have been trusted to clean

up their space, it had been the sad and costly experience of other expositions

that some of them, once the gates had closed, had about the same

Finish
interest in them that a bird has in a last year's nest. So, in order

to prevent the accumulation of too many of these last year's

birds' nests, to be taken down by the Exposition or blasted out when made

of concrete as some of them were, rigid regulations requiring permits for

packing and wrecking, with cash deposits or bonds, had to be imposed.

Without a trained and expert bureau to expedite all these arrivals, keep

track of them, and see that they made clean departures, the beginning and

end of the operating season, as far as the exhibits were concerned, would have

been marked by delay, loss, and general old chaos.

Congress tried to make it easy for foreign exhibitors at San Francisco by

making the Exposition a bonded warehouse, but somehow the warehouse

rules made by the Treasury Department did not seem to fit.

206
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For example, the law said: "All articles that shall be imported from for-

eign countries for the purpose of exhibition, and articles and material im-

ported solely for use in constructing, installing, and maintaining foreign

buildings and exhibits at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition,

upon which there shall be a tariff or customs duty, shall be admitted free of

the payment of duty, customs fees, or charges, under such regulations as the

Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe."

Under that law the Treasury Department lawyers set up a distinction

between the article for exhibition and the material for construction, installa-

tion, or maintenance. Doubtless, it was a logical distinction. Doubtless,

under ordinary circumstances and in the course of commercial business such

a distinction would have made no particular difference at the Custom House,

where the importer is used to afflictions, and where imports come along at

fair and workable intervals.

But an international exposition does not resemble ordinary commercial

business. The foreign exhibitors would not know that the Treasury lawyers

had made this clever and forever-to-be-admired discrimination,

and in their darkness about our sacred customs and their haste to
Troubles

fill their space by Opening Day and not much before or after, some

of them would be certain to be so careless as to pack the exhibits and the

show cases or the pavilion staff modeling in the same box. The things so

easy to separate by tariff logic would arrive nailed up together in a packing

case, and no one would know in what proportion they had been blended and

confused.

Worse than that, sometimes construction material and exhibit material

were the same. The Treasury Department regulations commanded the

Exposition in accepting these corporeal substances to discriminate between

them just as the lawyers had discriminated metaphysically between their

verbal symbols; as easily as that; and with thousands of such packing cases

of all sizes and weights coming in all at once.

We cite it as a mere instance of the difficulties attendant on trying to

make a perfectly clear and good logical discrimination fit so unusual and so

material a thing as an international exposition. There were other instances

with which v/e shall not weary the reader. Gentlemen that know the law

and its logic may not know expositions, and many gentlemen that know
expositions may not know the law. But San Francisco was so

fortunate as to get hold of one that knew expositions and the sorrows

practices and habits of exhibitors, and also the regulations and

practices of the Treasury Department and of the customs collectors.

J. S. Teagar had personal experience at this sort of thing at the St. Louis
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Exposition, and could see pretty well what sort of trouble was coming. He
was made Chief of the Department of Customs and Deliveries, Division of

Exhibits, to see the thing through and get the foreign exhibitors' goods into

the country with the least grief to the exhibitors and the gentlemen on the

foreign commissions; and the least delay.

Through this Department the Exposition exerted a general control of

exhibits. It helped and hurried them in, it helped and hurried them out.

Exhibits were consigned to the President of the Exposition. Internally, the

Department of Customs and Deliveries was regarded as the consignee, and

the Traffic Department moved and delivered the consignments for exhibi-

tors at the request of the Department of Customs and Deliveries.

A typical difficulty arising out of the application of ordinary commercial

methods to exposition transactions was the one in regard to the importation

of rice for the workmen on the Chinese Pavilions. The Chinese workman is

abysmally and Orientally scornful of any rice but his own, so this food had

to be imported from China or the workmen could not work. There were

some 400 bags of it, and the Treasury Department required that duty be

paid on it, although the Commissioner General for China was prepared to

sign a declaration that the importation was for the official use of the Com-
mission and not for a commercial object. On proper representations of the

Department of Customs and Deliveries the State Department made a re-

quest on the Treasury Department for the refunding of the duty paid in this

case. The instance is cited here not so much for the entertainment of the

curious or the comfort of vegetarians, as in illustration of the necessity for

such an agency as the Department of Customs and Deliveries, and the sort

of work it has to do.

In respect to similar cases, the Treasury Department agreed that supplies

imported to this country by the duly accredited representative of any na-

tion " for the sole use of and consumption by either the representative or the

laborers, artisans and skilled workmen who may be brought to the United

States by the nation or its representative and actually engaged in the

construction of buildings at the Exposition" might be imported free. Fol-

lowing precedent set at other expositions, commissioners general of foreign

nations were put on the same plane of privilege as foreign ministers, in regard

to imports for consumption.

Shipping instructions were sent to foreign commissioners and exhibitors

in the summer of 1914, accompanied by blank Notices of Shipment, to be

returned as early as possible and to show the routeing of the freight. They

were hardly in the mail before the European war paralyzed the shipping of

the world and embarrassed every transaction involving a foreign country.
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But these things like other difficulties were ultimately worked out, if not

to the end that was part of the original ambition of the Exposition, at least

to a conclusion that amounted to a great success.

By making the Exposition the general consignee, a universal system

could be applied to receipts of exhibits, and the largest economy in handling

could be attained. Much depended on the Notice of Shipment; indeed,

with the bill of lading or invoice of shipping it is the most important docu-

ment the exhibitor furnishes. Advance information means ability to issue

instructions for delivery without being compelled to check packages from a

platform. A mistaken idea got abroad among foreign exhibitors that in-

voices were not necessary. They were, and ever will be, absolutely essen-

tial, and their omission will cause in this country the worst sort of last minute

confusion and delay.

As Opening Day approached, hundreds of cars of exhibits came rolling

toward San Francisco over railway tracks in every part of the United States.

Ships from Europe and the Atlantic seaboard and South America were on

the way through the Canal, and others were coming across the Pacific, from

Asia and the Antipodes. The packages of goods in these cars and ships were

labeled, or tagged, always to the President of the Panama-Pacific Interna-

tional Exposition. The labels and tags had been printed in different colors

by the Exposition and sent to commissions and exhibitors all over the world,

and besides being differentiated by color they showed to which particular

building the freight was destined. They were a great help in getting the

material here, for they assisted the freight checker wherever he might be

But freight cars sometimes linger on the way although western railways had

accommodatingly shortened their freight schedules; and commissioners at

San Francisco would become uneasy, and exhibitors would want to ,„ , .

know where their goods were and how soon they would arrive so Freights

that they could prepare to install them at the earliest minute.

The Department of Customs and Deliveries, with the aid of the Traffic De-

partment, could almost always tell where cars and shipments were and help

hurry them along. An extra locomotive was put into service in the grounds,

and once Mortensen's crew and the Exposition Terminal railway got hold of

the exhibits the distinguishing labels were of the greatest assistance in dis-

tributing them to the various palaces. The Customs and Deliveries De-

partment knew the exhibitor's wishes in the matter. It could not only

direct delivery to the palace designated, but if for any reason there had been

a transfer of space (and such transfers were many owing to overflows and

readjustments), it could direct a change in the delivery, or a transfer of the

goods from one palace to another, and keep record of the transaction, too.
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Floor superintendents in each building were of great service in designating

space, keeping track of exhibit areas, advising exhibitors, and otherwise

assisting installation.

The Department of Customs and Deliveries was an outgrowth of the

experience of St. Louis. It was charged with negotiations between the

Custom House, the exhibitors and the Exposition, the receipt of shipping

papers, foreign and domestic, the furnishing of depositions on shipments to

the Exposition, the preservation and classification of shipping documents for

use in re-shipment, and the keeping of records of exhibits delivered. Not
only did it have to devise methods for the prompt and proper distribution

of the enormous mass of incoming freights we have indicated above, but it

Knew was the repository of records of the location and ownership of the

Where exhibits, and of the sales made from them. It was, in fact, a
Things Were complete bureau of information relating to receipts, transfers, and

removals; and as far as the Exposition activities in the matter went it even

had charge of detail regarding the operation of the patent and copyright

features of the Kahn Act. Inasmuch as these functions are underlying ones

we shall here consider their operation in the Exposition and post-Exposition

periods.

Between the opening of the Exposition and the activity following its

close, the Department of Customs and Deliveries was charged with the issue

of all permits for the delivery of local supplies within the grounds. For the

use of those making regular deliveries, a weekly or seven-trip admission

coupon was employed. During the year 191 5 about 25,000 of these were

issued, besides some 650 single trip permits for occasional deliveries. No
deliveries could be permitted, of course, between the hours of 9 a. m. and

IIP. M., but it took two months of operation to convince those sending in

supplies that their teams and auto trucks could not roam the avenues during

the open hours of the Exposition.

Careful check was kept on the sales of commercial exhibits, so that the

Exposition's agreed percentage on the selling concession could be collected.

In the pre-Exposition period the Department employed a maximum of

15 persons, which was reduced to an average of 8 during the operating season

and increased to 18 after Closing Day.

For the benefit of the next Exposition it should be observed that although

recognition of the expediency and value of this Department was growing,

and was clearer at San Francisco than at St. Louis, yet the organization in

this field at San Francisco did not quite realize the ideal of convenience and

economy. To act as a link between the exhibitor and the Exposition, to

discharge for the exhibitor at minimum cost such functions as we have
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illustrated above, Including the intricate and specialized services of Custom
House brokerage, with its multiform nuisances about bonds and entries and

free entry applications and invoices and releases and refunds and all the

other pests imposed on importers for the "protection of the revenues"—in

short, to serve the exhibitor promptly and keep him as happy as possible,

there should be, in the opinion of the Chief of this Department, one section

responsible directly to the President and the Board of Directors which should

combine under its jurisdiction the Custom House brokerage, the Exposition's

relations with the Treasury Department, the transportation and delivery

of exhibits, all the activities in which the exhibitor, as such, is concerned.

Enabling Acts of Congress should be drawn by this section, in harmony, of

course, with the Legal Department.



CHAPTER XLI

"AT THE RECEIPT OF CUSTOMS"

THE Traffic Department and the Department of Customs and Deliver-

ies had to work in close relationship not only with each other but

with the United States Treasury Department and the Customs Ser-

vice at San Francisco. There would be a tremendous amount of business of

the most diverse descriptions between the foreign commissions and exhibi-

tors and the revenue officials, and there would be endless opportunity for

delay and general dissatisfaction and loss ofgood will and cooperation unless

the business were discreetly handled.

That it was so handled appears in the significant facts that there were

only 1 1 protests against the assessment of duties, and six appeals for reap-

praisement; and although there were numerous complaints against the en-

forcement of the government regulations there was not one against any

customs employee for an act of discourtesy or for inattention to business.

On the other hand, there was only one seizure for undervaluation. The
best of feeling seemed to prevail throughout the administration of that most

irritating of governmental functions, the collection of customs.

This function had to be exercised on a large scale and in every imagi-

nable phase, owing to the diversity of the goods that paid duty and the

exceptions to established procedure that had to be made. The foreign ex-

hibits were estimated by the Customs officials to be worth a total of $6,021,-

640, and the duties collected came to $171,777. The goods were packed

every-which-way : non-dutiable with dutiable, building and instal-

in"caseLots
l^tion material with exhibit material, exhibit material with things

for sale; and many, many thousand packages out of the 35,764
from foreign countries were, through a very general error, unaccompanied

by any invoice, which vastly complicated the labors of administration when
the goods arrived. Without invoices of some sort, the business of getting

an exhibitor's property "through the Custom House" simply can not be

done, and so invoices had to be made on the grounds. That took time when
time was worth more than money.

Nor was there any uniformity in the foreign invoices that did arrive

—
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and persons in charge of exhibits were often in the dark as to the value of the

goods. One brass bowl entered at ^8,640 as a work of art over 100 years old,

was appraised at $4.0. The other $8,600 seemed to be entirely a matter of
taste.

The customs business of an exposition is recognized as one of the severest

tests of departmental efficiency. To handle this business for the Govern-
ment required a strong organization, and the Government put one into the

field. A committee from the Treasury Department visited San Francisco

and mapped out the work. Collector of Customs J. O. Davis appointed
Deputy Collector T. J. Barry to take charge. J. J. Cantlen was Chief In-

spector. The appraisers were under the general jurisdiction of E. E. Leake,

United States Appraiser, but at the Exposition grounds they worked under
the immediate direction of Charles J. Evans as Chief Examiner. A repre-

sentative was assigned from the Naval Office of the port to be able to certify

the Collector's accounts.

A Branch Custom House was established in Warehouse No. 2, eastward

of the Machinery Palace, and offices for inspectors were provided in exhibit

palaces and some of the foreign pavilions. Twenty inspectors from the

main Custom House at San Francisco were assigned to buildings containing

exhibits or displays, and two examiners came from New York
and one from Detroit to profit by the experience of this sort of /^ 1°

,

work that a great exposition promises. One of the New York
examiners, Mr. W. B. Treadwell, it may be mentioned in passing, was of the'

greatest service in the appraisal of jewels, such as the half-million-dollar

collection of pearls in the French Pavilion.

Checkers were assigned to check the contents of packages when they were

packed and unpacked. There had to be openers and packers, besides the

examiners, and the necessary clerks and stenographers for a large and very

complex piece of business. The force did not remain the same throughout

the season, for requirements fluctuated, but ran as high as 88 persons. The
heaviest months were April and December of 191 5, and January, 1916. The
first foreign shipments arrived at the end of April, 1914, and they kept com-
ing, down to the last week of the Exposition. Eight thousand and twenty-

nine packages valued at $802,560 arrived by rail, 27,528 valued at $4,589,096

by steamer, and 207 valued at $499,984 came by mail.

When an exhibitor was ready to unpack he notified the inspector in

charge of his building, who detailed a checker to superintend the unpacking

and record the items. All such information became of record at the Branch
Custom House as well as in the office of the Exposition's Superintendent of

Customs and Deliveries, Mr. Teagar, so that goods could be located at any
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time. At first, no entry was allowed for less than a full case, but this ruling

threatened hardship for the exhibitor that had his exhibits and his saleable

merchandise in the same package, so under a dispensation such an exhibitor

was allowed to enter the whole case for consumption under a special bond,

defer the payment, render a statement of sales each month, pay the duty on

the month's business, and at the close submit an itemized account
ompicae ^ j^ articles remaining unsold; whereupon the duty on the

Business °. '

i-j 11 r
unsold articles was ascertamed and credited on the bond after

these articles had been repacked for export. Many such special arrange-

ments had to be made, and we merely "sample" this one as an illustration

of the peculiar nature of exposition business, and the disposition of the Cus-

toms officials to assist the Exposition and accommodate the exhibitor in

every way compatible with protection of the revenue.

Consumption entries for less than case lots were permitted after the close,

but if they had been permitted at first they would have made endless confu-

sion. To cover a certain package, for example, there were filed nine con-

sumption entries, five transportation and export entries, one immediate

transportation entry, and then part of the case was abandoned and part was

released as installation material—on which no duty was charged.

Through a very liberal ruling of the Department of the Treasury in

November of 1914, over $225,000 worth of building and installation material

came to be released in this manner. The original rule required a bond to

make sure that it would be used as building material and not afterward

devoted to commercial uses on which Uncle Sam would be entitled to duty;

but owing to the confusion in packing that we have attempted to indicate

above, with exhibits and sales merchandise coming along in the same boxes

without adequate invoice, it was found impracticable to enforce this part

of the rule, so entry and bond were waived. Afterward much of this ma-

terial was sold, and no duty collected on it, in pursuance of the same

liberality the Treasury had shown the Exposition and its participants

throughout.

The distribution of advertising matter will always be a concern of ex-

hibitors in an international exposition. At San Francisco it was allowed free

admission, as long as it was descriptive of exhibits, but the restriction to

descriptive matter had to be enforced.

Throughout the work, troublesome questions were constantly arising

between the foreign exhibitor and the officials, questions often requiring the

use of considerable discretion. The Japanese Tea Garden was a case in

point. Commercial in its nature, it was also one of the delightful forms

of entertainment offered the visitor within the Exposition gates. Under
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strict construction every fragrant little cup of tea should have paid a duty,

or at least the tea-leaves in the cup. But the Customs Service

agreed to accept the Tea Garden as an exhibit, and duty was J^^ Tariff

assessed on everything not accounted for at the close. To solve

such questions as this, Mr. James W. Bevans, Assistant Chief, Division of

Customs, was detailed, and he had many of them for settlement.

When exhibitors wanted inspectors to work Sundays or holidays or at

night, they paid. During the rush of installation and of getting out again,

the force worked without vacations and with very little rest. No bonded
goods were lost by fire. There was little attempt at fraud, and there were no

large thefts. The Exposition guarded the exhibits, so there were no Cus-

toms guards. In some few cases, exhibits were re-checked during the

Exposition and articles were found missing. When this occurred and fraud

was suspected, the duty was collected on the whole case.

Parts of the exhibits were donated to schools, colleges, the city, and

other recipients. At St. Louis no bond was exacted in such cases to make
sure the goods would not be sold, but at San Francisco bonds had to be

exacted as this point was not provided for by legislation. It should be, at

all expositions, as the need will always arise and the matter is trouble-

some. Such practical suggestions as this are numerous in the report of

Deputy Collector T. J. Barry to the Collector of the Port, which is a docu-

ment the managers of the next exposition would do well to obtain and peruse

with care.

Much difficulty in getting goods out followed the close of the Exposition

because of the shortage the war had caused in available shipping. Exhibi-

tors could not be ready with their final arrangements and papers

without long delays to learn just how they could ship. Here the '

^^^^^^^

Federal Government stepped in and gave a helping hand, as it had

done while the exhibits were being assembled, by detailing a naval collier to

take back most of the French and Italian exhibits, while a good part of the

Chinese exhibits went home on a transport. And so close was the team work

between the Department of Customs and Deliveries, the Traffic Department

and the Federal Customs Service on the grounds, that by the middle of

March, 191 6, all bonded goods had been repacked, and nearly all had been

removed. Some, like the "novagems," hung on quite awhile, but by Sep-

tember even these had found their way into the Unclaimed Warehouse, to

await congressional action.

The $171,777 collected in customs dues was augmented in 1918 by the

payment of $6,336.60 by the Exposition itself on some 12 tons of "nova-

gems" that hung on the Tower ofJewels and elsewhere. The whole Exposi-
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tion business meant a Government profit, over and above expenses of

operation, of about |6i,ooo.

The Department of Agriculture looked after the inspection of imported

nursery stock, assigning to this service Mr. George Compere, one of those

California investigators that range the world from time to time looking for

pests to eat up pests. The Exposition erected a horticultural quarantine

station for this work in connection with the Department of Horticulture.



CHAPTER XLII

FEDERAL PARTICIPATION

RELATIONS between international expositions and Federal authority

have not always been of the happiest nature, but the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition was wholly fortunate in this re-

spect, owing to two significant facts.

First, it was not the impecunious nephew of its rich uncle. It enjoyed

financial independence. It had not asked for a Government grant, and so

escaped being subjected, as some other Expositions had been, either to con-

flicts of control, or to conditions imposed by absentees.

Second, the appointment of the Government Exhibit Board, and of the

National Exposition Commission, which latter was to exercise for the

Government a proper sort of general supervision of the Exposition's foreign

relations, and act as an arbitrator should any disputes with foreign exhibitors

arise, brought into service an element that was especially sympathetic with

all the aspirations of the management as well as with all the interests of the

foreign participants.

There were members of Congress who entertained the poisonous notion

that because San Francisco had undertaken to finance the Exposition in-

stead of asking for a Government grant, it should go farther and pay for the

Government's participation as well, and some little management at Wash-
ington was necessitated by this vicariously generous view. The
theory of the Directors was that they could not afford to pay the

^P^i^""'

/" . -1 111,^ opinions
Government s way m the matter, and that the Government could

not afford not to—could not afford to stand in the position of host to the

invited nations and contribute nothing to the feast.

Owing largely to the labors of Vice-President Hale, who had the Exposi-

tion's Washington relations under his direct care, the more rational counsel

prevailed. In a message to Congress, latein 1912, President Taft recom-

mended that there be a large and creditable Government exhibit; and Na-
tional participation was provided for in the Sundry Civil Bill approved

June 23, 1913. Five hundred thousand dollars was appropriated for the

purpose, and the bill provided for the appointment of a National Exposition

217
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Commission and a Government Exhibit Board; the former not to be ap-

pointed earher than July i, 1914.

In August, 1913, President Wilson appointed these gentlemen members
of the Government Exhibit Board:

Prof. Adolph C. Miller, Assistant to the Secretary of the Interior, Chair-

man.

Dr. S. W. Stratton, Director of the Bureau of Standards, Department of

Commerce.

Mr. F. Lamson-Scribner, of the Department of Commerce.
The Secretary was W. deC. Ravenel, J. C. Boykin was Assistant to the

Chairman, T. J. Taylor was Disbursing Officer, and R. E. Shannon Trans-

portation Agent.

These gentlemen were, after consultation with a great many official

departments and bureaus and governments of outlying dependencies, to

assemble "such articles and materials as illustrate the functions

a Nation ^"'^ administrative faculty of the Government of the United

States tending to demonstrate the nature and growth of our

institutions, and their adaptation to the wants of the people, and the prog-

ress of the Nation in the arts of peace and war," and exhibit them at the

Exposition.

The general office of the Government Exhibit Board came to be in the

Palace of Food Products, and this is the story of the way in which it got

there instead of in a special Government building; a story instructive of the

nature of the difficulties that attend the promotion of an affair of this kind.

The United States Government had no desire to compete for awards in

the palaces, and objected to putting up its own building for display as other

governments had done. On the part of some members of Congress, who
could not forget San Francisco's victory in 191 1 and the statement then

made that the city would not ask Government aid in creating its Exposition,

there was a manifest determination to prevent participation by the Govern-

ment unless the Exposition went to the expense of putting up a Government
building, and they had inserted in the Sundry Civil Bill of 1913 a rider on

the appropriation of 1500,000, to the effect that "suitable buildings for the

housing of all said exhibits shall be provided by the Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition Company without expense of any kind to the Govern-

ment of the United States."

This they declared to mean that the Exposition should erect a Govern-

ment building in addition to all its own exhibit palaces—an interpretation

that went altogether too far. The management had not erected a building

for any other government and did not feel that our own should put the Ex-
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position to more expense than any foreign nation had done. Officials of

executive departments at Washington agreed with this view, but pointed to

the great difficulties encountered in obtaining the appropriation of $500,000

for participation without a Government building, as a discouragement to

further effort to get another. However, the Exposition and its friends were

persistent, and succeeded in getting an appropriation of $500,000 into the

Sundry Civil Bill of 1914, partly for a Government Exhibit Building at San

Francisco; to be erected on the Presidio lands, to be planned so that it would

be available for military uses, and to be the property of the Government
after the Exposition had closed. The part of the appropriation that was not

for building purposes was a sum not to exceed $50,000 for the entertainment

of visiting foreign officials and representatives.

The building was to be erected on plans approved by the Secretary of

War. The Secretary of War conceived that the principal object of it was

military, and he seemed disposed to insist on plans that would have been

altogether unsuitable for Exposition purposes. The war in Europe helped

solve the problem, by causing the cancellation of a great deal of

exhibit space. An understanding was reached to the effect that War Helped

neither Government nor Exposition should put up a building for

Government exhibits, but that they should go into the palaces; and the

matter was settled by a congressional enactment to that effect.

The United States exhibits were of the most interesting character and

attracted more attention than those of any other government. They re-

ceived many awards; and will be partly described in the section of this work

dealing with the exhibits.

The National Exposition Commission was appointed by President Wil-

son in August, 1914, and consisted of these gentlemen:

Hon. William Phillips, Third Assistant Secretary of State;

Hon. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Assistant Secretary of the Navy;

Hon. William Bailey Lamar;

Mr. Franklin N. Bauskett, Secretary.

Their service was of the most helpful character. While the other mem-

bers of the Commission, because of the pressure of their public duties, could

be at San Francisco but a small part of the Exposition season. Judge Lamar

was continuously in attendance, and he worthily represented the Govern-

ment in the social entertainment of the Foreign Commissioners,,11 1 -^ Country s

atone brilliant function after another throughout the year, mak- {jg^pHaiiiy

ing them and their families and everybody connected with them

feel that they were the guests of the United States in more than a formal

and official sense. The international effect of such hospitality, extended to
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official and commercial representatives of foreign governments, in promoting

cordial international feeling, it would be impossible to measure or define,

but that it has had a real and valuable result in the larger human relation-

ships no one at all familiar with the life of the little cosmopolitan colony

assembled at San Francisco in 191 5 can doubt.

It was through this Commission that the Government gave its first ball,

an account of which will be found later in this work. As to arbitrating dis-

putes, there was, practically speaking, "nothing to arbitrate."



CHAPTER XLIII

PROTECTING VISITORS FROM THE HIGH COST OF LIVING

OUT of the work of the Bureau of Congresses, Conferences, and Con-
ventions grew the first systematic effort ever made by an exposition

to protect its visitors against excessive hotel rates. The outcome
was not wholly satisfactory, and from the diverse ideas of those in charge,

about the values of the various elements of the plan, we have not found it

practicable to extract a clear narrative of its operation. But at least the

effort was made; and at least it was so far successful that a representative of

a New York newspaper, sent out especially to test living conditions here,

reported that he and his wife had been able to live for over three weeks in the

city, see the Exposition several days and nights each week, and take a few

side trips, on |ioo. That was the result of the cooperation of fair-dealing

hotels, and the wide certification of them by the Exposition itself.

Early in the course of its work the Bureau of Congresses found it neces-

sary to give assurance to various organizations that their delegates would not

be overcharged by the local hotels in case they elected to hold their 191

5

conventions at San Francisco. No such assurance could be given because

none could be obtained. Efforts were made by the Exposition to induce

the hotels to agree to reservations and to announce their prices, but for

quite a while no results were secured.

In a middle western paper appeared an article headed "San Francisco

Hotel Men Prepare for a Killing." The reader can imagine its drift. With

fine and gripping fiction it described a pack of wolves inviting a flock ot

tender young lambs to a banquet. The Bureau of Records of the

Exploitation Division caught it. That was, in part, what the
^5,^,^^

Bureau of Records was for, and this was about the most menacing

thing it had turned up. If the idea spread it would operate as a warning to

every prudent person to keep away from San Francisco. It spread. Few

pieces of "news" about the Exposition were so resilient and tough and hard

to kill. It had realism. It exemplified human cupidity. It was "just

what you might expect." It confirmed our worst opinions about one

another. So it was a "good story." The management saw that before its

221
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world-wide wanderings could be stopped something radical would have to

be done at this end of the line.

At a luncheon in the Machinery Palace, President Moore called attention

to the fact that not a single hotel had yet published its rates for the Exposi-

tion season or had yet agreed to room reservations for Exposition visitors;

and he warned the hotels that the Exposition would protect visitors, and

that the Division of Works was busy on plans for a tent city within the

grounds for that purpose.

That broke the ice. San Francisco hotel men are, as a rule, as hospitable

as any, and the professional hospitality of the city is famous all over the

world. The better men in the business began to see that procrastination

was dangerous and that something would have to be done about it, and soon.

They were willing to cooperate with the Exposition, and their more reluctant

colleagues would have to.

Inquiries about hotel accommodations were now being received by thou-

sands in spite of adverse publicity in the matter, so that there was a large

volume of business which the Exposition could direct almost as it wished.

With that as a basis the plan was devised of distributing that business, and

what more could be added to it, among the hotels that would

rjl agree to be good, on a system which would assure a proper general

standard of rates. The Exposition had faith in the real hospital-

ity and local pride of the more intelligent among the hotel owners and

managers, could they once be assured of a fair chance at the business that

was on the way. So, through the Division of Exploitation, it organized a

considerable body of them for this object, building on two or three organiza-

tions already in the field.

Such arrangements are not self-created, and this one was preceded by a

lot of hard organizing work, leading to a meeting at Native Sons Hall in

November, 1914, the first of several with the same purpose. It was well

attended by representatives of the hotel interests about the Bay, and they

were addressed by President Moore, Director George Hough Perry of the

Division of Exploitation, and several others.

The President of the Exposition pointed out how arbitrary advances of

hotel rates during other expositions had killed much good will for the sake

of immediate returns, and he showed the substantial advantages that would

accrue, as a permanent asset of the hotel business, if the hotel men of the

city could cooperate in spreading the news that no such practices would

be resorted to at San Francisco. Travelers must have an assurance of

fair treatment here, and such assurances must be guaranteed by the

sort of local organization that could compel it. Perry outlined the gen-
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eral plan and object for an administrative arm to be known as the Hotel

Bureau.

Some of the most influential of the hotel men, such as Charles A. Cooke
of the Palace and the Fairmont, Edward A. Metzger of the Hotel Granada,

James Woods of the St. Francis, and John B. Jordan, Vice-President of the

Northern California Hotel Men's Association, were strong supporters of the

scheme.

Member hotels were to file rates with the Bureau, and a special com-

mittee passed on their reasonableness. The rates of 1914 were not to be

raised except in a few cases where they had been unreasonably low. No
rates were to be raised during the Exposition year. A grievance

1 • • • 1 , Rates
committee was to receive complamts, mvestigate overcharges, and ^^^^ ^^^^^

uphold the standard of accommodations and service. No hotel

was to have any solicitors on trains. Members were to pay a dollar a room

for the Exposition period to maintain and conduct the Bureau.

On its part the Exposition would print the list of fair hotels and give it

the widest circulation. Any hotel violating its agreement would be dropped

from all subsequent publications of the list. For the listed hotels the

Exposition stood sponsor.

Through the San Francisco Hotel Association the Bureau was established

and an experienced hotel man thoroughly conversant with the local situation

was put in charge of it, under an advisory board consisting of George Hough
Perry, Chairman; H. W. Wills, W. E. Zander, Felton Taylor, Henry Barker,

Frank E. Caine, Robert Kendall, Victor Reiter, Thomas P. Keating, Leo

Lebenbaum, Edward Metzger, Noah Gray, James Woods, and James Pem-

broke.

By the end of January, 191 5, pledges had been obtained from 128 hotels

and apartment houses, with 12,940 rooms. By Opening Day about 200

had signed up, with nearly 18,000 rooms, and the work of recruiting went

forward until late in the Exposition season, the total reaching about 235,

subject to some irregular diminution through the inevitable dropping of

members for non-compliance with the rules.

An Associated Press story sent over the country from San Francisco,

about the formation of the Bureau and the protection it would afford

travelers, put an end to the wanderings of the sad prophecies of... A 1 • 11 L Reversing
mtended extortion. A working agreement was made between the Sentiment

Bureau and the Exposition, shortly before Opening Day, under

which the Exposition absorbed the Bureau and took general direction of it

through the Division of Exploitation, retaining the manager, and the ad-

visory board as a governing committee. In July of the Exposition year
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Mr. Perry resigned as Chairman of the advisory board and was succeeded by

Mr. Frederick Whitton.

A million booklets containing lists of "fair" hotels and their rates for

various classes of accommodation were issued by the Exposition first and
last, and given the widest distribution. They were found in the hands of

travelers from all important parts of the civilized world. The list was pre-

ceded by the statement:

"These hotels have quoted rates which will be found not only reasonable

for an exposition period, but, more than that, will be found to average less

than the rates charged for equal accommodations in any city of more than

500,000 population in the United States.

"The Exposition holds the covenant of every hotel herein mentioned that

the quoted rates will not be increased, directly or indirectly, during 191 5.

. . . Travelers who patronize the hotels herein listed are not only pro-

tecting themselves but are assisting in the plan to protect all visitors."

Rates quoted ran from $.50 for a single room for one person, per day, up
to $7, and the list included the best hotels in San Francisco.

Uniformed guides were put on approaching trains to direct travelers, not

to hotels but to one of the branch offices of the Bureau, which were estab-

lished, one in the nave of the Ferry Building, one at Third and Townsend
station, one at Powell Street, and one in Oakland. When visitors arrived

that had no reservations these offices could assign them such accommoda-
tions as they wished at prices they could afford to pay; for all classes of

accommodation were represented.

Moreover, the branch offices had a very complete and practical control

of the room situation through the cooperation of the hotels themselves.

In fact, the men in charge operated as room clerks for the city, for

Assigned
^^''^ member hotel sent a list of vacant rooms by messenger to the

Bureau's offices three times a day, at 8 a. m., i p. m., and up. m.,

and kept it corrected by telephone between those hours. Rooms were al-

lotted by their numbers, and when an applicant was assigned accommoda-

tions at a Bureau branch he was given a card with the number and rate upon

it so that there could be no misunderstanding—no polite regrets at the desk

that rooms at that price were all filled but there were some at higher figures.

These cards were made out in triplicate so that there was a record of every

transaction.

The visitor applying to the Bureau, whether through a guide on the train

or at one of the branches, had his arrival troubles disposed of for him by a

skilled and effective organization. Affiliated with the Bureau was a com-

pany operating automobile busses that would take the traveler and his hand
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luggage from the water front to any hotel north of Mission Street, south of

Bush and east of Larkin, for 25 cents. Its rate to Van Ness Avenue was 50
cents, but as the hotels outside the first zone paid half the charge, the cost

was the same to the visitor.

The train guides were diligent in presenting the printed lists and directing

travelers to the branch offices, and according to their reports at least 95
per cent of those receiving information at their hands went to registered

hotels. In addition to the direct assignment of 28,904 visitors

from its branch offices, it was said that the Bureau furnished
sLndard

information through these guides, about hotel and other living

accommodations, to more than 80,000 passengers, and made advance reser-

vations for over 27,000 people coming to conventions.

The total cost of the Bureau, including the issue of printed matter, came
to about $22,914, of which the member hotels contributed about $16,109,

the balance being paid by the Exposition.

There were many hotels that did not see fit to join in the scheme, and
some that, having joined, violated their rate agreements or failed to pay
their dues and so had to be dropped. But enough cooperated throughout

the season to set the standard of charges and give any visitor that wanted it

the protection he required. These houses not only shared equitably in a

large business but saved the well-won and world-wide reputation of San

Francisco's professional hospitality.

We have presented rather the plan and some of its best results, than its

whole outcome. The scheme involved distant field work by elements not

under thoroughly good control, and there were complaints of favoritism,

which it would not be especially entertaining to examine more narrowly

here. Perhaps it worked as well as a new thing under such conditions could,

and so we leave the theme with so much instruction and warning for the

next exposition.

VOL. II IS



CHAPTER XLIV

EXPOSITION ENTERTAINMENT

AREALLY great exposition is embodied internationalism, and in the

United States it is an interstate affair as well. Properly to show
forth the fruits of human genius involves negotiations not merely

with great merchants and manufacturers and their organizations, but with

scientists, philosophers, and inventors, and with eminent representatives of

foreign governments and domestic States.

In the development of the Exposition it was necessary that men of this

stamp, visiting San Francisco to find out reliably if there were going to be an

exposition worthy the serious attention of their governments, and later to

select sites for pavilions and arrange for space in the palaces, should be

suitably received and entertained and should have their way made easy for

them. In the observance of proper social forms, dictated, like the decisions

of the common law, by reason and expedience, lie the advantages of orderly

intercourse and the prompt and friendly settlement of the difficulties certain

to arise amid such varied and complex transactions. That hospitality shall

be gracious and the guest always comfortable is a demand of all

Resulfs
society, but of no form of it more than of that intricate, stressful,

heterogeneous and delicate form, an international exposition.

Hence the subject of entertainment becomes of prime importance, not

merely socially but as a matter of policy contributing to results.

Entertainment of the distinguished visitor was not merely a matter of

local pride and privilege; it was, for the proper discharge of the city's re-

sponsibility, an assumed obligation. To the Exposition had been delegated

the critical office of playing the host to the representatives of the nations that

had accepted the invitation of the President of the United States, and the

management was resolved that there should be no failure in this regard.

This Exposition gave more attention to formal ceremony than any of its

predecessors. The reception and the sojourn of visiting Commissioners

were made as enjoyable as possible and their business with the Exposition

officials was conducted on the plane of friendship and fellowship. This was

all aside from the ceremonies attendant on the visits of men of world emi-
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nence whom it was desired to honor, and whose presence was part of the

Exposition itself.

Director James Rolph, Jr., was appointed Chairman of the Reception

and Entertainment Committee in August, 1910. On the election of Rolph

to the mayoralty of Saq Francisco it was necessary that he be relieved of

these responsibilities as far as possible, and early in 1912 the functions of

Chairman of the Committee were entrusted to and assumed by William T.

Sesnon, then President of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce.
The Reception Committee consisted of W. T. Sesnon, Chairman; and

Messrs. M. J. Brandenstein, P. T. Clay, RoUa V. Watt, A. C. Kains, Mar-
shall Hale, Charles K. Field, Henry T. Scott, Charles S. Stanton, Frederick

J. Koster, Robert I. Bentley, Stanley W. Morsehead, Bruce Heathcote,

Byron Mauzy, C. H. McCormick, Capt. John Barneson, I. W. Hellman, Jr.,

Thornwell MuUally, P. H. McCarthy, Joseph D. Redding, James D. Phelan,

John S. Drum, J. J. Dwyer, H. G. W. Dinkelspiel, Edwin F. Delger, and E.

C.Priber.

Sesnon had great pride in his city and was eager to see it carry out the

celebration with honor. The Exposition appointed a commissioner, Charles

Vogelsang, to assist him in the personal labors involved, and he had also the

assistance of President Moore's Naval Aide, and a yeoman from the Navy
Department. The Reception and Entertainment Committee had offices in

the Exposition Building until the general removal to the Administration

wing of the California Building on the grounds; and, with two clerks and a

yeoman was one of the busiest branches of the organization. As this was an

activity concurrent with all the other activities of the Exposition, we shall

dispose of the entire topic here.

The executive discharge of this function, under the Reception and En-

tertainment Committee, fell to the Naval Aide to the President. Com-
mander David Foote Sellers was detailed by the Navy Department to this

duty on July 25, 1912, and served until February 10, 1914. Lieutenant

Commander Clark Howell Woodward succeeded Commander Sellers as

Naval Aide and served until December 10, 191 5. In addition to giving a

vast amount of attention and effort to promoting and arranging naval par-

ticipation and yachting and motor boat regattas when the conditions affect-

ing those things were unpropitious and discouraging, Commander Wood-
ward helped receive distinguished visitors, arranged official

luncheons, dinners, and receptions, and superintended official
the Navy

ceremonies in connection with dedications and site selections. At

all these things he was invaluable. He was one of those strong and whole-

some personalities that radiate an infectious good feeling, and he had the
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faculty, envied of the politician, of remembering names and faces and keep-

ing the right names for the faces that belonged to them; so that he could

introduce a roomful of people without a blunder and make them feel as

though they had been acquainted all summer. He had a good constitution

and a powerful build, which he needed. In the line of duty, attending

dinners and receptions, he heard over 4,000 speeches and remained well and
strong and in full possession of his faculties, a fine example of the durability

and hardihood of the United States Navy.
While the Exposition was young in development and from a distance

looked like an uncertain quantity, some of the foreign and some of the State

governments would, in response to the national invitation, or the urging of

some commercial organization, appropriate a small sum with which to send

a Commission out to San Francisco to find out what was really going to be

done. This had to be learned through a responsible agent or agents. If

there were going to be a real exposition, of dignified character and interna-

tional scope, it might be worth while appropriating a large amount for

participation. If what was contemplated was a sort of ambitious local land

show with a sounding title, by men that lacked a broad conception of the

nature of an exposition and the opportunity it offered to render service to

society, then it was not a thing that would justify the expenditure of much,
or possibly any, public money. Often the first impression satisfied the

Commission and a site was chosen. Or, if the invitation had been accepted

without this precaution, there was usually a preliminary visit to look over

the ground.

The general practice was to have some representative of the Exposition

meet the visitors on the train or the ferry and escort them to their hotel.

Within a few hours the President's Aide, or the Chairman of the Reception

and Entertainment Committee, made a personal call. A return call was

made at the offices of the Exposition, and after that, formalities were dis-

pensed with and the officials of the Exposition and the visiting Commission-

ers went straight at the business in hand. Subsequent entertainment was

assisted by the appropriate foreign or State auxiliary.

About the first real business was to convince the visitors that the Exposi-

tion management was in earnest, and had a proper conception of its obliga-

tions. There was always a visit to the site. In the early part of
A Fine igii and for some time after, that was a test of tact. The site
^^

looked like the mischief. Shacks and dumps and mud, with a

gasometer looming darkly over them, are not things with which to convince a

visitor that you can rear a city of art and beauty in that place. It called for

all the impressiveness of the President, all the eloquence of such Directors as
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Frank L. Brown, or A. W. Scott, Jr., to get the guests' attention off the

shacks and dumps and mud and center it on the Golden Gate, the Marin

hills, the crest of Tamalpais. The Director of Works used to explain that

the Machinery Palace or some such structure was to be wrapped around the

gas tank, "so you'd never know it was there," while the guests looked on

him in wonder.

In a day or two would come the selection of the site for the pavilion of the

State or nation represented, and perhaps its dedication. A luncheon would

be tendered the visitors at one of the three main San Francisco hotels.

Eminent citizens were invited, particularly if any could be found that were

identified in some way with the nation or the State to be honored. Among
the invited guests were Federal, State, and municipal officials, and officers of

the Army and the Navy. There would either be an address of welcome by

the President of the Exposition or he would briefly introduce one of the

Vice-Presidents or some other member of the Board as Chairman, who
would formally welcome the visitors, and there were remarks of welcome by

the Federal, State, and city representatives present; to which the head of the

visiting delegation would respond.

After luncheon the party usually proceeded by automobile to Golden

Gate Park and thence to the Presidio, where through the kindness and the

ready cooperation of the Army officers a review of troops would be

held. Throughout the whole life of the Exposition the Army was
AsbecL

its friend, as well as the Navy, and contributed vastly to the

pomp and splendor of its ceremonies. It was one of the advantages of

having the Exposition near, and partly in, the Presidio, as well as on the

Bay shore off which the battleships could anchor. And it reacted to the ad-

vantage of the Army and the Navy to have visitors from all parts of the

country see so much of them. It was the first time an American exposition

had been so placed that the Army and Navy could form integral parts

of it.

From the Presidio the party repaired to the site for the pavilion. There

were more addresses of welcome or congratulation and the President de-

livered a deed to the land to be occupied.

The deeds in these cases made and provided conveyed, as the President

used to say in tendering them, "all the right, title, and interest in the land

the Exposition itself holds." Otherwise, parcels of Uncle Sam's Presidio

might seem to have been given away, those days, with reckless generosity.

And only one Commissioner was canny enough to return his deed next day

for fear of taxes or assessments or other unearned decrement.

The documents certified that in accordance with the understanding
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reached between the contracting parties, and in ratification of it, there was

assigned for the period of the Exposition a certain area as platted upon the

accompanying map, on condition that the Exposition be assured that the

area should be properly improved; and it was further certified that the land

would be reserved until a certain date fixed, when if work had not been

commenced thereon in accordance with plans and specifications

J'^\l . , approved by the President and the Director of Works, the site
Condtlional '^^ •'

. . .
i

• j

should revert to the Exposition. The mstrument also recited

that the agreement was subject to the Exposition rules; and the ground was

accepted upon these conditions.

After the delivery of the deed, the flag of the participating nation or

State was raised. In the case of a foreign country the flag received the

national salute from a pair of field guns; and the ground was declared to be

a part of China or Japan, or Norway, or Turkey.

There were large and enthusiastic audiences, manifesting by their ap-

plause and cheers their appreciation of the symbolism and the sentiment

involved. The last act of the little drama was the notification of the De-

partment of State by wire.

Such ceremonies were a departure in exposition development, and they

had an inestimable value. They confirmed and they committed. They

made news for the home papers, and moving pictures that carried one more

chapter of the Exposition story over the world.

Often there were evening receptions at the hotels, where the wives of the

Commissioners could meet the wives of the Directors and officials of the

Exposition. The general arrangement of these affairs, some of which

were very brilliant, was carried out by the staff" of the Reception

Hot^^lif
^""^ Entertainment Committee, and the President's Naval Aide,

with notable smoothness. There were receptions, balls, and

dinners in number, so that the city and the country had no reason to be other

than proud of the manner in which the distinguished guests of the nation

were entertained. Nor had they reason to be other than grateful as well, for

with scrupulous exactitude the Directors of the Exposition paid their own

way in these aff"airs.

Formal dinners during the construction epoch were many and important.

There was the banquet to President Taft on October 13, 191 1, to W. R.

Hearst on January 3, 1912, to the Consular Corps on March 12, 1912, to the

Western Governors on March 22, 1912, to Secretary of State Knox on May
8, 1912, to Hon. David R. Francis on March 20, 1913, to Secretary of State

Bryan on April 30, 1913, to Hon. M. F. Tarpey on October 23, 1913. In

addition, the foreign and State commissions, on the occasion of site selections
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and dedications, were entertained at formal luncheons in the President's

official reception and entertainment dining-room.

The Woman's Board was most helpful in these matters, and during the

Exposition season dined a great many distinguished persons in the beautiful

tea room in the California Building, preceding receptions and dances in the

great ballroom below.

During the Exposition period social functions multiplied into a long list

of memorable gatherings that brought a strong supporting spirit into the life

of the institution.

The President's official entertainment dining room was established to

facilitate the formal and informal reception and entertainment of eminent

visitors within the Exposition grounds. Its cost included all service for

dinners and luncheons given. Charges were made to all Directors and

Exposition officials for all the luncheons and dinners they attended, or for

any other service.

The President's Naval Aide had practical charge of the President's

official entertainment dining-room, in which foreign and State commissioners,

governors, and such men as Edison, Goethals, and Brashear were

entertained and made a part of the Exposition family about the ^^" %miiy
family board. Those affairs often preceded dedications and other

ceremonies in the grounds, and thus Commander Woodward worked in close

cooperation with the Director of Special Days and Events. There issued

from the Naval Aide's office weekly bulletins giving the names of all com-

missioners and their families with the address of each, which formed a cur-

rent official list.

Among the persons of note and influence, in addition to the foreign and

State commissioners, entertained by the Exposition at various times and in

different ways before and after the opening were: His Excellency

Jonkeer Dr. J. Loudon, Minister from The Netherlands; Vice
th/cuests

Admiral Teijiro Kuroi and staff, of the Japanese cruiser "Asama";

Charles S. deed of St. Louis, Prof. James H. Gore, Commissioner General

of Siam; Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo; former Gov. Francis of Mis-

souri, President of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition; Dr. Lauro Muller,

Foreign Minister of Brazil; Louis Hill, President of the Great Northern

Railroad; Seiior Don Ignacio Calderon, Bolivian Minister to the United

States; Lieut. Gen. Nelson A. Miles; Gov. George W. Hays of Arkansas;

Peter Jansen, President of the Nebraska Commission; Mayor Oscar Marx of

Detroit; J. Ogden Armour; Senor Octavio Escobar Vargas, General Com-
missioner of the Government of Venezuela; the Right Honorable the Earl

Grey, G.C.B., G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O., former Governor General of Canada;
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Alexander Walker, City Assessor and R. K. McMillan, Chief Magistrate of

Glasgow; E. P. Ripley, Edward Chambers, and A. G. Wells, President,

Vice-President, and General Superintendent of the Atchison, Topeka, and

Santa Fe Railway; Gov. George W. Clarke of Iowa; John Hays Hammond;
Brig. Gen. Clarence R. Edwards; Franklin D. Roosevelt, Assistant Secretary

of the Navy; C. E. Stone of Minnesota; Sir Robert Balfour; Lord Herschell;

President Francis T. Walters of the Kansas State Agricultural College;

Rear Admiral Albert Sidney Snow, U. S. N., retired; A. L. Mohler, President

of the Union Pacific Railway; Henry Alexander Hellssen of Copenhagen;

Senator F. W. Warren of Wyoming; Arnold Holingen, Swiss Consul at

Chicago and Swiss Commissioner General to the Columbian Exposition;

Charles K. Lipman, Vice-President of the Guggenheim Exploration Com-
pany of New York; Louis Hill, President of the Great Northern Railway;

Senator Pittman of Nevada; Senor Luis F. Mendizabal, Minister of Public

Works of Guatemala; His Excellency Paul S. Reinsch, American Minister to

China; His Excellency J. Batalha de Freitas, Portuguese Minister to China;

Clarence B. Blethen, editor and proprietor of the "Seattle Times" ; Franklin K.

Lane, Secretary of the Interior; Gov. J. F. A. Strong, of Alaska; J. E. Chil-

berg of Seattle, President of the Seattle Exposition; William H. Cowles,

publisher of the "Spokane Review" and the"Spokane Chronicle" ; Dr. Gonzaga

Filho, Brazilian Consul General at Yokohama, and Commander Conrado

Heck of Brazil; Newcomb Carlton, President of the Western Union Tele-

graph Company; S. S. McCIure, the New York magazine and newspaper

publisher; W. S. Burrows, Vice-President and General Manager of Libby,

McNeill & Libby; Mrs. Phoebe Apperson Hearst; William Randolph

Hearst; J. Kirby, Jr., and D. M. Parry of the National Association of

Manufacturers; George W. Guthrie, Ambassador to Japan; Senator Charles

S. Thomas of Colorado; Prince Kampengpetch of Siam, and Capt. Yoo,

his aide; Henri Guillaume, architect of the French Pavilion; Hon. John

Barrett, Director General of the Pan-American Union; Frank G. Vanderlip,

President of the National City Bank, of New York; Admiral Baron Shigeto

Dewa, I. J. N.; former Vice-President Fairbanks; Dr. Seth Low, former

Mayor of New York; Vice-President Marshall; Hon. Martin Burrell,

Canadian Secretary of Agriculture; Admiral Baron Uriu, I. J. N.; Gov.

Boyle of Nevada; Stanley Field of Chicago; Capt. Meriwether, U.S.N.

,

of the "Jason"; the Congressional delegation en route to Hawaii, including

former Speaker Cannon of the House of Representatives; Gov. Major of

Missouri; Charles M. Schwab, President of the Bethelem Steel Corporation;

Gov. Goldsborough of Maryland; F. W. Leadbetter, owner of the "Port-

land Oregonian"; Gov. Fielder ofNew Jersey; Mayor Mitchel ofNew York;
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Gov. Whitman of New York; Capt. Carlos Miranda of the Argentine train-

ing ship "Presidente Sarmiento"; former Gov. Glynn of New York; Gov.

Pinkham of Hawaii; Samuel InsuU, President of the Commonwealth Edison

Company; Dr. Rupert Blue, Surgeon General United States Public Health

Service; Gov. Hanna of North Dakota; Gov. Ralston of Indiana; Count

Claes Bonde of Sweden; former Secretary of State W. J. Bryan; Gov. Henry

Carter Stuart of Virginia; Mayor Curley of Boston; Hon. Champ Clark,

Speaker of the House of Representatives; Edward T. Stotesbury, President

of the Reading Railroad; Gov. Walsh of Massachusetts; Gov. Capper of

Kansas; Gov. Spry of Utah; former President of the United States Theodore

Roosevelt; Channing H. Cox, Speaker of the Massachusetts Assembly; Gov.

Hammond of Minnesota; Gov. Dunne of Illinois; Lord Richard Plantagenet

Nevill, equerry to the Duke of Connaught and personal emissary of His

Majesty George V of England; Secretary of Labor W. B. Wilson; Maj. Gen.

George' T. Barnett, U.S.M.C; Rear Admiral William F. Fullam, U.S.N.,

Gov. Ernest Lister of Washington; former Gov. Slaton of Georgia; John

Temple Graves; Simon Benson of Oregon; Cyrus H. McCormick; Dr.

Lawrence Bruner of Nebraska; Capt. Madsen of the Royal Danish yacht

"Nordug IV"; former President William Howard Taft; His Excellency

W. L. F. C. Chevalier van Rappard, Minister from The Netherlands; Gov.

Brumbaugh of Pennsylvania; Count van Rechtern Limpurg; Maj. Gen.

George W. Goethals; His Excellency Kai Fu Shah, Chinese Minister to

Washington; Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Minister to Mexico; Dr.

Brashear, President of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers;

former Gov. Myron T. Herrick of Ohio; Gov. Alexander of Idaho; J. J.

Carty, Chief Engineer of the American Telegraph and Telephone Company;

Gov. Willis of Ohio; His Excellency Viscount d'Alte, Portuguese Minister

^o the United States; Senator Oscar Underwood of Alabama; Thomas Alva

Edison; Luther Burbank; Henry Ford; His Excellency Dr. Paul Ritter,

Swiss Minister to the United States; Hon. Frank Barnard, Lieut. Gov. of

British Columbia; Gov. Withycombe of Oregon; former Gov. Gillett of

California; Senator Boies Penrose; Baron E. Shibusawa of Japan; Dr. L. D.

Ricketts of Arizona; Adolfo Stahl, special representative of the President of

Guatemala; Mayor Sebastian of Los Angeles; Harrison Gray Otis of the

Los Angeles "Times"; G. A. Davidson, President of the Panama-California

Exposition; Gov. George Black of the Yukon Territory; Admiral Cameron

McRay Winslow, U.S.N. ; Sir Edgar Speyer; former Gov. John A. Dix

of New York; Senator James D. Phelan; Congressman Julius Kahn;

E. W. Rice, Jr., President of the General Electric Company, and Henry

Evans, President of the Continental Fire Insurance Company, the man
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that had insisted that San Francisco losses be paid in full after the fire of

1906.

According to opportunity and the time of the guest, the character of

entertainment varied from showing him Chinatown and the Bank Exchange

to taking him to the annual High Jinks at the Bohemian Grove or the Buck

Barbecue of the Auburn Gun Club.

One peculiar feature of the social life of the Exposition should be noted.

The President made it an ironclad rule to appear at no social function of any

sort outside the Exposition grounds during the Exposition season.

^ Foj»(
As a result any foreign or State commission desiring the presence

of the President of the Exposition at any entertainment had to

hold that entertainment somewhere within the grounds—either at the

California Building, Old Faithful Inn, the New York Building, or some other

suitable place within the gates. That rule, established as soon as the season

began, operated to make the Exposition still more a place of resort than it

would otherwise have been, and contributed importantly to the attendance,

and the animation of the grounds, especially during the early days of the

Exposition year.







CHAPTER XLV

IN THE YEAR BEFORE THE OPENING

THE year 1914 witnessed a great acceleration in every field of Exposi-

tion development, and much of it was physical and visible. The

palaces reached completion and exhibits began going into them.

Tremendous constructive energies were released on the Zone and in the for-

eign and State sections. Ground-breaking ceremonies and dedications of

sites brought every step of such progress into public cognizance. Foreign

governments made large appropriations for participation. An amazing

number of conventions was secured. To these activities were added in the

latter half of the year the exertions necessary to repair the havoc made in the

Exposition plans by the outbreak of the war. Let us review the more

significant Exposition events of 19I4.

The year opened with assurances from Rome that the Italian Govern-

ment had decided to participate, although no official announcement had yet

been made. Efforts to induce Great Britain and Germany to participate

were continuous but unavailing.

President Moore issued a New Year's greeting and told of the progress of

the past year.

By the beginning of this year Barr's Bureau of Conventions and Societies

as it was then called, had secured 200 congresses and conventions for 1915.

The contract for the construction of the Court of the Universe was let

January 3.

On January 4, moving pictures of the site of the Exposition were taken

from an aeroplane.

J. R. Hanify, special Yachting Commissioner for the Exposition, left for

New York, New Orleans, and Cuba to confer with yachtsmen.

Judgment was obtained early in January against a large stockholder that

had become averse to paying his subscription. He paid.

Lieutenant Commander Clark Howell Woodward, U.S.N., was detailed

by the Navy Department, January 14, as Naval Aide to the President of

the Exposition, to relieve Lieutenant Commander David Foote Sellers, who

was promoted and ordered on sea duty.

235
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Several nations had accepted the invitation to have warships in the great

naval pageant that was to come through the Panama Canal—and that could

not come on account of the war.

The work of equipping the Emergency Hospital was well along.

Dr. Skiff returned to San Francisco after a long trip abroad in the inter-

ests of the Exposition.

Col. Hutchison arrived to begin the preparation of Canada's pavilion

and displays. Other commissioners of foreign nations and domestic States

came at different times throughout the year to let contracts for
'^ " their pavilions and buildings and arrange for their participation.

Work was commenced on the Idaho Building on January 24.

This was the first of the State buildings to be started.

The first steel for the Palace of Horticulture went up, on January 26.

Arnold Kruckman was appointed head of the Exposition Bureau of

Aeronautics on February 3, 1914, and soon announced the route for an

aerial race round the world to finish at the Exposition grounds.

A contract was signed early in February with the Pinkerton Detective

Agency with the object of protecting visitors against crime.

The steel work of the Auditorium was completed by February 7.

President Moore and Mayor Rolph headed a large excursion of citizens

to Los Angeles on February 16 to take part in a reception and entertain-

ment by the "700,000 Club."

The Austin Organ Company was awarded the contract for the great

organ in Festival Hall.

Sir Conan Doyle forwarded to Premier Asquith a petition of a number of

famous British authors for British participation.

On February 20, a year before opening. President Moore issued another

statement of progress and declared the Exposition would be completed on

time.

The Italian Government appointed Signor Ernesto Nathan, former

Mayor of Rome, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the

EJxposition and Commissioner General for Italy.

Twenty thousand people attended a "Year Before Opening" celebration

on the grounds on February 23.

Twenty-eight large firms in Austria decided to exhibit, whatever might

be the decision of their government.

King George of Great Britain offered a gold cup to be competed for in the

yacht races.

King Alfonso of Spain received Commissioners from the Exposition.

Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, Charge d'Affaires of the Persian Legation, was
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appointed Commissioner General for Persia, to organize the Persian section

at the Exposition.

Former Premier Alfred Deakin of the Commonwealth of Australia was

appointed head of Australia's Commission.

An exhibition by the artists engaged in painting the murals for the Ex-

position was held at the Palace Hotel early in March.

President Moore made application, March 9, for the Vanderbilt Cup
automobile race.

John B. G. Lester was sent on a mission for the Exposition to Rhodesia

and the Union of South Africa.

Russia decided to participate in the naval review that the war

prevented. By early March 160 war vessels could be counted *„
""

upon for this event.

Over 700 persons attended the reception given by the Directors of the

Exposition to Col. William Hutchison, Canada's Commissioner General,

Dr. T. C. Chu, Resident Commissioner of China, J. E. Boggild, Consul

General and Resident Commissioner of Denmark, H. A. van Coenen Tor-

chiana. Consul General and Commissioner General of The Netherlands, and

E. Clifton, Commissioner General of New Zealand.

On March 18 the Directors were re-elected, and proceeded to re-elect

the officers of the corporation.

The Union of International Associations, meeting at Brussels, decided to

organize a world's congress of organizations for San Francisco in 191 5.

A large meeting of railroad officials was held at the Palace Hotel to dis-

cuss passenger traffic problems for 191 5.

Mme. Luisa Tetrazzini broke ground for Festival Hall on March 24.

Members of the Transcontinental Passenger Association, meeting at San

Francisco, were taken over the grounds and then dined by the Exposition.

Steel arrived for the Tower of Jewels and work started on it on March 27.

Lieut. G. W. Danforth, U. S. N., retired, was appointed Chief of the

Department of Machinery on April i, to succeed A. M. Hunt, resigned.

The Exposition appropriated |ioo,ooo for the International Polo Tour-

nament, an event that was greatly curtailed by the war.

President Wilson's special message urging an appropriation of half a

million for a Government Building at the Exposition was read to the House
of Representatives on April 2.

By this date the steel work on the dome of the Palace of Horticulture was

completed.

On April 4, President Yuan Shi Kai gave audience to the Exposition

commissioners in China.
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Franklin D. Roosevelt, Assistant Secretary of the Navy, was tendered a

luncheon by the Exposition April 15.

J. Cheever Cowdin and John B. Miller started east next day to arouse

interest in the Exposition Polo Tournament.

President Wilson approved the design for the President's Cup, the

American yachting trophy to be competed for at the .Exposition.

A great celebration of Insurance Day was held on the grounds on April 18.

The corner stone of the Auditorium was laid on April 23.

James A. Barr was appointed Director of Congresses on April 29.

A May Day celebration was held on the grounds.

On the second of May was held the Ball of All Nations, in the Machinery

Palace, a costumed spectacle of marvelous brilliance, and a great success in

every phase.

On May 6, Earl Grey, former Governor General of Canada, was ten-

dered a luncheon by the Directors.

Ground was broken for the California Building on May 7. Governor

Johnson, Mayor Rolph, and officials of the Exposition, took
California

^.j. -^^ ^.j^^ ceremonies, county commissioners attended from all
Represented '^

.

'
.

parts 01 Cahiornia, and about 10,000 people were present.

The next day ground-breaking ceremonies for the Swedish Pavilion were

held.

The Vanderbilt Cup and the Grand Prix automobile races were secured.

The first State building completed, that of Idaho, was dedicated on May

King Victor Emmanuel approved the plans for the Pavilion of Italy.

The Young Women's Christian Association announced the completion of

plans for its building on the grounds.

Maj. Gen. Enrique Loynaz del Castillo tendered a banquet to the Direc-

tors and officers of the Exposition.

On May 15 the Division of Exhibits was notified by the Division of

Works that four palaces were ready for occupancy and five more would be

ready by the end of the month.

J. Heyerdahl Hansen left on May 20 for a tour of Norway as Exposi-

tion Commissioner of the Norwegian Americans.

Bids were opened for the construction of service yards and warehouses in

the grounds, for the Scintillator pier and for asphalt for the pavements.

James E. Sullivan, Director of Athletics, left for France to attend the

international meeting at Lyons and the International Olympic Games

Congress at Paris, where he arranged with many foreign athletes to visit the

Exposition.
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The streets of the Exposition, including the Zone, were all appropriately

named late in May.
Ground was broken for the Pavilion of The Netherlands on May 28.

Commissioner General Nathan arrived on May 31 to dedicate Italy's

site. The dedication was accomplished on June 2. The following night

the Commissioner General was tendered a reception by the Exposition at the

Fairmont Hotel. It was a brilliant social event.

The Parseval Airship Company of Berlin received a concession on June

5, less than two months before the outbreak of the war, to operate diri-

gible airships from the grounds. On account of the war nothing came of it.

Prof. James Howard Gore of Washington, D. C, Commissioner General

for Siam, was given a dinner by the Directors, at the St. Francis.

A deputation from China, with fifty native artisans, arrived on June

15 to build the Chinese Pavilion. Ground was broken this month for the

Ohio Building, and a contract let for the construction of the Illinois Building.

Commission after commission arrived, and was entertained by the Directors,

and construction in the foreign and State section showed amazing activity

from this time until Opening Day.

On June 28 a political assassination occurred at a small town in Bosnia.

The victims were persons of rank in Austria but unknown here, the assassin's

name was hard to pronounce, and in three days the newspapers gave us

something else to think about. Fourth of July was approaching, and we had

nothing to do with those old-world monarchies anyhow.

Flags of all nations were raised on the Exposition grounds on July 4, and

patriotic exercises were held on the Zone.

The French Chamber of Deputies passed a bill appropriating ^400,000

for participation, July 8, and the measure passed the Senate four days later.

On August I, Germany declared war on Russia, and it was immediately

evident that most of Europe would be involved. In spite of that, President

Moore, as we have recited elsewhere, declared that the Exposition would go

right along in its development, and open on time as planned. The Directors

affirmed his act and published a statement to the world to that efl^ect.

On August 1 4, President Moore issued another statement confirming the

first, declaring that the Exposition was 90 per cent complete and that there

would be no postponement. The State Department at Washington an-

swered many inquiries to the same efl^ect.

President Wilson appointed the National Exposition Commission.

Japan asked for more space; a great encouragement.

The first exhibit was completely installed by August 27: the pneumatic

fire alarm system of the Star Electric Company of Binghampton, N. Y.,
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in the Palace of Liberal Arts. The system extended through the palaces

and formed one of the most effective elements of fire protection.

Labor Day and Admission Day, September 7 and 9, were observed with

ceremonies on the grounds, and there were large attendances.

Secretary of State Bryan announced from Washington that no foreign

nation had thus far withdrawn on account of the war.

W. L. Hathaway, Insurance Commissioner of the Exposition, left on

September 9, for Cincinnati to attend the convention of the National Associa-

tion of Life Underwriters with a view to inducing its next convention to come

to San Francisco.

The United States Steel Corporation began the installation of its tre-

mendous exhibit in the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy on September 15.

A number of ostriches arrived for the Ostrich Farm on the Zone.
ar e Mural paintings went up in the Court of Palms. Searchlights

began to arrive for the lighting scheme. Oregon citizens dedi-

cated the largest flag pole in the world. John McLaren reported that 80

per cent of the landscape gardening was complete.

James E. Sullivan, Athletic Director of the Exposition, died at New York

on September 16. This was one of the greatest losses the Exposition sus-

tained.

On October 4 a large representation of the improvement clubs of the city

was taken over the grounds, to observe the progress of the work. A "Peace

Concert" was held in the Court of the Four Seasons, and addresses were

made by Mayor Rolph and S. M. Shortridge.

Columbus Day was celebrated on the grounds on October 11. Nearly

30,000 people attended.

Entry blanks were issued for the Vanderbilt Cup and Grand Prix auto-

mobile races and Barney Oldfield entered for the former. The revised pro-

gram of athletic events was published.

Frank Brangwyn's murals for the Court of Abundance arrived from

London.

Capt. Asher Carter Baker left for France and Italy on October 22, to

revive French interest in participation and increase the showing of Italy.

The trip was a most important success.

During this part of the year a campaign was being conducted to induce

Alameda County to produce a million dollars for the Exposition. Meet-

ings of influential Oaklanders were being addressed by Exposition officials,

and organizations were promoted in the East Bay communities for this

object. The issue finally came before the people of Alameda County in the

from of a bond election, which failed.
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Early in November the arrangement with representatives of the hotel

interests that resulted in the Hotel Bureau was made.

J. J. Bryan was made Assistant Director of Concessions and Admissions,

and E. C. Conroy Chief of Admissions, on November 10.

By November 20 the French Cabinet decided, as a result of Capt. Baker's

activities, to proceed with the French participation.

The Government Exhibit Board arranged for a special steamer to bring

the Government exhibits through the Canal.

Festival Hall and the Tower of Jewels were accepted by the Buildings

and Grounds Committee on November 28. Foreign pavilions and State

buildings were coming to completion and exhibits were arriving from all

parts of the world.

The Exposition telephone system was opened December 6.

December 15 was made Exposition Letter Day, and the people of San

Francisco sent thousand of letters all over the world about the coming
celebration.

James D. O'Neil became Chief of Concessions on December 22.

There was a municipal Christmas celebration under the auspices of the
" Examiner" on December 26. This day the Marines arrived on the United

States Cruiser "West Virginia."

Oregon's building was dedicated, and the year closed with the arrival on

the Pacific Mail steamer "MongoHa" of a large party of Chinese Commis-
sioners and 420 tons of exhibits.



CHAPTER XLVI

THE CITY'S HERITAGE

SAN FRANCISCO'S great Auditorium in the Civic Center, the scene

of more than 400 conventions during the Exposition season, and a

legacy of the Exposition to the city, was dedicated on the night of

January 9, 1915, in the midst of a typical San Francisco frolic; a mask ball

attended by a multitude said to have numbered more than 17,000 people.

No one that was there will soon forget it, or fail to recall with pride and

pleasure its animated scenes.

In retrospect, it is one of San Francisco's great nights. As one ap-

proaches, bombs and rockets exploding from the roof announce the coming

dedication of the first of the Exposition structures to be thrown open to the

public. The uncompleted City Hall, facing the Civic Center on Polk Street,

looms darkly, and the vacancies across the plaza, where monu-

SiJectacl'^"'
"^s"tal buildings are to arise, are black and silent; but the Audi-

torium itself is all alight, the streets about it are swarming with

automobiles, and the sidewalks are jammed with shouting newsboys and

expectant throngs and maskers in fantastic costumes threading their way to

the entrances under the long marquee.

It looks as though all San Francisco has turned out to take over one of its

best possessions, and to make merry over its own rewarded enterprise. For

it has long been recognized that the expanding activities of the city demand
a place of assemblage for great gatherings and festivals; and here it is at last,

materialized in brick and stone and steel.

Within, all is a good-natured bustle of eager thousands scurrying to the

robing rooms in order to get on the floor at the earliest possible moment;

for the bands are booming from brasses and drums—violins being a bit out of

date for such uses. And when they do get on the floor, 2,500 couples it is

said, on some 34,000 square feet of polished maple, the bands take up all this

rainbow color of costume—the garb of Mandarins and coolies, of sailors,

Cossacks, Eskimos, Pierrots, Columbines, Yama Yama Girls, Neptune's

Daughters, and everybody's else, in purple, silver, and gold and every

primary hue and every shade thereof—and with the magic of elemental
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ragtime they weave it into stranger arabesques than ever were blended on

a loom.

Perhaps the Auditorium Ball lacked some of the spectacular magnifi-

cence of the Ball of All Nations, in the Machinery Palace, but

for the participants it was fully as enjoyable, and ran more smooth- ^^ "^^ "^

ly; and to those experts in making a night of it, the San Fran-

ciscans, it was one of the really big events that preceded the opening of the

Exposition.

Mme. Bernice de Pasquali sang an aria. The concessions on the Zone

presented a Mummers' Parade, headed by the Official Spade with which

President Taft broke ground for the Exposition. There followed a huge

inhabited pumpkin, sections of the Panama Canal, a Golden Buddha from

Japan Beautiful, an Alaskan dog team, a human alligator, a pair of the

"electriquettes" in which people were to traverse the grounds, and all the

parti-colored mob of professional fun-makers that had begun to gather for

the year. They did not leave the floor until the bad men from the "'49

Camp" had "shot up the place."

The parade was preceded by exhibition dancing and a few vaudeville

turns, and there were "movies" at intervals throughout the evening, and

messages of felicitation from other cities flashed on the wall from time to

time; from John Purroy Mitchel, Mayor of New York City, from Gov.

Whitman of New York, from Mayor Harrison of Chicago, and many State

and foreign commissioners.

Thornwell Mullally, with Mrs. Murray, wife of Maj. Gen. Arthur

Murray, led the grand march.

In an interlude in the merry-making the crowd witnessed with serious

gratification the dedicatory ceremonies whereby the building was turned

over by Chairman William H. Crocker of the Buildings and Grounds Com-

mittee to President Moore for the Exposition period, and by the latter to

Mayor Rolph for San Francisco thereafter. Two silver keys passed, as

symbols of possession for the two periods. Mr. Moore retained one of these

and presented the other to the Mayor. The brief congratulatory Mayor

remarks of Mr. Crocker and Mr. Moore were received with much Knew their

applause, but the Mayor seemed to make the happiest impression °" ^

with his concluding mandate: "On with the dance!" Which was the

thing the guests were there for.

The management, including the reception of automobile parties, the seat-

ing and dancing arrangements, and the service in two crowded banquet rooms,

may be said to have been perfect, and was the work of Director Mullally,

who took charge at President Moore's request. The patronesses were:
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Mesdames William H. Crocker, Frederick W. Sharon, Henry T. Scott,

Phcfibe A. Hearst, Francis Carolan, Walter S. Martin, C. Frederick Kohl>

George A. Pope, M. H. de Young, Joseph D. Grant, Samuel Knight, William

S. Tevis, Augustus Taylor, Eleanor Martin, Herbert C. Moffitt, Walter

Hobart, George A. Newhall, Mountford S. Wilson, William Mayo Newhall,

J. S. Tobin, James Rolph, Jr., Harry H. Scott, Charles C. Moore, I. W.
Hellman, Jr., Frank B. Anderson, Laurance Scott, J. C. Wilson, James

McNab, Arthur Murray, Garret W. McEnerney, Charles W. Clark, Willard

Drown, Willis Polk, C. M. Crockett, Herbert W. Allen, William H. Taylor,

Jr., J. A. Folger, Robert Oxnard, H. C. Breeden, Frederick W. McNear,

Ferdinand Theriot, George T. Cameron, Dent H. Robert, Charles Fremont

Pond, Jesse W. Lilienthal, Frederick Funston, Latham McMullin, Dixwell

Hewitt, George N. Armsby, Alexander H. Rutherford, F. M. Bennett, S. M.
Foote, William Sproule, John S. Drum, F. S. Hutton, Henry Foster Dutton,

Eugene B. Murphy, Herbert Fleishhacker, A. M. Hunter, R. B. Hale, Ross

Ambler Curran, Edward Carpenter, John A. Britton, William T. Sesnon,

M. J. Brandenstein, Fred Sanborn, Leon Sloss, Louis Sloss, Leopold Michels

Edgar Peixotto, Guy L. Edie, William Miller Graham, J. O. Tobin, Thomas

B. Eastland.

The organ loft was occupied by the foreign consuls at San Francisco, and

other distinguished guests.

In addition to dedicating the building, the Exposition-Civic ball was

given to raise money to furnish it. The general admittance fee was $i, so

that everybody could go. Seats ran from $1.50, up to $50 for boxes seating

eight. The expense was $3,506, and the net returns came to 121,315.

The Auditorium was built by the Exposition as a gift to the city, and is,

except for the Palace of Fine Arts, the one permanent building left of all the

beauty and grandeur that attracted so many hundred thousand

^i'^^^ people to San Francisco in 1915. It was the first building com-

pleted in the Civic Center. It occupies the block bounded by

Hayes, Larkin, Polk, and Grove Streets, where the Mechanics' Pavilion once

stood and the Mechanics' Fairs used to be held: a memory cherished by all

old San Franciscans. The land had been purchased by the Mechanics'

Institute in 1880 for $175,000, and on October 8, 1912, Mayor Rolph gave a

city warrant for 1701,437.08 for it, the money to come out of the proceeds

of a city bond issue for the Civic Center plan.

The building, of the finest type of steel and brick and concrete construc-

tion, covers a space of 265 by 400 feet, and cost $1,322,734. Of this the

Exposition paid $1,112,710, which included the cost of the great organ and

most of the cost of its installation, and the municipality paid the balance or
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f2 10,024, ^s an extra for the granite fagade that fronts the Civic Center,

plus ? 1,000 on thecost of the organ installation.

The principal hall has a level floor area of 34,500 square feet, without an

obstructing post; and on the floor and in the great gallery supported on steel

cantilevers, it will seat 10,648 people, or about 2,000 more than the Hearst

Greek Theater at Berkeley. The architects were John Galen Howard,
Frederick W. Meyers, and John Reid, Jr., architects for the Civic Center.

The Auditorium building is very imposing. Its roof is an octagonal dome
190 feet in diameter, with the apex 120 feet above the floor. In the organ

loft on the south wall the great 40,000-dollar organ from Festival Hall was
installed, after the Exposition.

Besides the central auditorium, on the main floor, there are ten halls

suitable for meetings, which will seat several hundred persons each. Two of

these, each 58 by 136 feet, flank the main hall, and have their own lobbies,

reception rooms, and moving picture booths, so that if necessary,

two banquets with all modern "trimmings" could take place . ,.
"""*'

. . Ill 11 Auditoriums
while a convention was going on. And probably more than that

for many of the other halls could be pressed into service for several uses.

In addition to the eleven halls there are nineteen rooms suitable for com-

mittee meetings or meetings of small convention sections, each of the nine-

teen rooms seating from 30 to 125 people. By a system of partitions the

four large halls on the third and fourth floors may be converted into a maxi-

mum of fourteen halls, each with a possible seating capacity of 250 people.

With the partitions in use it would be possible to hold in the Auditorium at

the same time twenty-one conventions, with attendances of from 250 to

10,000, and nineteen committee or section meetings, with attendances from

30 to 125.

There is a large kitchen in the basement, there are ramps into the base-

ment for automobiles and auto-trucks, four elevators, two for passengers and

two for freight, running the full height of the building, besides two chair

lifts to the main floor; there is a storage room for the chairs and other furni-

ture when out of service; there are commodious robing rooms and committee

rooms, and on the third and fourth floors the banquet rooms of the first floor

have their counterparts, each with two committee rooms adjacent.

All sorts of intercommunicating facilities have been provided. Broad

corridors and a spacious foyer offer the utmost ease of circulation. There

is standing room for as many people as the main hall will seat, and there are

thirty-seven separate exits opening on four streets.

The report of the Exposition's Special Site Selection committee of July

25, 191 1, signed by Directors Hellman, Barneson and Davis, suggested that
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"at a Civic Center somewhere in the location of Van Ness and Market Street

a suitable site be purchased for the erection thereon of a combination opera

house and convention hall."

The Civic Center idea became a policy of the city administration, which

the people endorsed by a bond issue; and an Auditorium facing on the great

plaza became part of the purpose of the Exposition. There were negotia-

tions between the Exposition and the Board of Supervisors looking towards

cooperation in this matter, and the Supervisors asked for a formal ofFer,

based on the purchase of the land by the city. The Buildings and Grounds

Committee recommended that ^750,000 be appropriated for construction;

and the Board, on February 6, 1912, raised it to ?i,ooo,ooo which was subse-

quently increased. When the plans were approved by the Supervisors and

the Exposition, the Exposition was to let the construction contracts and

conduct the work.

Ground was broken July 10, 1913. On April 23, 19I4, the corner-stone

was laid, in the presence of an enthusiastic multitude. James McNab,
Vice-Chairman of the Buildings and Grounds Committee, acted as Chairman

of the Day, and the ceremonial masonry was performed jointly by the Mayor
of the city and the President of the Exposition. Moore, Rolph, McNab, and

Taussig made addresses, and Miss Mary E. Payne sang. The
""

,. building was accepted on January 5, 1915; a fine record of achieve-
Construchon ° ^ •' ii

ment for so large a structure, and greatly to the credit of the

Lindgren Company, of San Francisco, which had the general contract, a mat-

ter of nearly $800,000, the largest single contract let by the Exposition,

and one that required approximately a $400,000 bond.

Administration of the Auditorium was entrusted on January 8, 191 5, to

Robert W. Neal, who was appointed Manager. He was responsible for the

revenues and had to take care of all renting arrangements. Through its

Director of Congresses, James A. Barr, the Exposition assigned meeting halls

rent free, to the congresses, conferences, and conventions that had been

invited to meet at San Francisco during the Exposition period. Halls

other than the main auditorium could be rented if not needed for these con-

ventions, and the rentals, in spite of the almost continuous free use of large

parts of the building during the Exposition year, amounted to $16,400 before

the year was out. The net operating cost for the Exposition period was

$2,845.
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CHAPTER XLVII

EXPOSING THE DEFICIENCIES OF HERCULES

IT
will never be possible to describe the heaving spasms of energy neces-

sary to meet the emergencies of the last days of an exposition's building

era. Probably no world's exposition will ever be complete on Opening
Day. There are too many parts and too many participants. Too many
things can cause delay. Hook-worm in a South Sea island can hold up a

concession. A fit of economy in an American legislature can delay an ap-

propriation and cause a loss ofmonths in the construction of a State building.

An effort at a larger appropriation may have the same effect.

And these vicissitudes are aside from war, which had its disor- ''"•^P*^<^>

. • • n . . . 0] Delays
ganizmg mfluence on the Panama-Pacific International Exposi-

tion in its last and critical stages of construction. Nobody can plan it all

in advance, nor see it all as it grows, for requirements change over night, and

the thing goes through the mutations of a kaleidoscope.

Exhibitors of costly goods dislike to expose them to the risk of fire or

leaks or larceny or malicious mischief any sooner than necessary, and in the

effort to have them ready just at opening are apt to overshoot the mark a bit.

Contractors for booths are likely to underestimate the time required for

construction. Delays mean congestion in receipts of building materials and

exhibits, and congestion means more delay.

The Panama-Pacific International Exposition was better organized than

any other and it opened on time. Its exhibit palaces, statuary, murals,

fountains, gardens and pools and roads were ready on February 20, 191 5,

thanks to the foresight of the management and the driving energies of the

engineers in the Division of Works. But in the field of operations that the

management did not control, there was more or less inevitable tardiness.

Although the exhibits in the Machinery Palace for example were, on the eve

of opening, so extensive and varied, and so tremendous in size and impor-

tance, as to overwhelm the mind that tried to comprehend them, there were

vacant spaces that would have to be filled afterward, and these gaps were

not hard to find if one were looking for them.

Almost every palace contained more wonders of the world's learning and
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craftsmanship than anybody could examine in a month, yet after Opening

Day people were heard to complain that "The exhibits were not all in."

The report of Capt. Asher Carter Baker, Director of the Division
Exhibits

^£ Exhibits, covering this date, indicates that the installation
on Hand . .

' ° '

m the various palaces was as follows:

"Fine Arts, domestic 50 per cent, foreign 40 per cent; Education and

Social Economy, domestic 95 per cent, foreign 90 per cent; Liberal Arts,

domestic 80 per cent, foreign 50 per cent; Manufactures, domestic 100 per

cent, foreign 333^ per cent; Varied Industries, domestic 100 per cent, foreign

85 per cent; Machinery, domestic 85 per cent, foreign, none; Transportation,

domestic 99 per cent, foreign 96 per cent; Agriculture, domestic 90 per cent,

foreign 40 per cent; Food Products, domestic 90 per cent, foreign 40 per cent;

Horticulture, domestic 85 per cent, foreign 85 per cent; Horticultural

Gardens, domestic 90 per cent, foreign 100 per cent; Mines and Metallurgy,

domestic 90 per cent, foreign 30 per cent."

Such a report must contain a large element of estimate and conjecture,

yet these figures appeared to be in accordance with the facts, as nearly as a

general observer could judge.

Here and there, cast-staff tablets bore the legend:

"This space is reserved for the Kingdom of Italy, whose exhibits are now

on the way on board the S. S. Vega"; or the same with regard to Greece,

Great Britain, or France, whose exhibits were coming through the Canal on

the U. S. S. "Jason."

Constructive energy mounted toward a climax during 19I4. Teams and

auto-trucks tore about with materials, thousands of workmen drove at every

sort of labor connected with the building trades, not only in the palace area

but throughout the foreign and State sections; horses strained at truckloads

of lumber along miles of plank haulage ways, road metal from the Marin

hills was being barged across the Golden Gate, spread along the avenues and

compacted by snorting little chunks of road rollers; clever Italian staff

molders, in big, dim sheds, were laboring out wholesale quantities of traver-

tine plaster forms; colossal statuary was riding along the avenues and being

swung aloft by steam hoists, while at the Yacht Harbor great green bales of

ensilage were coming off barges in wire rope slings, and overflowing flat cars

on their way to the silos in the Live Stock section. A camp and parade

ground had to be made ready for Major Myers's Marines, who

J°°Z^
"" were to stay until the Exposition was nearly over, and tedious

negotiations were afoot for the lease of the old Fontana warehouse

beyond the other end of the grounds, to be turned into a barrack for visiting

State troops and cadet companies.
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Late in the year the President began organizing for the Special Days and
Special Events, which were to augment the gate receipts and most of the

other revenue items, and stamp the life of the Exposition with its peculiar,

and great, character. He devoted himself to this undertaking with his cus-

tomary energy, giving days and weeks to the assimilation of long lists of

suggestions commandeered from scores of members of the organization;

personally supervising the composition of huge wall-charts of ceremonies and

observances, arranging them under appropriate dates, grouping them so

they would not conflict, and so building up from the collective imaginations

of himself and his stafi^, what was to become the Exposition calendar. In

these arrangements the experience of Theodore Hardee, and the organizing,

engineering imagination of Connick, Director of the Division of Works,

were of inestimable value.

Soon the county seats of the State were being canvassed by commissioners

sent forth to engage the cooperation of county boards of supervisors and
influential citizens all over California, for the "county day" programs.

Urgent invitations were sent the foreign and State commissions to set dates

and make arrangements for the dedications of their pavilions and buildings.

After this movement was well launched a Department of Special Events,

Military AflPairs, and Athletics was organized under Director MuUally, who
was appointed chairman of a committee for that purpose; and a Department

of Special Days, reporting directly to the President, was organized and put

under the direction of Hardee, to carry on the county days and State days

and foreign-nation days and similar celebrations.

On December i, Durkee, the Comptroller, sent a request to all division

directors, and all department and bureau chiefs, requesting estimates of their

monetary needs for the operating season, and on the replies, and

on a somewhat similar investigation conducted by Hardee at the ,/^t'"^!"^,
, . ^ 1 1 r 11 • '^* Budget

President s mstance a few months berore, as well as on exposition

precedent, he based an idea of the proportion of the revenues that could be,

and would have to be, assigned to each particular activity of the Exposition.

The aggregate revenues were predicated on Director Esberg's old ratios

of attendance, and appeared to promise about $7,250,000 from all sources.

There was at this time a net indebtedness of $800,000 and the Comptroller

proposed to reserve for possible excess cost of wrecking and restoration

$450,000; which would leave $6,000,000. In addition he also proposed to

reserve $1,000,000 as a margin of safety to be used only when departments

could clearly demonstrate their need of added allotments. This would leave

an even $5,000,000 with which to run the Exposition. After conference with

DirectorHale, of the Executive Council of the Finance Committee, and some
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checking over of items and details, he submitted an operating budget of

$5,000,000, to last from Opening Day, February 20, to Closing Day,

December 4.

The largest item was $2,275,000 for the Division of Works. The next

largest was $450,000 for Music. Special Events called for $285,000. Dur-

kee suggested consideration of an increase in the allowances for Music and

Special Events. The Executive Council of the Finance Committee raised

the apportionment for Music to $586,300, and for Special Events to $348,700

and took the $200,000 thus allotted out of the allowance for Buildings and

Grounds. Otherwise the budget was adopted as tendered. Some of its

other large items were: $250,000 for the Division of Exploitation, $225,000

for the Live Stock Department, $200,000 for the Department of Admissions,

$110,000 for the Department of Concessions, $125,000 for the International

Award System, $1 50,000 for the Comptroller's Department.

Twenty-five thousand dollars was assigned as a proper amount for Yacht-

ing, $60,000 for Polo, and $75,000 for Athletics. For insurance $50,000 was

apportioned. (See page 151, Volume I.)

These were not appropriations, but guesses at what the appropriations

would later have to be. On the whole, it was a remarkably close guess. It

cost to operate the Exposition just $4,979,307, for the 288 days of its life.

The total receipts from all sources for the period amounted to $7,844,658,

leaving a surplus from operation of $2,865,351.

Besides planning the financial basis, in the budget, the Comptroller's

office had operating troubles to meet. Money would be coming in and

would have to be expeditiously counted and credited. It took a
ore iwg

considerable number of tellers, and cashiers, and can receivers,
Ihe Money . j-ij j- rand com counters, and stile readers, and com wrappers tor next

day's change—perhaps, with the relief, about 30 men. The office of the

Cashier, E. J. Wagner, was manned with about 45 in all, including all the

necessary clerical force. It was also supplied with three large mechanical

coin sorters and counters, very like prune graders, and with two mechanical

coin wrappers, all run by electric motors. They were leased from the

Automatic Coin Wrapping Machine Company, of New York.

The machines proved very efficacious. In practice, the turnstile cans

were dumped on the sorter, and the tokens, or tickets, which were left on top

after the halves, quarters, dimes, and nickels had dropped to their respective

compartments, were "killed" with a large punch, in blocks of 25, and taken

to another and quieter place, where ten or a dozen girls of the Admissions

Department counted them and then ran them through a sort of electrically

driven hay-cutter that chopped them into small pieces. The cash went
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through the counter which could count coins at the rate of 200 to 500 a

minute without a blunder, and then had to be wrapped for the "change

banks" of the concessions cashiers for use next day. The machines did

this work rapidly and well, saving the labor of many men, and making neat,

solid rolls that could be broken open with a single blow, like a breakfast egg.

The United States collier "Caesar" arrived on January 13, twenty-five

days out from Washington Navy Yard, with 2,400 measured tons of govern-

ment exhibits. She tied up at the transport dock and almost immediately

began to discharge old army wagons that had rolled with Sherman's soldiers

from Atlanta to the sea, intricate automatic computing machines used in the

Bureau of the Census, great composite lighthouse lenses, models, maps,

testing machines and other material illustrating the work of the government.

On the same day Charles R. Morales, representing the provinces of

Mindanao and Sulu, P. I., arrived on the transport "Thomas" with 500

cases of exhibits. About this time came 700 cases of Australian exhibits,

and a lot of Holland exhibits—ten carloads of rhododendrons, clipped coni-

fers, and bulbs, to carry on the extensive operations of planting the two acres

of the Holland horticultural exhibit, the finest exhibit of Dutch gardening

ever shown in the West.

A thousand tons of Chinese goods arrived in San Francisco late in Janu-

ary on the first Russian ship to enter the harbor since the Russo-Japanese

war. The last of the Swedish exhibits was on the way, with the

Danish, aboard the motor ship "Rhodesia" en route through the
""streams

Canal. Austrian exhibits from Carlsbad, Marienbad, Prague, and

Vienna were coming by way of Rotterdam. Italy's were coming on the

Italian government ship "Vega." The Portuguese exhibits were en route

from Lisbon by way of New Orleans. Three weeks before opening, exhibits

were rolling in at the rate of 25 carloads a day.

Being responsible for the completion of the physical plant, the Division

of Works bore the heaviest labors during the winter. Owing to the war,

and the uncertainty of the coming attendance, and owing to the necessity of

keeping so large an organization, with so much to accomplish rapidly, within

financial bounds, there had been an effort at retrenchment in August, which

had taken the form of a curtailment of appropriations and an elimination of

certain planned features, with some inevitable confusion of construction

programs and schedules. Many features had to be re-designed, some that

had been eliminated crept back again in comparatively economical forms,

and although sums that had been taken out of the budget were from time to

time restored, the uncertainties and interruptions were, to say the best for

them, not promotive of speed.
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Notwithstanding the fact that the Service Building covered 19,500

square feet of ground and was in part three stories high, by the time it had

in it all the offices of the Division of Works, of the Director of Exhibits and

of the Division of Concessions and Admissions, of the Department of Special

Events with its publicity staff, of the Comptroller's Department, and work-

ing offices for the President, it was as crowded as a tenement, and just before

Opening Day two additional buildings had to be erected: one for the Guards,

in the court, and the other, which was known as the Annex, just south of the

Service Building, for the young women cashiers of the Department of Con-

cessions, and for the guides, the timekeeper's office, and the Purchasing

Department. These buildings added about 9,000 square feet to the office

room, and no little misery to the last-minute struggles. Odds and ends of

building and engineering hung over into the operating period and made it

necessary to hold the construction organization beyond Opening Day.

Exhibit palaces and the court structures had been finished long before

February i ; in fact nine of the palaces had been completed and turned over

to the Exhibits Division in May; but fountains, pools, statuary, roads, pave-

ments, planting, painting, gates, and convenience stations were
,*"" only well going. The weather was bad—during thelast thirty days

there were only three on which there was no rain. That cost

three times the money, and half the efficiency, for when the weather did

permit, men worked night and day. Painting sometimes had to be done

over twice. That made all sorts of trouble with the canvas linings of the

fountain pools, and there were acres of them. A dry base is essential to good

pavements, but half those in the grounds were laid in the rain. If the

drafting room could not complete a detail draft by the time a particular piece

of work began, the detailing was done on the job, and sometimes the job

proceeded without a draft. Belated foreign. State, and exhibit booth con-

struction drew heavily on the labor supply.

It was necessary to organize departments or bureaus or whatever one has

a mind to call them, to take care of the palaces, and other Exposition build-

ings, attend to their heating plants, and keep them operable and presentable;

to clean the grounds, to dispose of refuse, to keep up the roads and fences,

and to supply the needed services for special days and ceremonies. There

had to be a plumbing department, a machine shop, a sawmill and lumber

yard force, a service yard force, a teaming force, an automobile and trucking

force, plasterers to keep the staff in repair, even a small shop to keep the

flags and decorations in order.

All these people had to be selected anew or at least instructed in their

new duties so that they might know what they were there for and how high
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a standard of performance would be exacted of them. The planning of these

new organization details called for the best talent in the Division of Works,

and there were no models to guide it. The problem was critical and its

proper solution depended on arduous preliminary labors beginning many
weeks in advance of opening.

It was inevitable that some of the December rain should percolate parts

of the vast spread of palace roofs. "Rain squads" of guards marked the

wet spots on the floors; but how to locate the offending pin-hole fifty feet or

so above, from the outside?

An ingenious man came along who took that contract and proceeded to

execute it with a 22-caliber rifle, shooting vertically from the wet spot on the

floor. His assistant on the roof marked the bullet holes. That

is, he did until he got to watching the little pellets come through „ „
",*'""
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Reflections

and wondermg how it would feel if he were sitting down, engaged

in meditation, over one of those leaks. That stopped the bombardment.

Bayley, Chief of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, in charge of

installations for the gas, water, steam, and telephone services and later of the

fountains as well, had one of the most effective departments in the whole

organization, yet he set January 20 as "Opening Day" for his part of the

work, for he knew that after the final tests it would still require thirty days to

make corrections.

On Opening Day every concessionaire, exhibitor, and participant that

wanted electricity had it, and they had it throughout the season, so that

there was never a complaint against the Exposition for an interruption of

these services; and that is a remarkable record. But it kept the whole corps

of wire-men and " trouble shooters" busy during the last month of the con-

struction period connecting with concessions and exhibitors' booths, re-

arranging, taking out completed work, and putting it in differently to suit

changing plans.

Participants had their connections whether their meters were in or not,

and when their wiring was not completed Leurey and his gang stepped in

and completed it for them. This irregular performance was quite distracting

to the Billing Department, but how the bills for this work were

to be collected from the participants was not a thing to worry
^"finished

about just then. Every participant was regarded as an organic

part of the whole, and the completion of everything in his jurisdiction was

Bayley's aim. On the evening of February 10 the Directors were present

at the initial trial of the great organ in Festival Hall, which it had taken

several months to set up, and several weeks to test, and after the per-

formance Bayley's Department and W. D'Arcy Ryan's Bureau gave a
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private view of the illuminations. With the exception of a fixture at the

Van Ness entrance they were complete.

Ten days before opening it became apparent that the fountains were not

going to be ready for service at the going rate of progress, so the Mechanical

and Electrical Department took charge and by putting on a large force of

expert pipe fitters from a heating and ventilating concern (the Atlas, which

had done the work on the Exposition Auditorium) managed to get them prop-

erly piped and into working order. But it took skillful labor, minutely

supervised. The Fountain of Energy, for example, with its many jets all

of a size about the base of the equestrian statue, refused to play harmo-

niously and had to be tuned like a harp.

These days were wonderful for the number of things that almost failed

of completion in time for the opening of the Exposition, and yet by dint of

rapid action and good adventure, and the work of men that could think on

their feet, escaped failure.

San Francisco's Opening Day was complicated by the Vanderbilt Cup
automobile race, which had been set for the third day of the Exposition.

E. E. Carpenter, Chief Civil Engineer, and Shirley Baker, Construction

Engineer, both men of the highest skill and judgment in conducting opera-

tions in their field, were responsible for the final civil engineering activities,

and for several days and nights they had crews from three different paving

concerns working around the clock, patching bad places in the
wampy

(.Q^j-gg With the brief interval of Opening Day, heavy rains

persisted down to the time of the race. As the date approached

it became evident that no automobile contest could take place on that

part of the course that ran around the dirt race track. It was a swamp.

By Thursday morning all hope of dry and drying weather had to be

abandoned. At one o'clock the Division of Works began to buy lumber and

the first of 650,000 feet arrived Friday morning for planking the race course.

Three shifts of 1,000 men in all, were put on the job and they worked day

and night without a pause. The congestion of men, and of teams trying to

deliver all that lumber at once, was so great that it took three days to get

six masts carted in short stages from the Service Yard where they had been

mistakenly delivered to the arena of the "loi Camp." Special wires had

been strung about the race track for night work, and the illumination was

weirdly assisted, as in some exigent military operation, by mile-long beams

from searchlights on top of the Tower of Jewels.

Even the earthquake of 1906 helped out, in one crisis. One of the big

rush jobs during the last few days was the completion of the fireworks wharf,

east of the Yacht Harbor. This part of the wharf had to overhang the water
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on cantilevers, to get the proper width for operation, and safety for the

operatives. That called for large timbers to support the sudden strains.

The planking of the race track had exhausted the supply of available

union men, and there seemed to be no way to get the necessary skilled labor

for this somewhat ticklish piece of work. Leurey, Bayley's chief assistant,

had it in charge, and in his extremity bethought himself of an expedient only

San Francisco, out of its troubled history, could have produced. It hap-

pened that in the rush of reconstruction after the great fire in 1906 any man
that could get hold of a saw and hammer was thereby transmogrified into a

carpenter and could get good wages for it. All along Fillmore Street and

Van Ness Avenue, and at the burnt edge of the Mission, stores and

houses had sprung up at far more than mushroom speed, and
Artisans

blisters had grown on hands that never toiled before. About the

time some of these men began to think of investing in a steel-square and

learning to cut herring-bone, building activities began to approximate the

normal and they were edged out. But many of them retained their saws

and hammers and were classified industrially as "earthquake carpenters."

There was a sort of eocene stratum of them over in Visitacion Valley, and

Leurey went after them, and by working them at the greatest density the

space would permit, like a Roman mob at Caesar's funeral, he managed to

get the thing done.

Two days before opening, the Zone was flowering out with its parti-

colored costume and variegated life. Indians, cowboys and cowgirls,

Maoris, diving girls, spielers, Somali-landers, Tehuantepec maidens, Irish

dancers, wienerwurst merchants, Japanese and Chinese and Turkish per-

formers, had begun to mingle with the hundreds of laborers rushing the va-

rious jobs to completion or as near completion as they could get them in

what time was left. Automobiles, buggies, and bicycles dashed up and down,

trucks were hauling rubbish away, contractors were shouting to their men

and the men were frantically sawing and hammering and plastering on at

least a third of the "fronts" before the booths and "villages." Steel work

in strange forms was going into the "Evolution of the Dreadnaiight." The
" Mysterious Orient" was making progress, but was still a long way behind.

So were the " Submarines." The red streamers hanging from the festoons of

lamps looked very gay, but in perspective the sides of the street showed a

great deal of scaffolding still obscuring its grotesque and shouting

statuary. The "Great Gawd Buddh" above the Japanese con- Buddha

cession brooded over the scene with three quarters of his face

gilded and the rest in a sheet. In short, primordial chaos was a formal Ital-

ian garden compared with the Zone just before opening.
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It was a real relief to emerge from the violent commotion, the hurly-

burly, the Niagara roar of the world's greatest amusement street in the mak-
ing, and enter the comparative peace and order of the exhibit palaces. Here
trained central administration meant clearance, the open way, an opportu-

nity to work, and the facilitation of deliveries. Modern freight-handling

methods helped. Traffic Manager Mortensen put ten busy little electric

trucks into service to make final deliverv^. He had to, for he had been

robbed of his railroad. These trucks were low, storage-batter\' affairs,

running on rubber-tired wheels; the output of the Automatic Transportation

Company of Buffalo, rented to the Exposition. They ran into and out of the

Palaces, and all about inside them, so that cases of goods weighing a ton or

two could be hauled directly and rapidly to the exhibitors' booths. These

trucks, with the traveling cranes in the Machiner%' Palace and the great

transfer table in the Palace of Transportation, had made short work of all the

exhibits they could get hold of and handle. But when an exhibit that con-

sisted of a carload came in a single piece it had to go into warehouse and wait

a good opportunity for installation. Packing cases were hauled out and

stored for exhibitors, and the warehouse east of the Machiner}- Palace was

beginning to break out with them at all openings, like a ligneous rash.

Some of the exhibit booths were very ambitious, and involved much mill-

work and plastering and staff modeling, besides the ordinan,- amount of

carpentering for structures of their size. There were many little theaters to

be built, for moving pictures, or phonograph recitals.

On the eve of Opening Day many of these structures were half-finished

and some were just beginning. Here the Japanese demonstrated superior

preparedness. They began early. And the unhurrying but

unresting Orientals, with their queer costumes, their digitated

socks for the sandal string, their dark blue kimonos with the boss's

name in Japanese characters in great lozenges on the back, their quaint but

delicately accurate tools, which worked backward, from the American stand-

point, had been familiar and cheerful figures in several of the palaces for

weeks; with the result that their booths and show cases were all in readiness,

and showed exquisite workmanship throughout, while many of those of

domestic exhibitors who had had a year or two to think it over had to be

rushed frantically at the end and were not finished then.

The Canadian exhibit in Canada's building, was beautifully complete.

Canada has a permanent Exposition Commission, whose duty it is to look

after the proper advertising of the Dominion, and its work was thoroughly

and scientifically well done.

These were some of the outward signs of preparedness and unprepared-
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ness. The public hardly caught a glimpse of the labors necessary to produce

these results, defective though they were. It was like the mobirization of

an army, long expected but never properly anticipated.

The garbage-disposal system, under contract, had to be put into practical

operation, although the reduction plant was not completed until after

Opening Day, and the street-cleaning squads had to be broken in to the

orderly and efficient discharge of their duties. The sewers had to be pumped
clear. These were matters of urgency and rush, but they involved no

especially novel problems.

It was upon the Department of Concessions that the real storm gathered,

for here a system was going into effect that had never been applied to exposi-

tion management before: the collection of the gross concession revenues by

Exposition cashiers. It was a system that some concessionaires bitterly

resented, and that none particularly loved.

A book of concession station numbers had to be prepared, based on the

classification into 10 or 11 main groups, and in order to prepare it the De-

partment of Concessions had to find out, not as early as possible, but as late,

who were going to do business, where they were going to do it,

whether they were ready to open or not, and in what class they ,
'"^""^ ^

^
. . . . . Informahon

all belonged, so that the right kind of cash register or ticket-selling

machine might be sent them and they could begin without delay and loss.

Every effort was made to help, where anything could be done for the cripples

that limped in late; and here, perhaps, a mistake was made.

Necessarily, the station directory was not ready until two days before

opening, and then, to express the trouble in a "bull," it contained a great

many omissions, for many concessionaires were not ready to open until the

night before or even Opening Day itself. That day was Saturday. All

Thursday night, all Friday, and all Friday night the Concessions Depart-

ment, under Jay J. Bryan, Assistant Director of the Division of Concessions

and Admissions, and James D. O'Neil, Chief of Concessions, labored to

assign station numbers, and to deliver by means of electric trucks hundreds

of ticket choppers, ticket-vending machines, cash registers, and station

number cards, to every concession in the list and any more that had a chance

of opening on time. The boys sent out on the trucks with the registers and

machines could not always tell where to deliver them. Sometimes there was

no one to leave them with, but they were ordered to take the risk and leave

them anyhow, for the Department considered if it cost fifty or a hundred

dollars to open a concession on time, duty to the concessionaire demanded

so much sacrifice.

While this was going forward 900 " banks" of change were being made up
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for the cashiers: metal lock boxes containing $45 in rolls of halves, quarters,

dimes and nickels, rolled and packed by machinery. The manufacture of

these boxes, under a contract, was a matter of anxious care, and involved

watchfulness over the minutest detail. They had to be numbered consecu-

tively. The locks had to be right. If the trays did not fit exactly coins

would slip past them and make shortages and confusion in the cashiers'

accounts; and that happened in dozens of instances.

One occupation seemed to absorb the attention and energies of every

department chief in the organization, for days before the gates were opened,

and that was the business of issuing entrance permits. Conces-
n me

sionaires, exhibitors, employees of concessionaires and exhibitors,

contractors, workmen, deliverymen, waiters and everybody else

with the smallest excuse for entering the grounds, had to have some form of

permit. It seemed as though every office had applicants standing in line

or filling every vacant chair, all on the same errand, all looking expectant,

hopeful, artificially cheerful, while the department head sat at his desk and

frantically wrote permits from long strings of coupons, between telephone

calls for more permits. Lines could not be too strictly drawn for fear of

impeding the work at some critical point. The exposition expert that can

invent a safe method of clearing away this nuisance will be a race benefactor.

Ultimately at San Francisco it was reduced to central control under a Bureau

of Permits, but that was after the Exposition was open and running.

The telephone was the common carrier for all these troubles. The
installation under A. McBirney, of its 18 switchboard positions in the Food
Products Palace, connected with the hundreds of phones all over the grounds

and throughout the palaces and the foreign and State pavilions, would make
a modern epic of the wire. One clue of silk to this Minotaur's cave would

have been easy. The phone men had to lay and follow thousands. It was

the most finicky work in the world. A drop of solder in the wrong place

would play havoc with a system, and might take hours to find. But the

work was done, in frantic haste, to meet a crushing strain of service that was

surely coming.

Early plans contemplated 15 positions at the Exposition's central switch-

board, but well on towards Opening Day it was suddenly decided that there

ought to be three more. The linemen traced the tangled web like so many
grimy Ladies of Shalott, enchanted, but scarcely more happy

*w
*""^ than that poetic prototype, unless the exhausting effort of muscle

and nerve and brain, put forth in a fierce fight against time,

is happiness. Weary cable-splicers dropped to the floor from time to time

and slept an hour where they fell, to awaken and go on automatically like
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men in a dream, but a dream where the crossing of two out of a thousand

Httle wire clues might spell calamity and defeat. Contracts for service had
been coming in very fast and during the last week they literally poured in.

While the operating force was being organized the traffic load was in-

creasing. This was the first exposition to give a complete and an uninter-

rupted telephone service on the day it opened. But the day before that,

February 19, was long remembered by the telephone officials and opera-

tives of San Francisco as the day of the "peak load"' of telephone history

down to that time. The frantic calls of unready participants, the multi-

plied business of the Exposition offices, the inquiries about the transferabil-

ity of season books that were plainly not transferable, the demands for them

by purchasers that had neglected the validation photograph, the pleas of

people that wanted entrance permits, the imminent breakdowns of this and

that service or arrangement, the greetings of people that just wanted to call

up and say, "How do you do?" and inquire how friends in this particular

Bedlam were getting along and ask them if they thought they would be

ready to open next day—all these matters and a few besides made up an

aggregate of more than 49,000 telephone calls into and out of the Exposition

alone. And they were all handled by Miss Hart and her corps of telephone

girls without a single serious hitch. It is a record that would seem to deserve

a grand prize as much as any automobile or harvesting machine that has

been perfected through long and leisurely processes. On February 20, the

system worked as though it had been there always.

At midnight of February 19, Markwart, Chief of Construction, field

marshal of all these operations, deciding that the situation was as right as it

could be made for the present and that it was time to bring things sharply to

a focus, put into effect an executive order prohibiting any more work on the

exterior of buildings in the Zone except between the hours of 1

1

p. M., and 8 a. m. Building west of Lyon Street, which was the ^
"^ "!

region containing the Fine Arts Palace, the state and foreign sec-

tions and the Live Stock area, was permitted to proceed only if materials were

delivered at night. Construction and installation of exhibit booths and ex-

hibits could go on only behind screens, and no more than three feet of the aisle

could be used for the work. All hauling was prohibited except at night, al-

though materials and supplies could be delivered to the Service Warehouse at

the rear of the Machinery Palace at any time by way of the Fort Mason and

Beach Street gate, or at the Buchanan Street wharf by boat. Teams and

delivery trucks were rigidly excluded from the main entrance, and traffic

The Closing-Day load was worse, but by that time could be more easily handled. During

the season the Opening-Day load was exceeded several times.
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through the Zone was confined thereafter to the hours between 1 2 (midnight)

and 9 a. m. Drivers were required, on paper at least, to know where they

were going and what entrance was nearest to destination. Those found

wandering about were stopped by the guards and sent direct.

More guards had been taken on, so that by Opening Day there were over

575, fairly well drilled in their duties, and equipped through hard labor with

such general information as would satisfy the more urgent inquiries.

Fifteen hundred loads of material entered the grounds on that last night

of the pre-Exposition period, and, once inside, the teamsters did a great deal

of uncertain rambling before they found their destinations. This cut up the

pavement more or less, for the planking had been removed for the auto-

mobile race rehearsals, and it made patching at the last minute necessary, for

the races themselves. Then thousands of benches had to be distributed,

fountains and fountain pumps had to receive their final tests, the pools had

to be cleared of daily papers, old lunch bags and an occasional furtive ciga-

rette box, and filled with clean water. At last these things were done, the

five great grandstands were finished, the lighting system had its triumphant

try-out, and the Panama-Pacific International Exposition was about ready

to receive the citizens of San Francisco and the people of the world.

On the night of February 19, the Exposition statuary looked down from

its travertine pedestals on a strange and epic sort of closing of the construc-

tion period. From the east end of the Zone there started, between 1 1 and

12 o'clock at night, an army that grew by confluence to 800 men
n rmy ^^^ ^^ horses, with six motor trucks; an army that rolled through

0} Order
, , i-i • • r tt i

the grounds like a migration 01 Huns, or seventeen-year locusts,

that descended on everything movable, picked it up or tore it loose, gath-

ered it together like the spoil of a city, and swept with it towards the west.

It had been at its work since morning of the day before, but in scattered

detachments, collecting the scrap and wastage of gigantic building opera-

tions. The debris was all over the grounds—temporary buildings, contrac-

tors' offices, scaffoldings and staging of all sorts, plaster-boards, broken staff

ornaments, sand, crushed rock, lumber, garden material, crates, boxes,

packing stuff. Before the Southern Pacific Building was a geological deposit

of sand, plaster, and general detritus four feet deep. In places the roads

were hidden. According to the estimates the engineers made afterward,

there were 262,000 cubic feet of this wreckage—enough to load a ship of

10,000 tons displacement; and this in spite of an unremitting prosecution of

waste disposal throughout the construction period.

The bulk of it could not be removed until the last minute, for fear of

hindering construction, so the main concerted attack was held off until the
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morning of the 19th, and then the divisions were ordered to concentrate.

Notice had been given all contractors, exhibitors, and concessionaires, and
all were warned to anticipate the movement by cleaning up, themselves, and
taking care of any portable property they didn't wish burned.

The outlying sections were attacked first, and when darkness fell the

detachments united and rolled over the Palace area and the Zone in a tidal

wave. Notwithstanding the fact that evening brought torrents of rain, the

buildings began to emerge from their veils of scaffolding, the pavements from

their blankets of mud, and the gardens from their refuse, and all to take on

the beauty that had been but a dream before; but slowly, agonizingly, and
as though it would never be done.

All night the little army kept at it and the trucks and rack wagons rolled

along the crowded Exposition streets to the dumps on the Presidio shore.

As time grew shorter and shorter, new dumps were started nearer the source

of collection. As a last resort a string of freight cars was backed in behind

the Machinery Palace and loaded to the doors.

At midnight, squads of janitors in the Palaces were still pushing out

heaps as big as cottages, of building refuse from the booths, of demolished

packing cases, of excelsior, sawdust, paper, straw, boxes, shocks, tangled

rope, strange packing materials from all over the world. With night half

gone the endless quantity of it seemed to defy the best efforts of the army,

and orders were given to hold the rest of it in the buildings; where it was

successfully tucked away and hidden for a few days in vacant

spaces. There was complaint, later, of the disappearance of sun- ,
"^ "

dry barrels of roofing tar, and of some tanks of gas for charging

toy balloons, but that was all. And in the excitement, nine box cars of

rubbish disappeared from behind the Machinery Palace and the Exposition

never knew what became of them—probably a friendly railway lent a hand

by hauling them to some far-away dump.
Rain, and the dirt and trash shaken out of the wagons going westward

had spread a fresh blanket of mud on the pavements, so the big gasoline-

driven vacuum cleaner and a brigade with handbrooms were put on the

roads and they labored the balance of the night.

Morning found the stage in order, but hundreds of men and horses had

worked under skilled direction for 26 hours without sleep to bring it about.

Along the Presidio shore the debris burned two days and nights, and looked

from the Berkeley hills as though a considerable part of the Exposition were

going up in smoke.



CHAPTER XLVIII

OPENING DAY—THE PEOPLE ACCEPT THE WORK

THERE are high levels in the lives of cities, culminations in the results

of condition and character, of talent and eflFort, that stand out in

history like table-lands above a plain. Usually they are epochs,

extended in time and recognizable only after they are past. San Francisco

can cite one day that marked the top of her achievement; when her endow-

ments, her "talents" of energy, fortitude, versatility, united purpose and

practical intelligence in great affairs had brought about such an artistic

triumph as even the famous cities of the past have not often known. That
day was February 20, 1915, when her Exposition formally opened; because,

in beauty and in grandeur that Exposition had not been paralleled in the

whole history of such undertakings, and the achievement, as a single creative

effort, had seldom been approached in the evolution of art.

As Opening Day drew near it became necessary to consider with what
sort of festivity the event should be marked. The Exposition was an ex-

The pression of public rejoicing, which should be spontaneous, and
People's no conventionalized and formal ceremonies were wanted. There
^°'' must be something in which the public could participate, not by

representatives, but immediately. Much sober thought was given this

problem; and finally it was suggested that it would be the right and effec-

tive thing for the people just to walk out to the grounds and accept the

work.

It was a simple and a grand idea. Was it feasible.^ "The people" are

a quite numerous body, and a heterogeneous; and, without formal organiza-

tion, command, or discipline, how were they going to behave?

The matter was discussed at a meeting attended by President Moore,

Dr. Skiff, Marshall Hale, and others at the Palace Hotel several weeks before

Opening Day, and it was decided that with a few preliminary details planned

the San Francisco public could safely be trusted to do the proper thing and

take care of itself. Marshall Hale was later appointed, by the Mayor,

Chairman of a Committee of Arrangements.

When the plan was announced there was much misgiving about it. The
262
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management was raising a mob. The mob would be like all mobs, uncon-

trollable. It was a dangerous thing, and anybody that had ever considered

history and practical problems of government could see that it was. It was

the opinion of one of the best-informed editors in the city that " the mob
would go out there and tear down the gates." There would be no way to

direct it or command it, the police would never be able to hold it, property

would be destroyed and people might be killed. In that opinion many shared.

But it was an idea with a big appeal. In spite of their dynamic energies,

their habitual dissensions, and their unconventionality and large freedom of

individual conduct, or perhaps by reason of that large freedom of individual

conduct, the San Franciscans were a self-disciplined people, who
needed no captains and commanders where their sentiments were

^.^ 'possmI
joined in a common interest. Their behavior during the great fire

showed that, and the management felt it could rely on it. It was deter-

mined to turn out the whole city if possible, and everybody else that would

come. It may have been a daring decision, but the Exposition was made
of daring decisions.

Invitations were sent to mayors of cities and chambers of commerce all

over California and neighboring States, for it was both a California event

and a national event. Marshall Hale went before clubs and organizations

throughout the city and told them: "We are going out there on the morn-

ing of February 20 to open our Exposition. We want everybody. We
shall walk-—no carriages, no automobiles, everybody on foot without dis-

tinction, led by our Mayor; just the people of San Francisco, to see what has

been going on behind those walls during the past four or five years of ex-

pectancy and uncertainty and hope. When you hear the big noise at six

o'clock on the morning of February 20, turn out, come down onto Van

Ness Avenue south of Broadway, and into the streets on both sides, for the

great work will have been completed and the years of waiting will be over,

and it will be the hour for San Francisco to enter into its own."

Some fifteen bands were engaged, and every fife- and-drum corps in town.

Band-stands were erected along the line, as it was not the intention to divide

up the concourse by having the bands march in the parade; they would be

sufficiently stimulating at fixed stations.

Paul T. Carroll was appointed Chairman of the Parade Committee, and

arranged to keep some track of large natural divisions or groups so he could

start them properly, by telephonic communication at various points, the

telephones to be operated by a signal corps of the National Guard; but there

was little other direction. The people were to assemble in neighborhood

groups all over the city and proceed toward Van Ness Avenue. Men's
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organizations were to form in Van Ness Avenue and the cross streets west of

it, women in the cross streets east of it.

Thomas F. Boyle undertook the chairmanship of the Noise Committee.

He arranged to have every bell and whistle in the Fire Department in

The Sick Operation at six in the morning of the 20th, every automobile
Were horn at work, and every policeman that "walked beat" near a
spared

trolley line banging on a hollow iron trolley pole with his club.

The neighborhoods of the hospitals, and of residences where people were

known to be lying ill, were to be the only places that should know peace and
quiet that morning. The fife-and-drum corps would be sent about in sight-

seeing automobiles, to wake up parts of town that could not be reached in

any other way.

It will be remembered that one hundred thousand badges had been

ordered, to be sold at fifty cents each. They were to be worn in this volun-

tary procession, and would entitle the wearer to enter the grounds. There

were many thousands of season books in the hands of the public by this time,

but few were willing to enter on their coupons. It was a point of pride to

wear a badge, and of patriotism to pay for it—a sort of testimonial contribu-

tion that practically everyone was glad to have the privilege of making.

And the badge would be a souvenir of San Francisco's greatest day.

The physical awakening of the city was one of those episodes that thrill

the heart and unite whole peoples in a common bond of sympathy. The
shrieks of whistles and steam sirens, the clamor of horns, the shrilling and
throbbing of the fife-and-drum corps, the iron clangor of belabored trolley

poles, burst forth at six in the morning with an appalling din, which, despite

the modern character of the instruments, had something primordial and soul-

shaking in it. It seemed as though the whole world must pull itself together

and attend to some universal and enormous happening. A few moments
later people all over town were going out on their doorsteps and calling to

their neighbors, and bustling about, and hurrying one another into general

activity.

The parade was supposed to form, and the head of it did form, on Van
Ness Avenue at Broadway. But when the head of it reached the Scott

Street entrance of the Exposition, its rear was two and one-half miles away,

at the end of the Avenue. Long before the appointed hour the side streets

had poured throngs into Van Ness that filled it from wall to wall.

^
" " ~ There was no military pomp, and little form. The Rotary

pouring J r n
^

j

Club, the Chamber of Commerce, the Caledonian Club, the Elks,

the Eagles, and other organizations, the sheriffs of the California counties,

and the Native Sons of the Golden West, were represented by definite
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divisions; but as a whole it was intentionally without organization and

poured itself along between the fluttering banners that lined its route as

a great and self-directed progress of the men and women of San Francisco

and a good part of California.

At the head of this strange civilian column marched Mayor Rolph and

Marshall Hale, joined later by Governor Johnson. There was a small escort

of cavalry, and two mounted policemen. There followed six carriages of

pioneers, men that had seen the city grow from a few shacks at the edge of a

cove that has long since disappeared. The rest walked; judges and city,

state, and federal officials in the lead. The Mayor almost broke into a run,

and had to be restrained by Hale, who was proceeding cautiously, by the

watch, in fear lest the human torrent should roll through the gates before the

Exposition officials had arrived at their posts to receive them. There are

said to have been 150,000 marchers, and a surprisingly large part consisted

of women, who formed a second section and entered at Fillmore Street; but

not a single accident was reported, not a disagreeable episode formed a sub-

ject of complaint. No one gave any orders. No one would have paid any

attention if he had.

Gone were the days of division and doubt, of criticism, of skepticism

about a creditable outcome. The democracy of the breadline, in the days

just after the fire, "came back again for this." Merchants, bankers, clerks,

stevedores, high-salaried corporation managers, factory hands, all marched

in the same columns, in the same ranks. Ladies that infrequently went

downtown except in their limousines marched out to the Van Ness Avenue

gate in the midst of the promiscuous crowd—trudged along with

girls from the cannery, and enjoyed it. Every distinction was ^ ,^ Behind

forgotten except that of being part of the parade that was going

out to open the Exposition. The Municipal Band was to have led the way,

and did for a block or two, but soon got lost, and the surging host kept step

to the quick heartbeat of a common pride.

If there is anything in augury, the omens were good. It had rained for a

week before the opening date, and heavily the night before, and it rained for

several days continuously thereafter, so that the Vanderbilt Cup Race had

to be postponed; and it even rained a little the morning of February 20.

But it did not rain much, and as the procession reached the gates the sun

shone out, warm and strong.

Directors and officers of the Exposition had marched in procession

headed by President Moore, and Hon. Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the

Interior, representing President Wilson, with a band and a battalion of

Marines, from the California Building in the grounds to the grand stand
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erected before the Tower of Jewels, and seated themselves to await the army
of citizens that was on the way.

There was a slight declivity just inside the Scott Street entrance, and at

ten o'clock the procession entered the mam gates and began to pour down
it in a great, broad, human tide that came on for an hour without cessation

and completely filled the acres of space before the grand stand.

A psychologist would have noted a strange and beautiful phenomenon
in the advent of this host. As it approached the gates its advance was heard

as a low, steady roar of voices, growing into the shouting of a multitude.

Once inside it became strangely silent. Before the people, rose the Fountain

of Energy, its sculptured sphere surmounted by the Lord of the Isthmian

Way, with trumpeting angels of victory perched on his shoulders, and his

arms outstretched, thrusting aside invisible barriers. Rising through the

temporary grand stand were the imposing equestrian statues of Cortez and

Pizarro, inspiring in their suggestion of the grandeur of the past. Behind

these, lifted the great Tower, bearing at its different levels the Priest, the

Statesman, the Philosopher, the Soldier, and the rostra of Roman galleys.

City of
Column and cornice and gallery, and belted orb at the top, glit-

Their tered with the morning sunlight splintered into prismatic beams
Dreams \yy flfj-y thousand trembling gems. East and west the palaces

stretched away, palaces that were crowded with the triumphs of modern
man's accomplishments, and that formed a gigantic pastel, with Kelham's

fine towers at either side, and a foreground of palms and flowers.

They were in the presence of newly-created majesty, overflowing beauty,

and of the images of the human elements of all the history that had built up

western civilization and culminated on this day. With reverence be it said,

they "became as little children." A choir sang Haydn's "The Heavens are

Telling." They were still as a church. No one had to raise a hand for

silence as the Right Reverend Edward J. Hanna, then Bishop and now Arch-

bishop of San Francisco, arose and made this simple prayer:

"O God of our Fathers, in Whose power are the destinies of men, in

Whose hands are the ends of the world, look down with loving kindness on

Thy children here gathered in Thy Name. From the uttermost bounds of

the earth have we come to commemorate one of man's greatest achievements

adown the ages. Make us. Thy children, realize that Thou art the source of

light and of inspiration; make us realize that great things are wrought

through Thee alone.

"To the city of St. Francis, enthroned in beauty by the Western Sea, give

the grace of kindly hospitality, the blessmg of an ever-wideni ng vision of true
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greatness, a faith and a hope that know not failure. To our glorious Cali-

fornia give abundance of harvest, a bounteous plenty of Thy treasures and a

valiant race of men blessed in the knowledge and sanctified in the observance

of Thy law. To our favored land, which is from sea to sea, vouchsafe

strength and unity and that peace which the world cannot give. Make us

feel that the mighty City of God rises sublime through the centuries only

when built on the foundations of justice and of truth; and, finally, to all the

nations here represented grant a vision of the highest things of life—of the

things that make for true progress, for real brotherhood, for lasting union,

for unfailing love, for mighty achievement in time, and for that glory which

is everlasting. Amen."

Rabbi Martin A. Meyer followed, reading that wonderful poem of ex-

ultation and praise, the 148th Psalm:

"Praise ye the Lord, Praise ye the Lord from the heavens; praise him in

the heights. . . . Let them praise the name of the Lord; for he com-

manded and they were created. . . . Fire and hail, snow and vapors;

stormy wind fulfilling his words."

Then, amid a general applause, arose the President of the Exposition,

who had carried the main responsibility of the work for nearly

four years, and carried it with a smile. He wore the same smile
presented

on this day of days, though there was a trace of gravity in it, and

his words were grave. The crowd grew silent to hear him, and he said:

"The day has come—the feared yet blessed day. 'Feared?' you ask;

yes, truly, 'tis the word; for seriously, most seriously, have the people of this

State felt the responsibility of the obligation entrusted to them by the Na-

tion. This fear was born of earnestness and of patriotism, and with it a

feeling that very much was expected by our country and by the world, that

the results of the work in our charge should adequately measure to the great-

ness of the national achievement of world-importance it celebrates.

"Blessed the day that has arrived after five years and four months of

unremitting effort; our physical work completed, our educational work just

beginning, and the belief strong in us that a distinct impress will be made for

the betterment of humanity.

"The wisdom of Congress in deciding that the great work of constructing

the Panama Canal should be celebrated is obvious. Its wisdom in selecting

California to act as host for the Nation is yet unproved, but we offer to-day

an accounting of our stewardship, and whether our fellow-citizens condemn.
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condone, or commend, at least we ask of them the credit for conscientious

earnestness, lofty ideals, and high purpose.

"The pride that every citizen should and does feel in the completion of

the Panama Canal has spurred us on for accomplishment. We have felt

that bringing together here the best we could secure in this Nation and the

world was none too good for the purpose of the great celebration in our

charge. This work we have considered should be dedicated, by the very

nature of the celebration, to contemporaneous achievement.

"Education, information, and human uplift have, therefore, been the

prime factors that have moved us. In our architecture, color, landscape,

lighting effects, statuary, music, and all branches of art and the material

things of life as well, we have striven to produce a result that would benefit

every visitor that comes within the Exposition gates, mindful always that

the event we celebrate warrants superlatively the best effort of all.

"In addition to the usual obstacles that confront undertakings such as

this, we have been severely tried by world conditions unprecedented and

deplorable; but through all our trials, with the sympathetic support of the

National Government, of the States of this Union, and of foreign countries

as well, we have steadfastly pursued our course, taxing at times, it is true,

our full limit of courage, perseverance, and faith, but inspired always with

patriotic fervor for our great national expression of pride.

"We are enjoying here to-day the fruits of peace. Difficult it is for us to

realize that in other civilized countries conditions are so vastly different—in

countries, too, well-loved by us, and to whom by reason of our cosmopolitan

population we are bound by ties of birth, of blood, and of interest.

"Our illustrious President has spoken, for us all, the words of neutrality.

Practically all countries are represented at this Exposition. Through our

people, our connections with and regard for all countries are most cordial and

close. Since, however, the one cloud in our sky of happiness to-day, at the

opening of our great celebration, dedicated as it is to the glories of peace, is

the fact that our fellow men are in discord, I am sure it is strictly neutral, and

not improper, for a heartfelt prayer to go up that before the time rolls by

to close these Exposition gates, consecrated to progress and to peace, the

awful specter shall have vanished, and that on these grounds can be con-

summated the amity, and good will among men, that shall guarantee human
advancement.

"There is much I could say that I would like to say to-day in behalf of

the Exposition; but my words here cannot make the Exposition any more or

any less. Its influence on this and on other countries must be recorded by

the historian.
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" Kind critics have said much in praise of what is here—of the elevating

influence that must follow such work, and of its benefits to the world; but

of this the world must judge. At least we have done our best, and we offer

what is here with world love for world purpose and world patriotism. The
result must be victory."

Mr. Moore then read the telegram that was to be sent President Wilson

at Washington. It said:

San Francisco, Feb. 20, 1915.

"The President,

"Washington, D. C.

"The Panama-Pacific International Exposition of 1915 is now ready.

Those to whom the Congress of the United States with the approval of the

President entrusted the great work of preparing this celebration of the

completion of the Panama Canal have performed their task with all the zeal

and devotion of which they were capable. We offer our respectful homage

to you, and through you to the people of the Nation, and dare to express the

hope that our patriotic endeavors will merit the commendation of our

Government and the appreciation of mankind.

"We now await your officially opening the Exposition by pressing the

electric button which will, by wireless telegraph operating across the con-

tinent, start the activities of our Exposition. This will be the first time any

exposition has been opened in this manner.

"Charles C. Moore."

Franklin K. Lane followed, and read this message from the President of

the United States:

"Please convey my heartiest congratulations to President Moore and the

Directors of the Exposition, and express my hope that their highest expecta-

tion for its distinguished success will be more than realized.

"WooDROw Wilson."

Mr. Lane was very eloquent—declared he found the symbol of this great

achievement in the sculptured figure of the lean, plodding Pioneer, of the

great sculptural group "The Nations of the West," without whom there

would have been no Panama Canal, and no West to celebrate it. He con-

cluded:
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"Here in this new city of new interests the Pioneer has called together

all his enterprises, that we may learn. We are to live side by side forever.

The seas are now but a highway before the doors of the nations. Our
neighbors will come to know their neighbors across the seas—that we have

no hatred in our hearts for any, that we have no fear, that we have no envy,

for nothing can add to our welfare. The long journey of this mighty figure is

at an end, the waste places of the earth have been found and filled, but ad-

venture is not at an end. The greatest adventure is before us, the gigantic

adventure of an advancing democracy, strong, virile, and kindly, and in that

advance we shall be true to theindestructiblespirit of the American Pioneer."

For California, His Excellency, Hiram Johnson, Governor of the State,

welcomed all visitors from all parts of the earth, declaring the day marked

not only the opening of the "greatest Exposition ever held" but a realiza-

tion of the dream of a few men who had the vision five years before to under-

stand the possibilities of the situation.

Mayor Rolph expressed the welcome of San Francisco, and congratulated

all the workers and participants.

All this time the great crowd was standing patiently in the alternating

shade and sunshine, raising umbrellas once or twice for a passing shower,

but never quitting the open in front of the rostrum; waiting, very
""

^^J"
quietly and very solemnly, for those definite acts and signs that

should finally conclude the years of preparation and open the

Exposition formally to the world.

And then a curious and impressive sort of "livery of seisin" took place.

Vice-President William H. Crocker, Chairman of the Buildings and Grounds

Committee, advanced and began to speak.

"The work of constructing this Exposition, which you people of Cali-

fornia have placed in our hands," he said, "is now completed. We feel

justly proud of the fact that we have finished our work on time. The money
for the construction of this great work has been contributed partly by the

public, separate citizens of San Francisco, the corporations of this city and

the State itself, and also by the State at large. This makes it the people of

California who have constructed this great Exposition. It is your Exposi-

tion entirely.

"Contrary to all precedents in expositions, this one has been constructed

without government aid. We entered into an agreement with the Govern-

ment of the United States that we would not ask them for any assistance

whatever. We have kept that agreement religiously, and I might say also

that they have kept their part of the agreement. We feel, however, very
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grateful to them for having given us the services of General Murray, who has

been of untold assistance.

" I have been requested by the Buildings and Grounds Committee to

present to the President of the Exposition a beautiful scroll which contains

the names of all the Directors. I regret exceedingly that this scroll, instead

of being a foot long is not a mile long in order that it might contain the names
of all those connected with this great enterprise, the names of Willis Polk,

B. R. Maybeck, George Kelham, and hundreds of others.

"Mr. President, I have the pleasure of giving to you on behalf of the

Committee, this golden scroll which contains your name and that of the

Board of Directors and now by virtue of the authority vested in me from you
Mr. President, Governor Johnson, and from you. Board of Directors, and

from you, people of California, I present this work complete."

The conveyance of the finished structures was followed by that of the

organized exhibits. Vice-President R. B. Hale, Chairman of the Committee
on Exhibits, tendered President Moore a large volume, saying:

"Mr. President: As Chairman of the Committee on Exhibits, I have

the honor to present to you a bound copy of the official catalogue of the ex-

hibits in the palaces of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition. It is

a compilation representing the efforts of one million individuals, showing

the progress of human endeavor during the contemporaneous period from

1905, the date of the last great International Exposition in this country, to

the year 191 5, which is marked by the holding of the greatest educational,

intellectual, and artistic Exposition in history.

" It is exceedingly gratifying to me, as it must be to you, Mr. President,

that so complete a compendium of the world's activities should be compiled

in readiness for this important occasion and that every item herein recorded

is an integral part of the wonderful project which we are now privileged to

open. This catalogue, which so well portrays the world's progress and pro-

ductivity at this time, is a tribute to the high purpose, the intense loyalty,

and the unselfish efforts of the Director in Chief and his devoted assistants.

It is a reflection of present accomplishment and promise of future advance-

ment. I am pleased to hand you this material evidence of the prepared-

ness of the Division of Exhibits of the Exposition."

"I wonder if you realize what this means," said President Moore to the

great audience. "This is the first time in history that such a compendium

has been ready on the Opening Day."

He then presented Dr. Frederick J. V. Skiff, Director in Chief of Foreign

and Domestic Participation, as "one of the very greatest factors in this

work," and Dr. Skiff, familiar with all recent expositions and deeply versed
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in their every phase and meaning, characterized this one as a "world in

epitome," a university in which the exhibitors were the faculty, their ex-

hibits the lessons and laboratory, and the visitors the student body.

"I, for one, believe," he said, "that the people of all the nations of the

earth who have come here to exhibit are not actuated by pride, but by pa-

triotism—not by greed but by gratitude."

Upon these ceremonies and upon the work so rich in significance to

humanity, Bishop Nichols of the Episcopalian diocese pronounced the

benediction:

"The Blessing of God Almighty, the God of the Ages, the God of the

Oceans, the God of the Continents, the God of the Genius of man and the

God of every exposition of human achievement and progress—the Blessing

of God Almighty, the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost, be upon you and

remain with you always. Amen."

Then occurred two incidents that strikingly indicated how these inter-

national expositions mark the progress of the arts. For, at the time of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition ten years before, flying had not
Two New

tjggn accomplished by man; and wireless telegraphy, though

an old discovery, was in the infancy of its practical development.

The benediction pronounced. President Moore dispatched the message

he had read, to President Wilson in the White House. President Wilson

there pressed a golden key connected with the 835-foot aerial tower at

Tuckerton, N. J., which was equipped with a wireless set, and waves of energy

leaped through the air, 3,000 miles, to antennae stretched from the top of the

Tower of Jewels and connected with a corresponding set in the grand stand.

It tripped a delicate galvanometer, closed a relay, and the main portal of

the Machinery Palace swung open, the wheels of the great Diesel engine

began to rotate, bombs exploded, flags fluttered, whistles and sirens screamed

joyfully from all the factories in the city and all the shipping in the port, the

waters of the Fountain of Energy gushed forth and of all the other fountains

about the grounds, and the Exposition was open.

It was the first exposition ever opened by wireless telegraphy.

At the same time Lincoln Beachey, one of the first men to fly, soared

aloft in his bi-plane and began turning over and over in the air hundreds of

feet above the earth, releasing white pigeons as he turned.

In order that President Wilson might have official knowledge of the event,

President Moore informed him by telegraph that the Exposition was open.

After the ceremonies, the members of the Woman's Board were enter-
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tained by Mrs. Frederick G. Sanborn, its President, at a luncheon in the

California Building, and in the afternoon the Woman's Board received. In

the receiving line were the Honorary President of the Board, Mrs. Phoebe

Hearst, and the President, Mrs. F. G. Sanborn ; Mesdames Charles C. Moore,

Hiram Johnson, James Rolph, Jr., John Bidwell, Irving M. Scott, Louis

Sloss, John F. Swift, Emma Shafter Howard, George J. Bucknall, Lovell

White, I. Lowenberg, John F. Merrill, Ernest Simpson, Philip E. Bowles,

Henry T. Scott, Reuben Brooks Hale, Max C. Sloss, Henry Krebs, Aylett R.

Cotton, Charles W. Slack, A. P. Black, May C. Boldermann, Miss McKin-

stry and Dr. Mariana Bertola.

And these assisted at the Reception: Mesdames Edson F. Adams, Frank

B. Anderson, Frank L. Brown, E. R. Dimond, Joseph A. Donohoe, Joseph

D. Grant, Prentiss Cobb Hale, C. Edward Holmes, Robert Oxnard, George

A. Pope, Laurance Irving Scott, William T. Sesnon, Gaillard Stoney, Wil-

liam Hinckley Taylor, William S. Tevis, E. C. Wright, John C. Flournoy,

F. M. Angellotti, A. C. Posey, Charles S. Stanton, Alexander Russell, George

B. Sperry, George Hough Perry.

There was an organ recital on the great instrument in Festival Hall by

Prof. Wallace A. Sabin, and there were outdoor concerts by the Creatore,

the Thaviu and the Philippine Constabulary Bands. No effort was made to

provide other important entertainment until the fireworks at night, because

it was felt that the public would prefer to view the exhibits.

Messages of felicitation were received during the day from all parts of the

earth. The State buildings and foreign pavilions were thronged all after-

noon. That night there were special fireworks on the Marina, and much

merrymaking on the Zone; where, at Old Faithful Inn, 2,300 persons, in-

cluding many of the Exposition Directors and officials, dined in one great

"banquet" made up of hundreds of cozy little parties.
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The Panama Hymn

This hymn, set to music by Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, and sung at the opening

of the Exposition by a chorus of 250 voices under the leadership of Mr. Wallace

A. Sabin, was written by Justice Wendell Phillips Stafford of the Supreme

Court of the District of Columbia, and first appeared in The Atlantic Monthly-

We join to-day the East and West,

The stormy and the tranquil seas.

, O Father, be the bridal blest!

The earth is on her knees.

Thou, Thou didst give our hands the might

To hew the hemisphere in twain

And level for these waters bright

The mountain with the main.

In freedom let the great ships go,

On freedom's errands, sea to sea,

The oceans rise, the hills bend low,

Servants of liberty.

The nations here will flash through foam

And paint their pennons with the sun

Till every harbor is a home
And all the flags are one.

We join to-day the East and West,

The stormy and the tranquil seas.

O Father, be the bridal blest!

Earth waits it on her knees.







CHAPTER XLIX

A PRIVATE GLIMPSE

THE confusion inevitably attendant upon the instantaneous starting

of a great exposition can only be pictured fragmentarily, but here

are a few of the fragments.

The location of the huge temporary grand stand for the Opening Day
ceremonies was the subject of much study on the part of the management,

but the problem was neatly solved by putting it in front of the Tower of

Jewels. Here it would not only face the entering crowds at the Scott Street

gates, but would have the grandest background the Exposition could

present.

But the trouble of locating the grand stand was nothing compared to the

trouble of locating the seats of those that were to sit on it. It was neces-

sary to please everybody, the first time. If anybody could have done it,

that person would have been the considerate diplomat who constituted the

Committee on Special Events, etc.. Col. Mullally. But nobody could have

done it. The human classification was too intricate, and the thing was an

insoluble puzzle. An appeal was even made to the State Department at

Washington, and nobly it responded, but what with the various

officials, foreign consuls, commissioners, and employees of different
p^l^l''J^^g

grades, parts of the field were far out of any State Department's

ken. The Committee and its staff did the best they could, and it proved

very good, all things considered. But it was not perfect, and the experience

of that day suggested no method by which a perfect outcome ever could be

insured. After all, the personal solicitude about the seating arrangements

was a demonstration of the importance people attached to the event.

At three o'clock in the morning of February 20 an empty cement sack,

its mission over and time heavy upon it, idled on gentle currents into the

intake of the Fountain of Energy, whose burst of activity awaited only the

signal of the President of the United States to proclaim to a quarter million

expectant people that the Exposition was open. If the sack had loafed

around a few hours longer it would, in " the obstinate nature of things," have

had the satisfaction of spoiling the whole spectacular climax of the occasion.

275
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Its exclusion by a screen was an overlooked detail, and that it drifted into

the intake in time to be discovered and evicted before it had done its pre-

meditated mischief was an accident.

It was a certainty that some detail was going to be overlooked, but no-

body knew just which one nor to what extent of damage. The operating

organization had to be so trained, and so disposed on Opening Day, that any

last-minute emergencies could receive swift first-aid treatment.

President Moore gave the "plant," as far as possible, a final going over

about midnight of the 19th, while the big clean-up was going on, and his

calls at the various department offices and headquarters had a heartening

effect. On Opening Day itself, Connick, Director of Works, performed a

pretty continuous reconnaisance all over the grounds. The Assistant Direc-

tor of Works, and the Chief of the Department of Mechanical and Electrical

Engineering, remained most of the day as they had all the preceding night,

in their offices where they could be in instant communication with any part

of the field or the organization. But the real labors and the prompt deci-

sions that saved many a breakdown of system or of plan were necessarily the

work of the staff in the field.

For it was not all smooth sailing and could not be. It was too big. A
few things happened besides the cement sack that were not on the program.

One of these incidents arose out of the dependence of the Exposi-

Shuion *'°" upon the Presidio reservoir, and the human factors in control

of that reservoir but not under control of the Exposition. Eco-

nomically it was an admirable arrangement, and furnished the solution of a

water problem that, as we have described above, was one of the most embar-

rassing the Division of Works had to meet. Organically, it was not perfec-

tion and was seriously interfered with on Opening Day. Only the skill and

preparedness of the Exposition organization itself averted a condition that

might have had grave consequences.

The Golden Gate Park system was not yet complete, and the filling of the

fountain pools and concessionaires' tanks had drawn heavily on the Presidio

reservoir. The Presidio superintendent became quite properly alarmed for

fear a fire might break out and find him short of water, so about half past

ten he shut off the supply. Reports soon came in to the heads of the Divi-

sion of Works at their offices that there was no water in the buildings. They
found where the trouble lay, and promptly ordered out two fire engines,

which they caused to be coupled to the Spring Valley hydrants outside the

grounds, and by the aid of these engines, and tapping the high pressure sys-

tem, they soon had a steady pressure through all the service pipes of the

Exposition. No Presidio water came through the meters until eight
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o'clock next morning, but the Exposition buildings and all the Zone conces-

sions had water. Afterward, the quantity used was estimated and the

water company reimbursed for it.

That scarcity of water interfered with the development of Opening Day
photographs that the Division of Exploitation was trying to send with all

possible despatch to the Eastern press, and evoked bitter complaint from the

New York office of the Exposition, about the lack ofOpening Day illustration

for press matter. Such is the remoteness of reaction in an exposition's

anatomy.

The exhibition of fireworks in the evening was a gorgeous and thrilling

spectacle, in every way fit to mark the occasion. But the occa-

sion came within an inch of being marked with dark disappoint- "«"«' ^

ment instead. The saving of the situation is quite an Arabian

Nights tale, and well illustrates exposition emergencies.

The lowest bidder on fireworks was a Seattle firm, and on February 5

a car of this petulant commodity started from the northern city. Bayley

and Leurey, who as Chief and Assistant Chief of the Mechanical and Elec-

trical Department were getting practice at staging pyrotechnics as well as

running every other imaginable sort of trick and device, had Mortensen's

Traffic Department trace it all the way—but nobody could hurry it.

It lazied along as box cars will, now on the main line, now on a siding or a

Y, undecided whether to come on or go back to Seattle with some errant

brakeman, now disappearing into a yard to loaf around with some of its kind,

now back on the main line again, but always sauntering as though the enter-

tainment or disappointment of a quarter million people were a thing no box

car need worry about; and it took 11 days to reach Portland. Here the

Southern Pacific railroad got hold of its draw-head, snapped the kinks out of

it, danced it down to Oakland mole in four days, and delivered it by special

barge at Drumm Street on the morning of February 20. But because of the

great crowds gathering in all parts of the city to walk to the Exposition gates,

it could not be switched to the grounds.

To get the car opened and discharged of any useful part of its contents,

and to get those bombs, rockets, maroons, and other confections from the

Drumm Street switch yards to the Yacht Harbor and there unpacked and

sorted and properly disposed for use on the fireworks wharf before nightfall

was a man's job, and a job for the best man available. "We'll put Al Wilder

on that," said Bayley. So they called in an alert member of the electrical

engineering staft and told him to get those fireworks or just keep a-going

until he wound up in the Old Ladies' Home.
Wilder fortified himself with every sort of permit thus far designed by the
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Admissions Department, and some of his own Department's contrivance,

and set sail with two automobile trucks for Drumm Street. In

Ad^"f'^
addition to the form permits he had a letter pass signed by Burt,

Connick, Mortensen, Capt. Carpenter, Bayley, everybody he

could think of that might have any influence with gatemen or guards; and

enough official auto pennants to blanket a horse.

Just clear of the grounds he encountered the Grand Vizier of this modern

Bagdad, Augustus White, Chief of Police, laying out the traffic lines for the

floods of humanity that Marshall Hale and Paul Carroll were to lead to the

gates of the Exposition.

Wilder was in a mortal hurry. Instinct impelled him to keep the pace he

had set. He might have been excused for thinking he had no time to waste

on a Grand Vizier. But he was not the sort of engineer to confuse haste with

efficiency, and besides, he did not like the look of things "outside." So in

his truck he lumbered up to the Chief, salaamed, and prayed his autograph.

This sort of thing may not seem much like electrical engineering, but in

exposition practice an engineer must hold himself ready to fill a tooth or

paint a portrait or amuse a lady's lap-dog for an hour; and if Wilder had not

met the Chief, or if, having met him, he had gone right along on his errand,

there would have been no fireworks that night, and no way to apologize

to the crowd. Those pyrotechnics were like most success: part good man-

agement, and part Genie-of-the-Lamp.

He found the car, he showed his credentials, he got the car open. That

consumed a precious, irreplaceable hour. They threw the fireworks aboard

the trucks and started back. The streets were choked with men, women, and

children wearing "Participant" badges and pouring toward the gates.

Near the Van Ness Avenue entrance. Wilder struck the cordon of police

that guarded the sector of Polk and Greenwich streets with orders to let

no vehicle through that day. They laughed at his permits and
Exorctsttig

j-efused to read his pass, but when he showed them the signature

of the Grand Vizier it worked like the Seal of Solomon, and he

wove his convoy of explosives through the thronging streets and into the

grounds and through the packed mobs within, and honked and chugged his

way to the fireworks pier, in time. The rest is history, but that is how the

history was made. Truly the operation of an exposition "consists in meet-

ing a series of emergencies"; and you have to have the men that can meet

them.

The Panama-Pacific International Exposition had them. Connick had

laid the foundations of the Division of Works solidly and well at a time when

there was plenty of money in sight with which to make things attractive to
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good men. So the fireworks arrived. So many another emergency was

handled; in the field, on the job, by men that could think on their feet and

were not afraid to act. The necessities of expositions do not seem to bother

a great deal about conventional regulations, but demand bold treatment, for

dates are set and time will not wait.

The worst strain carne on the Department of Concessions, owing to the

nature of its work and the fact that in this field not merely knowledge but

practice was necessary, and what was more important, the weeding out of the

unfit, for which there had been no time.

The gross-receipts collection system was the keystone of the adminis-

tration of this Department. The system had been pre-visioned in every

detail, for every minute of the time and every inch of the way, and was as

much a work of the constructive imagination as a story by Poe or

Jules Verne. But when it came to operation, hundreds of human wT'^^
factors were involved whose idiosyncrasies and aberrations of

individual conduct no dozen of prophets could have predicted; and for a few

bad hours it looked as though the machinery would wreck itself.

The concession stations were scattered from Van Ness Avenue to the

race track—at least two and a half miles. They were in kiosks, they were in

palaces, they were in lavatories, they were tucked away on second stories,

and in all sorts of little nooks and corners.

At 8:30 on the morning of Opening Day 400 girls were marshalled in the

street in front of the Service Building, and some 300 of the select received

numbered badges, station books, trip passes, little galvanized iron "banks"

of change, and their assignments to stations; and the station directories

which, it was hoped, would tell them where those stations were. The

process was repeated with another 400 girls at 4 p.m. Those that did not

receive assignments were paid anyway and kept on for emergenices.

The station directory was good as far as it went, but under the circum-

stances it could not have covered the whole field. The cashiers went forth

to cashier, but they did not all arrive. Some got lost. Some did not find

their stations and have not found them yet. In addition to the imperfec-

tions of the directory, there were cases where concessionaires did not post

their station cards, and so could not be identified, and other cases where they

took them down, and still others where, if the concessionaire thought busi-

ness was going to be dull in the position assigned him on a palace "street"

he picked up his belongings and removed to what he considered a better piece

of real estate on another aisle. Some were not enthusiastic over having

the cashiers find them, anyway.

Some of the would-be cashiers, after an ineffectual hunt for their places.
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went down to the Marina and put in the day throwing stones in the water

rather than come back and confess. It was not surprising. Much modern

"efficiency" talk is well adapted to making a young person think the world

of business affairs is a terribly mysterious and bogey sort of place, and one

in which mere common sense won't help at all. In some cases there was

downright indolence and "soldiering," but these were soon dis-
os an

covered and eliminated. Some went to their stations and were

not found by the noon relief, but stood loyally to their tasks all

day, headache or no headache. All day the Concessions Department was

sending girls to stations in response to telephone calls, and then sending

others and again others to the same stations in response to more telephone

calls, for it had no way of finding out whether the first ones sent ever found

their stations or not. Sometimes three or four reported to the same station,

and the late arrivals had a grievance; or the concessionaire would have to

choose, with telephonic advice from the office, among a group that arrived

all at once.

And when the night shift went out to relieve the day shift the whole

thing happened again, like a nightmare that keeps coming back. Instead of

being relieved for the evening many of the girls had to remain on their

stations selling tickets and taking in money until closing time, and long

after. The Department was calling taxicabs all night to take the girls home
that came in late.

To the carefully planned regulations of the Department some of the more

ingenious cashiers added a few touches of their own. The station books

were to remain at the stations for current record. Many brought them into

the office. Some brought in the keys of the cash registers, and one came in

with the crank handle, as she had seen the motor-man do when he leaves his

car. That register refused to work for the succeeding cashier until the

crank handle had been hunted up and sent out to the booth. Some brought

back the rolls of tickets, needed next day as badly as the cash-register handle

or the station books. A large percentage locked their bank boxes

j^'^ with the keys inside, and next time they went to work somebody
had to be sent to open their banks; fortunately there were master-

keys. Many had trouble counting money, and had their relief, or the col-

lector, sign receipts for too much. All which complicated the system and

added to the office confusion.

Of course, the California eight-hour law for women was shattered to

infinitesimal fragments. That had been foreseen, and, two days before.

Jay J. Bryan had taken up this phase of Exposition development with the

State Labor Commissioner. The Commissioner recognized a public neces-
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sity that the law could never have contemplated, and declared himself will-

ing to overlook, the matter for a day or two; but he also declared that if it

was to become a regular practice the Exposition would find itself in trouble

with a zealous and progressive State administration.

Three days after opening, concessionaires were still coming into the De-

partment offices with their receipts, no cashier having found their particular

stations. And some concessionaires did not come. All day and all night

the telephones rang in these same offices to voice complaints of one kind or

another, many of them arising out of the unpreparedness of the complainant

himself; or else appeals for help in getting around the consequences of tardi-

ness or neglect. Some of these cases grew out of the fact that the complain-

ant had only made up his mind at the last minute to open at all.

It is the opinion of the Department officials that stood the worst of the

grind in those opening days, that no concessionaire should be permitted to

begin business under any circumstances that has not his concession ready at

least a clear week beforehand.

A number of concessionaire's turnstiles were not installed until the even-

ing of the 19th, and were improperly installed then, so that people could

enter without turning them. These had to be corrected. The hand cash

registers for the Fadgl-train collectors did not arrive until 10:30 of the morn-

ing of Opening Day.

In the office of the general Cashier the tellers' cages were not yet com-

plete and the tellers lacked protection. An error was made in the delivery

of coin separators and counters, so that the contemplated facili-

ties for handling the coin from the turnstile cans were reduced by
„! Delay

3. third. Many of the employees were inexperienced. In the rush

the cash could not be physically verified until half a million dollars had come

in. Yet it was found to be all there, and a little more.

In cashiers, guides, guards, and gatemen, the Exposition opened greatly

over-manned. It had to be so, to insure against short-handedness. The

money paid out on this account for services that could not be used or were

not needed may be called the price of wise precaution. The haunting fear

was that people could not be passed through the gates rapidly enough, and

that there would not be enough cashiers to collect the money; and there was

a thought that rioting was at least a possibility, for it had happened at ex-

positions before, so the necessary guard force was over-estimated. After a

few weeks of experience it was found that all these forces could be greatly

reduced.



CHAPTER L

THE VANISHED CITY

" Banners yellow, glorious, golden,

On its roof did float and flow.

(This—all this—was in the olden

Time, long ago.)
"

The Haunted Palace.

r visualize the picture the Exposition made, one might recall his

youthful dreams of cities built by Mogul conquerors on sun-baked

Indian plains—cities of pink and yellow sandstone, and of marbles

never white but streaked with umber and sienna or burnt and weathered to

the tones of long-buried ivory. Yet this city did not rise from sun-smitten

sands, but stood by opal waters gleaming through its courts and avenues;

canopied by burning blue sky in which fleets of cloud were sailing, or

veiled in cooling mists that dimmed and deepened every perspective.

Of all cities of men this was the most beautiful. It was the first exposi-

tion to be composed as one architectural scene, the first to be adorned and

colored as a unit. Nowhere was there any white, but only such tones as

blent into one subdued but life-warm picture. The streets were
A Single

broad avenues of palms and dracsenas festooned with flowering

vines. Sand-colored walls glowed warm and golden behind islands

and sloping banks of blackish-green acacia, fir, and eucalyptus. Here and

there, these walls were divided by buttresses, and broken into by shell-like

niches some of which sheltered cypress trees, and others heads of wolves

and elephants from whose mouths the jets of mural fountains gushed.

The portals were glorified with the art of old Spanish cathedrals. The

walls themselves, like those of the California Missions, were hooded against

the rain by overhanging ranks of dull red tile. There were no windows in

the outer walls, but above the main portals appeared the pediments of

clerestories for lighting, clerestories with acres of glass, and with acroteria

poised on their peaks; and above the clerestories, above the crossings of the

great naves and transepts, arose windowed circular drums bearing pale green

domes, like giant bubbles wafted up from the summer sea.
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More color enriched the walls of courts, behind the colonnades. On
some conspicuous surfaces occurred stencilings of tinted Mooresque. All

the roof areas visible from the ground were colored. Here and there above

the roofs were great, open half-domes, shouldering up from semi-circular

terraces. The caverns of them were like the ruined basilica of Constantine

above the Forum, but here was no ruin, for these huge, apsidal vaults were

boldly and crisply coffered, some radially and some spirally; the pits deep-

ened with cerulean blue, and often partly filled with modeled conventional

roses of the predominant travertine buff.

Courts abounded—courts, fore-courts, passages treated as courts. They
characterized the Exposition. The beauty of the outer walls was great, but

that of the courts transcended them, probably transcended any- Courts

thing of the sort ever conceived in America. Adornment com- Amid

monly associated with interiors of buildings was lavished on the Palates

exterior to make these courts, so that it was said the plan presented the as-

pect of an Exposition " turned inside out." So distinct was this appearance,

that it inspired one commentator of unusually powerful vision to see in it a

tendency towards an invasion of fourth-dimensional space. Certainly that

would have transcended all common experience. All these courts were

musical with the tinkling and splashing of fountains.

Although the heart of this wonder city was a block of eight buildings

similarly designed, the main structures were so broken by the courts be-

tween, and so modified by their superstructures, that the various members
of the composition seemed to mount and mount in aspiring crescendo,

from the sanded roadways and the beds of flowers and shrubs, out of the

banks and islands of living green trees, by the lofty walls and the rising

clerestories with the angels on their gables, by the basilica vaults and
the sea-green domes, by the pink Italian towers of the south courts, to

the support and accentuation of the dominant feature, the Titan Tower of

Jewels.

Other expositions have had one or two important and conspicuous fea-

tures. San Francisco's had ten. Beginning with this dominant one they

might be listed as follows:

I. The Tower of Jewels. It fronted the main entrance, 435 feet high,

and was hung with 102,000 large brilliants, which shook in the breeze and

glittered in the sun, and at night were lighted by search-lights,

sometimes colored, sometimes white, so that the structure was a

dazzling splendor to people in the grounds, and from the hills

across the Bay looked like some tremulous, softly luminous ghost. Photog-

raphy has preserved for us its outlines and surfaces and dramatic sculptures
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but cannot reproduce the brilliance of these glittering gems, nor convey a

just sense of its imposing magnitude.

1. The Avenue of Progress. This was a formal marine vista, leading

from the Fillmore Street entrance directly north to the Bay. The solid

Roman bulk of the Machinery Palace was its east wall, while its west was

formed by the facades of the Palaces of Varied Industries and of Mines and

Metallurgy; and these two offered between them an alluring glimpse down
the east and west axis of the central group, under great arches and through

wonderful courts.

3. The Marina. Impossible to describe or to photograph, and not for

anybody to paint except Turner, who is dead. An open road, along the

shore of the Bay, with a low parapet and lamps along the seawall side, and

along the other, broad lawns extending to the north facades of four palaces

with Spanish portals and classic passages between. Here you saw the

Adventurous Bowman on the Column of Progress, rising from the nearby

and parallel Esplanade. And toward the Bay, whither he had loosed his

arrow, such a marine view as can be matched not more than three times in

the world. In the tide-run of the Golden Gate stands "the Rock," like the

Chateau d'lf, for years the grim, military island-prison of the West, named
by the Spaniards Alcatraz; a terror to wrong-doers of the Army from Alaska

to the Philippines. Beyond "the Rock" rises Angel Island,
nc ante

merged in perspective with the mainland of Marin County.

Near it is Richardson's Bay; and beyond and above that, the vast

mass of Tamalpais. Westward along the channel, still on its northern coast,

are great shoulders of hill, breaking down at the water to form such fog-

wrapped bluffs as those from which Polyphemus hurled fragments of the

crags at the wandering hero's vessel. And between, the dancing water,

blue or green, mottled sometimes with dark, amethystine patches of kelp.

These things may be named, like items in a cash book. The whole picture,

with the clean and tonic air that floated over it, may not be presented in any

way.

4. The Palace of Fine Arts and its Lagoon. This was the boldest and

the strongest individual note in the art of the Exposition. Many enthu-

siasts claimed for it the distinction of being the most beautiful architectural

composition in the world. Logical criticism might peck at it here and there

and find faults of irrelevance and superfluity. What the unspoiled soul found

in it was a superlative and an enthralling beauty, a beauty that was un-

earthly and spiritual beyond everything that might reasonably have been

expected from the classic elements of which it was composed.

5. The South Gardens, lying between the Horticultural Palace and
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Festival Hall. These struck a cheerful note, with their glistening lakelets,

and their fountains. They were a small wonderland of floral beauty.

6 and 7. The Court of Palms and the Court of Flowers, with their pools,

colonnades, and sculptures, and the Italian towers at their entrances.

8. The Court of Abundance, with its lavish decoration in the Spanish

Gothic spirit, and its great Tower of Ages, a marvelously beautiful composi-

tion at any time but especially enthralling at night.

9. The Court of the Universe, with classic colonnades surmounted by

the figure of the Star, and the ever-to-be-remembered colossal groups of the

Nations of the West and Nations of the East, above its great triumphal

arches.

10. The Court of the Four Seasons, with its recessed fountains and

sculptures, and the lifelike bulls above its north pylons.

Add to these things such features as the "Lord of the Isthmian Way,"

the mural paintings, the Avenue of Palms, the sunken gardens, the wondrous

Spanish Renaissance portals, the half-domes, and the startling,

breath-taking vistas of the Bay that were always confronting one
^^"b^^uIv

unexpectedly; and it should be evident that the whole offered

"deep wells of light" from which the lover of the beautiful could drink

to intoxication.

Here, at the limit of the continent, a miracle was done: a miracle of light,

of color, of harmonious and beautiful form. And under these domes and

roofs and in these courts were brought together the triumphs of science and

industry that had been the main achievement of creative genius during the

preceding eleven years. In these courts and by these fountains gathered

some of the greatest minds of the nation and engaged in that commerce of

ideas which is the noblest commerce and the crowning glory of human in-

tercourse.

And then, almost in a day, this creation of gemlike beauty vanished,

except for a few features—returned into the dead timber and staff and inert

sand of which it had been composed, and left but its memory and its spell.

The waters of the Golden Gate still lave the level shore, the gulls wheel and

scream about the Column of Progress, " the stately ships go on to their haven

under the hill" or they follow the churning little tugs to open water, but

there rise no more those domes and tall towers, there blow no more those

flowers by the sea. That civilizing, humanizing work is done, for its day.

It will be repeated, perhaps on a broader and a grander scale; but it is hard

to believe it will ever be repeated in so beautiful a form.



CHAPTER LI

THROUGH A WONDERLAND

TO recall some features of the vanished city, we take the simple way of

walking through it. And you will recall at the same time, that as

you wandered amid its courts and avenues and gardens and palaces

you were everywhere surrounded by vivacious crowds, whose life and move-
ment were focussed and accentuated by parades and passing pageants, by
the music of bands and orchestras, and the eloquence of public speakers.

Entering at the Fillmore Street gate, which, in spite of the symmetrical

plan that threw the main entrance to Scott Street, was the approach whereby
the largest numbers saw the Exposition, you had a superb vista down the

Avenue of Progress to the waters of the Bay. Near the entrance, on the left,

was the Service Building. Then came a band stand; and beyond, across the

Avenue of Palms and still on the left, stood the Palaces of Varied Industries

and of Mines.

On the right, as the guide books would say, were the official bank, and the

entrance to the Zone between the pretty little pavilions of the Welch Grape
Juice concession, and Ghirardelli's chocolate booth.

Here amid the gregarious humanity that thronged the gorgeous amuse-

ment street you saw pleasure seekers in electriquettes. Red Boys selling

peanuts, parties on " Fadgl " trains, and the tall figure of the Zone

.^^ ^
"Coppette," her skirted coat formally brass-buttoned about her

and her riot stick swinging from her wrist. You saw the two long

walls of gorgeous and fantastic "fronts," connected by festoons of fluttering

red streamers. You heard the piercing and tireless steam music from the

Caroussel, and the wily blandishments of the " barkers," and you caught the

maddening odors from the roast beef sandwich shop.

Past the Zone entrance, northward, stood the Southern Pacific Railway

building, beyond which was the terminus of the Overfair Railroad; and then

the Palace of Machinery opposed its Roman bulk, huge and high, to the

Palaces of Varied Industries and of Mines, across the way.

The Southern Pacific building contained a small theater—one of the best

in the grounds—rest rooms for men and women, general railroad and steam-
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ship ticket and validating offices, and a Southern Pacific ticket office and

information bureau, hung with some of Tibbitts' fine photographs of scenes

among the Big Trees.

The Avenue of Progress was formed by rows of drac^nas with wild sweet

pea clambering about their stems. They stood in broad lawns, and their

burnished green leaves gave a most satisfying tropical aspect to the place.

Behind them, shrubbery and tall firs were banked against the travertine

walls of the palaces. There were vermilion flag-poles with gilded stars at

their tips, and the lights on the lighting standards were shielded by Spanish

coats of arms.

Just beyond the band stand near the Avenue of Progress, one had a

superb view westward down the Avenue of Palms, between rows of alternat-

ing dates and Guadalupes, as far as the rose-colored belvedere of the Cuban
Pavilion. The south fronts of the palaces along this avenue, with the

Italian towers rising at the entrances to the south courts, and the Tower of

Jewels with its two wings standing in the center of the row, constituted one

long, rich facade, so harmonious were its features and so much a unit was

its varied composition.

Across the avenue from these palaces, were the green dome and cupolas

of Festival Hall, a large and properly festive sort of structure in the French

theatrical style, giving the impression of being all portals and foyers and

audience hall, as in the main it was. It faced westward, across the pools and

fountains of the South Gardens, to the great glass bubble of the Palace of

Horticulture, with its ornate spires and graceful decoration.

Along the north side of this avenue, behind the date and Guadalupe

palms, ran a tunnel of tropical verdure forming a broad way for foot pas-

sengers, and behind that again were ranks of shrubbery and eucalyptus.

The eucalyptus rose from a sort of magical green lake of acacias that had

been trained down to a level, under which, early in the year, cyclamen

bloomed; and the long, black-green leaves of the taller trees, reaching nearly

to the tile coping, flickered and danced against the walls of the palaces

and enlivened them with ceaseless motion. Here, also, were tall stand-

ards, topped by ornately modeled light-screens—too ornate, perhaps, for

the reserved and quiet walls against which they stood; but handsome

nevertheless.

The walls of the Palace of Varied Industries were divided into broad

bays by pilasters that supported bears in travertine stafl^. Each
.

little bear stood on his Stylites column holding before him a ornaments

shield, for modesty, and looking over the top of it at you in a

most self-righteous and patronizing way. On the corners of this building
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were small green domes, rising from octagonal bases with little Moorish

tabernacles at the alternate angles. This treatment of the outer corners

characterized all the buildings of the central group.

The portals were most effective. The main one in the south wall was

patterned, in general, after the portal of the Hospice of Santa Cruz at Toledo;

except that instead of by saints its niches were occupied by the repeated

stalwart forms of Labor, with his pick. The tympanum was filled with

sculptures representing the industries. The jambs and lintels and screens

of the doors were embellished with every beautiful device and ornament of

the Spanish Renaissance. It was such art as we rarely see in this country,

and alone would have made the Exposition worth a long journey to enjoy.

Beyond this palace, westward, one reached the Court of Flowers, a fairy

place, like some incredible dream. Before the entrance, high on a pedestal,

stood Solon Borglum's equestrian statue of the "Pioneer," the old bearded

figure with axe and rifle, on his lean horse, sharing in remarkable unity that

virile spirit of realism that ran through all the Exposition statuary. It was
an arresting figure; but could not long restrain the attention from the beau-

ties behind it.

The first impression of the Court of Flowers was one of strangeness, to

see an open space between two buildings so complete in itself as to be a

separate architectonic phase. Then one forgot the palaces to revel in the

enjoyment of the beauty that Kelham had created here. Two towers, their

surfaces diapered in pink and blue, rising 204 feet from bases 38 feet square,

and with Gruppe's fairies on their pinnacles, flanked the opening; and
through these towers were handsome, pillared entrances to the ambulatories

bounding the sides and ends of the Court. The flanking columns repre-

sented Numidian marble, and above these were blind doors, with dainty

balustrades before them.

Running back, the ambulatories were formed by a colonnade of paired

Corinthian shafts of pale, greyish green, supporting an open attic partly

screened by wall panels, with niches between pilasters. In these
e ower

^j^-j^gg stood the repeated figures of Calder's Flower Girl, light and

delicate. Above rose the long, red slope of the tiled attic roof,

curving around the semi-circular terminal of the Court. At the sides, the

cloister was broken by entrances to the Palace of Varied Industries on the

east and the Palace of Manufactures on the west, partly cut back to form

the Court, and through the end ran the opening into the Court of x'^bundance.

In all this picture the old ivory, and rose tints, and glow of baking sands

from the travertine walls, was warm and lovely. About the gardens of the

Court stood lighting standards, ornately modeled, with segments of ivory
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globes rising out of festooned baskets. In the focus of the apsidal end was

Edgar Walter's fountain of "Beauty and the Beast"; Beauty being a fine,

lithe figure, its nudity accentuated and made still more beautiful by a head-

dress like an ornamented sallet, and by sandals laced about the ankles.

There were lawns at the entrance, and, farther in, beds of flowers, both

bordered by a dark green margin of prostrate juniper. Orange trees stood

about in huge green boxes. Small acacias were bound down to level frames

so that they looked like green tables. Little islands of shrubbery here and

there lifted from an emerald lake. At the portal to the Court of Abundance,

which opened through the northern end of this Court, were Laessle's

friendly-looking lions, as good specimens of conventional animal sculpture

as one could wish to see.
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CHAPTER LII

THE COURT OF ABUNDANCE

THROUGH the groined and lantern-hung vaulting at the north end of

the Court of Flowers you had a glimpse of Mullgardt's Tower of

Ages, or Altar Tower, a wondrous composition, a prince of towers.

It stood 219 feet high, framing, as it rose, successive altars with groups de-

picting the Ascent of Man, from the primitive savage to the regnant modern

spirit. These mounting figures, by Chester A. Beach, were among the suc-

cessful sculptures of the Exposition. The top of the structure was crocketed

and bracketed and niched in beautiful forms, and fitly finished by a flag pole

rising from the lantern.

This tower was a triumph. With the exception of the rotunda of the

Fine Arts Palace it was probably the most beautiful single architectural

feature of the Exposition; although the hypercritical found fault, as the

hypercritical ever will, with its profusion of ornament. It was
ower

Qj.jgjj^a[^ daring, satisfying in its lines and in such spaces as the

ornament left, full and complete in its whole composition; one of

those rare things that really "leave nothing to be desired." Perhaps the

richness of it would have proved a bit cloying after long association, but

probably not. People that saw it daily during the season did so with a

continually growing pleasure.

The arcade about the Court of Abundance formed an ambulatory on all

four sides; barrel vaulted, and groined by the intersections of the arches.

The vaulting, supported on broad, flat ribs of travertine, was a slatey gray

blue, which gave a feeling of cold composure, while at the ends, in contrast,

were the tremendous murals of Frank Brangwyn; violent, riotous, livid,

stressful with dramatic portrayals of men in their dealings with the primor-

dial elements.

In the spirit of its decoration this Court was very rich, almost too rich,

with all surfaces covered by a wonderful efflorescence of undercut embellish-

ment. It had no lean and Spartan severity about it. Instead
Early Society . ,..„.. , .

,

It was extravagant and restive, as Exposition architecture ought

to be. The columns, carried through to the top, supported on their
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finials primitive savage figures, repeated; the man sometimes humorously

feeding a pelican, sometimes dragging home a bear, while the slubber-

lipped and slant-browed woman carried the man-cub slung over her

shoulder. On taller finials mounting from a rearward wall were cocks,

crowing mightily, the symbols of Christianity.

In spite of its tremendous suggestions, the whole thing was worked out

in the height of festival feeling. Orange trees grew here, and the scent of

their blossoms filled the air. There were acacias in great boxes; and back

against the cloister parapet stood the fine, shaggy, green columns of Italian

cypresses.

Flanking the entrance ramps that sloped in from the east and west sides

were shallow oval cauldrons for red fire. Before the tower, tall pillars rose

with Leo Lentelli's sprites on their tops, loosing arrows downward. These

pillars were supported by other sprites at their bases. At corresponding

positions in the south part of the Court stood standards bearing electric

fixtures in the form of gigantic monstrances, and when they blazed with

unscreened lamps at night they had a strangely stern and ecclesiastic effect.

The center of this Court was a large pool of irregular shape, about 100

feet wide and 130 long, with a parapet about it from which arose square

basins on stems; and up the stems travertine serpents crawled, and looked

over the rims of the basins, and at night breathed gas flares into them.

Within the pool stood a fountain group of impressive and original form:

a large globe rising from an open frieze or screen of figures depicting the

Passions of Man. This was Robert I. Aitken's Fountain of the Earth, for

which the Architectural League in 191 5 awarded a gold medal.

It is difficult to convey in words a just idea of so dramatic and imposing

a work; but one can jot down some fugitive impressions and leave the rest to

photography. The globe itself, which only half emerged from its

supporting open frieze, was deluged by four sprays from antedi- ^
w'^'ld

luvian reptiles and monster trilobytes. Four heroic figures with

Assyrian beards, arising out of Hermes columns, divided the encircling screen

into four panels sculptured in pierced relief. Their arms stretched back-

wards along the cornice.

The pedestal projected, forming a long prow in the water, with a group of

ten crouching figures on it, suggesting the dawn of life, and the fullness and

end of existence. Just beneath the prow were the two backward-bent arms

of a figure that had been overwhelmed and drowned; the head submerged,

only the neck and shoulder blades appearing, and the tortured arms. But

these were said by the sculptor to represent Destiny, giving life with one

hand and taking it with the other. Such specifications rarely help an ar-
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tistic effect. Courage and great purpose, weakness and shame, contended in

complex, unending drama, through which the world spun in coils of steam

and spray. And the ultimate result—reason and spirituaHty and abihty

for self-sacrifice—somehow emerged. In the pool at the center of the para-

pet, 60 feet away from the fountain, was a sculptured figure of Helios, sink-

ing into the water with the setting sun in his arms.

This Court was one of the most popular resorts of the Exposition. Bands
played here by day. At night the illumination gave it a witch-like beauty,

and it became

" A savage place, as holy and enchanted

As e'er beneath a waning moon was haunted

By woman wailing for her demon lover."

The Court of Abundance was square in outline, formed of the corners of,

and intersecting spaces between the Palaces of Mines, Transportation,

Manufactures, and Varied Industries. It was about 340 feet in diameter,

from wall to wall.

Some of the symbolism embodied in this Court has been thus defined by

its architect, Mr. Mullgardt, in "The Jewel City" by Ben Macomber;

John H. WiUiams, publisher.

"The Court is an historical expression of the successive Ages of the

World's growth. The Central Fountain symbolizes the nebulous world,

with its innate human passions. Out of a chaotic condition came Water
(the Basin) and Land (the Fountain) and Light (the Sun supported by

Helios, and the Electroliers). The braziers and cauldrons sym-

^
;/"//'

, bolize Fire. The floor of the Court is covered with verdure,
All Meant

, r • t^i r- • i /- i i • i

trees, flowers, and fruits. The two Sentmel Columns to the right

and left of the Tower symbolize Earth, and Air. The eight paintings in the

four corners of the ambulatory symbolize the elements of Earth, Air, Fire,

and Water.

"The water-bubble motif is carried through all vertical members, which

symbolize the Crustacean Period, the second strata of the Court.

"The third stratum, the Prehistoric Figures, surmounting the piers of

the Arcade, also the first group over the Tower entrance, shows the earliest

forms of human, animal, reptile, and bird life, symbolizing the Stone Age

Period.

"The fourth stratum, the second group in the Altar Tower, symbolizes the

human struggle for emancipation from ignorance and superstition in which

Religion and War are dominating factors. The kneeling figures on the side
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Altar are similarly expressive. The torches above these medieval groups

symbolize the Dawn of Understanding.

"The Chanticleers on the finials surrounding the Court symbolize the

Christian Era. The topmost figure of the Altar symbolizes Intelligence,

'Peace on Earth, Good Will Towards Men'—the spirit of Learning and

Industry at her feet. The topmost figure surmounting the side Altar

symbolizes Thought.

"The arched opening forming the inclosure of the Altar contains alter-

nating Masks expressing Intelligence and Ignorance in equal measure,

symbolizing the Peoples of the World.

"A gradual development to the higher forms of Plant Life is expressed

upward in the Altar Tower, the conventionalized lily petal being the highest

form."



CHAPTER LIII

THE CITY WALL

IF instead of going northward to the Esplanade, one turned eastward

from the Court of Abundance he would pass through the Court of

Mines to the Avenue of Progress; and the lure of Daniel Chester

French's group, the Genius of Creation, was very apt to turn the ordinary

visitor. It stood before the grand portico of the Machinery Palace, looking

down the main axis of the Exposition buildings.

The Machinery Palace was the structure that has been likened to the

Baths of Caracalla. It was typically Roman in grandeur and mass. There

was a series of three connected pediments at each end and at each side, and

there were long runs of cornice enriched with fine modillions, the recesses

between them deepened with cerulean blue. Tall columns rising here and

there before the walls supported Haig Patigian's statues typifying four

Powers: Steam, Electricity, Invention, and Imagination. The entrances

were through handsome porches, with columns and lintels at the wall line.

The columns were of the Corinthian order as to their upper parts, but the

shafts rose from man-high friezes of allegorical figures busy with various

mechanical contrivances—chain-pulleys and gears and tongs and crucibles.

The porches were ceiled with lofty, coffered vaulting, very rich

th'^P^l
^"'^ quite vividly colored. They had great dignity, and when
lighted at night their beauty was hardly to be expressed in words.

The building itself was the largest in the Exposition, and although well

down the Avenue of Progress it was one of the first objects noted by entrants

at Fillmore Street. It looked immensely solid and enduring, and success-

fully inhibited any disquieting thought of the ephemeral nature of the

Exposition architecture. Standing before it one had an impression of eagles,

of demi-gods broken in to useful work, of winged angels with mechanical

devices—in general of great static strength and vast dynamic energies, with

their means of transmission and use.

Emerging upon the Esplanade from the Avenue of Progress, one saw to

the right, and north of the Machinery Palace, the buildings of the Grand

Trunk, the Canadian Pacific, and the Great Northern railways, very hand-
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some and ornate structures, in which these companies had ticket offices and

information bureaus, and displays of the products and resources of the

country through which they passed.

From this point was a view not exceeded in beauty by the sapphire cres-

cent of the Bay of Naples; a view of blue water and grand hills, the buildings

of Fort Baker in their broad, inviting swale, the rough escarpment rising to

the flat shoulder from which Battery Spencer frowns; and far in the back-

ground, lifting through a purple haze, the bold cone of Tamalpais, like

Vesuvius—but harmless, for it is not volcanic. This view seen along the

Esplanade or along the Marina, changing as you traveled on the Fadgl train

or the Overfair Railroad, or in an electriquette, or passed leisurely afoot, was

part of the matchless picture of the Exposition.

Westward, to the left, past Battery Spencer and the Marin hills, this

two-mile-wide arm of the Bay runs to the Golden Gate. In fact, it is the

Golden Gate, and the Exposition bordered it, for there is no dis-

tinct line of demarcation. Down to the left you saw the Yacht Q^if'^^n ^
Harbor mole, with its make-believe Pharos; and beyond that.

Fort Point running out, with old Fort Winfield Scott, a toothless watchdog,

western mate to Sumter, at its tip.

Here warships rode at anchor all through the Exposition season. Big

liners and tramps came in off the broad Pacific to discharge cargo at the

docks of the city, farther along the water front, or they set out for deep water

after more. The transports from the Philippines went by with returning

troops, to the transport docks at Fort Mason, next the Exposition ferry slip.

It was a majestic spectacle, of which the inland visitors, and San Franciscans

as well, seemed never to tire. Busy little tugs scuttled nervously about,

and the Italian fishing launches slid by with a business-like celerity. Time
was when they ran through here under lateen sail, skimming the water like

flocks of gulls, deftly handled by skillful fishermen from Genoa and the

Ligurian Gulf; but in 191 5 few lateen sail were left, and they could not keep

the pace set by gasoline, so you rarely saw them.

On the broad lawns between the Esplanade and the Marina hangars were

erected for the aeroplanes of Silvio Pettirossi, Charles Niles, and "Art"

Smith, who "jumped off" from this point for their demonstrations of avia-

tion. On these lawns took place many of the spectacles that delighted

Exposition crowds; Indian dances, games of football, and other attractions.

The Marina ran due west, pointing toward the bulky Mission belfries

of the California Building, but broke at the Yacht Harbor before reaching it.

So here, if you were traveling along it, you had to turn back to the Esplanade.

Fronting that, northward, was another unit facade composed of the
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fronts of four palaces: those of Mines, Transportation, Agriculture, and Food

Products. William B. Faville was the architect to whom was entrusted

the composition of the outer walls of the Exposition palaces, and to

whom is primarily due the conception of the "Walled City," a complete

scheme of palaces within what was in appearance one enclosure. The
plainness of surface gave a fine feeling of composure and strength,

'I
°' ' but it was redeemed from baldness, and given interest and point,

by the treatment, in quadruplicate, of the main north portal of

each of the four northern palaces.

These were done in the ornate, highly florid Spanish Renaissance style

known as "plateresque," from the tendency of the Spanish silversmiths to

cover every inch of surface with decoration. Rich pilasters on small, taste-

ful corbels divided the spaces above the entrance openings into three bays,

each of which contained a niche, the central one canopied. But no saints

were in these niches. What you saw were El Capitan, the Conquistador, in

the center under the canopy; and on either side of him, each in his lesser

niche, a real old low-browed, bow-legged, walk-the-plank pirate, with a most

business-like noosed rope in his hands, the bight of which fell in decorative

line to his feet. These figures were the work ofAllen Newman. They were

of commanding stature, being 13 feet tall, and from their pedestals 50 feet

in air they glowered on the sea, where not so long ago their prototypes had

made and for a time had held their strong and cruel empire. They were sur-

rounded by a nimbus of the most delicate ornament, which they saved from

fatal sweetness and to which they gave a spark of heroic fire.

The view down the Esplanade westward was closed by the golden dome
of the Massachusetts Building but the central accent of the composition

was the Column of Progress, standing at the entrance to the Court of Stars,

the forecourt to the Court of the Universe.

This was one of the artistic achievements of the Exposition. It stood

185 feet high, rising from a broad and curving terrace, which made it seem

much higher. It was built of travertine stafi^ hung around a steel

Triu
'

bh'^
frame, and had a base 30 feet high and 32 feet square on which

tremendous relief sculptures by Isidore Konti symbolized the

labors and aspirations of men. At its top was a frieze showing a circle of

toilers supporting the Adventurous Bowman, both by Hermon A. MacNeil.

The circular shaft was 1 5>2 feet in diameter, and from the base to the sculp-

tured frieze at the top it was wound about with a helical band, carrying

suggestions of ships in low relief, like that ancient moving-picture reel

depicting Trajan's Dacian victories on his column in Rome.
This column was the conception of A. Stirling Calder, and was designed
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by William Symmes Richardson, of McKim, Mead & White, the architects

of the Court of the Universe. Eugen Neuhaus, the art critic, says of it:

"The great Column of Progress is the first column in the world, so far as

I know, whose design was inspired by a purely imaginative motive, and the

first sculpture column at any exposition. It must be considered the most

splendid expression of sculpture and architectural art in the Exposition.

Mr. Calder may justly feel proud of this great idea, and Mr. MacNeil has

added new laurels to his many accomplishments in the free modeling of the

very daring group at the top."

Let us leave the Column of Progress a palace-front ahead, however, and

turn into the passage between the Palace of Mines and the Palace of Trans-

portation, back toward the Court of Abundance. Much of the decorative

scheme of the main Court was carried out in this passage, or fore-court

—

the Gothic-like ornament, the primitive man and woman and cub, the cocks

above, the duplicated facade of the Tower of Ages. There were two large

beds of pelargoniums, with parapets about them, and there were serpents

breathing gas flares at night. These garden beds were divided through the

center by the way leading from the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy to that

of Transportation, and in this passage stood, on a high pedestal. Sherry

Fry's statue of "Neptune's Daughter," or "Aquatic Life," as it was impar-

tially called: a huge, nude figure with a trident, resting one foot on a sub-

missive dolphin.

Corresponding to the Court of Mines, between the Palace of Mines and

Metallurgy and the Palace of Varied Industries, was the Florentine Court,

between the Palaces of Transportation and of Manufactures,

leading from the Court of Abundance to the Court of the Universe.
"^"couh

This Court, by Faville, was, like all of his design, characterized by

a fine artistic reticence, and had a quiet and reposeful air that was very satis-

fying. The side walls were pierced by arcade windows of the abutting

palaces, filled with soft-looking chipped glass. The arches forming these

windows sprang from paired columns of varied decoration, some in Renais-

sance and some in classic form. Above the arches the walls were diapered

in subdued tones of pink and blue, and there were small medallions of light

blue, like Delft ware, in the spandrels. Above all were finely coffered

cornices with modillions, and then some slanting cantilever brackets sup-

porting the tiles above. This court was bordered with bedded flowers, amid

which stood rhododendrons and magnolias, and the entire scene was quiet,

restful, exquisitely harmonious.

The east end of the Florentine Court was formed by the arcade of the

Court of Abundance, carrying across it the decorative scheme of the latter
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composition. The west end was the east facade of the Arch of the Rising

Sun, crowned by the great sculptural group "The Nations of the East,"

under which we pass to enter the Court of the Universe.

This arch, like its mate at the other end of the Court, was a stupendous

and impressive composition. It made you wish to hurry in to view the

huge animal and human forms from in front. But before leaving the

Florentine Court your attention was arrested by the inscriptions in three

panels on the east face of the arch; literary passages from the genius of

Arabia, of Persia, of Siam. The central inscription, from Abul Kasim Man-
sur, Firdausi of Persia, read:

"The balmy air diffuses health and fragrance—So tempered is the genial

glow that we know neither heat nor cold—Tulips and hyacinths abound—
Fostered by a delicious clime the earth blooms like a garden."

On one side Zuhayr ibn Abi Sulma warned:

"He that honors not himself lacks honor wheresoe'er he goes."

On the other the almost legendary King, Phra Ruang of Siam, counseled:

"A wise man teaches be not angry; from untrodden ways turn aside."

This embellishment of architecture by imperishable literature was en-

trusted, as to the selection of the passages, to Mr. Porter Garnett.
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CHAPTER LIV

HEART OF THE EXPOSITION

IT would not be possible to convey, either by written word or painted

canvas, an adequate sense of the majesty of the Court of the Universe.

It was the center of the Exposition, in which was focussed all the great

significance of this assemblage of the constructive ideas of modern life; the

place from which all things seemed to radiate. It was the theater of im-

pressive ceremonies, of the gathering of great audiences to hear the con-

clusions of statesmen and orators on the vital interests of the Nation; and

it was the scene of imposing processions that passed beneath its imperial

arches with the pomp of Roman triumphs.

For such functions it was artistically fitting and grand. The Roman
Colosseum could have been set down inside it. And in it and all about it

and looking down upon it so many huge and wondrous objects met

the eye that while it endured it was worthy to rank as one of the .

" f'"^""'

i-
. .
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" -Smaller

wonders of the world. It was said to suggest the peristyle of

St. Peter's at Rome; but except for antiquity, historic association, and sacred

character the peristyle of St. Peter's could not approach it in interest. The
Court of the Universe was overwhelming. A mere enumeration of its

features of beauty and grandeur would make a long list, and yet they were

all in harmony. You never felt that any one of them should not have been

there.

Nor, if one wished to begin or end a description with the most important,

would it be easy to tell where to begin or end. So perhaps it will be well to

commence with a detail, typical of the general richness of treatment, for

somehow you felt like a simple savage here, and turned, at first, from the

impressive bigness of it to some trifle that would help you feel somewhat

your own master again and not quite so lost and little. At all four entrances

there stood pairs of the vermilion flag-poles, terminating in golden stars,

that were used throughout the grounds; but here instead of rising from con-

ventionally ornamental bases they expressed an Oriental sumptuousness by

standing on the backs of finely modeled elephants; too tall a load for secu-

rity, of course, but you lost sight of mechanical criticism in the rich pictorial

299
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beauty of these utilitarian things. Yet they were but bits, trifles, relatively

unimportant details in an overpowering whole.

In scope the Court seemed limitless. There is a story of a little, soul-

starved old lady who on first beholding the ocean said she was glad to see

before she died "something there was enough of." It was a
attsjytng

g^^j j^^j jjj,g that. The measure was full. Architecturally it

was invested with a cosmic grandeur, for it suggested such themes

as the sun, the stars, the elements, and the nations of the earth.

In outline it was elliptical, about 712 feet long and 520 feet in greatest

width. You got the impression of imposing colonnades, tremendous arches,

high, orange-colored domes, and a vast tower rising up and up by stages;

grandiose, insolently high.

The colonnade, with its perfectly measured rhythm, will ever be one of

the great and satisfying elements of architecture; and the colonnades de-

fining the quadrants of the Court of the Universe were magnificent in plan

and scale. There were two ranks of Corinthian columns, not merely paired

on the same line as in the Court of Flowers; and these great shafts, five feet

in diameter and 48 feet in height, stood 14 pair to a quadrant.
jg y They were made of cast travertine, of the streaked and porous

Colonnades ' irr-ir iri
texture and warm buff tmt that formed the background of the

whole composition. Their color was a rich contrast with the dull red walls

behind them, walls broken here and there by the bright and snappy green of

the palace doors. The ambulatory between the outer rank of columns and

these paneled walls was 19 feet across. Its high, vaulted ceiling was painted

a celestial blue, and ornamented with modeled roses and painted stars.

Above the colonnade were a rich frieze and cornice, and above those a

balustrade; and on the balustrade, above every column of the inner rank,

stood a copy of Calder's statue of the "Star," a draped female figure, tran-

quil as night herself, with seven jeweled rays projecting from her head,

encircled by her upheld arms.

To north and south these quarter colonnades ended against square

pylons crowned with burnt-orange domes. The friezes of the pylons were

decorated with Hermon MacNeil's reliefs depicting the Signs of the Zodiac.

The Court of the Universe was approached from the south, east, and west

through lordly arches, but at the north it projected itself to the Column of

Progress and the Esplanade by a long, broad passage, the Forecourt of Stars,

with the colonnades and the Star figures continued on either side. Where the

Forecourt began stood a Moorish band stand, perhaps the only incongruous

note; and in line with it ran a long pool with jets at the sides, like a larger

growth of the enchanting basin in the garden of the Generalife at Granada.
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From the ambulatory about the great Court itself, flights of five steps,

at intervals, descended to a broad road that ran around just within it, and

between these flights were parterres of geraniums and shrubs. The road

was 75 feet across to the Italian balustrade, from which arose 52

light-bearers on their Hermes columns. And through broad ^^^es oj

openings in the balustrade other flights of 14 steps descended to

the sunken gardens, where there were masses of rhododendron, succeeded

after their flowering time by masses of hydrangea.

On either side the south flight of steps were Robert Aitken's beautifully

maternal figures of " Earth" and "Air," while beside the north flight were his

roaring, yelling allegories of "Fire" and "Water." At corresponding posi-

tions east and west were Paul Manship's groups of "Music" and "The
Dance," in a lighter mood, quaintly formal and archaic.

Everywhere you looked there were heroic, colossal figures; reclining,

standing, marching, bearing bowls of light, poised on dizzy heights ready for

flight—and down below, monstrous beings, wallowing in the water, "spout-

ing their foam fountains in the deep."

For in the charmed oval of the sunken gardens were long, narrow pools,

with jets, and in each half of the oval was a circular pool with a fountain.

In the pools themselves sea centaurs struggled in terrific comedy with

writhing serpents that, oblivious of the struggle, shot from their open jaws

graceful arcs of water into the elevated basins in the centers. And from

these basins rose the hollow buff glass columns that supported the loveliest

two single pieces of Exposition statuary—of which one at least was worthy

to live with some of the noble conceptions of classic sculpture.

It took a bit of time to compose oneself to the grandeur of the Court of

the Universe, to note its glowing color and its feature after feature of

beauty; to observe each item particularly, to perceive its fitness

of theme, to sense the wonder and the awe that seemed to over- .""
,

.
Alojl

hang it. It was as though you had been admitted to the rose-

and-golden sanctuaries of a sunset cloud. And here, 85 feet above these

fountains, on these shafts of glass that became pillars of fire by night, you

caught the high points of exquisite beauty, Adolph Alexander Weinman's

figures of the "Rising Sun," and "Descending Night."

They were of the joy of the world, alate youth. The wings of the " Ris-

ing Sun," the male figure, depended from his outspread arms. He stood

poised, vibrant as steel, his face upturned as if to bathe in the blinding blue

fire of the sky, every muscle of his stringy body gathered and set for his up-

ward plunge into those inverted pools of ether. But "Descending Night"

—was different. She thrilled the heart, so that when men looked upon her
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they understood across the centuries the story of Pygmalion. Here was no

tense anticipation of flight. Flight was done, and Sleep was enfolding the

smooth, slim limbs of Beauty. The hands half veiled the eyes, the wings

had lost their strength until the plumes seemed fluttering with weariness,

and the gracious, bending body, in every contour, was lax and flaccid, sink-

ing into slumber.

This was one of the best plastic creations of the Exposition. It was the

object on which the last beam was turned when the lights went out forever

at midnight of December 4, so that the watching thousands should carry

home with them a final, an unforgettable, spell.

But if this was the most exquisite of the Exposition sculptures, that

which struck the imagination most forcibly consisted of the huge group on

top of the Arch of the Rising Sun; the group suggested by Bitter and worked

out by Calder, Roth, and Lentelli, depicting the "Nations of the East."

Like its companion piece, the "Nations of the West," it was a bit "skied";

set too high because of the huge scale of the arch itself. But it bulked above

the roofs of the palaces so that it caught the eye of approaching visitors long

before they were inside the grounds. The orders of men were

/"^ r here, from prince to slave. The Spirit of the East rode a great

elephant, servant to man in those old, sad, hopeless parts of the

planet where life seems to consist of servitude on servitude to support a

transient pomp. The Falconer, the Warrior, the Sheik, the Arab, Negro,

Egyptian, Mongolian, Mohammedan, and Buddhist Lama, on horseback on

camels or afoot, seemed on an endless, fateful march.

And here, at the Court of the Universe, they met the "Nations of the

West," portrayed in the other great sculptural group above the Arch of the

Setting Sun. There was a marked contrast of spirit, of expression, of Occi-

dental to Oriental social philosophy. This group was rough and real, and

it was also hopeful, buoyant, and progressive. It was less imposing, for the

theme was happier. In the prairie schooner and the oxen, in the Pioneers,

in the Mother of To-morrow lightly riding the wagon tongue, in the Spirit of

Enterprise impossibly poised on top of the wagon sheet, in the men of

aspiring and achieving races such as the Italian, the Latin-American, the

French-Canadian, the Anglo-American—waste-conquering, desert-spanning

breeds—even in the recognition of the Alaskan and the displaced American

Indian, this group expressed the thrusting heave of western ambition and

progress. But such subject-matter happily fails in just that oppressive

element which invested the other group with its gloomy grandeur.

They were, both, imposing objects, worked out in a large and masterful

way, and on a regal scale. The standing figure of the Negro in the "Na-
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tions of the East" was i3}4 feet in height. Both groups mounted upward,

in a pyramidal composition expressive of a massive stability. The bases

they occupied were 54 x 38 feet, and they stood 42 feet high. Neuhaus says

they were "probably the largest groups of the kind ever made."

The arches on which they stood were bold and magnificent, rising 147

feet in air, with coffered barrel vaults passing through them 52 feet wide and

90 feet in height. Four columns cast in imitation of variegated marble

stood before these arches, bearing figures of winged genii; very stately,

with a strong, sure composure, looking out like guardians over

the Court. Between the outer pairs of genii was introduced a ."'^'^^ /*'

rather daring innovation in arch composition, in the form of

trios of jalousied Moorish windows, utterly heterodox in this position,

but adding a really successful touch of depth and inner mystery, as

though they were windows in the gate house of some forgotten Asiatic

fortress. Spandrels and friezes and cornices were rich with reliefs and

ornament.

High on the Arch of the Rising Sun, by way of those inscrptions with

which the architecture of the courts was informed, was one of those age-

polished gems from Confucius: "They who know the truth are not equal

to those who love it." India was made to contribute, from the Sanskrit

poet Kalidasa: "The moon sinks yonder in the West while in the East the

glorious sun behind the herald dawn appears—thus rise and set in constant

change those shining orbs and regulate the very life of this our world." And
from Japan came the sunrise note of Hitomaro: "Our eyes and hearts up-

lifted seem to gaze on heaven's radiance."

The inscriptions on the east face of the Arch of the Setting Sun came from

England, America, and Spain : Shakespeare, Walt Whitman, and Cervantes.

They read:

"In nature's infinite book of secrecy a little I can read."

"Facing west from California's shores, inquiring, tireless, seeking what is

yet unfound, I, a child, very old, over waves, towards the house of maternity,

the land of migrations, look afar—look off the shores of my western sea, the

circle almost circled."

"Truth, witness of the past, councillor of the present, guide of the fu-

ture."

Countless pigeons wheeled about the precincts of the Court and perched

on its cornices and on the Arches of the Rising and the Setting Sun. You
wondered how so many managed to keep alive unless you saw the Rev. F. B.

A. Lewis taking care of them at their feeding time. He was one of the

institutions of the place and the pigeons looked to him for an unfailing sup-
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ply of corn. The distribution was a self-imposed task with the Doctor, and

although he took his compensation altogether in gratifying his love for the

birds he only missed attendance two days out of the season, and continued

his service until the last colonnade and arch of the Court were felled by the

wrecking crew.



CHAPTER LV

THE TOWER OF JEWELS

AGAIN and again in recollection you went back to the Tower of

Jewels, and to thousands of people it is to-day the most distinctive

memory of the Exposition. In mass and majesty it was Roman,
but carried on its terraces mementoes of the conquest of a world the ancient

Romans never knew, and whose wealth had helped develop a civilization

they had been powerless to support. It was the tallest object anywhere

about, standing 435 feet high. When you crossed the Bay into Marin

County and got on a level with the northerly ridge of San Francisco's hills,

you saw that it rose higher even than they did. It was glorified with heroic

sculptures, the allegory of western history and of the irresistible advance of

white men to the western ocean. Colonnades of green pillars encircled it at

various levels. At corners high in air were salvers for fires. Great eagles

perched on lofty galleries, symbolic of power and dominion. The whole

was surmounted by a column at whose top atlantes, crouched and writhing,

supported an armillary sphere.

Every salient object and decorative design of it sparkled with rays of

ruby and emerald and sapphire and aqua marine from the thousands of

brilliants swinging in the breeze. And through the pierced friezes of the

flanking colonnades the sky shone in burning blue.

But the Tower was most imposing when low fog hid its foundations and

great supporting arch, and its upper half materialized spectrally

in semitransparent gray. Then it loomed through the mist a
Creation

legendary and incredible thing, brought back from the world

of Titans; the work of spirits instead of men.

Two wing colonnades projected east and west from the Tower's cubical

base, each containing a small enclosed court with a fine mural fountam.

Small wall spaces on these courts and others on the tower itself bore in-

scriptions, which formed a sort of serial epitome of western history. Be-

ginning with the panel to the left of the colonnade on the south front facing

inward on the Court of the Universe, and at the west end, these inscriptions

read

:

VOL. II—20 3O.S
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"1501. Rodrigo de Bastides pursuing his course beyond the West

Indies discovers Panama."
"1513. Vasco Nunez de Balboa crosses the isthmus of Panama and

discovers the Pacific Ocean."
" 1904. The United States succeeding France begins operations on the

Panama Canal."
" 1915. The Panama Canal is opened to the commerce of the world."

From within the Court of the Universe, however, one saw the reverse

inscriptions, dealing with local history, and reading:

"1542. Juan Rodrigues Cabrillo discovers California."

"1776. Jose Joaquin Moraga founds the Mission of San Francisco de

Asis."

"1846. The United States, upon the outbreak of war with Mexico,

takes possession of California."

"1850. California is admitted to the Union as a sovereign State."

There was a tremendous barrel vault, 75 feet wide and 119 feet high,

through the cubical base of the Tower, richly coffered, and below the spring

of it the walls were adorned with the mural paintings of William de Leftwich

Dodge.

As illustrations these were among the most interesting murals of the

Exposition. They ran clear through the 120-foot base, and were divided

into three sections, the central sections being the longest. AUegorically

they depicted the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, united by Labor;

AUe''oiries
^^^^ showed Discovery, in the person of Balboa, led by the Spirit

of Adventurous Fortune, when he first saw the "Sea of the South."

They illustrated the purchase of the uncompleted Panama Canal from the

French and the achievement of the great construction enterprise by Amer-
ican workmen and American genius. They showed the locks of the Canal

swinging open as the Gateway of Nations, and the crowning of Labor by the

Spirit of Enterprise. As allegorical illustration they were very effective,

while they helped the decorative result by their great fields of blue under the

coffering of the vault.

Midway through the arch, portals opened into the wing courts and these

were delightful little enclosures somewhat easy to overlook, but wholly

enjoyable when you had found them. They had apsidal ends in the centers

of which were the dominant notes of their sculptural compositions, sur-

mounting the mural fountains that poured their streams over the lips of

broad semicircular basins.

The one to the east was called the Fountain of Youth, and was designed

by Edith Woodman Burroughs. The central note here was the nude figure
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of a little girl, perhaps 12 or 13 years old, adolescent, with youth's quaint

stiffness of form, and all its innocence and helplessness and hopefulness.

Mrs. Stella G. S. Perry in her readable little book, on the Sculpture and

Murals of the Exposition says of it:

"A pure, tender, and appealing bit of work! In the frieze around the

walls of the fountain are indicated very touchingly the perpetual search for

the fountain of Youth and the charm and pathos of the voyages

upon which Youth leads us." These reliefs were, indeed, quaint ^ ''^!".?'

and curious and humorous and human and sad. Here were in-

fancy and age, little children making sport of life and old folks making the

best of it, and all in a curiously archaic mold that carried a most compelling

charm, the haunting quality of forgotten runes.

The mural fountain of El Dorado in the corresponding court to the west

was the composition of Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney. The legend of El

Dorado, motor-myth of this western land, was indicated by a half-open

portal guarded by two fine Inca forms, and from both sides the frieze showed

a mad rush of mortals to pass these guardians, in pursuit of the Gilded King,

before the magic doors of Opportunity should close.



CHAPTER LVI

THE FOUNTAIN OF ENERGY

THROUGH the arch of the Tower of Jewels you could pass into the

South Gardens, with their delicate suggestions of French landscape

gardening, and their striking and handsome sculpture. Here was
a broad expanse about 500 feet by 1300, lying between Festival Hall on the

east and the Palace of Horticulture on the west, and between the Scott

Street entrance on the south and the Avenue of Palms on the north. Cal-

der's great Fountain of Energy stood in the center of this space, and there

were two oblong pools 300 feet in length by about 85 feet across, leading from

the central space east and west, with Arthur Putnam's mermaid fountains

at their farther ends. Flower beds bordered these lakes and the central

pool of the Fountain of Energy; and clumps of trees in nearby plats gave far

green limits to the wide expanse. This, as well as the Court of the Universe,

was a place for great concourses, and it was here, on a grand-stand built

against the Tower of Jewels, that the Opening Day ceremonies had been

held.

The Palace of Horticulture, standing in the west of the South Gardens,

with the long pool reflecting it, and Putnam's mermaid fountain before it,

and green islands of conifers thrusting up from the lawns about it, and balus-

trades stretching away from it to define the garden divisions and
>zo»i?ze^j^^

margins of the pools—balustrades that were crowned with

great ornamental vases of most interesting design—was one of the

flamboyantly beautiful elements of the picture. Its festive aspect was just

what was needed; and standing apart from the main group, it did not have

to conform with too much strictness to the architectural theme there worked

out. It was Oriental and French: Byzantine in composition, its dominant

glass dome that seemed always floating like a bubble about to burst, and a

lot of little domes and half-domes gathered about it, reminding one of the

mosques of Constantinople—yet French in its profusion of green lattice

trellises and pergolas, its festive spires, its lavish molded ornament, its vital,

Parisian-coiffured caryatides and frieze figures standing under those per-

golas and about those gratuitous spires. The green lattice work was re-
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peated in effect in the composition of the fruit and flower basket surmount-

ing the dome at a height of 185 feet—which you may recall, was just the

height of the Column of Progress on the Esplanade. It was a huge build-

ing stretching away westerly 662 feet, 302 feet across. The architects were

Bakewell & Brown of San Francisco, and their composition was eminently

successful.

South of the Palace of Horticulture stood the three buildings represent-

ing lumber and the lumbermen: the White and Sugar Pine Building, the

Redwood Building, and between them the quaint forest lodge with its nat-

ural tree-bole pillars known as the House of Hoo Hoo—the design of the

architect of the Fine Arts Palace.

The east end of the South Gardens was defined and closed off by Festival

Hall, the lantern surmounting whose green dome was 221 feet above the

ground. Robert D. Farquhar of Los Angeles was the architect. The
South Gardens were bordered on the north by the waving fronds along the

Avenue of Palms, behind which rose the long facade of the "Walled City,"

bonding into one whole the central block of exhibit palaces, with the domes
and towers rising from it.

The fine formality of the plan, emphasized by certain long and orna-

mental balustrades and by well disposed lighting standards with clusters

of lamps, suggested strongly those fairy-like water gardens at

Nimes, in southern France, designed by the landscape artist that '^
."'Lf"'^'

^ . . of Nimes
laid out the gardens of Versailles. The floral display was wonder-

ful. And here was the best place to make the acquaintance of the two great

equestrian statues that stood before the Tower of Jewels: bloody Pizarro with

his drawn sword, and "stout Cortez" with his desperate, conquering banner.

They were very large figures on tall pedestals, and admirably they expressed

the conquering spirit of these merciless old agents of western destiny. Both

showed that rare thing in equestrian statues, good horsemanship, which

gave them grace and power.

If you entered by the Scott Street gate which was the central gate, and

only missed being the main entrance because the car lines of the city and the

habits of the citizens predisposed more visitors in favor of Fillmore Street,

you were on an axis of symmetry of the central group of palaces, and found

yourself face to face with the Fountain of Energy, one of the main sculptural

achievements of the Exposition. W'ith the Tower of Jewels for background

it was no easy matter to compose a picture that would be adequate in scale

and in idea, but Calder met the problem most successfully.

He produced an amazing monumental aquatic composition expressing

the triumph of "Energy, the Lord of the Isthmian Way"; and that life-
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like image of old Colleoni, which Verrocchio made for Venice, and which is

called the greatest equestrian statue in the world, hardly sits his mount with

more of vital grace and vigor than the lean and stringy horseman Calder

set here to depict the qualities of force and dominance that had
^" ripped a way across the continental divide for the commerce of the

world. Moral qualities were what this form exalted; the indom-

itable will, the spirit of devotion and sacrifice for the sake of achievement.

On the rider's shoulders were perched the small trumpeting figures of

Fame and Valor, and in a pictorial sense they may have been a misfortune,

but allegorically and in sentiment they belonged there as parts of a dramatic

scene. They looked tiny, but they were seven feet high.

The pedestal was the Earth Sphere, supported by an undulating frieze

of mermen and mermaids. Vertical zones of writhing figures ascended al-

most to the feet of the victor's horse. Breaching out of the sphere were two

figures representing the Eastern and Western Hemispheres; the Eastern a

human tiger-cat—the Western a man-bull.

In the pool, at the cardinal points of the compass, were groups depicting

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and the Northern and Southern Seas.

They were figures riding sea monsters, richly imaginative creations suggest-

ing sea life in the four quarters of the globe. Beyond, still in the waters of

the big quatrefoil pool, were certain sportive nereids, frolicking with and

riding about on some perfectly willing fish. They were graceful and festive

and added much of poetic animation.

In action, the Fountain of Energy was a splendid water spectacle, for the

jets burst from the top of the sphere at the base of the equestrian statue,

and swept far out toward the rim of the pool. The joyous vital
n

'"^''"^o"spij.it of the groups in the water, the rush of these long and far-

falling jets, the wild imagery of the reliefs on the sphere, and the

amazing, triumphant form of the Lord of the Isthmian Way on his snorting

horse, the God of Energy whom the Americans in their secret hearts seem to

worship with a sacrificial frenzy, all set against a background of majestic and

exquisite architecture, made on every beholder a deep and unforgettable

impression.
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CHAPTER LVII

THE COURT OF PALMS, AND OF SEASONS

" While down from green Helvellyn,

The sough of streams I hear,

And the lazy sails are swelling

In the winds of Windermere."

The Ivory Gate.

DOWN the Avenue of Palms, one reached the Court of Palms, with

James Earle Eraser's equestrian statue " TheEnd of the Trail " before

its entrance. It may be doubted if the Exposition produced a more
popular bit of sculpture than this. It caught at once the eye, the under-

standing, and the sympathy. It told the final chapter in the tragedy of a

supplanted race. Marian Manville Pope expressed its theme in words that

have, we understand, the sanction of the artist: "The trail is lost, the

path is hid, and winds that blow from out the ages sweep me on to that chill

borderland where Time's spent sands engulf lost peoples and lost trails."

In plan the Court of Palms exactly matched, as it exactly balanced, the

Court of Flowers. In treatment it was enchantingly different. Instead of

lions at the farther end there were sculptured urns; and the flowers, while in

profusion, were subordinated in the decorative scheme to the fan palms

that furnished tropical verdure to the whole enclosure. There was a long

pool here, with a sunken walk about it, and a fine balustrading

was part of the composition. At the end was a circular basin with dw^^
jets, but no sculptured fountain. The colonnade was a single

rank of uniformly spaced smooth columns with Ionic capitals. The attic

above was enclosed, and thus showed a continuous wall, which was divided

into panels of colored staff separated by winged bust figures on Hermes
columns, and decorated by festoons of modeled and colored fruits and
flowers.

There was the same bold red sweep of tiled roof around the apsidal end,

but above it rose a great half-dome, which was the dorsal aspect of the

orchestral niche in the Court of the Four Seasons. The portals leading
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hence into the palaces on either side and into the Court of the Four Seasons,

were arched, and in the lunettes were mural paintings, by Charles W. Hollo-

way, by Childe Hassam, and by Arthur Mathews. They were exactly

semicircular in outline, 22 feet wide by 1 1 high.

Holloway showed the "Pursuit of Pleasure," over the entrance to the

Palace of Liberal Arts. Childe Hassam's "Fruits and Flowers" over the

entrance to the Palace of Education and Social Economy, was finely decora-

tive, and expressed the richness of California. Mathews, perhaps the fore-

most mural painter of the West, was represented by the canvas over the

entrance to the Court of the Seasons: "The Victorious Spirit" or "The

Triumph of Culture over Force." In it he showed his rare power of ab-

straction and imagery and his singular mastery of color tone. The glowing

orange robe of the figure of Enlightenment in this composition, was hke a

wonderful rich contralto note of music, and was a thing to haunt you and call

you back to enjoy it more than once.

The Court of the Four Seasons, which on this retrospective journey we

enter from the Court of Palms, would be as difficult to describe as any calm,

unclouded spread of sky. It was the sort of place in which it

^ ^l''
seemed always to be a fine day. It aided and abetted Nature

when she smiled; and when she frowned it serenely balked and

bilked and swindled her. When she wept it used the rain on the asphaltum

to reflect its own untroubled beauties: its great, open, coffered half-dome

that formed the orchestral niche at the south end, its semicircular exedrae,

with long green skeins of muehlenbeckia hanging down from the tops of the

alcove walls, and within those walls Furio Piccirilli's four groups of statu-

ary depicting in allegory the seasons of Spring, Summer, Autumn, and

Winter. And, rain or shine, a low circular pool in the center performed the

same reflective office.

The Court had an atmosphere of sure and unrufiled peace, as wholly

lacking in excitement as that of any classic temple. The architect, Henry

Bacon, did a well-controlled work in this. In form it was an octagon, and

it was 340 feet across; not vast Hke the Court of the Universe, but contained

and calm. It was about the diameter of the Court of Abundance but was

contracted by the corner niches, and seemed much smaller and cosier.

For some reason only Eros knew, it was much haunted by honeymoon

couples. It was observed that people making short cuts through it slack-

ened pace a bit, as though they would be sorry to be out of this tranquillity

and into the rush of the world again. Part of the eff"ect was owing to the

fountains, simple cascades that poured their gentle floods over the semi-

circular rims of basins at descending levels in the four deep recesses behind
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the double ranks of columns. It was impossible to escape their soft and

sibilant murmur, with its suggestion of Mortimer Collins's lines quoted at

the head of this chapter. But not all of it was due to that, nor even the

major part. The restraint of the architectural forms that surrounded you

was like the gentlest moods of the seasons themselves. Even the tall

columns were smooth of surface and untroubled by reeding or

fluting or other ornamental struggles, but seemed to stand com- erious

posedly, with the strength of all the years. It was no place for a

busy man; it would trap you and lay soft hands upon you, and soothe you

and make you forget.

Yet great, basic activities were represented in the bucolic groups on the

pylons at the northerly limit of this enclosure. Here, bold against the sky,

you saw huge bulls, garlanded for the festival, each led by a youth and

maiden. Hesiod would have loved them. This was an Attic or a Roman
thanksgiving for the fruit of the year's toil afield; the harvest that hung

symbolically, in ears of maize, from the capitals of those smooth, strong

columns. Above the half-dome was a figure representing the "Harvest,"

and on columns beside it were "Rain" and "Sunshine." So this Court had

the restful tone; quiet and certitude in the sure succession of seed time and

harvest; of dormant Winter and the fecund Spring, of ripening Summer and

fruitful Fall.

Three panels above the Roman arches at the east entrance to this Court

bore these verses from Edmund Spenser's "Faerie Queene":

"So forth issew'd the seasons of the yeare—first lusty spring all dight in

leaves and flowers.

"Then came the jolly summer, being dight in a thin cassock coloured

greene. Then came the autumne, all in yellow clad.

"Lastly came winter cloathed all in frize, chattering his teeth for cold

that did him chill."

Over the arches leading from this Court eastward toward the Court of

the Universe were these words from the California poet, George Sterling:

"For lasting happiness we turn our eyes to one alone and she surrounds

you now.

"Great Nature, refuge of the weary heart and only balm to breasts that

have been bruised.

"She hath cool hands for every fevered brow and gentlest silence for the

troubled soul."

The Court of the Four Seasons was connected with the Court of the

Universe by one of those quiet passages of Faville's design, called the Vene-

tian Court; very handsome, and effectively reminiscent of the Eastern and
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Italian modes that mingle on the facades of palaces in the City of Canals.

Through it you had a view of the Arch of the Setting Sun, with its sculp-

tures, and a vista that reached back, through the Court of the

b""! ^""d
Universe, the Florentine Court, the Court of Abundance, and the

Court of Mines to the Palace of Machinery. Here, too, you read

the significant inscriptions on the west face of the Arch of the Setting Sun;

practical, hard-hitting convictions of the Occidental mind, perhaps more in

harmony with the genius of a great modern exposition than any of the others:

"The world is in its most excellent state when justice is supreme."

Dante.

"It is absolutely indispensable for the United States to effect a passage

from the Mexican Gulf to the Pacific Ocean and I am certain that they will

do it. Would that I might live to see it, but I shall not." Goethe.

"The Universe, an infinite sphere, the center everywhere, the circum-

ference nowhere." Pascal.

From the Court of the Four Seasons a long colonnaded passage 171 feet

wide led northward to the Esplanade. This was called the Court of Ceres,

lying between the Palace of Agriculture and the Palace of Food Products.

It was laid out in long lawns set with Irish yew. Midway of its length it

contained the Fountain of Ceres, by Evelyn Beatrice Longman, showing

Demeter, Goddess of Agriculture, with the crown of Summer and a scepter

consisting of a stalk of corn such as never grew at Eleusis.

The colonnades of the Court of Ceres were perhaps the most eflPective

of the Exposition. They were 496 feet long, from the pylons with the fes-

tival bulls, to the Esplanade; and the columns themselves were of the same

type as those that stood before the fountain niches in the Court
A^Lane of

^^ ^.j^^ Four Seasons. The proportions of these shafts were finely

studied. They were five feet two inches in diameter at the base

and stood 45 feet high, rising smoothly with a gentle entasis to their hand-

some and simple capitals of Ionic volutes with depending ears of maize.

So substantial, solid, and permanent did these ranks appear that it was

with a distinct shock that people saw the first two shafts torn out and de-

molished after Closing Day to permit the opening of the railway portals into

the palaces on either side. It seemed that such work should have stood

intact at least a thousand years.
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CHAPTER LVIII

GLORY OF THE EXPOSITION ARCHITECTURE

DIRECTLY westward from the Court of the Four Seasons, through

what was called the Sunset Court, you saw what, nine chances in

ten, you had come so far to see; the rotunda and dome and peri-

style of the Palace of Fine Arts.

If from a composition so much a unit as this Exposition you could dis-

sect a single theme for separate consideration, you would have had to de-

clare this the gem of the whole work. Nowhere in America had such a thing

been built before, nothing in American architecture had ever approached it.

These are strong statements. We base them not merely on our own ap-

praisal but on the way it affected qualified art critics, and visitors in general.

It was made the subject of thousands of studies, with brush and crayon and
camera. Bits of it went all over the world, pictorially. It Symbol

formed the most effective illustration of the Exposition that could of the

be put out. It became, in whole and in part, symbolic of the ^^/'""'''^

glory of architecture that had suddenly burst forth at San Francisco.

People found in it a wonder and a magic, a spell beyond anything they had
supposed the builder's art could weave.

It was of this building that Dr. van Noppen, professor of Dutch Litera-

ture and Art in Columbia University said:

"The Palace of Fine Arts is so sublime, so majestic, and is the product of

such imagination that it would have graced the age of Pericles. For the

first time have I seen color and form blended into perfection. It is not only

the glory of San Francisco, but it ought to be the pride of all America.

Nothing in any eastern city is at all comparable with it."

It had in it the deeper joy, so deep it is nearly allied to melancholy, so

that the beholder found it far beyond any ordinary expression, far tran-

scending any previously experienced psychic state; and through misty eyes

he gazed in awe, and with some shock at discovering that he was capable

of being so moved.

It had a great and subtle psychological theme, one hardly susceptible

of a very exact definition, but one that the architect, Bernard Maybeck, was
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practically forced by public demand to explain as best he could in print.

Of this theme the physical structure was a perfectly consistent expression,

and so it satisfied in every respect the requirement of truth in architecture;

although to the hypercritical that had not informed themselves of the point

of view, there were certain features that seemed to have no particular justi-

fication, except that universal justification formulated by Keats, that they

were things of beauty and hence a "joy forever."

The theme itself we might attempt to state as the mortality of grandeur,

and to describe as having some aflinity with our eternal sorrows over the

vanity of human wishes. This was to be the abode of art, and to Maybeck
great art is akin to sorrow. Why? We could not say, and neither, perhaps,

could he; but he seemed there to have come upon a psychic law. Perhaps

sorrow is the super-state ofjoy. Perhaps when joy becomes insupportable it

must pass into grief before there can be a return to equilibrium. Perhaps

through such reaction only can we touch, be it ever so lightly, the fringe of

the robe of the Infinite we call Perfection. Art must move the
eau y an

gQ^j^ 'Yhe basic emotion, the primitive chord coming down to us

by heredity from the cold and the night, through famine and pesti-

lence and wars and loss and death, is not joy, not happiness, not humor, not

even terror, which is transient; it is probably sorrow. And perhaps when

we are moved most profoundly it is this that stirs within us first and vibrates

longest. Poe tells us: "The tone of Beauty is Sadness."

How should architecture, a thing of mortar and stone, or of material

timber and staff, evoke so faint and far and ravishing an echo? That was

the designer's art, and magically he wrought with it. The Palace and La-

goon he thought of and treated throughout as parts of one composition;

neither one wholly effective without the other. The Palace, in this concep-

tion, was to be a background for the water and trees.

The most portentous doom in history was the fall of the Roman Empire.

The builder epitomizes his times; and throughout the area once covered by

the civilization of the classic world, the mighty symbols of that civilization,

with a single exception, stand when they stand at all, in ruins. The ruins

of classic buildings, then, are to modern peoples the symbols of a

"'p-' doom that overtook the world and afflicted mankind with a con-

sciousness of its weakness in the hands of fate; a doom that may
have come upon it many times before the fall of Rome, for all we moderns

know—that may befall it many times again.

Some such feeling as this, though vague, must have come to every re-

sponsive intelligence that looked across the Fine Arts Lagoon at the Palace

itself. It represented the beauty and grandeur of the past. A cloister en-
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closing nothing, a colonnade without a roof, stairs that ended nowhere, a

fane with a lonely votary kneeling at a dying flame, fluted shafts that rose,

half hid in vines, from the lush growth of an old swamp, trees that started

out of walls, and other trees that had died and left their skeleton arms flung

across dim openings; effigies of sages in niches, and noble urns that might

have contained the ashes of Vedantic heroes—all these things were in the

picture.

Not that it specifically depicted ruin and decay. The artist was too

much artist ever to have used so obvious a device. Rather he suggested

in the most delicately finished classic forms the mortal pomp and subtle

melancholy of the past, and to do it arranged his materials in such a com-

position as we see in the engravings of Piranesi when he shows us the broken

forms of a majesty that is dead.

The Palace of Fine Arts was the most original creation in the architecture

of the Exposition, as it was the most beautiful. Here the highest dome of

the Exposition crowned an open loggia in which sculptures were displayed

without other shelter, a thing that would have been quite unsuitable in a

rougher climate. The pictures were hung in the curving building behind the

loggia. The semicircular peristyle between bore at salient points what

struck the imagination more forcibly than any other one feature of the whole

study, and became a sort of pictorial symbol of the Exposition.

These were certain tall chests, or coffers, paneled with colored staff, with

women standing at the corners, looking in and possibly weeping, though

you could not be sure, for their faces were averted and you saw

but their backs; so that you wondered whether those chests ,J!^^^... . "/ oorrow
contamed something precious or something woeful, or both, and

the thing had all the dramatic intensity that can be put into architecture.

And with the despairing trees, and the funeral urns, and the dead-and-done-

for classicism of column and cornice and frieze, and the wavering reflections

in the sad, quiet pool that was sometimes vocal with the world-old note of

mallards but more often was still and dreaming, the wonder of the thing

smote the spirit with a sense of infinite longing, and set the mind receptive

to all the mystic messages of the beauty housed within.

If history must profane the shrine with statistics, we have to say that the

curved building sheltering the picture galleries was about 950 feet long on its

central arc, and about 135 feet wide, with a floor area of 126,208 square

feet; and that it was 48 feet high, from the floor to the peak hinges of the

steel frames.

The peristyle ran in a crescent equidistant from the main building, along

the edge of the Lagoon, except for a gap of 209 feet behind the rotunda.
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The columns of this magnificent, curving file were of two sizes; the taller

forming the end piers and supporting the coffers with the averted figures.

The smaller columns stood 47 feet 5 inches, over all, with bases

Dimensions
~ ^^^^ ^ \nc\v high and capitals 6 feet 3 inches high, the shafts

between them rising 39 feet i inch in the clear, and diminishing

from 5 feet 4 inches diameter at base to 4 feet io>^ inches at the capital.

The larger columns of the colonnade rose 55 feet, over all. Their capi-

tals were 7 feet 2 inches in height, and their shafts rose 45 feet 8 inches in the

clear, diminishing from 5 feet 9>^ inches diameter at the base to 5 feet lyi

inches at the capital. Whether these proportions were according to classic

rule or not, they were most beautiful and dignified in effect. The shafts

had an almost imperceptible entasis, and the capitals were Corinthian in

general form and spirit, though composed of other than Corinthian elements.

The Rotunda, or Loggia, the "Temple of Sculpture," occupying a broad

tongue of land that extended eastward into the Lagoon just forward of the

peristyle, was 163^^ feet in outside and 90 in inside diameter, and its dome
i6o>^ feet in exterior height, supported on eight large piers of triangular

section, with the apices inward.

Each of these piers was flanked by the largest and stateliest columns

built in any of the Exposition structures—two against the outer face and one

standing just within the inner, vertical edge. They were fluted, and were

cast of a staff to imitate Numidian marble, so that they were very rich in

color, while they had the porous surface texture of the travertine.

The inner columns were a trifle the larger. They stood 56 feet 9 inches

over all, rising from a base two feet in height to a capital 7 feet 2 inches in

height. The shaft, of 47 feet 7 inches height, was 5 feet 7 inches in diameter

at the bottom and 5 feet 2>2 inches at the top. Each bore, before the

spring of the arches, the bland, intellectual figure of the Priestess of Culture,

by Herbert Adams.
The columns standing in pairs at the outer faces of the piers were an inch

longer in the shaft than those within the rotunda, but two inches shorter as

to base and capital. In diameter the shafts were larger: 6 feet

^. ^ , 2 inches at base and 5 feet 6 inches at the top. The capitals were

just 7 feet high, so that the slender nude figures standing amid

their leaves and shell forms, were greater than life size. Yet the columns

were so tall and the scale of the structure so noble that these figures passed

for a small detail.

Every pair of outer columns of the Fine Arts Rotunda supported a sec-

tion of entablature, and above its cornice was an open niche occupied by a

decorative Greek figure of Art, by Ulric H. Ellerhusen, who did the friezes
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around the flower boxes and the base of the Rotunda, and who made the

figures of the women lookmg into the caskets above the colonnade.

Between the Greek figures of Art, and above the Roman arches opening

into the Loggia were panels 14 feet high and 31 feet long, containing some

bold, clear reliefs illustrating Greek culture. They were said by some critics

to be the finest reliefs in the Exposition, and their symbolism was thus inter-

preted by their sculptor, Bruno L. Zimm

:

"The panel with the chariot represents 'The Triumph of the Arts.'

At the head of a procession walks Ictinus, the designer of the Parthenon.

Fame follows with offerings of olive branches, and with her attendants.

Apollo, the patron of the arts, lends his presence, with his chariot.

"The panel with the nude female figure as the central motive is intended

to represent 'The Struggle for the Beautiful.' The centaurs in Greek

art were symbols of ugliness, and I have shown two strong male figures

—

Persistence and Strength—in combat with them.

"The third panel represents the 'Power of the Arts.' The central mo-

tive in this composition is Genius seeking to tame Pegasus. A figure of

Wisdom follows, with a boywhom she seeks to inspire to emulate the achieve-

ments of Genius. At the front of the procession walks Music with a lyre,

followed by a lion, intending to convey the idea that 'Music hath charms to

soothe the savage breast.'"

The dome was low and broad. The ribs supporting its outer surface

had a span of \i6}4 feet, while the inner surface approximated a hemisphere

with a radius of 52)^ feet.

The coffering of the dome ceiling, which rose 117 feet 10 inches above the

ground, was deep, and varied in design, and colored in blue, and the divisions

were enriched with intricate modeling. In eight large polygonal panels

were the mural paintings of Robert Reid, one of the foremost

American mural painters, depicting the Four Golds of California,
the Dome

the Poppy, the Wheat, Golden Fruit, and Gold the metal—alter-

nating with canvases showing the "Birth of European Art," "Oriental Art,"

"Ideals in Art," and the Divine Fire that is "The Inspiration of All Arts."

The coffers containing these paintings were seven feet in depth.

Mounting from a ledge that emerged from the pool, just before the Ro-

tunda, was a broad and massive composition terminating in an altar, where

knelt Ralph Stackpole's figure of "Art Tending the Fires of Inspiration."

From across the pool it seemed more like a living person than any one

of the other statues, and gave the whole composition a singularly human

reality.

This altar, the pergolas on the roof of the main building, and the solid
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green walls of mesembryanthemum within and without the Rotunda, were

special features of great interest and charm.

In presenting these details the writer feels justified by the conviction

that this building was an influence afi^ecting the history of architecture, and

that time will prove that it raised importantly the artistic standards and

requirements of the people of America. There was a stronger and more

widely popular demand for its preservation than for that of any other Ex-

position structure. It is still standing (1920). It is safe to say that no

one that saw the Exposition could forget the impression made upon him by

this transcendently beautiful creation.



CHAPTER LIX

WHERE CALIFORNIA WAS HOSTESS

ADMINISTRATION Avenue ran along the eastern margin of the

Fine Arts Lagoon, before the west fronts of the Palaces of Educa-
tion and of Food Products. Here people used to sit and look

across to the Fine Arts Palace, satisfied to study and enjoy its beauty by the

hour, and to glimpse bits of statuary peering at them from the shrubbery;

and for mental idleness and bodily rest watching the swans and gulls and
wild duck glide across the dark face of the pool. Behind them were facades

of the greatest interest architecturally, those of the other palaces

mentioned, whose very great merits had this severe competition
Cavernous

to meet. They had huge niches at their center lines, for main
entrances, roofed by equally huge half-domes, and adorned with statuary

and fountains; and the whole composition, known as the "Roman Wall,"

was dignified, harmonious, and beautiful in the extreme.

The entrance niche to the Palace of Education and Social Economy was
known as the Half-Dome of Philosophy, and above a cornice within the

niche itself, standing on the semi-circle the cornice formed, were repeated

female figures of "Philosophy" by Albert Weinert. In the corresponding

Half-Dome of Physical Vigor in the west wall of the Palace of Food Products,

was the repeated figure of the "Youth with an Oak Wreath " by Earl Cum-
mings. Flanking these two niches were Stackpole's repeated figures of

"Youth," standing on free columns. The fountains in these entrance

niches were very fine and successful adjuncts of the decoration, and had been

modeled after some ancient ones in Italy. Here the water fell in unbroken

circular sheets like curving panes of crystal and added much to the esthetic

result.

Smaller niches along this facade (for the walls of both buildings were,

like all the exteriors of the main block, but one composition), contained

some of the most curious sculptural work in the grounds. These were the

seated figures by Charles R. Harley, entitled "Abundance" and "Triumph
of the Field." They were in a style designated "archeological sculpture,"

very fitting to the situation; and accompanying the human figures were
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representations of the implements of agriculture used anciently in planting

and harvesting. They were a complete departure from the expected and the

commonplace, and so attracted attention that more conventional forms in

these positions might have failed to arouse.

Down Administration Avenue, northward, you saw the south front of the

California Building, the official host building of the Exposition. Here was

the best view of this great structure. Kelham, Chief of Architecture, en-

trusted the designing of it to T. H. F. Burditt, and in it Burditt

^'"^
. succeeded in embodying most happily and effectively the distinc-

tive features of the California Mission style. Of that style it has

been said that it represented what part the Spanish padres could remember

of the architecture of Spain that could be explained to, and executed by, the

Indian labor of the Missions. Thus it was naive and simple, with the dignity

of the direct and honest purpose.

This spirit was all through the California Building. Here you had the

solid belfry towers, with bells swung in the thick of the walls, and sloping

buttresses, like that of the Mission Carmel; and with curtain-walls decorated

with engaged columns aloft like those on Mission Santa Barbara. Junipero

Serra, father of the California Missions, stood in a canopied niche, looking

down into the Forbidden Garden, reproduced in the large patio of the Cali-

fornia Building out of the cypress hedges of the old Harbor View baths, with

beds of old-fashioned plants; foxglove, marigolds, and lobelia, palms, and

agaves, surrounding a travertine copy of the Mission well-head.

Though less in ground area than some of the palaces, the California

Building was an impressively large and bulky pile, and from the south fagade

of the central motif (the joined and mounting belfry towers) it reflected the

golden glow of the California sun with a richness and warmth typical of

those qualities in the climate of the locality. Nothing in architecture could

have been more expressively local and suitable. The great ballroom in

which were held the principal Exposition social functions, was one of the

handsomest halls ever built in America, its buff staff and plaster ornament

most original in treatment and rich in decorative effect. The greatest

plasterers and interior decorators of all time were the Moorish builders of the

Alhambra; and without slavish imitation of any of their design, the walls

and ceilings of this hall which was 120 feet long, 55 feet wide, and
^a//io/

nearly 43 feet high, with an encircling gallery 12 feet wide, re-

produced the spirit of their beautiful work in a setting that was at

once of Old and New Spain.

Here centered the essential and abundant social life of the Exposition.

The public was invited to dance in these satisfying surroundings every
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afternoon except Sunday, and good music was furnished free. And the

public responded by thousands, in separate couples and in large parties from
the residential and the downtown and hotel sections of the city. In the

ballroom and in the great reception-room which opened into it by three

large arches, were held the hundreds of receptions and dinners and dances of

the Exposition and of the foreign and State commissions. In all that re-

lated to the social side of Exposition life, this was the pivot and focal point.

The great square tower overlooking the Forbidden Garden rose three

stories. It contained on the second floor 11 rooms for the offices of the

Woman's Board, and had a handsome Board Room on the third floor, where
luncheons, teas, and dinners were held.

The administration offices of the Exposition occupied the wing on the

west of the Forbidden Garden, and included the office of the President, the

Secretary, of Vice-President Hale, of the Director General of Foreign and
Domestic Participation, the Executive Secretary, the Secretary of the Inter-

national System of Awards, the stately chamber of the Superior Jury of

Awards, the office of the State Commission and its Secretary and Controller,

of the National Commission, the meeting and club rooms of the Directors,

the offices of the World's Insurance Congress, and for a time of the Depart-

ment of Special Events, the offices of the Naval Aide to the President, and
of the Reception Committee, those of the General Attorney and of the

Historian; with suitable quarters for files and records. In addition there

was a private kitchen, and the very beautiful official entertainment dining-

room where the President or some of the Vice-Presidents acted for the Ex-

position as host to foreign and State commissioners and distinguished guests.

Thus the California Building was at once the Administration

Building and the Host Building; and in addition it had under "" /
its roof an area of 152,368 square feet devoted to the exhibits of

the California counties, with a gallery of 39,000 square feet for offices and

rest rooms maintained by them.

The east front of the California Building looked across some handsome
lawns to the Yacht Harbor, beyond which eastwardly was the pier from

which fireworks displays were given. Pleasure craft from distant countries

dropped in at this point and moored for weeks at a time, while their owners

and guests and crews enjoyed the Exposition.

Westward from the Fine Arts Palace and the California Building

stretched the long space devoted to the pavilions of foreign governments

and domestic States, the Live Stock barns and pens and judging arena, the

Race Track and Athletic and Polo Fields, and the camp of the Marines.



CHAPTER LX

THE WORK OF THE WOMAN'S BOARD

THAT part of the California Building which served as the host building

of the Exposition was, with the exception of the President's official

entertainment dining-room, the peculiar charge of the Woman's
Board. To that Board, for its tactful and effective management of a vitally

important service, the Exposition owes a debt it would be hard to repay or

even suitably to acknowledge.

Representing the women of California, the members were the official

hostesses of the Exposition. They not only took charge of the reception

and entertainment portion of the California Building devoted to the Exposi-

tion hospitalities (with the exception above noted), but they controlled and

managed it with rare executive ability, which was severely tried by the

necessity of avoiding conflicting dates among many applicants.

Delicacy
Supplying adequate facilities for large functions on short notice,

and maintaining at a high standard of excellence and propriety

the public dances in the great ballroom, to which thousands of San Francis-

cans and of visitors repaired every afternoon. In these ways and many
more, they served the great movement, with the clearest perception of their

opportunity to exemplify the traditional hospitality of their State. And
they financed all the obligations they had assumed, which included the

furnishing and maintenance of this part of the building, without asking the

Exposition management for a dollar.

The names of such women as Mrs. Phcebe Apperson Hearst, Honorary

President of the Woman's Board, and Mrs. Frederick G. Sanborn, its Presi-

dent, belong in the highest places on the Exposition's roll of honor. With

them must go those of the other officers, for they were all devoted to the

Exposition cause: Mrs. Lovell White, Mrs. I. Lowenberg, Mrs. William

Hinckley Taylor, Mrs. John F. Merrill, Mrs. Frank L. Brown, and

Assistant
^'"S- Ernest S. Simpson, Vice-Presidents; Mrs. Gaillard Stoney,

Secretary, Mrs. Philip E. Bowles, Treasurer, Mrs. Edwin R. Di-

mond. Assistant Treasurer, and Mrs. Charles W. Slack, Auditor; and the

other Directors, Mrs. Edson F. Adams, Mrs. Frank B. Anderson, Dr. Mari-

324
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ana Bertola, Mrs. Francis Carolan, Mrs. Aylett R. Cotton, Mrs. Joseph A.

Donohoe, Mrs. Joseph D. Grant, Mrs. Reuben Brooks Hale, Mrs. Prentiss

Cobb Hale, Mrs. I. W. Hellman, Jr., Mrs. C. Edward Holmes, Mrs. John

Johns, Mrs. Abbie Krebs, Mrs. Jesse W. Lilienthal, Miss Laura Livingston

McKinstry, Mrs. Robert Oxnard, Mrs. Horace D. Pillsbury, Mrs. George

A. Pope, Mrs. Henry T. Scott, Mrs. Laurance Irving Scott, Mrs. William

T. Sesnon, Mrs. Max C. Sloss, Mrs. William S. Tevis, and Mrs. Edward
C. Wright.

Much valuable preliminary work was done by the following ladies, who
were at various times members of the Board, or officers: Mrs. Marcel E.

Cerf, Mrs. James Ellis Tucker, Mrs. J. A. Lewandowski, Mrs. Charles B.

Alexander, Mrs. Irving M. Scott, Mrs. Edwin R. Dimond, Mrs. James A.

Folger, Mrs. William H. Crocker, Miss Mabel T. Cluness, and Miss Helen

V. Wheeler.

There was no "Woman's Building" at San Francisco. It would have

been inconsistent with the fine spirit of equality that characterized the

Exposition. Exhibits of women's achievements were not put in a separate

museum like curiosities, but took their places in the exhibit palaces, under

the classification.

There was never a hint of a policy on the part of the Woman's Board

that might tend to embarrass the Exposition management or any of the

Exposition officials. Spontaneous cooperation throughout marked all the

activities of this body, and not for a moment did it appear to have a thought

of promoting its own interests aside from those of the Exposition as a whole.

The contrast with women's organizations of some other exposi-

tions was marked and welcome. The Woman's Board contributed Record

heavily and continuously to the success of the enterprise.

More extensively than space permits them to be set forth here its activi-

ties are narrated in a 250-page book entitled Problems Women Solved, by

Anna Pratt Simpson—a wonderful showing of "what vision, enthusiasm,

work, and cooperation accomplished." The book includes a long list of

eminent women that were made Honorary Members and Vice-Presidents in

recognition of their distinguished services in the development of California.

To give control of the host building to a quasi-independent body was,

from an organization viewpoint, a bold thing to do, because the Exposition

was going to need it many times during the season for general social activi-

ties. Yet the composition of the Woman's Board justified the risk and the

loyalty of its members and their devotion to the cause assured harmonious

relations and an ideal outcome. To guard against any possible duplication

of effort or confusion of plan the Board was made a subcommittee of the
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Directorate of the Exposition, and operated under the Directorate's control,

exercised through a committee consisting of Directors Britton, Lindley, and

Hale.

This very satisfactory basis was the result of the peculiar relationship of

the Exposition to the Nation. The boards of lady managers of other

expositions have been appointed from every part of the Union because the

expositions have received the financial aid of the whole country. There

was no obligation on the part of this Exposition to make or accept

Independent
^uch appointments, and so, when an organization of the women of

San Francisco and nearby counties grew up spontaneously and

offered its cooperation in the work, the offer was seized upon with the feeling

that these women had just as great a stake in the matter as the men that had

so far carried it on.

The Board was incorporated in November, 191 1. It sold stock at

$10 a share, and it organized, by counties, a state-wide California Woman's
Auxiliary, with a membership fee of $2. Members' badges in the shape of

a small pin, were sold for |i. The Auxiliary roster carried thousands of

names. Membership entitled the member to the club privileges in the

restaurant maintained by the Board, and to take as guest any woman not a

Californian. The fee and the restriction caused some criticism among
thoughtless persons that failed to understand the necessity of revenue for

such work, but it was a proper and reasonable regulation, which enabled the

Board to carry out its functions.

The activities of the Woman's Board were not confined merely to

dispensing hospitality. On its recommendation the President appointed

women assistants to the division directors and the exhibit department

chiefs: Mrs. Francis Carolan in the Department of Fine Arts, Mrs. Ernest S.

Simpson, assistant to the Director of the Division of Exploitation, Mrs.

William Grant, assistant to the Chief of the Department of Live Stock, Mrs.

Herbert Hoover in the Department of Mines and Metallurgy,

Servke ^^^- William Kent, Miss Katherine Felton, and Miss Alice

Griffith, assistants in the Departments of Education and Social

Economy; Mrs. John Flournoy, in the Department of Manufactures and

Varied Industries, Mrs. Katherine Osborn in Horticulture. There was a

committee for consultation with the Architectural Commission, consisting

of Mrs. William S. Tevis, Miss Laura Livingston McKinstry, and Mrs.

Edward C. Wright, on the California Building, and another on Pageantry,

consisting of Mrs. James Otis and Mary Austin, the author.

The Auxiliary had headquarters in the California Building, with a cosy

rest room, and a very handsome tea room. At first the use of these accommo-
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dations was restricted to members, and friends from other States. Men
were always eligible guests. Toward the end of the Exposition the rule was
relaxed so that a member of the Auxiliary could entertain a guest not a

member, no matter where she came from. Besides tea in the afternoon a

substantial luncheon was served in the tea room at seventy-five cents. A
secretary was aways in attendance to give information, and there was
competent maid service, so that the rooms afforded the maximum of com-
fort and convenience to the members and their guests. Beautifully sur-

rounded, every window opening on some superb vista, this was one of the

great institutions of the Exposition, for women. For those that wished to

remain in the evening for the fireworks or some evening festivity, the rooms

were kept open from six to eight o'clock.

The tea room was handsomely decorated with mural paintings by Miss

Florence Lundborg, and, being a spacious place on a scale commensurate
with the Exposition itself, was available for dinners, of which the Woman's
Board gave a large number to visiting governors and other distinguished

guests, thus relieving the Exposition Directorate of part of the burden of

entertainment.

The Auxiliary members selected, subject to the approval of the Woman's
Board, the Honorary Vice-Presidents and Honorary Members for the differ-

ent counties.

The mere booking of events in the social section of the California Build-

ing, with the discharge of its attendant responsibilities, was no small adminis-

trative task. Mrs. Charles W. Slack was detailed for this duty, and so

conscientiously did she perform it that she was not absent from her post a

single day during the season. She was chairman of the Booking

Committee and had two assistants, and the task took the attention
Collisions

of them all. It called for infinite tact, and an orderly system of

business as well. Six hundred and fifteen festivities were booked for various

parts of the Building. They included functions of various kinds given by the

Exposition itself, and by foreign and by State commissions. There were

160 balls, 240 tea dances, 51 concerts, 16 afternoon receptions by the Wom-
an's Board, 11 banquets, and 21 special luncheons in the tea room. Dates

and events and last-hour emergencies had to be adjusted and reconciled and

kept clear of conflicts and entanglements, or many a time the Board would

have been in the position of an agent that sells the same piece of property to

two or three different persons. People often had to have advice about their

entertainments, and adjustments had to be suggested, out of a sympathetic

understanding of their difliculties. All this was smoothly accomplished, so

that at the close there were no regrets. The official hostess of the Cali-
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fornia Building was Mrs. Putnam Griswold, who was appointed in March,

1915-

In one particular the Woman's Board was of inestimable service.

Through its organization of the Auxiliary throughout California it fell to its

hand to educate the women of the State, and through them a large part of

the State's population, to the real nature of the Exposition as an inter-

national and a universal institution, instead of a local enterprise.

eanda
" ^° people Were better prepared than the Californians to receive

such a doctrine and make it their own, once their attention was

called to it, but with many of them it was some time before they could see

the wider relations.

Inasmuch as the services of the Woman's Board were important and

valuable in the development and life of the Exposition, the financing of them

should be regarded as a contribution to the Exposition's funds. The dis-

bursals amounted to more than $100,000. Stock subscriptions alone,

mainly by members, came to $19,210. Six thousand dollars of the total

disbursement was contributed to the Travelers' Aid Society. There were

no complimentary invitations for the men or women of the Exposition family.

They always paid their way.

Some 45,000 visitors to California received courtesy cards for the Auxil-

iary re§t and tea rooms. Always the Woman's Board was doing something

to uphold the traditional hospitality of the State, and the cordiality of the

invitation the Exposition had sent to the world.

Had it never done anything else than give such assistance in the social

life of the Exposition the Woman's Board would have been entitled to the

thanks of the community. But its work began long before there was any

social life on the grounds. Many of its leading members had been of

assistance in the fight for Congressional recognition. In addition to organ-

izing the Auxiliary, the Board planned the system of "lecturettes" for the

school children of California: little slips with description and

for Schools
valuable information about the wonders that were to be shown at

San Francisco and the educational value of a study of them.

Hundreds of thousands of these slips were printed and a demand for them

grew up that did not cease until after the Exposition closed. There were

lecturettes for various grades, with information suited to the minds of

developing children, well composed articles adapted to stimulating their

interest in the serious work of the Exposition. They were sent direct to

every school in California, and a demand soon developed in Oregon that had

to be supplied, and then New York was heard from and eastern headquarters

had to have over 100,000 for the schools of the East, and the interest spread
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the country over. More than 900,000 lecturettes were circulated first and

last, and their message reached millions of children, who, naturally, went

home and talked about the wonderful Exposition they had heard of at

school. In many quarters the lecturettes aroused curiosity about the work

women were doing, and had to be followed with special articles on that phase

of Exposition development. It was a member of the Woman's Board, Mrs.

Minnie Sabin Cooper, who, acting with the chief of the Live Stock Depart-

ment, organized the Children's Pet Show, one of the great attractions of the

closing days of the Exposition.

The Woman's Board undertook and carried out the provision of the

Pioneer Mothers' Monument. The significance of that monument in the

life of California and the history of the West was perfectly expressed by the

President of the University of California, Dr. Benjamin Ide

Wheeler, in an inscription on the pedestal: "Over rude paths.
History

beset with hunger and risk, she pressed on toward the vision of a

better country. To an assemblage of men busied with the perishable re-

wards of to-day, she brought the three-fold leaven of enduring society

—

faith, gentleness, hope, with the nurture of children."

But the Woman's Board did even greater and more valuable work than

any we have stated. With the sanction of the Exposition Directorate it

called into California the Travelers' Aid Society, to look after the welfare of

young women and girls arriving in San Francisco, to visit or perhaps to work

at the Exposition; with what amazingly successful results will be told farther

on in this record, as a matter related to Exposition management. Through

this work it had close touch with the labors of the Young Women's Christian

Association, and the accomplishments of these agencies of moral conser-

vation are among the brightest spots of Exposition history.



CHAPTER LXI

A WEALTH OF SCULPTURE AND PAINTING

ONE of the strongest and most pervasive notes of the Exposition was its

art, and the sculpture was one of its especial triumphs. It was vital

and riotous, as though the sculptors felt the impulse of a new life

here beside the western sea, a life in which the creative imagination had been

unchained and old traditions thrown to the ocean winds. Classic formalism

had no hold upon them; no use doing what other men had done, and many
more could, with a little schooling, do as well. The art that was classically

'finished and finite, untroubled by a spark" would not do. There must be

some expression of the progress of thought and the advancement of the

race, of living and growing incompletion rather than dead finality. Such
was the mental attitude of the time.

The Exposition sculpture, at least the characteristic part of it, was not

pretty. It was not meant to be. It was beautiful, but not in the

Modernit
^^^ished and finite way. It was alive with realism. You could

not look at it without feeling an onrush, an assault, of ideas.

And they were not orthodox ideas, nor conventional, parlor ideas, but

rough, brutal. Darwinian, evolutionary ones. To be sure, there were some
bits of plastic art that were merely exquisitely graceful and dainty and

perhaps would have been satisfying solely as ornament. But much of the

Exposition sculpture dealt with the principles and motives and prime-

mover appetites of the life that Man has had to live, and the evolution

through which he has had to pass. In that, it was modern. Rough, stern,

and at times almost brutal, it expressed human fate and pointed to the fu-

ture by recalling the stony distances of life and history.

The thought-stimulating figures were everywhere you looked, so that

you were never out of their great company. It was like an association with

the whole race of Man, in all stages of his progress. See this naked savage

on his finial, above the Court of Abundance. He is little more than a

gorilla, and his baby not a perceptible bit better than he. Look at his com-

mon-law wife, just out of her cave with her cub hanging over her shoulder.

You could robe her in ermine and stiffen her fingers with rings and you
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couldn't get her to look other than bestial. That couple couldn't have

counted above three. Out of a dozen children they could have lost four

and never known it, any more than the birds. And look at the idiot uncle,

feeding a perfectly good fish to a pelican: improvident, wasteful, Unpromis-

ignorant of organized charity, fraternizing with beasts on a plane »«g Ances-

of social equality. Such people were our ancestors. The tall
'""

fellow with the Jovian brow, who strung wires from the top of the Tower of

Jewels and with them snatched a message through the air from Europe,

came down, or rather up, from some such slant-skulled crowd.

Energy of the North, art of the South, eastern mysticism, and the rest-

less ambition of the West driving directly at its practical ideals, all had an

abundant expression. As far as man can understand it and allegory depict

it, one saw here the "knot of human life." In symbolism it told what man
has been, is, and may aspire to be. Conquistador and slave, cave man and

Crusader, pirate and philosopher; red savage, pioneer, Buddhist priest, and

soldier of fortune, met here in this Exposition of the World, as part of an

environment of the most ennobling forms of art.

There were hundreds of these inspiriting objects, some repeated many
times where the treatment was merely decorative. The manner of their

wholesale production, which this work has already related, was probably

the best that could have been devised for exposition practice at the time.

We have mentioned many of them in the general description of the Ex-

position scene, but for more exact record of the artists and the quantity

of the work, something of a catalogue may well be added, by way
of recapitulation. Forty-five sculptors contributed designs at to'^i^^'r

small scale, the majority under the supervision of Karl T. F.

Bitter in New York. The various works and artists might be catalogued

as follows:

The Fountain of Energy, standing in the center of the South Gardens,

with the "Lord of the Isthmian Way" and all the allegorical figures and

symbols of the Oceans. This was the work of A. Stirling Calder. The
fountain was 65 feet high, the horseman on its summit being 30 feet tall.

The Mermaid Fountains in the long pools of the South Gardens were

by Arthur Putnam. These were duplicates.

"Francisco Pizarro," heroic equestrian before the west colonnade of the

Tower of Jewels, by C. C. Rumsey.
"Hernando Cortez"; corresponding position before the east colonnade,

by Charles Niehaus. The "Pizarro" and the "Cortez" stood on high

pedestals and were painted the green patina tone of old Pompeiian bronzes.

The Tower of Jewels was rich with ornamental modeling. The Depart-
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ment of Sculpture of the Exposition furnished many reliefs and figures in the

round. Inside the flanking colonnades were the two beautiful mural foun-

tains, the Fountain of El Dorado, by Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney, and the

Fountain of Youth, by Mrs. Edith Woodman Burroughs.

On the Tower itself John Flanagan had the four strong studies of "The
Soldier," "The Philosopher," "The Priest," and "The Adventurer." There

were four for each of the four sides of the Tower.

Above, on the Tower terrace, were four copies on each side, of the "Ar-

mored Horseman," by F. M. L. Tonetti. There were sixteen of these

figures. There was also a kneeling figure by C. C. Cristadoro.

Eight different sculptors designed the figures in the Court of the Uni-

verse, including those for the Column of Progress at the north end of the

Court of Stars. The subjects were based on such broad themes as the Sun,

the Stars, the Elements, and the Nations. The Fountains of the Rising and

of the Setting Sun, from the mer-centaurs and mythological friezes to the

wonderful figures atop, representing the "Rising Sun" on the east, and
" Descending Night" on the west, were by Adolph Alexander Weinman.

On six pavilions or pylons of this Court and its northern extension were

24 copies of a frieze depicting the Signs of the Zodiac, by Hermon A. Mac-

Neil. The study showed Atlas as the first astronomer, with his twelve

daughters carrying the twelve Signs.

"Earth," "Air," "Fire," and "Water," colossal figures reclining on

pedestals flanking the north-and-south stairways leading down into the

Sunken Gardens of the Court were by Robert I. Aitken.

"Music" and "The Dance," archaic and highly conventionalized figures

in positions east-and-west corresponding to those of the elements mentioned

above, were by Paul Manship.

There were 52 lamp-bearers on the balustrade around the Sunken Garden,

male and female, rising out of Hermes columns, with bowls of light on their

heads. They were by Ulyses Ricci.

Below the great groups on the Arches of the Rising and the Setting Sun

there were several sculptural objects that were noteworthy. Nature and

Art were suggested by decorative medallions just below the latticed windows;

these were by Calder and Bufano, and it took eight of them to decorate the

spaces. Sixteen winged angels or genii, stood, hands clasped on long swords,

on pillars before the arches. The model was by Leo Lentelli. In the

spandrels of the arches themselves were eight youths, in relief, riding winged

horses; by F. G. R. Roth.

On the balustrade, above every pair of columns about the Court of the

Universe and its extension, stood the serene Goddess of the Night, the figure
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ot "The Star," her arms upraised and her finger tips meeting above her

head. She was partly draped, and rays extended from her hair, twinkling

with jewels like those on the Tower. This figure was by Calder and was
repeated 90 times.

Calder, Lentelli, and Roth collaborated on the component figures for the

grand sculptural tableaux on top of the arches. There were ten human
figures in one and twelve in the other, besides the beasts. The elephant in

the "Nations of the East" was modeled by Roth, who also did the camels.

The horsemen in the "Nations of the East " were by Lentelli.

Lentelli made the horsemen and the squaw in the "Nations of the West,

"

Roth the prairie schooner and oxen and three pedestrians; Calder did the

imaginative figures of the "Mother of To-morrow," "Enterprise," and the

"Hope of the Future."

Four panels decorating in relief the sides of the square pedestal of the

Column of Progress were by Isadore Konti. The "Adventurous Bowman"
group on top, the frieze of toilers just beneath, the ornamentation of the

pedestal, and the helical band in low relief that wound about the shaft, were

by Hermon A. MacNeil.

Four sculptors designed the figures in the Court of the Four Seasons.

"Harvest," the group crowning the orchestral niche at the south side of the

Court, was by ^^bert Jaegers. It was a well-balanced composition on classic

lines. Flanking this niche, on free-standing columns, were female figures

by the same artist, representing "Rain" and "Sunshine." Albert Jaegers

also did the very fine and successful bulls on the pylons at the north side of

the Court, with the attending youths and maidens.

August Jaegers did the figures in the attics of the arcades, 12 in number,

and the spandrels of the archways at the eastern and western entrances.

There were 1 8 of these copies.

The sculpture that received most attention in this Court consisted of

Furio Piccirilli's groups depicting the Seasons, above the mural fountains

in the exedrae. They were all beautiful in sentiment, but probably the most

successful was the group called "Autumn." There were 12 adult figures in

the four groups; fourteen in all, counting the babies.

The "Fountain of Ceres" in the northward extension of this Court was

by Evelyn Beatrice Longman.
About 34 separate figures formed the imposing composition in the Court

of Abundance, the "Fountain of Earth," by Robert I. x'\itken. We have

attempted some characterization of this masterly imaginative work else-

where.

The Court of Abundance was decorated most eflFectively by Lentelli's
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graceful shafts with the sprites about their bases and on their finials. There

were two of these shafts, like tall stalks of flowers, with five figures on each.

And the Altar Tower, or Tower of Ages, rising at the north side of this Court,

was glorified by Chester Beach's massive and dramatic groups representing

in allegory the "Early," "Middle," and "Modern Ages." There were

thirteen figures in these three groups and they were repeated on the north

facade of the tower, making 26 figures in all.

The finials over the cloisters of this Court were terminated by Albert

Weinert's figures of the primitives: the "Hunter," the "Mother," the

"Clown" feeding the pelican. These were reproduced 20 times each, mak-

ing 60 figures in all. From the esthetic view point they were among the

most successful works of art in the entire Exposition—real, vital, flesh-and-

blood things, greatly admired by artists.

"Neptune's Daughter," or "Aquatic Life," in the north extension of the

Court of Abundance, was by Sherry Fry, who did the sculptures on Festival

Hall.

"The End of the Trail" at the entrance to the Court of Palms was by

James Earle Eraser. It was abundantly photographed and was one of the

official photographer's best sellers.

The caryatides around the attic of the Court of Palms were by Calder

and John Bateman. They were very graceful winged busts rising from

Hermes columns, and 40 copies were required, which the contractor for the

Court produced.

The spandrel figures in this Court, over the doorways and at the bases of

the towers, were by Albert Weinert.

The Fine Arts Palace required a great deal of sculpture to accentuate its

appeal. The kneeling figure on the altar to the east of the Rotunda, over-

looking the pool, called by some the "Devotee of Art," and by others "Art

Tending the Fires of Inspiration" was by Ralph Stackpole, and the frieze

about the altar was by Bruno Louis Zimm. Within the Rotunda, on tall

columns, were eight facsimiles of the "Priestess of Culture," by Herbert

Adams. Above the arches of the Rotunda the eight frieze panels showing

three compositions in high relief were by Zimm.
The Rotunda was octagonal, and above the double columns at the

angles and between the panels were alternating figures of a man and a

woman, 20 feet high, representing "Greek Art." They were by Ulric

H. Ellerhusen, and so were the figures of the women standing at the corners

of the coffers on top of the colonnade. These latter were in accordance with

the plan of the architect, and were indicated in the drafts for the Fine Arts

Palace. There were 96 of them.
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Standing before the Court of Flowers, in a position corresponding to that

of "The End of the Trail," was the equestrian statue of "The Pioneer," by
Solon Borglum. In this Court stood the fountain of "Beauty and the

Beast," by Edgar Walter. The six lions with door-knocker rings in their

mouths, guarding the portals of the Court, were from a model by Albert

Laessle. The forty Flower Girls repeated in the niches about the attic

were from Calder's design.

The Courts of Palms and of Flowers had tall Italian towers at their en-

trances, perched on the summits of which were fairies; these by Karl Gruppe.

There were four of them.

The "Genius of Creation," the fine group before the Machinery Palace,

was by Daniel Chester French.

The friezes on the column bases, and the forms of the four powers,

"Steam," "Electricity," "Imagination," and "Invention," which stood 14

times repeated on as many tall columns at portals of this Palace, were by

Haig Patigian who did also the spandrel decorations over the doorways.

All the sculpture for Festival Hall was designed by Sherry Fry, and

consisted of two groups at the bases of the entrance pylons, two reclining

figures on the pylons, some cartouche figures over the entrance, and the

torch bearers on four minor domes.

John Bateman did the caryatides for the Palace of Horticulture, figures

repeated many times in the open vestibules, and as supports of the trellises.

The graceful frieze figures at the bases of the ornamental spires were by

Eugene Louis Boutier.

A tympanum relief over the south door of the Palace of Varied Indus-

tries, representing that subject, was by Ralph Stackpole. He did the seated

laborer on the keystone above, and the group of two in the niche above that,

depicting "Age Passing its Burden to Youth"; and the "Man with the

Pick," that stood, often repeated, on brackets in this doorway. These

figures animated and somewhat modernized the handsome portal Faville

detailed after that of the Hospice of Santa Cruz at Toledo.

Albert Weinert composed the figure of "The Miner" of which there were

eight reproductions at the eastern doorways of the Varied Industries Palace,

and the Palace of Mines.

Over each of the main south portals of the Varied Industries and Liberal

Arts Palaces was a long panel "The Useful Arts," by Mahonri Young, de-

picting groups of workers in relief, and on each side these panels were two

figures in niches, of which 12 copies were made for various positions.

A tympanum panel over the doorway of the Palace of Education was by

Gustave Gerlach. And four panels in the wall over minor entrances to the
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same building were done by pupils of the Society of Beaux Arts Architects

and National Sculpture Society, Messrs. Peters and Stea.

The clerestory pediments of the main palaces were surmounted at the

peak by winged Acroteria, or Victories. The study was by Lewis Urich,

and there were 30 reproductions.

The "Triumph of the Field," and "Abundance," the archeological sculp-

tures, surrounded by symbols of ancient agriculture, by Charles R. Harley,

were repeated alternately in twelve large niches in the western facades of

the Palaces of Education and Food Products, fronting the Fine Arts lagoon.

There were four male figures on columns, flanking the large niches that

were surmounted by half-domes along this side of the main group. These

were by Stackpole. Inside the "Half Dome of Philosophy," in the west wall

of the Palace of Education, were eight repetitions of Weinert's "Maiden
with a Scroll"; and inside the "Half Dome of Physical Vigor" in the Food

Products Palace, were eight repetitions of the "Youth with an Oak Wreath,"

by M. Earl Cummings.

Finally, the four figures of "The Captain" and eight of "The Pirate"

that stood in niches over the four Spanish portals in the north walls of the

palaces of the main group were by Allen G. Newman.
Though the sculptures were the more prominent aspect of the picture

the mural paintings were very abundant and very fine. On the west wall

of the arch of the Tower of Jewels was the "Atlantic and Pacific"

„
".'^".

in the central panel, flanked by "Discovery" and "The Purchase."
Paintings ^

, ,
^

.

These were by William de Leftwich Dodge. Opposite were the

"Gateway of All Nations," flanked by "Achievement," and "Labor

Crowned," also by Dodge. They were broad fields of blue that by their

mere mass of color lighted up the interior of this grand arch with striking

effect.

Within the Arch of the Rising Sun, Court of the Universe, were large

panels by Edward Simmons: "The Lure of the Atlantic," and "The Vision

of Exploration."

In the western arch, across the Court, were corresponding panels by

Frank Vincent Du Mond: "Leaving the East," and the "Arrival in the

West." These are now in the Public Library of San Francisco.

The Court of the Four Seasons was adorned with murals by Milton Her-

bert Bancroft under the general title "Pleasures and Work of the Seasons."

They were, seriatim: "Man Receiving Instruction in Nature's Laws"; "Art

Crowned by Time"; "Spring"; "Seedtime"; "Summer"; "Fruition";

"Autumn"; "Harvest"; "Winter"; "Festivity."

In the Court of Palms were three lunettes above the arches of the inner
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portals: "The Pursuit of Pleasure," by Charles W. HoUoway; "Fruit and

Flowers," by Childe Hassam; "The Victorious Spirit," by Arthur F.

Mathews.

In the corners of the ambulatory of the Court of Abundance were the

eight large and imposing paintings by Frank Brangwyn; one pair was

entitled "Air," and suggested that element by depicting "The Hunters,"

and "The Windmill"; "Earth" was shown by the dramatic panels, "Danc-

ing the Grapes," and "The Fruit Pickers"; "Fire" was portrayed as

"Primitive Fire" and "Industrial Fire"; and "Water" by "The Net" and

"The Fountain."

The inner dome of the Sculpture Rotunda, before the Palace of Fine Arts,

was embellished by eight paintings in deep coffers by Robert Reid, portray-

ing the "Four Golds of California" alternating with "The Golden Arts."

The Tea Room of the Auxiliary to the Woman's Board, in the California

Building, was adorned by an interesting and important mural panel, one of

the largest ever done by a woman, depicting the richness of California.

This was the work of Miss Florence Lundborg.
VOL. n—32



CHAPTER LXII

PALMS AND FLOWERS

" And I swing eternal to and fro,

I strive in vain to reach thy feet,

O garden of joy! whose walls are low,

And odors are so sweet!
"

Song of the Sea to the Royal Gardens at Naples.

THE Exposition stood in such gardens as no one could have hoped to

produce anywhere in the world except in California: 74 acres of

them. The palm and the pine, the eucalyptus and the acacia rose

from beds of the most brilliant bloom to clothe the walls and frame the por-

tals of the palaces, turn the roads to romantic avenues and give a fairy

beauty to the courts. Everywhere you looked it was a scene of enchant-

ment, and in presenting it to memory one is embarrassed to find a place at

which to begin.

Of course, there was the great mesembryanthemum fence, a novelty and a

bold one. The writer has described its contruction in another part of this

work. It was highly spectacular, especially when the blossoms came on,

with their bright metallic luster. Once inside, the Avenue of Palms struck

the beholder with a sense of a profuse and unusual beauty. Here were two

grand ranks of alternating California fan palms and Canary Island date

palms, the crotches of their old fronds set with ferns, their new fronds laden

with the clinging foliage and bright blossoms of passion-flower vines.

Along the Avenue of Progress, Monterey cypress was banked against

the fronts of the Machinery Palace and the Palaces of Varied Industries and

Mines and Metallurgy opposite. These were about 35 feet high
_^^^" when planted, and smaller and finer varieties of conifer, the
/ erraces ^ '

i_
• r

spruces and firs, were used to step down to the lawns, which

extended thence to the roadway. The avenue itself was lined with dractena

indivisa, about 18 feet high, with well branched heads; and wild sweet pea

was trained up the stems.

The Palace of Varied Industries was below grade at its southeast corner,

and banks sloped down from the roadway. Here a unique treatment was
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applied. A large number of acacias had been trained for two years as

standards, with square flat heads, and these were thickly planted so that the

flat, rectangular tops of lacy green foliage looked like a floating lawn. In

the shade beneath were woodwardias and Australian ferns, among which

peeped the brightly colored blossoms of cinerarias and cyclamen.

The north fronts of the Palaces of Mines and Metallurgy, Transporta-

tion, Agriculture and Food Products were planted with Monterey cypress,

banked up with other evergreens, and with daffodils and marigolds peeping

through. The space between these palaces and the Bay was planted to

broad lawns, without any trees to break into the superb marine view. This

left an open campus for sports and aviation.

Tall eucalypti were used along the west or Administration Avenue fronts

of the Palaces of Education and of Food Products. Here were some fine

specimens of this tree, which happened to have been standing on the site.

Mounting banks of evergreen acacia, veronica, and laurustinus were added,

and here was a profusion of annuals and spring flowering bulbs. This

treatment was carried along the south fronts of the palaces, where thousands

of red flowering Japanese azaleas and peonies were scattered, to be replaced

later with Japanese lilies and hybrid rhododendrons.

No two parts of the grounds had quite the same climate. Some were

sheltered and some very much exposed, so that the most charm-

ing variety was both merit and necessity. Evergreen plants Climatic

and trees were used throughout because the Exposition opened "'^^'"'-^

and closed in mid-winter.

It was determined to open with a blaze of color and keep it going through-

out the season. In June of 1914, the Landscape Department sent orders to

Japan, Holland, Belgium, and England for 7,000 rhododendrons, 200,000

daffodil bulbs, 158,000 May flowering tulips, 10,000 early tulips, 45,000

anemones, 23,000 ranunculus, 15,000 hyacinths, 35,000 Spanish iris, 5,000

Japanese iris, 30,000 narcissus, 3,000 red azaleas, 1,500 tree peonies, 9,000

lilacs, and over 100 Australian tree ferns. These were in addition to thou-

sands of plants obtained locally.

The Court of the Four Seasons was the first of the courts to be planted;

a quiet enclosure wherein the dominating color was a gray-green. Here

stood eucalyptus trees 50 feet high, of the "blue gum" variety; so called,

perhaps, because the foliage is not at all blue, but sober gray-green. Add old

olive trees with their gnarled stems and conventual garb, and a planting of

laciendra macrantha around the pool, with pittosporum and other grayish

foliage plants in the inviting nooks, and you had the sedate and dignified

color tone appropriate to this calm and stately place.
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The sunken gardens of the Court of the Universe were planted with some

7,000 rhododendron hybrids, which were replaced later with hydrangeas.

These were all established in boxes from a foot to 20 inches square—a large

contract in itself. The Forecourt of the Court of the Universe was planted

with bright red Japanese azaleas replaced later with red geraniums. The
background here consisted of heather.

The smaller courts stretching eastwardly and westwardly from the

Court of the Universe to the Courts of Abundance and of the Four Seasons,

were treated with evergreens of variegated foliage, and bedded
a ijorma s

^jjj^ g^ profusion of California poppies—those brilliant and beauti-

ful blossoms with the uncouth botanical name and the lyrical

Spanish one: Copa de Oro, "Golden Cup," the State flower of California.

The Court of Abundance presented what was probably the richest and

most harmonious display of the whole landscape scene. One hundred and

twenty Italian cypresses 20 feet high stood around it, just within the cloister

parapet. Inside the line of these were some 240 Irish yews, adding their

black green to the shadows that haunted the place. In the side beds were

60 orange trees from 12 to 1 4 feet in height, with heads ten feet in diameter,

bearing both flower and fruit and enhancing the Spanish aspect of the scene.

And the beds about the central fountain were carpeted with the most

wonderful spread of color to be found in the grounds. There was the violet

hue of the vio/a cornuta, like a giant violet, and in their season, the rose red

of Gertrude hyacinths. There were thousands of hyacinths, and they all

came up and blossomed at once, and not one varied a perceptible shade from

the shade of all the others. They were a wonder for a long season, and when
they were gone their place was taken by red tulips in equal profusion and

perfection.

The Court of Flowers was planted with 50,000 yellow pansies, the same

number of red anemones, and the same number of red tulips, succeeded by

50,000 red begonias. The corresponding Court of Palms was golden with

yellow "shepherd's purse," and formally handsome with ranks of upstand-

ing fan palms.

In addition to the tall tree clumps that helped frame the views of Festival

Hall and the Palace of Horticulture, the tremendous areas of the South

Gardens were planted with yellow pansies, daffodils, yellow tulips

of cT^
—200,000 of each. The thing was so planned that a succession

of colors was maintained until June: daffodils followed by tulips,

and a living carpet of yellow pansies. They were followed in their turn

by 20,000 pink begonias, which with the blended colors of flower and

foliage, made a beautiful old-rose carpet around the Fountain of Energy.
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On the north side of Festival Hall was a great bank of hydrangeas, and on

the south another of marguerites.

The Forbidden Garden in the patio of the California Building was as-

sisted by the old hedge of cypress that stood on the ground and made a thick,

screening wall. Here the aim was to utilize as far as possible only native

California plants. Free use was made of redwoods, big trees, cedars, and

Monterey cypresses, in addition to which a small cactus garden was created,

while native California bulbs and flowering plants were used for a ground

covering. Along the approach to the administrative offices were thick beds

of godiceas, and south of the exhibit wing was a clump of giant bamboo from

Kern County. On the south of this building, palms were planted and the

effect was helped by some giant eucalypti that had been growing on the site

for two generations.

But probably the most notable planting was that done before the Palace

of Fine Arts and around the Lagoon, for it looked as though it had never

been planted at all but had been permitted to grow up naturally

through unnumbered years. Even the walls of mesembryanthe- , ^
mum that flanked the Sculpture Rotunda, although constructed

formally like the south wall of the grounds, had the appearance of green-

clad, eternal cliff's. All the little inlets and projections, bays and capes, of

the Lagoon, and the two islets in it, were set with trees and shrubs in so

informal yet artistically studied a manner that they seemed like the vestiges

of some primeval swamp; through which you caught bewildering glimpses of

the Palace beyond, but seldom a whole view of it at once, for the architect's

idea was to keep it partly hidden. Here were even trees that had died, just

as nature would have presented the scene, and they helped give the Palace

of a day the venerable, haunting aspect of centuries of age.

The flower gardens throughout were the most wonderful that could be

imagined. Changes from one color to another totally diff'erent were made
in a night, with a promptitude that made it look like a fairy transformation;

so that never once was there a failure of freshness and vividness of color,

never once did the beds look shabby or gone to seed. As for the trees that

so accentuated the architecture, they looked like bits of old forest life.
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"AND THERE WAS LIGHT"

AT night the Exposition was a world translated. Its palaces, courts,

domes, and towers with the statuary that embellished them and the

waters that played from the fountains or dreamed in the sleeping

pools, were like nothing earthly, or at least like no one's experience of any-

thing earthly, for in the history of the world no such radiance had ever before

been thrown over such a scene.

It was a world of art, colored with every harmonious tint that light can

be made to convey; a world of art that no one had ever imagined before,

and that no one could see in all the evenings of a week.

The lighting of the Exposition marked an innovation and emphasized

an epoch. The art had advanced. Indirect illumination played the im-

portant part. Under the old method, exposed lamps, employed to pick out

the lines and angles of buildings, partly blinded the beholder, illuminating

everything near except the buildings themselves, which became mere

geometrical outlines, their mass and wall spaces and beauties of surface

treatment lost in the darkness. At the San Francisco Exposition, masked

l^ew lamps flooded the walls and ornament and color ground-work of

Scheme of the palaces so that the architecture was as distinct by night as by
Lighting d&y^ and even more beautiful, for it possessed the added en-

chantment of ghostly light and shadow, with high relief and deep intagho

wherever breaks in surface occurred. Not only surface texture, but color

was revealed, for the light you saw was, in most cases, reflected from the

buildings themselves. Direct lighting was used in but few places—on the

Zone, in the South Gardens, in the foreign and State sections, at entrances

and along certain roadways where the walls would have absorbed too much
of the indirect light to make the footing distinct.

As for the sculpture it was immeasurably elevated, exalted as by witch-

craft, through flood lighting from concealed searchlights. Suffused with

silver beams the "Lord of the Isthmian Way" loomed above his darkened

sphere like a ghost of frost and ice. The angels on the Italian towers were

living flames in air. The "Adventurous Bowman" took fire against the
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velvet sky. The festival bulls on the pylons of the Court of the Four
Seasons glowed with life and power.

Such magic was wrought through modern organization and appliances;

largely by the Illumination Department of the General Electric Company,
which devoted thousands of dollars to special experiment at Schenectady

in order to advance the art of lighting through the Exposition, and which

detailed W. D'A. Ryan, its Illuminating Engineer, to apply some of his latest

ideas in this field. Mr. Ryan was put at the head of the Exposition's Bu-

reau of Illumination, affiliated with the Department of Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering.

The schemes for producing new effects were multiform and intricate, and
in application experimental, and their execution proceeded in some cases

through the good old method of cut-and-try. The installation Working

of electrical work, the testing of light effects, and much of the Organiza-

modeling of standards was carried out by the experts of the
''""

Exposition's Department of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, with

the cooperation of the Departments of Architecture and of Color. Jules

Guerin superintended the color elements to keep things in harmony. Some
of the lighting standards were intricately modeled, and for these the model-

ing was done in the Exposition's staff shop. The thorough execution and

the wonderful operation were due to the Exposition's own experts, but

Ryan was the illuminating engineer with the innovations, the genius of a

new epoch in illuminations and the use of lamps and searchlights to produce

unheard-of effects and so the Exposition had the plans and the expert work-

out, through a long course of experimentation and development. That the

grounds were such a fairyland at night was due primarily to the art of Mr.

Ryan.

There was a final tryout of the illuminating system on the evening of Feb-

ruary 15, and after having witnessed it Edwin Markham the poet declared:

"
I have to-night seen the greatest revelation of beauty that was ever seen

on the earth. I may say this meaning it literally and with full regard for all

that is known of ancient art and architecture, and all that the modern world

has heretofore seen of glory and grandeur. I have seen beauty that will give

the world new standards of art, and a joy in loveliness never before reached.

This is what I have seen—the courts and buildings of the Panama-Pacific

Exposition illuminated at night."

Some mechanical details may help the reader understand the scope and

nature of the illuminations. Over 370 searchlights were used, and 500 open

or unglazed projectors, on roofs, entrance structures, and other vantage

points. They flooded the Tower of Jewels, the Fine Arts Palace, the
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Column of Progress, the Tower of Ages, the statuary and fountains and

banners, the Italian towers at the entrances to the Court of Flowers and the

Court of Palms, the colonnades of all the courts, the fagades of all the palaces.

The general lighting of courts, colonnades, and palaces was by masked

magnetite arc lamps so that no direct glare wearied the eye. To relieve the

black shadows the projections would have made, the recesses, re-entrant

angles, and cornices were illuminated by concealed electric bulbs, dipped in

an orange tint. Between the buildings, the magnetite arcs were installed

on ornamental standards of very fine design, and were screened by beautiful

shells of "travertine." These permitted the light to flood the

,„ ^V' J J wall spaces while the people themselves saw them from compara-
Was Needed

.

^ ,,,, rr.i , r.
tive shadow. Along the Avenue or Palms, and part or the

Administration Avenue, and in some courts, the masking was done, in part,

by means of banners at the tops of tall masts; banners of early Spanish

explorers and conquistadores. One saw here, glowing translucently, the

armorial bearings of Cortez, of Balboa, of Alvarado, Coronado, Cabrillo,

Alarcon, and a score more of the romantic old freebooters of the new world,

and explorers of California.

By day these banners gave grace and color, in harmony with the coloring

of the Exposition. By night their quaint, translucent designs were even

more decorative. Then there was another form of mast on which the lights

were masked by cast staff shields with openings filled with a translucent

orange-colored fabric. Of these two classes of mast there were 300.

The Zone illumination was, of course, more fantastic and glaring, and

was largely a matter of colored lanterns and direct lighting. Seventy-two

40-foot wooden standards with two big gas lamps to each pole, were used,

each lamp having five gas mantles. Crossing the Zone, between the stand-

ards, hung festoons of electric lights gaily draped with red streamers.

In the South Gardens there were cluster standards, carrying from one to

21 glass globes. Where indirect lighting along main avenues of circulation

seemed insufficient for practical needs it was supplemented by standards on

the curbing, each supporting an 18-inch glass ball with a 250-watt lamp.

These globes, and those in the South Gardens, at first were white, but white

did not harmonize with the Exposition at any point, so they were sprayed

with a lacquer solution in keeping with the color of the travertine; so careful

was the management to keep all "in color."

This was a service of utility: lighting the grounds so that people could

get about at night, and enjoy the beauties of the architecture and sculpture.

But in addition, illumination was employed to create attractions, through

the production of "aerial fireworks" and other great spectacular features.
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Easily first among these spectacles came the Tower of Jewels and the

54 searchlights which from roofs and other elevations flooded it with light.

The 435-foot structure was hung about, on gallery and column,

on cornice and rostrum and conquistador's shield and sculptured ^'shied

ornament, with 102,000 "novagems," which were the "exposition

jewels," and which made a spectacular feature that was not less than

startling. The "jewels" were of the finest quality of glass, of high refract-

ing power, cut and polished in Bohemia, where this work is a household

industry. The last consignment of 5,000 narrowly escaped being held in

Austria by the war, but finally arrived at New York in a neutral ship.

They varied in size from 21 to 47 millimeters diameter, were cut like dia-

monds, and were backed by small mirrors and hung on brass hooks so that

they swung and trembled in the breeze. They were of different colors and
by day refracted all the hues of the spectrum—ruby and emerald like a

humming bird's throat, or sapphire, or white, or the pale yellow ofjonquils,

or delicate aqua marine. The 20-foot armillary sphere surmounting the

Tower was incrusted with "emeralds," and belted in a slanting circle with
" diamonds." Columns were decorated in white brilliants, with ruby bands,

and horizontal cornices were picked out with yellow and amber topaz.

When the 54 searchlights were turned on the Tower and the flickering

"novagems" caught the beams, splintered them into millions of colored

lances and dartled them all over the grounds and the nearby heights of the

city, the effect was at once dazzling and delicate beyond all power to describe.

To this effect was added on a few special occasions the spectacle known
as "Burning the Tower." Concealed ruby lights, and pans of red fire be-

hind the colonnades on the different galleries, seemed to turn the

whole gigantic structure into a pyramid of incandescent metal, '^
^'^"'J

glowing toward white heat and about to melt. From the great

vaulted base to the top of the sphere, it had the unstable effulgence of a

charge in a furnace, and yet it did not melt, however much you expected it

to, but stood and burned like some sentient thing doomed to eternal torment.

In the Horticultural Palace there was a battery of searchlights whose

beams were projected upward against the under side of the glass dome
through revolving lenses and colored screens, which were mounted on verti-

cal shafts and rotated at different speeds, so that they gave a kaleidoscopic

combination of colored bands.

One hundred 13-inch searchlights with lenses, and the above-mentioned

500 open projectors, distributed on roofs, were used to illuminate the sculp-

ture groups, and the flags and banners that floated above the Exposition.

Beyond bare requirements for janitor and patrol work no provision was
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made for lighting exhibit palaces at night except those of Fine Arts and

Horticulture; but in the main group a decorative illumination was obtained

from lamps suspended just inside the clerestory and dome windows and fitted

with reflectors. Entrances had lamps concealed above cornices. Thus

all windows and portals were alight, and even the closed buildings seemed

inviting and full of life.

"Novagems" decorated the "star figures" that surmounted the colon-

nades of the Court of the Universe, and they too reflected the searchlight

beams as well as the weird radiance from the two tall glass col-

f
p'^ umns that rose from the fountains and supported the exquisite

figures of "The Rising Sun" and "Descending Night." These

columns were very handsome. By day they looked like fluted ivory, for

they were sprayed with a travertine-colored lacquer. At night they were a

glory in themselves. Each shaft, five feet in diameter and 30 feet high,

contained ninety-six 1500-watt nitrogen-filled lamps, diffusion of the light

being produced by sand-blasted glass screens between the lamps and the

inner column wall. Rotary fans were used to carry away the heat produced,

and provision was made to switch off the lamps automatically should the air

supply fail.

The illumination of the Court of the Universe was one of the great spec-

tacles of the Exposition. The majesty of its architecture lent itself pecu-

liarly to grand, almost overwhelming impressions. At night it never seemed

real in any degree. It was not merely that the Tower of Jewels glowed and

shimmered at the south boundary, its vast bulk magically dissolving in

radiant mist; there were added features so strange and curious and lovely

that they never seemed to belong to the poor old common world. The AH
Baba oil jars in the niches at the breaks in the colonnade stood in baths of

rosy light and looked like the fancies of Maxfield Parrish. Within the

ambulatory, lamps were set in little niches in the columns and then hidden

by small translucent bowls, which softened the light to the eye, and to the

Pompeiian-red walls opposite, but let it blaze upward upon the cerulean

blue vault decorated with broad golden stars. On the columns themselves

they had the effect of exudations of burning pitch.

There were lamps beneath the water of the fountain pools in the sunken

gardens of the Court, so that the ascending jets were turned to molten silver.

The wondrous, penetrating glow of the nitrogen filled shafts that arose from

the upper basins was assisted by bowls of light borne by the lamp bearers

about the encircling balustrade, that seemed like living servants.

All the sculptures, the Signs of the Zodiac, the elephants that bore the

flag poles, the colossal reclining figures of the Elements, came miraculously
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to life. The guardian genii before the arches of the Rising and the Setting

Sun took on an angelic radiance, while the "Nations of the East" and the

"Nations of the West" above the arches marched to their bright destiny in

a " light that never was on land or sea." Beyond the Moorish kiosk, which
under this magic came into the picture perfectly, the long, narrow pool

stretching toward the Column of Progress reflected the star halos of the

seraphic figures above the long colonnades that marched on either side.

The Court of Abundance was in a different key. It became a sort of

grotto of wizardry, and a place of luxuriant, flamboyant beauty, achieved

by the successful blending of the most bizarre and incongruous

elements. Serpents spouted gas flares. The archer sprites on ^ca'^^ 0/

their finials were picked out sharply by the searchlights. Steam
arose from cauldrons, and red fire from great salvers beside the ramps lead-

ing down into the Court. Red fire arose like tinted incense from circular

burners near the upper sculptures on the Tower of Ages. Rose-colored

vapors billowed through the pierced frieze and rolled about the central

sphere of the fountain.

These wavering lights brought a diabolic activity into the myriad shad-

ows thrown on column and arch by the gloomy Italian cypresses and the

under-cutting of the surface ornament, while the statues of the " Primitives"

above emerged and receded uncertainly like feeble things of night and sin.

And steadily, brightly, blinding in their direct glare, stood the two great

monstrances at the south end.

Per contra, the west court, the Court of the Four Seasons, retained at

night the wholesome bucolic calm it wore by day. There was no stress, no

conflict, no unearthly enchantment here, no dramatic disturbance

of the soul, but only peace and composure, established on the I „
"'^^

• r L J r L of Peace
certam rotation 01 the seasons, and serene assurances or the

maternal reliability of nature. The round pool slept, and sleeping reflected

the great rosy orchestral niche, or the aurora from the "Scintillator." The
plain columns were strongly silhouetted before the exedrae, in which glowed

hidden lamps, while the fountains poured their sibillant cascades over

benches lighted from beneath the falling water. The festival bulls on the

pylons shone brightly as they went forth to jocund fields.

Eighteen searchlights on the palace roofs east of the Lagoon were used

to illuminate the Fine Arts Palace. One of 30-inch diameter flooded the

dome, which glowed with a cool phosphorescence. The others were smaller,

and the whole efl^ect here was gentle and subdued. The interior of the

Sculpture Loggia shone through all its arches, and the peristyle curving

behind it glowed with an inner radiance, a shining way leading to the heart
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of some old Egyptian mystery. When the searchlights were turned on,

they suffused the fluted columns delicately and wistfully, so that the effect

was indescribably beautiful, and the beauty of it was doubled and ethere-

alized by the dim and trembling reflection in the Lagoon. This was a

place for the quiet and contemplative, a silent place away from crowds.

Comparatively few people were found here, but many of these came again

and again to sit and gaze across the pool through misty eyes.

Persons familiar with Aurora Borealis in her best days declare that by

contrast with the "Scintillator" she has never really been a success. The
"Scintillator" consisted of two banks of 48 searchlights 36 inches

Aurora
in diameter, on " Moro Castle," a small mole projecting eastward

from the northwest corner of the Yacht Harbor. It was operated

by men from the Marine Corps. Each light had a set of changeable colored

gelatine screens. The "Scintillator" alone projected the greatest blaze of

artificial light ever radiated from one spot on the earth, down to that time.

Had anyone been looking this way from Mars he must have thought some-

body had at least struck a match.

Part of the plan contemplated the illumination of steam clouds, and a

Southern Pacific locomotive was "spotted" on the fireworks pier just across

the Yacht Harbor from "Moro Castle" to generate a sufficient quantity of

vapor. Here it could "run" a mile a minute, its wheels clear of the track.

In addition to the locomotive there was a steam pipe standard, pierced for

the emission of steam jets in various combinations. Nearby, buried in a

bank of sand, were 275 steel mortars for discharging maroons, smoke bombs,

and Japanese figure shells. As many bombs of different caliber could be

discharged at once, to explode 500 feet in air.

The pyrotechnics were controlled by a special superintendent. Definite

programs were composed and their rendition called for drills like opera

rehearsals. Fortunately they were the sort of drill in which a military

organization becomes adept. Forty-eight Marines worked in squads on the

"Scintillator" under four corporals who received their orders by telephone

from a first sergeant and megaphoned them to the men.

Thus manipulated in concert, the 48 searchlights projected colored bands

in a vast, luminous apparition across the night sky so far into the southwest

that the rays seemed to converge, like receding railway tracks; or they

lighted up floating plumes and whirling globes of steam from the
Painting the

locomotive and the steam pipe standard; or they picked up the

smoke billows of bursting bombs or added their softened hues to

the trailing vapor of rockets; or under rapid-fire commands the long, colored

beams separated and approached, and crossed and recrossed in chromatic
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quadrilles on the over-hanging banks of cloud that rolled in the Golden Gate.

It is not possible to tell in words the wonders of these things in their varied

combinations. The people poured out by thousands to witness them, stood

thrilled and speechless until the splendor faded, and turned away with sighs.

The general illumination was a nightly event, beginning at 7:30, with a

single beam on the Adventurous Bowman, but the exhibition of fireworks

and the "Scintillator" drill occurred three times a week. This display be-

gan at 7:45 and continued for an hour. The system was capable of un-

limited variation, and changed effects were produced every fireworks night.

That the reader may understand the possibilities of the performance we
append a sample program.

1. Announcement Salute, three four-inch maroons. . . .1 second intervals.

2. Salvo 48 four-inch smoke maroons.. . .Fired simultaneously.

3. Aurora Borealis Centered on Tower of Jewels.

4. Beam Drill Luminous Plaids and Birth of Color.

5. Ten-pound ground mine in color, or Palm Tree smoke maroon.

6. Illumination of Exposition Fafades.

7. Devil's Fan.

8. Salvo of 1 2 flag shells half-second intervals.

9. White fan centered on Tamalpais.

10. Fighting serpents and octopus.

11. Beam drill.

12. Salvo of 48 six-inch smoke maroons. .. half-second intervals.

13. Ten-pound ground mine in white, or Palm Tree smoke maroon.

14. Spook's Parade in white.

15. Salvo of 12 ten-inch Golden Palm smoke maroons. . . .half-second intervals.

16. Searchlight drill.

17. Plumes of Paradise.

18. Salvo— 12 assorted figure shells.

19. Chromatic Wheels and Fairy Feathers.

20. Spooks Parade in color.

21. Salvo of 24 eight-inch smoke maroons.

22. The spirit of the Twentieth Century.

23. Ten-pound ground mine.

24. American Flag.

25. Zone Salvo.

Form Aurora Borealis and hold for half hour.

There were no long waits, nor any waits at all. These events succeeded

each other instantly. As in all its other operations, punctuality charac-

terized the management.



CHAPTER LXIV

ALONG THE ZONE

IN its ten months of ups and downs the Zone underwent some queer

transitions. The Somali Village became a (bloodless) Spanish bull fight,

the Shamrock. Isle turned into the Streets of all Nations, the Russian

Ballet was metamorphosed into a plain, ordinary nondescript "girl show,"

which did not get on well, Toyland fell flatter than Babylon, the loi Ranch
became an arena for barbecues; and the ambitious and meritorious portrayal

of antarctic exploration called "London to the South Pole" suffered a sea

change into something rare and strange; leaving an overhead scene wherein

the devoted companions of Captain Scott toiled with their sledge back to

their ship, which was wedged among the terrible canvas icebergs

Chan e
above the " Model's Dream," the " Shadow of the Cross," " Alice,

that Strange Girl" and the "Toyland Midgets" with their

Lilliputian Theater—for of such are the conglomerate nature and kaleido-

scopic mutations of a joy street. Such changes were an unexpected com-

mentary on the transience of happiness and the insubstantiality of those

"phantoms of hope" to which the great lexicographer once called our

attention.

From Fillmore to Van Ness, these are some of the principle scenes that

presented themselves along the Zone:

Two refreshment booths of similar architectural composition formed the

entrance—Ghirardelli's Chocolate parlor, and Welch's Grape Juice stand.

Both did good business. Both deserved to, for they were harmonious bits

of architecture and formed a most inviting approach.

Next to Welch's was the Primrose Inn of the Desmond Supply Com-
pany. This company conducted eight places where refreshment could be

obtained at very reasonable prices, and thus ministered to the comfort

of visitors and served the Exposition well. The kiosks, and Festival and

Garden Inns, contributed a fine feature to the Exposition picture, for

they were planned by Symmes, the Works Division architect of the Zone,

were well studied from Moorish architecture, and in general aspect har-

monized with the palaces before which they stood. At the kiosks one could

350
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get Frankfurter sausages and coffee; and at the larger places there were

served hot roast beet, pork, and lamb sandwiches, Frankfurters, Hamburger
steak, and chickens roasted on the spit before open coke fires. Sandwiches

could be had for ten cents, beer, tea, or coffee for ten cents, sweet

milk for five cents a glass and buttermilk for five cents a stein.
^"fP ^"'^

Considering the percentage that had to be paid to the Exposition,

the cost of building, and the temporary nature of the investment, these were

very low prices for food, and constituted no inconsiderable item of real

accommodation to the public. The commodities named were served to the

extent of $459,000 worth for the Exposition period. On Closing Day the

crowds devoured four and a half tons of that convenient little food cartridge,

the Frankfurter sausage.

Besides the Desmond Company's booths on the Zone, other restaurants

along that thoroughfare were Alt Niirnberg, a German place of a good type;

the White Lunch, a cafeteria; Young's, which did a very good business, the

Vienna Cafe and the Marine Cafe, which did not, and theWhy Coffee House,

one of the most popular restaurants in the grounds, distinguished by the

cook that never smiled again—why, no one knew. There was a Waffle

Kitchen, and a Southern Kitchen for awhile, and the Tehuantepec Village

had a Mexican restaurant in connection where one could obtain enchiladas,

tamales, chile con carne, and other torrid forms of sustenance.

Where prices and service were right and the place well conducted a Zone

restaurant appears to have been a very good sort of business. But small

merchandise booths or stores, such as the ice cream and peanut and souvenir

and candy floss places, did not do particularly well. It seemed too hard to

reach the people with these goods from a fixed stand with a shop front.

Peanuts were a particularly sad story, and, as we have stated

elsewhere, were one of the mysteries of the Concessions Depart- ^ 'smetl

ment. The operating concessionaire might have come out whole

had it not been for the heavy bonus he gave the original concessionaire

for what looked like a most promising privilege; water again. It is expert

showman opinion that more peanuts would have fed the hungry had the

goobers been roasted on the grounds where the hungry could smell them,

instead of downtown, where the seductive flavor was wasted.

Near the Primrose Inn was the Carrousel, or Merry-Go-Round. Its

steam music floated forth incessantly and it attracted large numbers of the

young and the old. Its takings were quite large: nearly $56,000 for the

period.

"London to the South Pole" was a fine production and deserved to suc-

ceed, but did not. It illustrated the proposirion that "you never can tell."
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The Souvenir Watch shop, on the opposite side of the street, did a large

business, over ^94,000 gross down to October 16, when it went on a flat rate

basis, but it had a heavy construction investment to carry. To the Zone

picture it contributed a gigantic Uncle Sam, leaning over the parapet of the

building and dangling a souvenir watch, and four similar sculptures standing

like red, white, and blue atlantes along the "front."

There were barber shops, but because the management refused to permit

them to run up the customer's bill by imposing comparatively useless ser-

vices, only one of them paid well.

The Panama Canal enjoyed a large and well deserved patronage, and

took in over ^338,000. We have described its construction and method of

operation elsewhere. It survived a great many less meritorious Zone

features, and maintained its popularity and its 50-cent price to the end.

The Old Red Mill, a water ride beyond the Carousel, did an average

business among women and children, with whom it was quite popular.

The Bowls of Joy was a wicked ride around the inner surfaces of two

inverted cones. It was shut down twice because of its dangerous nature,

and reopened each time with added safety devices, but finally closed for

good.

The Hawaiian Village was hardly representative, and executed a rather

meager program, or it might have succeeded. One of the successes of the

Midwinter Exposition at San Francisco in 1893-4 ^^s the volcano

,, ,\
"" of Kilauea, with its Kanaka vocaHsts; and at the Hawaiian Pavil-

Not Draw . . . ... . ,

ion of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, and in the

pineapple booth in the Palace of Horticulture, large crowds were entertained

and delighted by the Hawaiian music. But on the Zone little was made of

it and the show was not well patronized. The Hawaiian Commissioner

objected to the name Hawaiian Village, because it did not reflect the life of

such a community, so the name was changed to "Hula Dancers," but with-

out the really beautiful and interesting things of the island life it had no

drawing power.

The Jesters' Palace, equipped with crooked mirrors, moving staircases,

cylinders, and revolving discs to walk upon and similar devices, gave amuse-

ment to thousands and its gross takings were large.

The portrait postcard studios, lineal descendants of the old "tintype

galleries," were another disappointment to their projectors, but were saved

from worse troubles by the business they enjoyed in making the identifica-

tion photographs of holders of permits and season books. There were

nearly 50,000 pictures in the season books alone; and the photographic per-

mits, issued to employees, participants, and exhibitors and their employees
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ran above 28,000. On all these a charge was made which brought some
profit to the photographer. The Photo Postal Studio had this contract.

A good palmist that understands his business can do much to doctor the

soul into cheerfulness, and no Zone would be complete without a Temple of

Palmistry. "Ali Rajah" had an Oriental chamber devoted to the sale of

this airy commodity, and sold a great deal of it. Some blindfold reading

from a blackboard was done on the ballyhoo, and people sufficient-

ly impressed could then "pass on the inside" and get a good rT'^'^a
palmoscope for 25 cents and a still larger and more cheerful one

for fifty. But here the management drew a saving line, lest enthusiastic

devotees of the occult invest too heavily all in one place.

The Kelly game, a ball-throwing device, did not pay very handsomely,

but it made such a strong appeal to certain individuals that it deserves a

place among the Zone mysteries. In this concession a row of grotesque lay

figures walked out of a door, across the back of the scene and disappeared

through another door, and the investor was allowed a certain number of balls

for a nickel to throw at the hats as they went by. The proprietor paid a

cigar for every hat knocked off. A tall, stiff hat is a temptation, and prob-

ably a majority of mankind has the hunger to throw some missile at it, so it

appealed to a rather general instinct. There were people in whom the desire

to knock off Kelly's hat was so strong that they would invest ten or fifteen

dollars at a time in its gratification. One enduring enthusiast is said to

have spent $37 at one visit. If he did, he had something better than an iron

arm. But there were not enough patrons, or their arms gave out too soon,

to make this concession very lucrative.

Thompson's Scenic Railway is an attraction as staple as groceries. It

ran without a let-up, right through the Exposition period, and took in over

$51,000.

The Marine Cafe across the street did not do so well, although its gross

receipts were large, and after passing the middle of the period it closed.

The Human Roulette passed away even sooner. It might have made

money had it survived the rainy weather of the opening weeks, but it caught

financial croup and died.

The Orange Blossom candy store and exhibition factory presented one of

the curious phenomena of concession management. It stood at the inter-

section of a little alley, and had a door at the corner of the building. The

public was invited to enter and inspect the processes of manufacture, but

failed to respond very numerously until the proprietor cut another door

farther down, and then crowds poured through. Mr. Wasserman, the

concessionaire, made a good season.
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The Streets of All Nations, once the Shamrock Isle, illustrated another

queer twist of human nature, and that was the psychic reaction to the

stimulus known as the "walk-over." A "walk-over" is a raised

Instinct
platform, which people have to cross to enter. When the bally-

hoo was finished, those standing at the rear of the crowd could see

those in front mounting the steps, paying for their tickets and passing in,

and it formed an irresistible temptation to that element of humanity which

lives in the constant fear that it is going to "get left," as well as to that other

element which is disposed to follow anybody that seems to be really going

somewhere—anywhere. The Zone presented several examples of the

efficacy of this device. The historian suspects but has no proof that the

first persons over these elevations were those human profit-accelerators

known in the showman world as shillabers.







CHAPTER LXV

FARTHER ALONG THE ZONE

IF a hundred Exposition visitors were asked to name the best and pret-

tiest show on the Zone, probably eighty-five of them would say at once

the Tehuantepec Village. It was bright and cheerful. Its "front"

was a duly extravagant presentment of green-eyed and highly colored Aztec

gods—or what might have passed for them with people unacquainted with

any Aztec gods—and was gay with paintings of tropical scenery. On the

ballyhoo it had that artist among spielers, King Karlo; and within was a

cozy theater and a little Mexican community.

Not a little of real romance attached to the assembling of this village.

The show was produced by G. M. Anderson, known to moving-picture

patrons as "Broncho Billy," and the village was assembled and

brought to San Francisco by Capt. A. W. Lewis, who had staged Mexko
the great military drama, the " Boer War," at the St. Louis Exposi-

tion; when he brought six hundred Boer and British soldiers, with Gen.

Piet Cronje, hero of Paardeburg, from South Africa for that purpose.

Capt. Lewis made several journeys into remote parts of Mexico after

the wares and commodites used in the Tehuantepec Village and brought out

much of his material on pack mules over rough mountain trails and through

the lines of hostile armies. The desire of Mexicans of all the then warring

factions to assist in the representation of their country at the great Exposi-

tion made such transport possible. The result was the establishment at

San Francisco of a selected and concentrated representation of Mexican life

such as one would have to travel hundreds of miles in Mexico to see.

Before the theater was a patio where a fountain played, and, all about,

artisans were working at characteristic handicrafts. Behind was an exotic

garden, with more artisans at work, and in its midst a representation of the

placid little lake of Xomiecho. Many of the arts and industries of the

Aztecs, Mitlas, and Toltecs as well as of the modern Mexicans were repre-

sented by artists and artisans, in costume. There were opal polishers from

Quaretaro, weavers working at bright-hued serapes and Saltillo rugs on

ancient looms, girls from Guanajuato making the drawn work for which

355
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Mexico is famous, feather card workers reproducing birds with the most

brilliant tropical plumage, wax figure workers, sculptors of little clay dolls,

cane makers from Tlaxcala carving coffee wood, weavers making baskets and

trinkets from the fibers of the maguey, wood-weavers making hats and

baskets from willow, silver filigree workers, onyx cutters, leather carvers,

and potters turning on their wheels and then inlaying with

Industries
broken bits of china the porous ollas, or water bottles, of

Guadalajara or Cuernavaca.

You could buy all these wares, or you could wander peacefully and un-

solicited through the little tropical garden, for the proprietor insisted on the

comfortable regulation that no one was to be asked to buy anything. At

the restaurant you could get Mexican dishes cooked by people that knew
what a tortilla ought to be. As for the entertainment in the theater it was

of an exceptional order. The orchestra was large and the repertoire varied,

and the concerts most generous in the number of tandas. The 'cellist was

an artist and the two performers on the zither commanded remarkable skill.

Yet the Tehuantepec Village was far from being a gold mine—that is, a

profitable gold mine. It took in a great deal of money, and delighted a

great many people, but with its large orchestra, its many artists and artisans,

its singers, and its half-dozen good fandango dancers, its investment in trans-

portation and its obligation to return these people to their homes, the "over-

head " was too large. Some of the artists went to the down-town vaudeville

theaters during the latter part of the Exposition period, but while that re-

lieved the strain somewhat, retrenchment is not always profit. So good a

show should have netted its owner a great deal of money, but the sad story

seems to be that it did not.

A little farther along, behind an Egyptian gateway and a great plaster

Memnon, was the concession that linked the land of the Pharaohs with that

of Ponce de Leon by a saurian bond—the Alligator Farm of

.„ , Warren Frazee. Here were crocodiles from the Nile and alliga-
Alligaiors .

°
tors from the Everglades. As examplars of natural pulchritude

they were total, unmitigated, and outrageous failures, especially the croco-

diles, who had an uncanny habit of hauling out on the sandy rims of their

tanks and going to sleep with their mouths open. None of these reptilian

citizens seemed very bright. Some skulls were exhibited showing the cu-

rious low-brow anatomy of their almost entirely bone heads. Yet they had

their interest. The large ones were very old. Some of the alligators were

said to have seen their nineteen hundredth anniversary, though probably

their own memories of the matter were not accurate to a year. They seemed

to have entered a speed contest with Cycas Revoluta, the knurly palm over
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in the Japanese Garden, which grew at the dangerous rate of an eighth of an

inch annually. In spite of longevity they did not appear to have accom-

plished much, and they all had a restful appearance, as though there would

be plenty of time to attend to any business that might be forced upon them.

In cages and pens about were some pelicans and meditative flamingoes,

and snake eggs, and other interesting things. The show had been a success

elsewhere, but did not do well here. Its owner died of pneumonia during

the Exposition period, and its affairs had to be closed up.
" Creation" across the street, was a spectacular theatrical representation

of the formation of the earth—the parting of the waters, the appearance of

Man, the momentous meeting between Adam and Eve, which has done so

much for humanity. Some of the scenes were very impressive. The
concession space had a sufficiently imposing "front" and was attractive

enough to make money. It charged fifty cents, for a time, but at last came
down to 25.

Next door to " Creation" was another theater in which the Dayton Flood

was represented, accompanied by a lecture. Over the door a plaster giant

held back the waters behind great flood-gates. Inside, a panorama of the

city of Dayton was shown, with a main street down which the current

swirled, submerging miniature street cars and washing along some Noah's

Ark animals. It did not pay. Perhaps after having lived

through earthquake and fire, a flood seemed a comparatively com-
subsides

fortable experience to the inhabitants of San Francisco. At any

rate, the Dayton Flood closed after a few months of slim patronage, and the

benignant giant disappeared, having nothing more to do.

In its place came one of the most interesting and meritorious shows of

the whole Zone, an exhibit in itself, and one that had no counterpart in the

Exposition. This was "Escorial," a large painting of the mausoleum-

basilica of the Spanish kings since Philip II. Restful to relate, it was a

success. Between the time it was hung, July 24, and Closing Day it showed

to about 200,000 people. It opened to an attendance of 821 of the casually

curious, for its first day, grew rapidly in fame and popularity, and on the last

day had an attendance of over 13,200. Its success again illustrates the

proposition that in the amusement business of an Exposition you never can

tell; for, the concessionaire, Melville Marx of the Columbia Theater, and the

head officials of the Division of Concessions and Admissions, had grave

doubts whether there would be enough visitors of religious tendencies to keep

it going, and whether the same Zone that supported "Stella" would support

a painting of a church. It did. Or, it may not have been quite the same

Zone; people went to see "Escoriar'again and again who had originally no
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interest in the other Zone features and would not have gone there except for

the one picture, so it may be said to have been an added attraction.

The painting, 35 feet high and 45 feet wide, was the work of a Spanish

painter, Lorenzo Blanchard, and represented the basilica or church of the

Escorial, that vast palace-monastery of 4886 chambers built by the gloomy

despot Philip II, about 27 miles out of Madrid. The painter was said to

have worked six years on this one representation, completing it in 1814; and

the result was very pleasing and conveyed a good idea of the interior of a

great Renaissance church. It showed the seat occupied by

Church
^ Philip, the doors leading to his private chambers, the royal mauso-

leum, and murals, frescoes, and sculptures executed by artists of

merit. The perspective was good, and the setting such that many people

doubted if it were all on one flat canvas. The painting came to this coun-

try in the "Jason." It was said this was the first time it had been exhibited

publicly since 1830, with the exception of a few months in 1914, when it

hung awhile in the Modern Art Gallery of Madrid.

Two fine shooting galleries, much larger and better equipped than the

ordinary commercial gallery, were built on the Zone, and might have done

well, except for the fact that the European war ran up the price of ammuni-

tion ten dollars a case, and ate up the profits.

The Chinese Pagoda and Village was a tall and extensive piece of con-

struction that combined with the Submarines and Toyland to give a well-

broken-up and picturesque appearance to the bend ip the Zone at Laguna

Street. It had quarters for two of the down-town clubs, and a sort of

chamber of horrors known at first as Underground Chinatown, in which

visitors received awful visual warnings of the fate of the opium smoker and

the drug fiend. It failed to show very much Chinese life. The Chinese

Commissioner-General objected to the name, and in accordance with the

rulings of the expositions convention of Berlin was sustained by the Exposi-

tion. The name was changed to "Underground Slumming" and the Chinese

characters were eliminated. Under the new designation it did a good busi-

ness among those seeking education in the subjects taught. It

Learnin
seemed to be a good example of the dispensability of Hamlet, for

the Chinese parts of the village did not do very well, while the

un-Chinese parts did. Another Zone mystery. Within two months of

Closing Day, "Heaven and Hell," a spectacle, was built within the space

of the Chinese Village and did a fair business, as might have been expected

from the advertising those regions have received.

As an Irish Village the Shamrock Isle, with two theaters, failed to reach

any very altitudinous position in the financial world. The public did not
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seem especially Interested in Irish singing and clog dancing—at least not

enough of the public to make it pay in that form. The war made it impos-

sible to get any interesting exemplifications of Irish life and industry. Even
jaunting cars failed to attract enough patronage, though they helped out

some of the Zone parades. As the Streets of All Nations, with a "walk-

over" ballyhoo, some Turkish bass drummers and Zone houris the Irish

Village did much better in a commercial sense—but it was no longer Irish.

Beside the Shamrock Isle was one of the most successful exhibitions of

the whole Concessions department: "Captain Sigsbee," the educated horse,

and Madame Ellis the "mind reader," showing alternately. Large num-
bers of people were intensely interested in both, and the little theater in

which they performed was crowded most of the time.

The horse was a namesake of Capt. Sigsbee, commander of the " Maine"

when she was blown up in Havana harbor, and belonged to W. A. Sigsbee,

a cousin of the naval officer. He was a large dappled chestnut, nine years

old, 15^ hands high, weighing about 1,100 pounds. (That is, the horse

Captain, not the human one.) At two years he had a good pacing mark,

but was far more valuable to educate than to race. Sigsbee spent five years

on his education, and then had what was probably the most remarkable

animal in the United States and one of the most remarkable in the world

—

"the horse whose thinking makes the world think—who brings two friends

closer together, horse and man."
" Captain" could count the men in the front row of the theater, and then

the women, and the children. He could make change in small amounts.

He could match colors, selecting ribbons from a frame that would

correspond to colors in ladies' hats in the audience. He added ^^^^^

and subtracted by means of small numbered blocks on a rack, and

would tap ofl^ with one hoof rather large numbers called from the auditorium.

He played simple tunes by ringing bells. There was no routine about the

performance and his owner never " worked" him twice alike. He was bright,

responsive, and affectionate, the audience could "work" him, and the public

loved him as the public often loves an opera star, with the added affection

it always feels for a fine animal. Some critics volunteered the suggestion

that he was "cued," forgetting that it would have been a great performance

even if he had been.

"Captain" opened alone and did very well, though perhaps not bril-

liantly at first in a financial sense. He appeared on the ballyhoo and gave a

sample of his accomplishments, and then went on the stage, and the double

service was a bit fatiguing, and perhaps detracted just a little from his pre-

cision. In June Madame Ellis took part of the time of the theater. The
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weather and attendance improved, and the combination immediately began

to do a heavy business, taking in over $62,000. The fee was 25 cents and

admitted visitors to both shows, which alternated continuously.

The Madame Ellis performance was one of those things that become

literally the " talk of the town." L. H. Ellis himself was very clever on the

ballyhoo, and he and his wife could "turn" more people into the theater

than any other Zone lecturers. Inside, Madame Ellis sat blindfold on the

stage and Ellis went through the audience receiving questions for her to

answer, and small objects and visiting cards for her to name, and watches

and currency the numbers on which she was to call—all of which she did

with remarkable speed, and, as far as the calling of even the most unusual

names and the largest numbers went, with remarkable precision. She also

caught in a striking number of instances the subject-matter of questions

about lawsuits, love affairs, divorces, business ventures, lost articles; and

was able to make responses that reassured the anxious and convinced many
that she was gifted with clairvoyant powers.

From the negative fact that people could not understand how it was

done, many of them jumped to the positive, and tautologous, conclusion

that it must be "mental telepathy," and so the performances

Education
iTiinistered widely and effectively to the comforting belief in some-

thing spooky. Whether this sort of thing can be said to be highly

educational or not is a different question, and one with which history, per-

haps, is not concerned, except for secondary educational, religious, and

political effects. Of its popularity there could be no question at all.

Toyland, with its extensive plant and expensive installation, melted

down to a dog and pony circus, and in that form entertained a great many
women and children. Its dancing floor and many of its individual features

were well patronized, but disintegration set in, and the latter part of the

Exposition period saw some of its attractions with their own fronts on other

parts of the Zone. Pharaoh's Daughter, an illusion, did not pay. As for

the Submarines, with their spectacular overhead construction showing

Neptune and his sea horses, a variety of things contributed to failure, among

which in the opinion of some of the department heads, was the name.

People did not in any large numbers seek immersion as a form of sport, and

seemed to be afraid they might be subjected to it if they entered. The

"front," with its entrance and exit through the mouths of great plaster

bullheads, and its grotto vestibule surrounded with fish tanks in which the

most appetizing trout were swimming, formed an attraction which most

people seemed satisfied to enjoy externally.



CHAPTER LXVI

STILL FARTHER ALONG THE ZONE

DR. M. A. COUNEY'S Infant Incubator was just beyond the lane

leading northward to the Laguna Street gate, and here the tiny tots

that had tried to begin life too soon and had to be kept in warm
glass chambers awhile so they could get a better start excited the sympathy

of thousands. Some of them were extremely pretty babies, and their help-

lessness, with the scientific care and nursing it entailed, were subjects of

unfailing interest. This concession took in over $72,000. It was advertised

by the presence of some tall Hungarian storks in the little garden in front

of the building; storks that perhaps had made mistakes, or flown too fast.

The Grand Canyon of Arizona lay just beyond. It was well patronized

but its initial cost was large. It took in nearly $90,000, of which a small

part was for Indian blankets sold in connection with the Hopi Village.

During the operating period the Daughters of the American

Revolution had headquarters in the front of the Grand Canyon ,5,^^^

building. Fred Harvey, of Santa Fe Railway eating-house fame,

had a fine collection of Indian blankets in connection with this concession,

which the railway had built.

The Autodrome, or Race for Life, was a sufficiently thrilling spectacle for

any reasonable person looking for thrills. The action took place in a large

circular pit of heavy planks, 80 feet in diameter, with sides curving upward

to the vertical. At 86 miles an hour an automobile could climb the inner

surface like a fly and by centrifugal force run around with the wheels of

the lower side running on a slope of 78 degrees and those of the upper well

up on planks that were standing at 90. Motor cycles forgot gravitation

altogether and at 100 miles an hour ran around on the vertical side-wall. At

the modest entrance fee of a dime it did very well for it was a lively and

interesting sight, and it had nearly a quarter of a million paid admissions.

Neptune's Daughters, or the Diving Girls, were only moderately success-

ful. They were a damp act. Neptune came up from a large circular pool

and enticed the Diving Girls to enter his realm, and they did not come up

again, at least where the audience could see them, and the audience did not

361
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seem inconsolable about it, or not enough so to patronize this aqueous per-

formance very lavishly.

The real bad boy of the Zone was the '49 Camp. It appeared to be

about what the money-spending part of the public wanted, but it appeared

also to conflict with certain standards of propriety that the Ex-

Bad Boy position felt it necessary to uphold, and during those early days

of rain and lonesomeness in the soggiest and most belated spring

known to the oldest inhabitant you could often hear, above the desperate

yells of the spielers, the iron clangor of the lid being slammed down on this

obstreperous member of the family. It had a restaurant and a bar, and a

Jimtown dancfe hall, and other pioneer accessories. It was said that gam-
bling went on there. The historian does not know. Certainly if gambling

had not gone on there the place would have lacked verisimilitude and failed to

represent any real '49 camp in California, and so its name would have been a

misnomer and a deception, and the thing itself corrupt, which may Allah

forbid. It reopened several times under promise to be good, but had evi-

dently too strong a tendency toward histrionic truth. After passing through

many vicissitudes it finally came into the hands of a well-known pugilistic

impresario who staged some pioneer features such as roulette, faro, and craps

most realistically; selling scrip that could be exchanged for chips, that could

be exchanged for scrip again at the end of the evening (if you had any left)

that could then be exchanged for merchandise. Not more than "$2 worth

of these securities could be sold at- any one time to any one person, which

seemed to be a reasonable precaution against ruin. Under this arrange-

ment, with a few limited-round boxing bouts to add interest, the Camp be-

came very popular, but there was no denying that it still exhibited some

aspects that resembled gambling, so along in October it had to be closed.

The manager, James Coffroth, took his notice and his disappointment with

good grace, kept up the character of the entertainment until the last min-

ute, and closed in a burst of glory.

Behind its 120-foot gilded Buddha, Japan Beautiful was an interesting

nest of Japanese games and amusements, with shooting galleries, little

cook-houses where one could get tea and dainty cakes, and bazaar booths

where small commodities were sold. A limit of one dollar on the value of

any purchase militated against any very large commercial success, and

forced the evolution of the business of this little community into

Adventures ^ Series of Small games of chance in which the stakes were mer-

chandise. The ingenuity displayed in the invention of these

games was remarkable. New forms appeared overnight, some of them of

considerable interest. It was all varied and curious, and as the admission
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was free the place was always filled with visitors—sailors, soldiers, young
folks with and without their parents—playing little ball games and wheel

games for tea-cups and little lacquer boxes and "other small deer." The
"front" was beautiful but very costly, and although the concessionaire was

a Ulysses of expositions and had made money elsewhere, at San Francisco

Japan Beautiful was not an especially fortunate venture.

Inside this compound Baron Scotford had a booth where he made sil-

houettes, and did a thriving trade in portraits with the scissors and black

paper. There was another silhouette artist in the Palace of Food Products,

and both seemed to have all the "sitters" they could accommodate, most

of the time.

Japan Beautiful faced the Plaza from the north. Just beyond it, at the

corner the Plaza made with the main street of the Zone, was Filmland,

where moving pictures were made and exhibited. The moving-picture con-

cession was originally intended to be an exploitation arrangement, and

serial stories for newspapers were to be filmed, with the Exposition as a

background, and shown the world around. After unsuccessful negotiations

with two very large film producers the concession finally went to George

Collins, of Denver, who in pursuance of his agreement made some very

effective presentations of Exposition scenes, which were widely exhibited in

the East and created a very favorable impression. But the expectation that

large numbers of people would wish to see the movies being made was dis-

appointed, and as far as this feature of the concession was concerned it did

not prove a strong attraction; perhaps because the operations were not on

a sufficiently imposing scale.

The loi Ranch was a Wild West aggregation from Oklahoma, and pro-

vided good entertainment. A show of this kind was manifestly so desirable

to relieve the rather serious aspect of the more ambitious and

educational features along the joy street, that the Exposition was
^,yj

willing to ofi^er inducements in order to have it, and so put up the

buildings and guaranteed the expenses, which latter were heavy on account

of the size of the troupe and the hay bills for the horses. In return, the

loi Ranch with its Indians, cowboys, cowgirls, ancient stagecoach, and

cowboy band playing genuine old barn music, led a daily parade about the

grounds, which added greatly to the life of the Esplanade and the Avenue

of Palms and was very diverting to visitors. But even a Wild West per-

formance lacked public patronage to such a degree that a time came when

the management did not feel it could longer pay the hay bills, and after

running it as a free show for a while, as an attraction to the Zone, it was

constrained to close out the deal and close up the place. The site, with the
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seating stands and the big corral, remained empty until the close of the Ex-

position, except for barbecues or some similar occasional use. There were,

connected with the loi Ranch, some typical "pit shows," a sort of vestige

of the circus and in keeping with the circus character of the "main per-

formance." Some of these made a little money, but none a great deal.

Generally speaking, "pit shows" in an exposition are objectionable.

The "Evolution of the Dreadnaught," a spectacle, closed early. The
Exposition endeavored to resuscitate it, and by throwing about l3,ooo into

it staged another spectacle known as the "World Wars," featuring the sink-

ing of the "Lusitania." Although it received much and valuable publicity

through the exception taken to its sub-title by the consul of a then powerful

foreign government, it did not seem to be particularly popular. It made
money, but late in the season, and not a great deal.

The Aeroscope is described in the construction section of this narrative.

It was a remarkable and costly piece of work, and is said to have cost so

much more than the original estimates as to prevent its turning a profit.

It took in over $67,000 but cost almost that much to build. It was not well

located, and its approach was not sufficiently conspicuous, or it might have

done better.

The Eden Musee across the street merely succeeded in demonstrating

that people at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition were not much
interested in wax works.

L. A. Thompson's Safety Racer did well—took in over $133,000. It

furnished a long, exciting ride, with the feature of uncertainty as to the

winning car, and as it had cost a bit less than $42,500 to build, it

to Ride
probably made a good season. There was nothing novel about

it, yet with the element of novelty lacking one is forced to the

conclusion that a good safety racer where a great many pleasure seekers

congregate is perhaps a safe investment, if construction and management
are well taken care of.

The Ostrich Farm did not develop much drawing power, although in

localities where there is not much else to be seen the world-weary tourist

sometimes finds the unsophisticated birds a relief. The Caucasian Ballet

and the Dixie Land Plantation show died early.

The management of the Concessions and Admissions Division had been

very desirous of getting a good animal show for the Zone, for nothing prom-

ises more and better entertainment. Negotiations were opened with the

greatest wild-animal importer and handler in the world, Hagenbeck of

Hamburg, and promised to result in one of his great semi-natural, cageless

menageries, when the war broke out. It was said that the Hagenbeck
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collections were decimated for lack of food, and that parts of it went into

Ersatz Wurst. The negotiations fell through and to the war may be ascribed,

among other injurious effects on the Exposition, the absence of one of the

grandest features any enterprise of this character could have. Irving C.

Ackerman and the California Theater Company finally took a concession

for an animal show and by an arrangement with W. N. Selig, who had a

moving-picture menagerie in the southern part of the State, produced the

"Selig Wild Animal Arena" with a large number of animals, including some
very fine leopards, tigers, and elephants. It was a good and

creditable show, and the animals contributed valuably to the .
°^

f
r 1 T^ • 1 • 1-1 Animals

mterest of the Exposition parades, but it was not highly profitable

and about May it succumbed to inclement weather and heavy overhead

expense and withdrew.

The animal arena space combined with that which the thin-shinned

wanderers from Somaliland had been invited to evacuate was assigned to

Henry Garcia and Martin Goni for the production of an entertainment

place called "the Streets of Seville," with a Plaza de Toros in which blood-

less bull-fights were held. Here was a bright entertainment. A cafe was
conducted on the cabaret plan, and the principal dancer was Estrellita, a

graceful and accomplished performer. The enterprise appeared to be

under-financed or it might have succeeded. Garcia bore in his right forearm

the long, ragged cicatrix with which some sharp-horned bull occasionally

certifies the real espada; and he gave the show the costume and investiture

that make this sort of entertainment one of the most brilliant spectacles of

old Spain. The bulls, however, learned where the gate was, and used to go

there and wait patiently for someone to open it and let them out. It was

hardly "sporting" of them, and there did not seem to be money enough in

the business to enable the impresarios to get bull ingenues. So with all its

merit and the best intentions this bright little venture had to close after

having taken in a little over $10,000.

Yellowstone Park with its Old Faithful Inn, where Max Bendix led the

Exposition Orchestra, facing the Mysterious Orient across the street, closed

the Zone at the upper, or Van Ness Avenue, end. In May the Mysterious

Orient underwent a change of management and became the Streets of Cairo.

There was a Turkish theater, and there were a number of booths

for cofl^ee and cigarettes. There were some camels and sword ^^-^^

dancers after the regulation manner of Cairene amusement streets,

and the show was well conducted, but it was a long way up the Zone, and so

far distant that numbers of Zone visitors either turned back before reaching

it or kept on their way until they were out the Van Ness Avenue gate.
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Under both managements this location took in a little over $60,000 but

it had a great many people to carry, and cannot be said to have been an

encouraging venture.

Old Faithful Inn was a very necessary place of entertainment for large

aflFairs in the way of dinners, as well as for small parties seeking first-class

accommodations, and took in over $330,000. It was the scene of many
brilliant assemblages through the period, ending a long list with the Exposi-

tion Family Dinner, when the Directors entertained the working organiza-

tion of the Exposition at one of the most enjoyable functions ever held in the

city.

Over $1 12,000 was spent on the Zone for tobacco. H. L. Judell & Co.,

of San Francisco, had a small shop near the Fillmore Street entrance to the

Zone, and just beyond the entrance to the Bowls of Joy. M. A.

Business
Gunst & Co. built a very handsome Moorish pavilion farther out

at the southwest corner of the Zone and the Plaza, and did a good

business. In addition there were smoking-divans in the Streets of Cairo and

the Cairo Cafe.

It was not possible to keep the whole Zone open all the time. Those

"dark spots" so dreaded by the Committee in the early days of organization

and promotion simply would appear in spite of all that could be devised and

done. But the discovery that they could not be cured was accompanied

by the re-discovery of the age-old wisdom that they could be endured.

There was so much Zone that the absentees were not greatly missed.

One intensely human characteristic that added greatly to the divertise-

ment of the place we should mention here. The Zone had some great

spielers; renowned wizards and Pied Pipers of Hamelin, who were

Abfeal ^^^^ ^^^ with a goodly percentage of their crowds. There was

Rhodes, who opened with the loi Ranch, went to Filmland, and

later to the Alligator Farm. He was a lame man, with a pair of crutches,

which arrested attention, especially when he was spieling for the loi Ranch;

for it made you feel that perhaps he had lost his leg subduing an outlaw horse

or defending treasure. He had a beautiful, ringing voice. His ballyhoo

was good—never a raucus repetition of catch phrases, but an interesting

recital of descriptive matter. And when he went to the Alligator Farm he

could make you feel that without an intimate acquaintance with alligators

you were an uncouth and ignorant person unfit for good society. He liked

Indians and animals on the ballyhoo with him, and was said to be capable

of " turning" into the show an average of 50 per cent of the people that

stopped to hear him.

Fisher spieled at the Autodrome, and he was thrilling in his description
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of the truly hair-lifting spectacle within. He pleaded with you not to look

at it unless you were well and strong, for it would shake the

stoutest nerves. To have their nerves properly shaken at ten "
p^ ^

cents a shake was what most people were there for, so he was
reasonably successful. His method was strenuous and his voice had good
penetration. At the psychological moment, and he could always feel it

arrive, he snatched off his big sombrero and "shooed" his auditors in with

it like flies.

Then there were the Callicott brothers, Floyd and Jack, who charmed
the crowds into the Streets of All Nations; and Harry Lebreque, who per-

formed the same office for the "Model's Dream"; and Duke Lee at Filmland.

And there were many more good ones, including the Ellises, whose sample

performance was a strong attraction.

But the joy of the lot was King Karlo, who furnished the classical inter-

pretation of the Tehuantepec Village. He was a Flat Head Indian from

Oklahoma, and was the only member of the fraternity assembled at San

Francisco that had pursued the spieler's art continuously for twenty years.

Karlo was gifted with strongly modeled features, a friendly, confidential

manner, and a most convincing kind of eloquence. Such a man can always

get a hearing. He dressed the part, with red or buckskin trousers, a vast

striped serape over his shoulders, and a peaked sombrero with a brim as wide

as a door. His diction was good, his pronunciation as precise as any prunes-

and-prisms young ladies' boarding school could wish, and his voice was soft,

low, and winning—thoroughly dangerous to the pocket-book. When you

saw Karlo on his ballyhoo stand, in his theatrical Mexican make-up, with

his floating hair, as though he had just imbibed a certified bottle of Cole-

ridge's celebrated "Milk of Paradise," you had to stop, because he seemed

to be talking over something of very serious importance. Then his voice

got hold of you, and in a way to charm a bird off a bough he invited your

attention, not to any indescribable wonders behind him, but to the rare,

curious, and beautiful things that were on exhibition, and the edifying

musical entertainment in the little theater. You gazed in fascination at

his strong white teeth and his friendly eyes. You felt, in fact, very friendly

toward this unusual person for telling you about these things in such an

intimate and pleasing way, things you might otherwise have overlooked to

your everlasting loss; and in you went. And if you were reasonable you

were not disappointed.



CHAPTER LXVII

PHASES OF THE CONCESSIONS BUSINESS

THE concessions business of an exposition must not be supposed

to consist altogether of amusements. Serious utilitarian services

must be provided for large numbers of people; and not by the

slow and conservative growth through which these things develop in

the town or other settled community, but by the ventures of bold business

men. Otherwise the grounds will be inadequately equipped, and the

people unhappy, not merely for lack of amusement but of more necessary

things.

The general financial outcome of the concessions business at San Fran-

cisco we may leave to a later volume, pausing here merely to notice that

the gross takings of those concessionaries that were paying the Exposition

a percentage, came to $7,497,022 for the season: a quite respectable sum.

Yet there were a great many of them, their expenses of construc-

the^Zom
^'°" ^"'^ maintenance were heavy, and in the early months of

rainy weather and light attendance most of them had a very

unhappy time. Most of them operated on a basis of 25 per cent to the

Exposition, but there were large numbers at 20, some at 15, some at 10, at

5, and some on flat rates.

Of the more than 450 concessions, on the Zone and through the grounds

and palaces, fifteen took in over |ioo,ooo apiece for the season. The largest

gross business was done by the Inside Inn, over $675,000, but the Marine

Cafe on the Zone took in over $110,000, and the other thirteen ranged

between.

On the subject of the general relations between the concessionaires and

the Exposition the report from the head of the Department of Concessions

contains much interesting matter, and at the risk of a little repetition we
present the following parts of it:

"Showmen are, as a rule, good fellows, too liberal for their own good, but

woefully lacking system and order in business. The glamour of an Exposition

draws many a layman into its gates as embryo showman, but as experience

368
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is a dear teacher, the result is inevitable and the Panama-Pacific Interna-

tional Exposition was no exception to the rule. The failure of many of the

attractions was due to mismanagement and inexperience.

"Some of the concessionaires upon the Zone attributed their small prof-

its to the fact that they were required by the Director of Works to construct

expensive fronts and substantial buildings, but the 'safety first' motto in

construction can never be criticized; and surely no theater or playhouse ever

lost any patronage by presenting an attractive front. The people were here,

and the shows without merit were soon found out. As a whole, the Zone,

while it may have been longer than necessary, was a beautiful picture and a

financial success from the Exposition's standpoint."

Summing up the situation from their experience, the Concession officials

would recommend to future Expositions that;

" 1st. There be an official and non-official section for foreign countries,

requiring each participant who desires to solicit orders for future or im-

mediate delivery to buy space in the unofficial section where all transactions

are to be carried on.

"2nd. All such official space be furnished free and the unofficial space to

be sold to participants at a flat sum not to exceed $25.00 per square foot.

"3rd. No exhibitor without a selling privilege, whether domestic or

foreign, be permitted to accept cash deposits for future deliveries.

"4th. Notices be posted conspicuously, advising the Public that the

Exposition will not guarantee nor become responsible for representations of

exhibitors, nor for deposits made on future deliveries."

A concession that was vital to the Exposition in many fields of activity,

and which was of great interest to the public as well, was that to the Official

Photographer: the Cardinell-Vincent Company of San Francisco.

An exposition must be highly pictorial and this one had so much art

interest that it was soon evident it was generating a large commercial value,

which could be realized through the medium of the camera; and after its

construction activities had developed to the point where there were pic-

tures to be photographed, it was determined to let a concession to some well

equipped photographer so that the whole matter might be handled

systematically and the public demand properly supplied. Ar- Value

rangements were made for letting the post-card privilege to one

firm and the photography concession to another, but before the gates

were opened both arrangements proved unsatisfactory, and the two

concessions were finally granted to the company mentioned above.

VOL. II—24
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It carried about one hundred operatives, clerks, developers, and salesmen

on its payroll, and in the early days of the Exposition had as many as i8

camera men busy about the grounds continuously. It was said to have

made over 30,000 negatives. Its product formed a valuable record not

merely of the still subjects, but of the massing of people on great occasions,

with portraiture of the principal participants and of the individuals com-

posing the audiences. The salesrooms, workshops, and portrait studio were

in a small building near the Fillmore Street gate, adjoining the Bank and the

western entrance to the Zone. The company had an admirable system of

rapid development, and before some great meeting was an hour old its sales

agents would be silently passing photographs of it through the audience.

Practically all black-and-white illustrations in these volumes not other-

wise credited are from the photographs of the Cardinell-Vincent Company;
and with a few especially indicated exceptions all copyrighted pictures

used in the work, designated by the conventional C enclosed in a circle, are

the property of that firm. We have omitted the customary credit line from

some of these illustrations in order to avoid what must have become a tedious

repetition.

All persons with direct interest in the Exposition—engineers, contractors,

material men, officials, exhibitors, state and foreign participants—were

dependent on the official photographer's activities for the visual evidence of

their work. The value of this service can hardly be exaggerated. In fact

so vital is it under modern conditions and expectations, that it was the

opinion of Mr. Cardinell that it should not be left, in the next exposition,

to the initiative and control of a private concessionaire, but should be as-

signed to a special department or division of the official organization—in

other words the exposition should do its own photographing. To this

opinion we may add that in case this activity should be so organized, the

department running it should be furnished with a good, capacious, fire-proof

chamber in which the negatives may be stored, for their destruction by fire

would be, from the historic point of view, calamitous in the extreme. We
Public drag the subject into this chapter on the concessions business

Wants to because it appears to be one thing that should not be included in

^^'^ that business. An additional reason against farming this func-

tion to a concessionaire is the vast amount of volunteer advertising that an

exposition may enjoy from the unrestricted use of cameras by the public, at

nominal license fees or none.

Automobile parking stations outside the grounds were operated by the

Shell Company of California, on lands leased by the Exposition. There

were four of these stations, and the service included the furnishing of gaso-
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line and oil. At first the charge for parking was 50 cents, but competitive

parking spaces started up and the price was cut in two. A space along the

fence between the Fillmore and Scott Street entrances, and a little west of

the latter, was also used for this purpose. The gross receipts were not great,

being somewhat under $15,000 for the season, and considering the value of

the service to the public, and the fact that the concessionaire was making

little or nothing out of its activity, the Exposition felt bound in equity to

ease the terms of the contract somewhat.

In addition to the concessions named above, there were a great many
sales privileges in the palaces for all sorts of wares, foreign and domestic;

such as the silk handkerchiefs with a picture of the Tower of Jewels woven in

them by the Jacquard loom, installed in the Palace of Varied Industries by

the Fearn Sisters of Chicago, who have been engaged in this business at most

of the important expositions in this country since the Columbian; and the

Italian firms selling Venetian laces and marble statuary in the Palace of

Manufactures.



CHAPTER LXVIII

TROUBLES OF A JOY STREET

TO say that great fortunes were made and lost on the Zone would be

true if any had been made. There would be little profit to the

reader in recording the uninstructive vicissitudes of the conces-

sion shows. Several causes might be assigned for the many failures to

gather large returns, but most of them are merely fascinating speculation.

A few propositions seem to stand out clearly, but the rest is guesswork, and
will always be.

It seems plain that there was too much Zone. There were 25 theaters.

There were, at different stages of the Exposition period, between 45 and 65

shows: just about twice as many as the population of the city warranted,

although that fact was not apparent when the Zone was laid out.

It was too long—over half a mile in length. Another defect was its

direction and location, for one end of it was at an entrance to the grounds,

and an entrance is likely to be an exit, and was, in this case. It is thought

the Zone would have been much better had it been about half as

to Leave '°"g> ^"<^ had it Curved about, so that both its entrances would

have been inside, somewhere near the exhibit palaces, inviting

circulation but not egress, tempting people to go clear through it and still

stay in the grounds, instead of turning back from some intermediate point,

or going out to the waiting trolley cars. Such things are impossible to fore-

see when laying out the ground plan of an exposition, but they stand out

with a horrid distinctness after they have been done.

Again, it is likely that the Zone was too wide, although physical contact

between rival spielers was probably prevented by its width. In a street

100 feet across a good many people may promenade and still look lonesome,

and perhaps feel that way. Any such appearance is detrimental, and any

such feeling is fatal, to that carefree expenditure which is the showman's

hope and stay. Ordinary crowds failed to crowd it, and unless there were

multitudes on this hundred-foot strip of asphalt it was apt to have a rather

thin appearance.

The Exposition itself militated against the Zone. The appeal was
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different, and the state of mind induced was apt to be adversely critical of

trifles and non-essentials. The courts and palaces had been invested with a

grand and solemn beauty, the illuminations were of an unexpected and
exalting character, and the psychological effect was to refine and uplift

and dignify the emotions so that there was far less than the normal disposi-

tion to invest in the confusing and noisy excitements offered by the show-

men. Then, too, people that had just gone through the palaces, had caught

some vision of the world in progress. The Zone showed little that was new
and of an edifying nature, except, perhaps, the Tehuan tepee Village and the

Panama Canal, or the Grand Canyon.

This was the first great exposition that had been held since three impor-

tant developments in human endeavor had become commonplaces of life:

the automobile, moving pictures, and the aeroplane. How far these af-

fected the popular taste unconsciously is conjectural, but they

must have had a great deal to do with the way people reacted to
p/r'/me

efforts to entertain them. There was a time when great crowds

could be attracted and held by stereopticons, but it was so no longer. It

was an age of sophisticated children. Things had become commonplace

that once were wonderful. The public imagination had been "speeded up,"

and to outrun it things must be swift.

At a conference one evening a veteran showman expressed his own view

and that of many of his competitors by saying: "The Exposition itself is too

beautiful and contains too many instructive things for people to see. We
can't compete with it. By day the exhibits, vistas, courts, and color are all

against us, and by night the lighting effects are more wonderful than any-

thing we can do. People have little time to waste on the Zone."

If the carnival feeling was lacking there were other causes for it that were

beyond control. The spirit of the times was not conducive to an interest in

trivial amusements. The war in Europe oppressed every heart and mind.

Business conditions were not of the sort to encourage optimism and care-

lessness with money. They had been bad since the panic of 1907, and people

had re-acquired the primitive virtue of economy. Many of the Zone shows

were high in price. Fifty cents looks rather large when multiplied by two,

for a couple, and when added to the admittance fee of a dollar for two.

Reductions were made, but some of the enterprises had been figured and

built, or subsequently capitalized, on the expectation of obtaining fifty cents

for every adult spectator, and their owners couldn't quite see their way out

at a smaller figure. Some of the shows were undoubtedly worth it, com-

pared with what fifty cents would buy in some other amusement form,

but in most cases it was too large a percentage of the ordinary day's wage.
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Spielers might weave their most potent spells, but it was too easy to save a

dollar by not going in. And in 191 5 a dollar was a dollar.

Part of the most acute financial suffering of investors in Zone shows was

due to excessive promotion profits, transmuted by the dark alchemy of

stock-jobbing into over-capitalization. That trouble is as old as joint stock

companies, and is not peculiar to expositions. People paid for their hopes.

In many instances they paid for a great deal of water, which is too often the

same thing. It is not our province to specify instances and indict individ-

uals either of greed or folly, but the process may be illustrated by a case in

which it was attempted to make a 12,500-dollar investment pay dividends on

$75,000, most of which was in the pockets of the promoters instead of in the

show. Like the bibulous Scot that tried to enjoy a merry Christmas and

a happy New Year, the ultimate owners found that it couldn't be done, even

at the lowest charges for amortization.

On the other hand, in a large number of instances where experienced

showmen and restaurant men went in with their own money and gave the

ventures their own management they made handsome profits on the capital

really put into the enterprises.

In spite of every artifice and every explanation, the Zone business re-

mained uninstructively mysterious. It seemed impossible to predict what

people were going to like. Yet even that statement may prove valuable to

somebody that thinks of going into it. Nor were capital outlays always

predictable in this unusual form of investment. Men went into Zone

speculations in San Francisco intending to stop at twenty or twenty-five

thousand dollars, and before they were through came nearer having a quarter

of a million involved.

One of the Zone mysteries was "Stella." She was a large and quite

pretty painting of a nude woman. She had been exhibited in different parts

of the country, had not been a brilliant success from a showman's

See Her?
point of view, and had retired to a garret in St. Louis. Her
owner, Norman Vaughan, dusted her off and brought her to San

Francisco, and here she became the hit of the place.

Why? It is hard, impossible, to say. It is true that she was well

managed. She occupied a deep frame, with skillfully disposed electric lights,

and the perspective was of a nature to make people wonder whether it was a

picture on canvas or a Sleeping Beauty tableau. But that was nothing new

to Stella, and will hardly account for the public's interest in her. Vaughan

was generous with passes, and a great many people became acquainted with

the picture early in the Exposition. Even that, however, will not explain

why she became so much the vogue. The only certain element seems to be
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that people will willingly pay ten cents to see something pretty. They
talked about her like a personal acquaintance. "Have you seen Stella?"

was a popular formula, and she was the only feature of the Zone, as far as

the writer remembers, that became the subject of a stage gag. A rival

picture of a similar subject might have cut the receipts in two, but the Ex-
position management would tolerate no rival to Stella. The "overhead"
was small, there were no seats in the little theater so visitors rarely stayed

more than two minutes, the stream of dimes was continuous, and the picture

that had not succeeded elsewhere was a great success at San Francisco, and
took in over ?75,oco. And yet there were a dozen nudes in the Palace of

Fine Arts by some of the greatest modern painters, that could have been

seen for nothing. Let anyone explain it that can; after all the explanations

are in, it will be a mystery still.

"Native" villages did not seem to do well. There was, near the Van
Ness entrance, a community of thin, black, and hollow-cheeked wanderers

from Somali Land, who did a great deal of violent flat-foot danc-

ing and spear shaking on their ballyhoo stand but failed to com- Too^Tame
mit any acts of cannibalism inside, so they lost their popularity

and did no business of any great volume, and early in the year Mr. Bryan,

Assistant Director of the Division, invited them to leave. They refused to

go, or at least they did not go, although the space had been sold. So Bryan

laid the matter before the Immigration authorities, took a platoon of Guards

to the compound, loaded the dark strangers on a Fadgl train, and escorted

them to the Yacht Harbor, where a Government tug awaited them for

Angel Island, whence they were in due time and regular form deported.

The Australasians lasted until August, giving in their village an enter-

taining and instructive picture of antipodean life in the primitive, but their

support was not encouraging to a longer stay. The Samoans were more

popular and remained until September, when they took a steamer for home,

because if they missed that sailing they would have had to stay until the

gates closed, and things were bad enough with them open.

Some of the unsuccessful ventures appeared quite promising and some

of the few successful ones were quite trivial, or trite. There was no account-

ing for the taste of Exposition crowds, in respect to amusements.

Facts are worth little unless they at least tend to support theories that

may form a guide to policy. Perhaps the facts we have assembled above

do not appear to lend themselves to any such dignified office.
a t 1

And yet if they serve to indicate the highly speculative nature of Moralizing

this fascinating form of investment they may have value in in-

dividual cases. If we were drawing morals we should say that the history
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of the Zone ought to be a warning to inexperienced persons against going into

the show business at an exposition; unless the investor has money he can

afford to lose, and enough in reserve to carry him through the early lean

months. In the cases of many of the unprofitable ventures the Exposition

management recognized the speculative character of the undertaking and

often, in addition, the real value of the participation, and was willing in

many instances to relieve distress by deferring collection of its percentage,

or by commuting the percentage to a flat rate in order to relieve the show-

man of the overhead charge for the Exposition cashier; or even to advance

money if the show were a really valuable attraction to the Exposition itself

and promised to prosper later. Such lenience was necessary whether it

was always appreciated or not, and it helped keep the Zone alive and going.

But it could not make it a financial success for all—no "Zone" ever is.



CHAPTER LXIX

ACCOMMODATING THE PEOPLE

ALMOST every imaginable human need that could be made to yield

revenue was supplied within the grounds, and many that could not.

The accommodation for visitors was very complete, and the prices

reasonable. You could get about anything you needed or wished, from

glove cleaning compounds to a ride in the air, and nothing was exorbitant.

Sanitary drinking water slot machines were installed by a private company
under a concession, and operated at a penny a drink, with paper

drinking cup thrown in. You could buy a postage stamp, a
inythine

Frankfurter sausage or a marble statue, or if you preferred to save

the money there was a bank where you could open a savings account; over

1,300 people did, mostly Exposition employees, and 946 commercial ac-

counts were opened. Altogether this bank received $25,288,759 in deposits

during the season, and issued $2,084,861 in checks and drafts.

The Exposition management exercised through the concession contract

a salutary restraint on extravagant ideas as to what the public would stand

in the way of charges, and that principle of operation, together with some

sagacity on the part of most of the concessionaires, kept prices within bounds

so that almost no complaints were heard about gouging or extortion.

On entering the gate you could check your parcels, and by going to the

creche maintained by the Y. VV. C. A. you could check the baby. If you

had forgotten something you could telephone home for it from a conveni-

ently stituated pay station. If you suddenly thought of important business

at a distance there were a number of stations of the Postal Telegraph and the

Western Union Telegraph Companies. You could cable anywhere in the

world. Both companies maintained a messenger service.

If you suspected the reliability of the telegraph as a means of trans-

mitting intelligence you could buy a book on telepathy, and nearly $3,500

worth were sold; a form of competition on which, perhaps, the telegraph

companies had not counted. If you came alone and feared that the folks

back home suspected you, you could buy a certificate of visitation that was

as good as any other alibi. You could get a shine for a dime, which was the
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price outside. You could buy an umbrella or a cane or a Persian rug, or you

could hear John Barry deliver in Festival Hall one of his delightful lectures

on the Exposition itself.

If you couldn't tear yourself away you could stay overnight at the In-

side Inn, at a very reasonable charge. You could get all sorts of view

books and postal souvenirs. You could get cushion seats if you were weary

and thought the benches at the Race Track too hard. You could have a

horse shod. While you rested near the Service Building or in the Court

of the Universe or the Court of Abundance, the Exposition would

Free Music entertain you with a band and good band music, for nothing; or for

a dime you could hear some of the most renowned ogranists of the

world, such men as Lemare of London or Clarence Eddy of Chicago, or Uda
Waldrop, on the great forty-thousand-dollar organ in Festival Hall. Eight-

een thousand dollars, worth of pennants and toy balloons were sold.

The Exposition opened with a staff of 58 guides, young men in neat gray

uniforms, who knew a great deal about the grounds and told it well. Under-

graduates of 22 universities were said to be included in this service. The

charge was 50 cents an hour at first but was subsequently reduced to 25.

They did not last long, as there was little demand for them, the plan of the

palaces and sections being so simple that people had no difficulty finding

their way about. But while the guides lasted they were compendiums of

useful knowledge. One of the few occasions on which any one of them was

at a loss for definite information was when a motherly old lady, who had

just been told the Tower of Jewels was 435 feet high, sternly demanded:

"Young man, how high was the Tower of Babel?"

As part of the guide service, interpreters could be furnished that could

speak French, German, Italian, Dutch, Russian, Spanish, Greek, Portu-

guese, Canton Chinese, Algerian Arabic, and Rumanian, and who would

exert this ability for 25 cents an hour.

Arrangements were made with the operators of the telephone system in

use at the Exposition so that for 15 cents for a ten-word message and a cent

a word for additional words, you could leave a registered message at the

central telephone station, to be read to the addressee whenever he or she

should call up for it. The service was not much used, as no money was

expended to educate the public to use it, but the idea may prove serviceable

at some future time.

The Exposition bought 7,000 park benches and 4,000 chairs, and no

charge was made for these. People carried them all over the grounds, and

the management patiently put them back into their well-distributed places

in time for next day's business.
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Eastern visitors had occasion to marvel at the low prices for food in the

restaurants on the Exposition grounds. There were places where those in

immoderate circumstances could lay out large sums on expensive

viands, but the person in moderate circumstances had cause to T",
"^

iL-iri_- r- ••
I r of Living ,

congratulate nmiselr on havmg come to an Exposition where a few

days, stay did not necessarily mean having to sell the farm at a sacrifice

when he got home.

The Inside Inn supplied breakfast at 75 cents, luncheon at $1.00 and
dinner at $1.50 and all were generous meals of several courses. Toward
the close it reduced even these prices and did a much larger business.

The Mexican restaurant on the Zone had no dish that cost over 30 cents,

and it served coffee for ten and milk for five.

At the Chinese Food and Tea Parlor in the Palace of Food Products you
could get chicken noodle soup for 15 cents, plain chop suey for 25, chop suey
with pork for 40 and with mushrooms for 50. This place served plain ham
sandwiches for ten cents. No one, it is said, can cook squab like the Chinese,

but only 60 cents was charged for that viand. When it came to cakes and
sweetmeats, they were ten cents a portion right down the list. Tea, here,

was a little higher than elsewhere: "Pearly Eyebrow" at 25 cents a pot,

"Lobster Eye" at 15, "First Pearl" at 15. You couldn't reasonably expect

such brands for less. Mandarin dinners were served at $1.50.

There were a number of places in the Palace of Food Products where

coffee was served at a dime, and cakes and sandwiches at five or ten cents

—

the Porto Rico and Guatemala sections, for example. The Workman
Packing Company conducted a small and tastefully appointed

cafe where tamales and enchiladas and other food products were m^
"^ -^

served, with tea and coffee, at very low prices. A breakfast food

company with a booth in the Palace of Food Products sold hot scones, split

open and properly medicated internally with butter and raspberry jam, and

if you had strong ribs to withstand the pressure about its counters you could

get them at a nickel apiece. Forty thousand dollars, worth were sold.

At the Turkish Pavilion you could get Turkish coffee for ten cents and

Cafe a I'Arabe at 15. Locoum or "Turkish Delight," came at ten cents a

service, and arak highballs at 20. Sandwiches were served at 15 cents.

Marshall's Inn in the California Building served clam chowder at 15 cents

and sandwiches at 15 and 20. The costliest article on its menu was ham
omelette or ham-and-eggs at 30 cents. Strawberries and cream were 20,

and pie was ten. In the Oregon Building a bountiful course luncheon pre-

pared by young women students of the Oregon Agricultural College was

served at 75 cents. In the Chinese Tea Pavilion, tea was ten cents a cup.
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and chicken noodles were 25. The most extravagant viand here was

chicken chop suey at 75 cents. The Formosa Tea House, operated under

the auspices of the Formosa Government of Japan, served a pot of tea with

rice cakes at 25 cents, chicken salad a la Formosa with hot biscuit at 25, and

ice cream with rice cakes at 15. A cup of tea with rice cakes came to ten

cents.

At the Y. W. C. A. cafeteria prime roast beef was the most expensive

article on the bill of fare, and that cost 30 cents. Vegetables were usually

five. The White Lunch operated on a similar scale.

We record these prices as curiosities of history, real history, history of

importance, dealing with the conditions under which the people lived, alas,

so long ago!

A serious concern of exposition management will be intramural trans-

portation and it was better satisfied at San Francisco by those little white

"Fadgl" trains than by any other arrangement ever used under

.J

*"^
similar circumstances. They served 4,278,895 passengers during

the season, and took in over $307,000 in nickels and dimes; and

outside the Exposition they promised to form one of its important contribu-

tions to the service of the world. The inventor was B. F. Fageol, and E. P.

Brinegar was President of the operating company. Before the Exposition

was over the company received inquiries about this novel means of trans-

portation from every large city in the United States and from many abroad.

The cars were low, and the running board but a few inches from the

ground, so that tired people could get aboard with little effort. Some were

hooded for rain (the cars, not the people), but most of them were open to

the sky and the passengers could have an unobstructed view as they rode,

of the palaces, the Tower of Jewels, the Column of Progress, the tall trees

and palace portals and the hills across the Bay. There were two prices,

roughly adjusted to the haul: five cents from the Baker Street entrance

to the California Building, and five cents for a ride the length of the

Zone; ten cents from the Service Building down the Avenue of Progress,

along the Esplanade overlooking the North Gardens, the Marina, and the

Golden Gate to the Massachusetts Building, thence by the Avenue
ourmg

^£ ^j^^ Nations northwestward to the Marina, and out to the Live
the Grounds

.
i i i r t^i

Stock section, a good bit over a mile and a half. The return trip

was made by the Olympian Way, past the Philippines Building, into the

Avenue of the Nations, and back to the starting point by the Avenue of

Palms. Another dime was charged for the back haul.

Another very fine venture in the field of intramural transportation and

one that served the Exposition visitors well, was the Overfair Railroad, a
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miniature steam line with complete Lilliputian locomotives, and single-seat

cars, that ran from the southwest corner of the Machinery Palace, around

the east side of that structure to the Marina, curved around the Yacht

Harbor and ran out to the Race Track and Polo Field. It offered a beauti-

ful view; and sometimes stopped its trains near the California Building on

evenings when there were displays of fireworks, so that its patrons could have

comfortable seats while enjoying the pyrotechnics. It took in over $22,000

and perhaps some misfortune of location prevented it from doing better, as

it deserved to do. Its creator was L. M. MacDermot of Oakland.

Another development for the transportation of the weary or those afraid

of becoming so, was the "electriquette," a wicker basket chair on wheels

propelled by a lead storage battery. This was the venture of J. Paulding

Edwards, a consulting engineer, of San Francisco. He had 150 of them in

service, and could have used 300 with twice as much profit; for they were

very popular, and the gross receipts were over $112,000. There were two

models, one that ran on three wheels and carried two people, and one on

four wheels that was supposed to carry four people and sometimes was seen

wandering about with seven. The charge was the same for either model:

$1 an hour, or, during part of the Exposition season, I7.50 a day, at which

figure a great deal of business was done. The demand was so much greater

than the supply, however, that this price had to be revoked. The speed of

these chairs was four or five miles an hour, dependmg on the condition of

the motors. They were not permitted to enter the exhibit palaces, but on

the smooth asphalt of the Exposition roads they were of great service.

Their operation was not wholly free from accident, owing to the fact that

many inexperienced drivers took them out, and sometimes in a pinch lost

their steering sense and bumped into a pedestrian or the travertine base of a

lighting standard. But on the whole the value of their service more than

counterbalanced the risk; and if one broke your ankle the Exposition Hospi-

tal was handy, or else you could enjoy a free ride to it in the ambulance.

The Fadgl trains were a new development in transportation; the "elec-

triquette" also developed a wider use. It proved an excellent invalid's

chair, and many were sold at half price after Closing Day; and several were

purchased for use on the level streets of Alameda by persons that found auto-

mobiling too strenuous.

In addition to these conveyances there were push chairs and bicycle

chairs. They took in over $66,000. The push chairs were permitted to

enter the palaces at certain hours. Prices were 50 cents an hour for single

chairs and $1.00 for double, with an operator, and cards were posted asking

the public not to pay more.
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The Crowley Launch and Tugboat Company had a concession for riding

people about the Bay on little passenger steamers, and taking them to visit

the "Oregon" and other battleships moored off the Exposition

G^ld G le
grounds. It operated from a berth at the Yacht Harbor wharf,

and besides giving strangers an opportunity to enjoy the beauties

of the Bay from the Bay itself, it served the great interest that thousands of

patriotic Americans feel in the ships of the Navy. It carried over 150,000

people. The "Oregon" lay offshore the entire season, and thousands visited

her and other ships that lay in the stream with her: the armored cruisers

"South Dakota" and "San Diego," and the cruisers "Milwaukee" and

"Raleigh." To people from the interior a little voyage to these vessels was
one of the memorable features of a trip to the Exposition.

Even more exciting was the opportunity of flying in the Loughead

hydro-aeroplane, from its launching place on the west side of the Yacht

Harbor. Ten dollars was the customary charge for a flight of about eight or

ten minutes, and sometimes two passengers at once were taken for fifteen.

The usual course was down the Presidio shore to Fort Point, the northward

projection of the Peninsula, thence across the water to Lime Point, thence

to Sausalito on the edge of Richardson's Bay, thence to Alcatraz Island,

and back to the landing stage. Inasmuch as Fort Point and Lime Point

define the narrowest part of the Golden Gate, the view was a magnificent

one. The hydro-aeroplane started late in the season, but in spite of that

fact and its radical novelty, this business took in over $4,700.

The Government established a branch of the San Francisco post ofiice

in the Palace of Mines, and in addition to giving a very fine exhibition of

governmental function and pressed steel furniture made an effort

Yourliunch
^° encourage the use of the parcels post by persons desiring to send

lunches to themselves for delivery on call at noon. Few people

availed themselves of the opportunity, probably because lunch would have

to be mailed too long in advance for the sandwiches and boiled eggs and

pickles and cheese to retain their dewy morning bloom and flavor.

Lost persons were treated pretty much as other lost articles. They were

turned over to the Desk Sergeant or the Matron of the Guard, and per-

suaded to remain in such care until their friends found them—persuaded,

because a surprising number of the lost were adults, who might have been

considered able to take care of themselves, and could have gone away. The
central telephone station of the Exposition was immediately notified, and

as the first impulse of almost everyone that had lost father or mother or

child was to rush to a telephone booth and inquire what department to

notify, they usually received word that the lost was in good hands and would
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be delivered on demand. Children old enough to find their way about, but

without funds, were after a certain length of time supplied with car fare and

sent home.

Not that the lost always sought to be found. An ancient Chinaman
strayed from his party, and after a frantic search he was discovered in the

Palace of Food Products sampling everything within reach, just

like a "Melican lady." One man left his wife, who was ill, on a
the Lou

bench, while he went to get her a cup of tea. When he got back

with the tea she had disappeared. Within three hours she was traced to a

downtown hospital. An old man that had lost his son was "turned in" by

the Guard, and put in his time playing marbles with the other children until

his natural guardian looked him up and took him home.

The State buildings were hospitable havens where the weary could always

find rest. People at an exposition grow very tired with tramping and stand-

ing about and having more things crowded on their attention in an hour

than they are accustomed to considering in an ordinary month, and their

strength is the sooner exhausted if they have been confined for some time

on a long railway journey. In the State buildings they found a cheery

fireside or a seat on the veranda according to the weather.

Members of the Auxiliary of the California Woman's Board had the

privileges of the rest room and tea room in the California Building, and

could bring friends. The Southern Pacific Building near the Zone en-

trance, and the Union Pacific Building at the Van Ness Avenue gate had

attractive rest rooms. In addition, there was Y. W. C. A. headquarters;

and several exhibitors established rest rooms in connection with their booths.

Finally, the moving picture theaters, which were a special and distinguish-

ing feature of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, were fine places

for people of both sexes to sit down in peace and quiet and be entertained by

some most interesting reel, or painlessly educated by an expert lecturer.



CHAPTER LXX

MILITARY MATTERS

THE locating of the Exposition partly within the country's largest

military reservation inside city limits, combined with the unwaver-

ing interest of Maj. Gen. Arthur Murray commanding the Western

Department of the Army, made the United States forces almost an organic

part of the undertaking from its earliest stages of development, and lent to

the celebrations all the impressiveness it is possible for ceremony in a

democracy to have. Army men felt that the Canal was one of the achieve-

ments of their Service, and so there was something peculiarly appropriate

in the keen interest they took in the celebration of it.

Military parades and reviews werepartof every site selection and ground-

breaking ceremony, and gave these scenes a highly dramatic character,

especially after the war broke out, on account of the general interest in

armaments, whether the beholder were a pacifist or not. Open-

PublicDa s
^"^ ^^y> ^^^ Dedication of the Exposition, all the public days,

in fact, with the receptions, and escort of noted men and the

ceremonies attendant on their public appearance to address the great Ex-

position audiences, were all made impressive and memorable by the soldiery,

with the brilliance of uniforms and banners and the thrill of martial music.

As cavalry, infantry, and artillery, with the marines and blue-jackets, rolled

down the palm-lined avenues, under the majestic arches and through the

grand and spacious courts, they seemed to supply the major action in one

of the great dramas of the race.

Another incident of this intimate relationship with the Army was the

invitation to the Exposition visitors to watch the occasional target practice

of the Coast Defense guns, and, on more than one occasion, the explosion of

submarine mines under direction of officers of the Coast Defense, to help out

an Exposition ceremony.

There is little profit in dilating on what might have been; yet it may as

well be said that the International Military Tournament, which was a pet

plan of the President of the Exposition, would have produced the grandest

and most imposing of spectacles short of war itself.

384
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To promote military participation, a Bureau on Military Affairs was
established. In October 191 2 the War Department detailed Maj. Sidney

A. Cloman, U.S.A., for Exposition service, and he was put in charge of the

Bureau as Military Aide to the President of the Exposition, becoming later

Commandant of the Guard.

In the fall of 1914 it was necessary that Maj. Cloman resign to rejoin his

regiment, having been absent from it the statutory period, and his assistant,

Capt. Samuel A. Smoke, U.S.A., retired, became Acting Commandant until

the arrival of Capt. Edward Carpenter.

Some great plans had been made for International polo meets and horse

shows as well as the International Military Tournament, and these were

taken up and vigorously pushed by the Live Stock Department

of the Division of Exhibits, with the assistance of Capt. Arthur
^^^ '\iiiitar

Poillon, 1st Cavalry, and later of Lieut. Lewis Brown, Jr., ist

Cavalry, a famous poloist.

Capt. Carpenter reported for duty on December 12, 1914, and was ap-

pointed Military Aide to the President of the Exposition, Chief of the Ex-

position's Military Bureau, and Commandant of the Exposition Guards,

serving until the close of the Exposition. Commander David Foote Sellers

was appointed Naval Aide to the President, and was succeeded by Lieut. Com-
mander Clark Howell Woodward, who served through the operating season.

The work of stimulating the interest of military organizations and cadet

schools went forward with energy through 1913 and most of 1914. The
invitation went out, to all military organizations and uniform ranks of

fraternal orders of standing in the country, including cadet regiments of

agricultural colleges, and similar bodies, to make themselves part of the

Exposition life at some time during the year 1915. Communications were

sent every adjutant general of a State, and every military academy in the

country, and articles were widely published in the service journals.

Circulars announced that cantonments would be provided with suitable

accommodations for officers and men. Bunks would be built and supplied

with mattresses and pillows. There would be light and heat and bathing

facilities. The organizations would have to bring their own blankets, towels,

sheets, and pillow-cases, but almost everything else would be furnished; and

there would be a mess at 75 cents per man per day.

The Exposition was a powerful attraction and many acceptances came

in. Necessarily it involved much clerical labor to avoid having more

organizations on the ground at once than could be accommodated. The de-

tails of administration were largely in the hands of Lieut. D. L. Roscoe,

First Cavalry, U. S. A., Assistant Chief of the Military Bureau.
VOL. II 25
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Foreign nations were especially urged to send over their crack military

teams. Prospects brightened for a series of the largest and most brilliant

international tourneys ever held, when the war broke out and the whole

grand scheme for military internationalism collapsed at a breath. The
nations had no time for mimic wars and friendly rivalries. They were

learning one another's methods in ways that were real.

In fulfillment of these invitations, part of the Fontana warehouse just

east of Van Ness Avenue and the Zone entrance was leased and fitted up as

the Exposition Barracks, with accommodation for 1350 men and 85 officers.

It was not until after the first of June, 1915, however, that these accommoda-
tions were complete. After that the barracks were occupied by one military

organization after another, whose parades through the grounds added

liveliness to the Exposition and formed another attraction for visitors. At
brief intervals throughout the season the grounds were enlivened with

brilliant processions of visiting military organizations that came as escorts

to the governors of various States.

The latter part of July saw the largest number of men in barracks at one

time. There were four days, from the 22d to the 26th of that month, when

1550 men were quartered there. They comprised Cook's Drum Corps, of

40, the U.R.T. Fraternal Brotherhood with 300, the Salt Lake Cadets

Among with 400, the University of Wisconsin Band with 60, the First

Those Infantry of the Illinois National Guard, with 750. At one time
Present jqq Indians under charge of the California Indian Board occupied

the barracks. The last organization to be quartered there during the season

was the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, with 350 men.

An imposing body of men and horses that appeared in most of the mili-

tary turnouts consisted of four troops of the First United States Cavalry

under command of Maj. (now Maj. Gen.) James G. Harbord. As a factor

in imparting dignity and impressiveness wherever they appeared, the busi-

ness-like aspect of these fine soldiers could not be overestimated.

That crack local organization, the California Grays of San Francisco,

under command of Captain C. S. Voorhies, rendered good service on many
an occasion when a military escort was needed, and helped give luster to

more than one function in the California Building. The "Grays" were

always on call, whether to escort the Liberty Bell petition to the Ferry on its

way to Washington or to welcome some foreign dignitary, or form a guard

for some national official. Late in the season they received at the hands of

President Moore a large silk flag in token of their assistance.

Within the Exposition grounds, and as part of the exhibits, was a model

camp of United States Marines, highly educational in value to those sundry
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millions of our countrymen that suppose the term Marine is short for mar-

iner. It was placed westward of the State buildings; a small city of floored

tents, with a hospital, bath houses, a kitchen, a mess hall, tailor shop, barber

shop, and all other appurtenances to show every phase of Service life except

actual sea duty. From 310 to 340 men, including the band, occupied this

camp, constituting the First Battalion, Fourth Regiment, United States

Marine Corps, commanded by Maj. (afterward Col.) John T. Myers. The
three companies were commanded by Capt. J. Mc E. Huey, J. K. Tracey,

and Capt. C. F. Williams.

Col. Myers had commanded the legation guard at Pekin during the

Boxer uprising. He was that officer of whom United States Minister Con-

ger, in his report on the Siege of the Legations at Pekin, said:

"The bravest and most successful event of the whole siege was an attack

led by Capt. John T. Myersof our marines, and 55 men—Americans, British,

and Russians—which resulted in the capture of a formidable barricade on

the wall defended by several hundred Chinese soldiers, over 50 ofwhom were

killed." Valor is expected; but not always the phrase "and most success-

ful."

Myers had been the first Marine officer ashore at Guam when the island

was taken by the "Charleston" and had served with distinction in the

Philippine insurrection. When ordered to San Francisco for the

Exposition he had the pick of the Marines on the coast from which
^^^ world

to form the battalion, and over half of them were reenlisted men.

Apparently they came from the six continents and the seven seas. In the

color guard, for example, were a medal-of-honor man from the siege of the

legations at Pekin, a former member of the famous Welsh Fusileers, and a

former member of a Hanoverian regiment of the German army.

The Marines' Camp was one of the main attractions of the west end of

the grounds. The parade ground lay south of the Texas Building, and here

the parades and guard mount, and the music of the fine Second Regiment

Marine Band, were constant sources of interest, of enjoyment, and of educa-

tion in the nature of this very important arm of the military service. All

day, people wandered through the neat, orderly little streets of the city of

khaki tents, admiring the spotless accouterments and the slim, upstanding

sentries with their business-like rifles and trig uniforms, or they looked over

the kitchen and mess hall, or turned the pages of Service publications in one

of the tents on Officers' Row. It gave visitors from the interior and many

from the coasts as well a better idea of the Service, and of the character of

the men that formed it, than any amount of printed description ever could;

for "visual education" is pleasant and interesting, and its results persist.
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And doubtless when more Marines were needed for service in France, the

appearance of this fine corps at the Exposition made recruiting easier.

Happily the Exposition never had a riot, a real attempt to rush the gates,

a serious fire, nor a panic of any sort, or the Marines would have been " right

there," steady, disciplined, effective as they always looked and

^. behaved. As it was, they were available for all sorts of peaceful

but important duty on occasions requiring more guards than the

Exposition could furnish from its own organization. They formed escorts

and guards of honor on great occasions. With men of the Regular Army
and the Exposition Guards they lined the course for the automobile races.

They lent their aid and their trained precision of movement to make some

of the functions in the California Building go through with the maximum of

smoothness and order. In fact, on most of the great days of the Exposition

year, one could look about him and repeat the classic phrase of many a

dispatch from troubled shores: "The Marines have landed and have the

situation well in hand."

Oneof their very valuable services was toman the "Scintillator." About

55 men were detailed for this purpose, and as they were compensated, the

detail was made a sort of good conduct reward. To swing the great search-

lights in rhythm and on definite orders, and to manipulate the colored screens

properly, was a job that called for just that concert of action which is

achieved through military organization, and military organization alone.

Incidentally, the Service profited by having so many men drilled in search-

light manipulation.

After about nine months of this capable conduct and fine service as an

almost essential part of the Exposition, the Marines left on the U.S.S.

"San Diego" for Mexico, on November 25, Thanksgiving Day, leaving be-

hind them the keenest regret for their premature departure. To the Closing

Day, and after, their camp was occupied and their duty performed by ap-

prentice seamen from Yerba Buena Naval Training Station.

And as far as there was opportunity in the short time left, these slim boys

of fifteen or sixteen years from Yerba Buena Island gave promise

P^upils"'^
of being worthy successors to the Marines. On Closing Day a

squad of them saved the clean record of the Admissions Depart-

ment, and incidentally thousands of dollars in gate receipts and Exposition

property.

It was the only time there seemed to be any danger that the admissions

situation might get beyond Chief Conroy's control. San Francisco's Clos-

ing Day had the largest actual attendance ever seen at an American exposi-

tion. At 7:30 the stiles at the Fillmore entrance were overtaxed and a
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crowd that jammed the street from wall to wall began to surge against the

vehicles gates. Conroy went to the scene, and what he saw gave him concern
enough. The gates were beginning to give. The Guard force had been
reduced and there were not enough Guards present to hold the mob. Once
it came through there would be no stopping it, and not only would Exposi-

tion revenues be lost, but his long and hitherto unbroken series of admissions

records would be undone at the last, and the attendance for San Francisco's

Closing Day would never be known. He went back to the Service Building

and put the case to Lieut. Bridges who was on duty. Bridges recognized the

seriousness of the situation and promptly sent 16 naval apprentices to the

entrance, in the patrol wagon.

They were just in time. As they piled out of the wagon the lock yielded,

and the human tide began to roll in; and the first thing it saw was a thin

blue line of sailor lads, steady as veterans, with rifles at the port, barring the

way. It was a San Francisco crowd, and it did not murmur, growl, impre-

cate, threaten, or otherwise make a fool of itself. It came on a bit to see if

the "Goat Island" boys meant to stand or back up, and as they stood, the

crowd grinned and backed up itself, and the boys advanced and kept it

backing until both were outside, when the gates were closed and barred and

the apprentices performed sentry go before them until things were re-

paired and the press was over.

The Exposition was grateful for the cooperation of the Army, Navy, and

Marine Corps, and endeavored to show it. Not only did it welcome the

enlisted men, and admit them free when in uniform, but it ex-

pended over |2o,ooo for their benefit. They were given a ball
the Men

in the California Building. Over $18,400 was devoted to the

construction and equipment of the Enlisted Men's Club House, on the

Avenue of Nations, where the men had a reading and lounging room, and

correspondence facilities, and could play pool, billiards, and other games.

Motion picture films and phonographs and phonograph records were sup-

plied, and music and other entertainment furnished. In this handsome and

comfortable little club, a restaurant was conducted for them, and on the

business it did the Exposition waived the percentage it was exacting from

the other restaurants in the grounds.

The Club House was conducted by the Army and Navy Young Men's

Christian Association Committee of Management for the California Dis-

trict, acting under an Exposition Advisory Board. The latter consisted of

Arthur Arlett, of the State Commission, Chairman; and Director A. W.
Foster, Rear Admiral Thomas B. Howard, U.S.N., Maj. Gen. Arthur Mur-

ray, U.S.A., Rear Admiral C. F. Pond, U.S.N., Lieut. Col. John T. Myers,
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U.S.M.C, Lieut. Comdr. C. H. Woodward, U.S.N., and Capt. Edward
Carpenter, U.S.C.A.C. The Committee of Management consisted of R. L.

Rigden, M.D., J. M. Kepner, George U. Hind, Emory E. Smith, G. H.
Richardson, M.D., J. F. Leicester, W. H. Cook, F. W. Kern, J. S. Wallace,

and George A. Mullin. F. A. McCarl was International Secretary of the

Army and Navy Y.M.C.A., and the management had the benefit of his

experience in the work. The secretary in charge of the Club House was R.

E. Wilson and he conducted it competently throughout. With the en-

listed men of the Service, the Exposition Guards were made beneficiaries.

The Club was very popular, or very necessary, or both, for over 60,000

visits were registered, nearly 13,000 meals were served, 5,360 letters were

written home, 20,000 men attended entertainments and picture

Resort
shows, and the wash rooms and barber shop were used over

47,000 times. For amusements for the men the Exposition

donated $1,200, and for athletic sports, and trophies in connection with their

annual track and field meet, baseball games, and boating and swimming
tournaments it donated |i,ioo.

At the close of the Exposition season the Club House was given to the

Army and Navy Y.M.C.A., which removed it to a suitable part of the Pre-

sidio, to continue its salutary work for the enlisted men stationed there.







CHAPTER LXXI

THE PUBLIC AND THE GUARDS

OWING partly to the character of the citizenship of the host city,

partly to that elevation of thought and feeling which the dignity

and purpose of the Exposition wrought in almost every resident and

visitor during the year 191 5, the crowds in the grounds, even at their largest,

needed no control but their own.

They were the most remarkable crowds ever seen at an exposition or

anywhere else. They respected every regulation. They halted at fire lines,

or any other lines laid for their guidance, and made no effort to breach

through. They rarely questioned a rule, or a request from a Guard. They
were uniformly cheerful but never boisterous and inconsiderate. No
matter what the intensity of interest at a particular point or scene, they

were self-restrained to orderly and decorous conduct. There was practically

no rowdyism. Very few individuals even tried to enter grand
,

. , . , „ r ...
,

Considerate
Stands without tickets, or State or roreign pavihon enclosures crowds

during ceremonies, without invitations. The occasional hoodlum

found little tolerance for his smartness from the people he disturbed, and

the place did not appeal to hoodlums very extensively anyhow.

Eighty-three arrests for drunkenness in nine and a half months, out of an

attendance of over eighteen and three quarter millions, with at least twenty

places open where any sort of liquor could be bought at will, is an amazingly

small number; probably the world's best record for self-government in this

respect. There were only 250 arrests for all causes during the season; the

other 167 being for the most part on account of petty offenses mostly by

boys, such as trying to enter the grounds without paying.

Some part of the courteous and dignified demeanor of the crowds might

be regarded as a response to the courteous and dignified demeanor of the

Exposition Guards, former regular United States soldiers, sailors, or marines,

well disciplined and accustomed to individual responsibility. They were a

picked corps, of a higher standard than the average of the best military

organizations in active service; for, to be eligible to appointment to the

Guards a man must have been discharged from the Army, Navy, or Marine

391
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Corps with the highest character given in the Federal Service: "Excellent"

if from the Army or Marine Corps, or a rating of 4.5 if from the Navy.

Only part of a regiment or ship gets such a discharge. Every Guard had to

have it. (A few former policemen, not over 4 per cent, were taken on.)

This was the first exposition to organize its guard on such a basis. The
original suggestion came from Maj. Cloman, Military Aide to the President

of the Exposition during part of the construction era, and was eagerly seized

upon by the President as the solution of one of the most vexing of the early

organization problems. Applications were coming in thousands from all

sorts and degrees of the physically and mentally unqualified. It looked as

though everybody that had demonstrated his inability to do

Selected
anything else considered that he thereby became competent to

deal with the public as an Exposition Guard. The suggestion of

a class of man manifestly qualified for the work by experience, discipline,

and proved character was as welcome as October rain. The Guards De-

partment had begun in December, 191 2, as a corps of three watchmen, and

on the new basis of selection it was gradually recruited by H. R. Ebright,

one of the versatile engineers in the Division of Works, who, under instruc-

tions from the Law Department, trained the men by lectures in the rudi-

mentary phases of their duties, and composed a book of instructions for

them so that they might understand the Exposition and be ready to answer

questions about it.

The direction of the Guard Department was a main duty of the Chief

of the Military Bureau, as Commandant. But the Department was ad-

Under ministered as a part of the Division of Works, an arrangement

Works unique in exposition management, but one that worked extremely
Division well, for the control of the grounds was a function of the Works
Division, and this enabled the Division Director to coordinate the ser-

vices of the Exposition's police force with any other activity.

The Guards were at first organized in three platoons with a sergeant and

three corporals each. The grounds were patrolled 24 hours a day, each

platoon being on duty eight hours at a time. Maj. Cloman returned from

the Exposition's Australasian mission and took command on April 21, 1914,

and by May Day the force had been recruited up to 81 men, 65 in uniform,

with which to handle the May Day crowd of 15,000 adults and 16,000 chil-

dren; which it did, smoothly and successfully. The next day there was a

swimming contest and fire drill, and at night the Ball of All Nations, so that

there were about 4,000 people in the grounds during the day and more than

20,000 at night, with a great jam of over 4,000 automobiles going and coming

and having to be unloaded and parked and later paged and loaded and sent
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away, and notwithstanding that the men were new to this sort of service

they performed their duty with astonishingly little friction, and but one
slight accident; in which the whole damage was confined to a broken lamp.

Some of the men were on duty 24 hours. The following day there was a

concert on the grounds, which drew a large attendance, and so some of the

Guards that had been on duty the previous night reported at 10 a. m.,

Sunday, after four hours sleep in the 28, and stayed on until after 5 p. m.
They not only did it, but they did it cheerfully. The crowds handled ap-

proximated 60,000 people, and the Exposition was not yet open.

The conduct of the Guards throughout was in every way up to the stand-

ard of their eligibility. In their simple and business-like olive drab uni-

forms and leather puttees they were a fine-looking body of men,
and seemed to fit the Exposition picture as though they had been ^"l"^

"'^
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Honors

especially composed by the Architectural Commission. And they

were animated by a spirit of responsibility and hospitality, as though the

Exposition were theirs to care for and present to the world.

They took care of old ladies and lost children, were patient with those

few gentlemen that had dined too copiously, and firm with incipient ruffian-

ism so that it never passed incipiency. They adjourned any little games of

cards or Crusoe that started anywhere about the grounds, handled masses

of people with all possible respect and consideration, guiding them rather

than ordering them about, and religiously picked up and turned in to the

Lost and Found Office in the Service Building court everything the crowds

left behind them that was of any value. They were, under the most trying

conditions, patient and affable to a degree that led some observers to remark

facetiously upon their " Chesterfieldian manners."

They patrolled the grounds and buildings day and night, and made an

ideal body of fire watchmen. One was always stationed with a telescope in

the little gallery at the top of the Tower of Jewels. Others had the delec-

table duty of plugging the breaches in the fence made by the Spring, Summer,
Fall, and interseason drives of the North Beach Gang. Others went about all

night among some 270 stations in the palaces, with watchmen's clocks, which

kept a record of their visits to prove that no station had been overlooked and

no degree of security had been taken for granted.

To these officers, and to the War Department for sending them, the

Exposition was much indebted for the skillful administration of its police

force throughout the Exposition season: Capt. Edward Carpenter, C.A.C.,

U. S. Army, Military Aide to the President of the Exposition, Chief of the

Military Bureau and Commandant of the Exposition Guards; Capt. F. L.

Perry, C.A.C., Second Lieut. William H. Simpson, Sixth Infantry, Second
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Lieut. W. C. Rose, Second Infantry, and Second Lieut. Thomas S. Bridges,

Sixth Infantry, U. S. A.

Capt. Perry acted as Assistant Commandant and Adjutant, handhng
administrative details and acting for the Commandant in his absence.

Lieut. Bridges acted as Quartermaster of the Guard. To the watchful vigi-

lance of the Army officers and the fine material of the Guard itself was due
the effectiveness of the force un-der all conditions of an unusual and trying

service. The standard of discipline maintained was that of an Army garri-

son. The Guards had sleeping quarters with lockers, lavatories, and baths

in the various buildings as they were completed, including the fire station on
the Zone. The Exposition furnished beds and bedding, but no subsistence,

as there were plenty of good restaurants inside the grounds and out. In

the palaces, the Guards' quarters were on upper floors, with the entrances

outside, so that no space was devoted to this purpose that could have been

used for anything else. For a long time the Guards' school was maintained

in the Service Building, where they were lectured on their duties and re-

sponsibilities, for they had to learn not only enough about the Exposition

to answer questions intelligently, but they had to know their technical

rights and legal limitations in making arrests and dealing with possible

disorder. They were also schooled in the use of first-aid fire

the Force
appliances. Their number increased during the construction

period until at the opening of the Exposition there were 593, in-

cluding 1 1 officers, four stenographers, and a clerk. The force grew for

awhile after Opening Day, through the effort to satisfy nervous exhibitors

that they were receiving adequate protection from the nimble-fingered

souvenir hunter, but as this nervousness subsided the force did, too.

At one time in the season it was as low as 250, but at that point was
plainly inadequate, so it was expanded a little. At about 300 it was able

to take care of the work. Under agreement with exhibitors the Exposi-

tion was not responsible for loss by theft if it furnished ordinary police

protection.

There were at various times from two to four companies divided into

three platoons each. On Closing Day there were seven officers and 295

Guards, and the North Beach Gang had sent Capt. Carpenter word that it

was going to end the glad celebration and make itself a fragrant memory to

him as long as they both should live by "beating him up"—a testimonial of

esteem and confidence the gallant Commandant greatly appreciated, even

though this part of the closing ceremonies failed to take place.

Compared with other expositions the force was small. The Columbian

Guards at Chicago numbered 2,064 maximum, 1,550 on Opening Day, and
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averaged 1,700. The Jefferson Guards at St. Louis numbered 730 at one
time, assisted by 188 city patrolmen and on special occasions by 320 more,
with from 64 to 90 detectives.

There was no division of police responsibility or authority. Under
contract with the Exposition at San Francisco a small force of Pinkerton

detectives was kept on for necessary secret service work, about 21 men
maximum, and this force reported to the Commandant of the Guard. Fifty

Pinkerton patrolmen were put on for Closing Day. Fifteen cases of at-

tempting to pass counterfeit five-dollar gold pieces were investigated and
reported to the Federal Secret Service, and 19 confidence men were arrested

and prosecuted. Eight pickpockets were arrested, and not a

single instance came to the knowledge of the Department of a t
'^.'•"^

pickpocket or confidence man operating or attempting to operate

within the grounds who was not apprehended. That is a remarkable record,

considering the opportunities a great exposition affords. The infrequency

of this sort of crime was said to be due largely to the personal knowledge of

these people on the part of the detectives employed, and the further fact

that "the word went out" that any found in the grounds could count on

pretty rough treatment from the men in the olive drab uniforms. This

made persons in that line of business a bit dubious of their welcome, and,

mostly, they kept away.

There were two light automobiles for the use of officers of the Guard, and

there was a motor patrol wagon, and bicycles were furnished the non-

commissioned officers for getting about the field inspecting platoons.

Two matrons were employed, with a room in the Service Building, and

one was always on duty between 8 a. m., and midnight.

Aside from certain trimmings in the way of brass buttons, chevrons, and

shoulder straps, each Guard supplied his own uniform consisting of cap,

jacket, trousers, overcoat, and puttees. The Division of Works entered

into a contract with a local manufacturer to make such uniforms and over-

coats as were necessary out of suitable woolens of Army standard, in two

weights, the lighter for uniforms and the heavier for overcoats. The over-

coat, jacket, and breeches were sold to the Guards at the cost of each to the

Exposition, respectively: $16.50, $11 and $5.50. The cap and leggings cost

the Guards $2 and $3.50 respectively.

Their compensation was $65 a month for privates, $70 for corporals, $75

for sergeants, $80 for first sergeants, $85 for sergeant major, quartermaster

sergeant, and three desk sergeants, and $100 for inspectors. The Army

officers detailed to the command by the War Department received no com-

pensation other than their regular pay from the Government.
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There was an iron-barred lock-up in the Service Building but it was not

used. The Desk Sergeant's office was continually open in the court annex,

so that when an arrest proved to be for a more serious matter

Vacant
than could be covered by the Sergeant's warning the offender

was taken in the Exposition patrol to the North End Police sta-

tion and regularly booked. The Legal Department of the Exposition was
then notified, so that it could take what measures seemed wise. The best

of cooperation prevailed between the Guard Department and the San

Francisco Police Department, but the members of the latter only exercised

authority within the grounds when they had special warrants.

The Guards were not heavily armed. Revolvers were issued only to

those stationed about the bank or the cashier's office or the more costly and

portable exhibits. The others carried in their pockets a small edition of the

policeman's club, and in the hand a light bamboo "swagger stick."

A Lost and Found Department was maintained in the Desk Sergeant's

office. Some of the statistics it produced are of interest, as indicative of the

things and numbers of things exposition crowds lose. There were 604 bags

reported lost. Of these 421 were found, and of those found 275 were re-

turned to owners, 54 returned to finders, and 92 turned over to the Salvage

Department. Of bass drums, one was lost, one found, and the same number
returned to owner—probably, now we think of it, the same bass drum. One

hundred and five boas were reported lost, and 90 books, and 27

thev Lost
brooches, and 51 bracelets, and 68 cameras. Eighty-three coats

were reported lost, besides 79 overcoats. Thirty earrings fell

from 30 ears, and 298 persons reported the loss of furs, while 139 dropped or

mislaid their eye glasses. No one took the trouble to report hat pins or hair

pins or harmonicas or pipes but 430 persons reported lost purses, of which

232 were found and 105 returned to owners. Seventy-two persons lost rings.

Somebody lost a range finder but failed to report it—at least, one was found.

Eight shoes managed to get separated from as many feet, and one vigilant

Guard picked up a silhouette. Only 202 umbrellas were reported lost,

which is a very small number out of 18,000,000 attendance. There were

probably more, which the owners did not think worth mentioning. More
watches were reported: 212 in all, of which 37 were returned to owners.

The articles turned over to the Salvage Department brought $150.

The reports of lost cash came to a total of $10,250. Owners received

back 13,281.75 out of $3,410.69 turned in.

Lost children to the number of 2,575 were cared for by the matrons and

restored to their families.

The Guard Department needed various supplies, from bedding to but-
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tons, and including typewriters and key tags, office chairs, a telescope, a

claw hammer, instruction books, coat hooks, ink stands, feather dusters, and
snare drums—a list running into the thousands of articles, in-

volving care and accountability. A retired post Quartermaster '^^7"''

Sergeant of the Army was appointed Quartermaster Sergeant

of the Guard Department, and his experience proved of great value.

Toward the end of the Exposition some inroads were made on the force

through offers from munitions companies, who wanted just such picked,

effective men to guard their plants, and the olive uniforms of the Exposition

Guard began to appear at exposed positions not only at powder plants about
the Bay but at shell factories in the eastern States. The Department filled

their places by getting men on three or four months' furlough from the Army
which carried it over the Exposition season. The high esteem in which the

Guard was held appeared in the fact that corporations in the United States

and Canada with millions of dollars in jeopardy offered to take every mem-
ber into employment at advanced wages.

After Closing Day, Guards were badly needed at the entrances and exits

of the palaces to see that nothing went out without its proper permit.

About January i, 191 6, this necessity began to diminish and men were grad-

ually discharged. By February i, the strength was 210, by the 28th, 100.

As a military organization under the command of a United States Army
officer the Guard ceased to exist at the end of February, 1916. Men with

clean records of satisfactory service received honorable discharge,

and an Exposition medal somewhat resembling the Panama Canal MedJ
service medal. A small force was kept on after that date as a

body of special policemen, under an inspector.

The smooth-running efficiency of the Guard may be ascribed, after its

organization principle, to the discipline imposed by Capt. Carpenter. He
had, and he insisted on holding, the absolute power to discharge the mem-
bers, and from him there was no appeal. He exacted the most exemplary

personal conduct. Drunkenness meant instant dismissal. A Guard that

entered a saloon was discharged at once—any Guard, any time, and nobody

could save him. It was the iron discipline of the United States Army, of

which the Captain was a part, and it did not relax for five minutes.



CHAPTER LXXII

THE NAVY IN THE PICTURE

WARSHIPS riding at anchor in front of the Exposition, and the

excursion steamers that were continually carrying visitors to

board them, were a conspicuous feature of the scene and con-

tributed greatly to the life and animation of the Marina. At times the

guns of the naval vessels boomed salutes, at times their rigging was gay with

flags (or the sailors' laundry), while their small boats went back and forth

and music could be heard floating across the water from bands on their

decks. The presence of this shipping added tremendously to the interest

of the Exposition, especially in the minds of persons that lived inland and

knew of the Navy only from printed articles and pictures. To them it

meant a new and deeper impression of the power and function of their

Government and the genius of their Nation.

Riding at anchor day after day on this beautiful run of sheltered water

with the clean-cut Grecian skyline rising beyond, the warships made a

striking picture; so striking that on one of those crystalline

Fooled Him "^^''^ings when sea and sky and mountains were like a celestial

vision, a visitor from the interior remarked to Swadley, early

abroad with his official camera:

"Say, do you know, that's mighty clever scenery. I darn near thought

them was real boats."

Thus the great Exposition continued to do its educational work, demon-

strating Whistler's dictum that nature is at its best when it most resembles art.

The " Oregon," built at San Francisco by the Union Iron Works, was

instrumental in bringing about the construction of the Canal. The Exposi-

tion celebrated it. The "Oregon" came to the party a month before Open-

ing Day, in charge of Commander J. M. Reeves, U. S. N., took her station

about 400 yards off the Marina, and remained until two days after the close.

She was an object of deep interest to thousands, whether they visited her

or not. A count was kept of the numbers that went out to her during the

five months of July to November inclusive, and it came to 95,104; so that

the whole number visiting her during her stay could not have been much
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less than 150,000. Her battalion was landed officially for parades, sham
battles, and similar service on seventeen different occasions.

Plans for the great Naval Pageant, a brilliant conception, for a demon-
stration of sea power such as could not have been made at any other exposi-

tion in history, we have sufficiently described in the chapter on " Getting the

World's Attention." Other plans for sending the Atlantic fleet to San
Francisco miscarried, owing to the slides in the Canal; for sending it around
South America would have been far too expensive and troublesome except

in case of national necessity. In spite of these misfortunes, the naval dis-

play at the Exposition was very impressive, far more so than at any other

international exposition, and largely because of the proximity of a large and
safe anchorage.

With most of the vessels of the Pacific fleet in Mexican waters or stand-

ing by for a call, it looked for a time as though the Navy would have scant

representation at the Exposition. The "Oregon" was alone during the

first four months, except for brief visits of the cruisers " Chattanooga,"

"Cleveland," "New Orleans," and "Raleigh" of the Pacific fleet, which at

different times dropped in for coal and stores, or for the Independence Day
celebration.

Other vessels of the Navy that were present at various times during the

season, though most of them came in the latter half of it, were the "Annap-

olis," the "Maryland," the submarine tender "Cheyenne," the "Colorado,"

the " Yorktown," the "Milwaukee," the "San Diego," the "South Dakota,"

the "Wisconsin," the "Ohio," and the "Missouri."

The "Colorado," with Admiral Thomas Benton Howard, Commander-in

Chief of the Pacific fleet, aboard, arrived on March 18 for the dedication of

the Exposition by Vice-President Marshall, and was soon followed by the

monitor "Cheyenne," the gunboat "Annapolis," and the cruisers "Mary-

land" and "New Orleans." On March 19 came the submarines H-i, H-2,

andH-3, and the torpedo boats "Hopkins," "Hull," "Preble," "Whipple,"

"Stewart," "Truxton," "Paul Jones," "Perry," and "Lawrence." The tor-

pedo boat flotilla went to its station at Sausalito. The other vessels dropped

anchor off the Marina. Most of these had seen service on the Mexican

coast during some months of turmoil there, which helped intensify the

interest in them. The officers participated in the dedication ceremonies,

to which the presence of their ships lent an added dignity while it emphasized

the governmental interest.

The Independence Day celebration was marked by a naval display

more striking than any the city had seen since the visit of the Atlantic

fleet in 1908. The vessels gathered several days in advance. The cruiser
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"South Dakota," with Rear Admiral Charles F. Pond in command, and

the cruiser " Milwaukee," dropped anchor off the Marina on June 29.

There were already in the stream the "Oregon," the cruisers

Occasion
"San Diego" and "Maryland," and the gunboats "Yorktown"
and "Raleigh." The "Yorktown" departed July i, but even

her departure left a formidable squadron.

For the first time in the history of the country, a practice cruise of mid-

shipmen from Annapolis visited the Pacific Coast. Six hundred and fifty

of them came in August aboard the battleships "Wisconsin,"

j^TtTl "Ohio," and "Missouri," under command of Rear Admiral

W. F. Fullam, at that time Superintendent of the Naval Academy.

It gave the midshipmen an unprecedented opportunity to study the con-

struction of the Canal, and to come within the inspiring and educational

influences of a great international exposition; and it gave the people of the

country, especially those of the Pacific Coast, a chance to learn what sort of

material goes to the making of the country's naval officers. Apparently

they approved it; for the midshipmen were great social favorites during their

stay, and the people of San Francisco saw them depart with regret.

During the pre-Exposition period a Japanese training squadron con-

sisting of the "Asama" and the " Asuma," under command of Vice-Admiral

Kuroi, spent several days in port. Later came the German cruiser "Niirn-

berg," afterward sunk in battle. The officers of these vessels were enter-

tained by the Exposition, and taken over the grounds so that they might

have and carry home with them an adequate idea of the progress of the work,

and a notion of the fine maritime location on which the Exposition was to

stand. The only foreign man-o'-war to visit San Francisco during the Ex-

position season was the Argentine training ship "Presidente Sarmiento,"

which came in June. The officers and midshipmen were frequently enter-

tained during their eight-days stay.



CHAPTER LXXIII

YACHTING

RIGHT in the Exposition's front yard was the grandest yachting and
motor boating course that could have been designed by the very

best designers, and if it were not expansive enough there was the

whole Pacific Ocean for a far-away run. As for yacht racing in particular,

all that the American public has ever seen or read of those thrilling contests

would have taken place at San Francisco with the best boats contending

had it not been for the war.

Sir Thomas Lipton would have had a boat in the yacht races, and repre-

sentatives of many other countries would have followed the lead of one who,

although he had not succeeded in lifting the "America's" Cup,

had made so many gallant tries for it that he was perhaps entitled
chaikn es

to be known as the world's greatest sportsman. He came to San

Francisco as the Exposition's guest, before the opening, and issued

his challenge for a race during the Exposition season. The King of England,

the Emperor of Germany, and the President of the United States offered

trophies. A photograph and description of the President's Cup was sent

to all the leading publications in the United States and a great deal of inter-

est was aroused. The Cup itself was placed on exhibition at San Francisco

in June, 1914; and during July, August, and September of that year it was

exhibited by leading jewelers in New York, Washington, Philadelphia,

Boston, and Chicago.

With all that blue water in front of the Exposition site, and with a mari-

time event of prime importance to celebrate, an international yacht and

motor boat regatta was one of the first ambitions of the management, and as

early as December, 191 1, the President, through the pages of a local maga-

zine, had published his intentions to make this sort of thing an important

feature of the Exposition season. Commander D. F. Sellers was his Naval

Aide at that time, and under Sellers's direction a great deal of correspondence

ensued between the Exposition and leading yachtsmen everywhere. The

Commission Extraordinary to Europe, in 191 2, extended invitations through

diplomatic channels.

VOL. II— 26 4<"
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A Yachting Executive Committee was formed, consisting of Capt. John
Barneson, of the Exposition Directorate, Chairman; J. R. Hanify, H. E.

Picker, and Commander Sellers. In February, 1 9 1 4, Lieutenant Commander
C. H. Woodward succeeded Sellers as Naval Aide, becoming a member of the

Committee, and Executive Officer of the Yachting Bureau. Plans pro-

ceeded toward definite arrangements and the yacht clubs of the

Methods World were informed of them. The Pacific Inter-Club Yachting

Association was asked to take charge of the races. Pamphlets

were prepared telling yachtsmen about San Francisco Bay—weather, tides,

anchorage, docking, and repairing facilities—and these were sent all over the

world. Commissioners were appointed by several States. Then the war

came along, and reduced it almost to a Pacific Coast regatta, instead of the

international event it had promised to be. Sir Thomas had to drop out, as

his energies were absorbed in relief work. So It was postponed from April

to August and September, 1915.

In January, 1915, the Exposition appropriated $25,000 for the Yachting

and Motor Boat Regattas, the amount to include |io,ooo for a long-distance

motor boat race from New York to San Francisco. Additional races were

arranged between the local yacht clubs, and cups were offered to all those

that would hold their annual regattas off the Exposition site. Cups were

also offered for races from Puget Sound to San Francisco and from San

Pedro to San Francisco.

As time wore on and people began to see that the conflict in Europe was

not going to follow the precedent of recent wars and wear itself out in a short

time, it became evident that the international character of the yachting

regatta would be adversely affected and perhaps destroyed. The Royal

Danish Yacht Club of Copenhagen saved the day for the Exposition, how-

ever, as far as this international aspect was concerned, by entering the

"Nordug IV" in which King Christian X of Denmark was part owner, and

which he had sailed to victory in Guldborg Sound in 19 13.

Captain John Barneson, a Director of the Exposition, who, although he

had for years been a leader in big business ashore had never lost his love for

the sea, immediately gave orders for the construction of the "Lady Betty"

as a contender in the 6-meter class. She was built by a local yard in 30

days; and, sailed by her owner against one of the crack boats of Europe, took

one race out of three, a most creditable and sporting performance, all things

considered.

One of the larger enterprises of the Yachting Bureau was pushing ar-

rangements for the Motor Boat Regatta. Representatives of the motor

1 cat clubs were called in conference and the events were agreed on. The
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California section of the American Power Boat Association was asked to

manage these events, in order that they might have proper official recogni-

tion. The plans included an international cruiser race from New York

through the Canal for cash prizes amounting in the aggregate

to ?io,ooo, and the Council of the Power Boat Association ap- Regatta

pointed a special committee in the East to handle the New York

end of it. A pamphlet was issued by the Exposition giving all pertinent

information and a program of the races scheduled. But, again on account

of the war, this event had to be canceled. However, cups and trophies

were hung up for special competitions.

Such arrangements and preparations as these are as much a part of the

construction of an exposition as the building of the palaces. They were

carried out with the vigor that marked the Exposition's development

throughout, and that they did not have more startling results must be laid

to the evil of the times. Such results as they had were most creditable under

the conditions, and will be detailed in connection with the events of the

Exposition year.



CHAPTER LXXIV

NINE AND A HALF MONTHS OF MUSIC

THIS fragmentary notice of the music of the Exposition is no more
an adequate description of it, than the reading of a program would

be the enjoyment of the numbers listed. Music was of the soul of

the place, a permeating beauty, like the color or the statuary or the illumi-

nations. You heard it wherever you went—on the Zone, at the Fillmore

Street entrance, in the Court of the Universe, in the Music Concourse.

It was an ever fresh delight to stroll into the gorgeous and fantastic

Court of Abundance at night, more fantastic then with its gas flares and
serpents and fretted columns and thought-compelling sculpture, and hear

some band discoursing lovely strains, from its position at the base of the

Tower of Ages; made it seem even more unreal and fairy-like than when the

Court was silent; or to come on the Court of the Seasons when the great

niche at its southern boundary was echoing the music of some

Everywhere
Well-trained Orchestra. These are of the inspiring memories of

San Francisco's magic year; and they may well be recalled now,

in order that the reader may take with him through the chapters reciting

the main events of the operating season, a sort of accompaniment to the

themes presented in the orations and the pageantry.

From February 20 to December 4 the Exposition was a great music

festival. Besides symphonies, choruses, orchestras led by celebrated con-

ductors, and daily recitals by the world's greatest organists on one of the

world's greatest organs, there were bands playing almost continuously

somewhere in the grounds, and sometimes at the rate of twelve concerts in

a single day. Music attended all the public functions and pervaded the

entire life of the Exposition, and a great and satisfying abundance of it was

as free as the sight of the sculptures or the palaces, or the colors that spread

themselves in succession over the gardens.

Never before had programs been attempted of such variety, covering in

a consistent manner such a wide range of musical production. Never before

had so many of the greatest living musicians been brought together to
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celebrate a historical event. The music of the Exposition is remembered by
millions as the highest point the entertainment of millions had thus far

reached.

No less than 2,206 concerts and recitals were given by the forces as-

sembled by the Department of Music, which had a stupendous task to pro-

vide entertainment of a high class for a period of nearly ten months without

interruption, and with no appearance of stinting, or let-down in quality.

Upwards of 50 of the concerts were given by amateur and semi-professional

bands visiting from time to time. Great artists such as Camile,

Saint-Saens, Paderewski, Fritz Kreisler, and Mme. Schumann- '
^^'"^j

.

' ' were Heard
Hemk appeared; great and popular leaders, like Dr. Karl Muck,
John Philip Sousa and Victor Herbert. The Boston Symphony played 13

times and the Exposition Orchestra 575. There were 368 organ recitals.

The policy of the Exposition in regard to music was that only good music

should be rendered, but that did not mean music of such character that no

one but the musical virtuoso could enjoy it.

The first performance of the Exposition Orchestra at Old Faithful Inn

delighted a great throng of music-lovers, who were loud in their praises of

what they termed " the best orchestra ever heard in San Francisco." Under
Max Bendix of New York this new organization disclosed a fineness, power,

and easy precision that are rare in orchestras, no matter how long drilled.

Georges George of Paris alternated as leader for a while; and during a ten-

weeks absence of Bendix his place was taken by Richard Hageman of the

Metropolitan Opera, of New York. Auguste Bosc of Paris was also one of

the leaders of this fine organization, and distinguished guest conductors were

Camille Saint-Saens and Walter Damrosch.

Five hundred concerts were given by the Exposition Orchestra in Old

Faithful Inn, and 25 in Festival Hall, where several American composers

conducted it in their own compositions. While it was absent on other duty,

60 band concerts were given in the Inn.

The Exposition Orchestra made many fine events possible. It was, as it

had been designed to be, the central structure of the Exposition musical

scheme. Without it none of the great choral performances would have been

possible. The Autumn Festival, with its magnificent renditions

of Mendelssohn's "Elijah," and the Manzoni Requiem of Verdi
creaied

by the Exposition Chorus, distinguished soloists and the Or-

chestra, could not have been given without it; would never have been

undertaken. Even the visit of Saint-Saens depended on it.

The Granadier Guards Band could not come, but the Exposition was

determined to have one European representation of this sort, and induced
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M. Gabriel Pares, former Chef de Musique de la Garde Republicaine, to

recruit about 60 good players, of whom no less than 17 were "premier

Prix" of the Paris Conservatoire, and bring them to San Francisco. This

band played 1 1 weeks, demonstrating the spirit and art of a fine European

musical organization. It played at the dedication of the French Pavilion,

accentuating the national tone of that event.

When Pares came he brought with him the official Exposition symphony
"Hail California!" by the Master, Saint-Saens—and the Master himself

followed in May. His advent, on the 21st of that month, was one of the

greatest musical episodes in the history of the city and the West. Venerable

and renowned, he had the prestige of genius that has long been recognized.

A small army of newspaper men and photographers, accompanying the

members of the French Commission and the French Consul General,

crossed the Bay to welcome him. At his hotel he was besieged for days by

interviewers representing all parts of the Pacific Coast.

Before his coming, the Boston Symphony Orchestra had consented after

long negotiation to come to San Francisco and play a series of concerts in

Festival Hall under the business management of W. H. Leahy. This was

probably the great symphony orchestra of the world, organized and owned

by Col. H. L. Higginson and conducted by Dr. Karl Muck. It gave a series

of 13 concerts and it played to such audiences as it had never

5 mt>hony
f^ced before. It was one of those "epoch making" events.

Music journals throughout the country were unreserved in their

favorable comment, and the music world was convinced that the Exposition

had become one of the great centers of production. It is a significant fact

that there never was such attendance at symphony concerts for so long a

series of consecutive days.

The bringing together of this wonderful organization and the famous

composer will not soon be forgotten by those that attended the concert in

Festival Hall on Sunday, May 23. The principal number on the program

was " Symphony No. 3, in C Minor, for Orchestra and Organ. Saint-Saens."
"

It was a strong rendition of a grand and beautiful work of art, during which

it was discovered that the composer himself was in the house. At the con-

clusion of the number calls for "Saint-Saens! Saint-Saens!" came first

from one quarter and then another and then from all over the large audi-

torium, and continued until the white-haired Master, 80 years old, arose and

bowed to his nearly 4,000 admirers gathered there. The applause and

enthusiasm, led by Dr. Muck and his orchestra, mounted in tremendous

crescendo until it became one of the thrilling, inspiring episodes of the

Exposition year.
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The three Saint-Saens concerts were given in Festival Hall on June 19,

24, and 27, and were attended by over I2,cx30 people. "Hail California!"

was performed each night by the Exposition Orchestra and Sousa's Band,

and the composer himself was the recipient of such ovations as greeted his

first unexpected appearance.

Sousa's Band was there, at the same time as Saint-Saens and the Boston

Symphony Orchestra, and the well-known, well-loved, energetic gestures

that have been the subject of imitation on the vaudeville stage, delighted

audiences before the grand stand at the Court of the Universe for nine

weeks.

Bands were playing somewhere about the grounds, either at the Fillmore

Street entrance, the Musical Concourse, one of the central courts, on the

Marina, or in the Zone Plaza, apparently at all hours—at least

not many hours ever elapsed between band concerts for nearly ten
^^^ About

months, and the public heard them without charge. There was

Lo Forti's Band in the pre-Exposition season. Afterward there was the

official Exposition Band of forty performers under Charles H. Cassasa, the

French Band of 60 performers under Gabriel Pares, Creatore's Band of 50,

Thaviu's Band of 50, Sousa's Band of 65, Conway's Band of 50, the Boston

Band of 65, Emil Mollenhauer, conductor; and there were Philip Pelz and

his Band, and the Denver Municipal Band under Frederick Neil Innes, and

the Philippine Constabulary Band conducted by Capt. Walter Howard Lov-

ing. These were engaged by the Exposition for definite periods, but in

addition the following musical organizations visited the Exposition from

time to time: the Luther College Concert Band, the University of Wisconsin

1st Regimental Band, the Ford Motor Band, the Arizona First Infantry

Band, theLIniversity of California Cadets' Band, the Portland Police Band,

the Columbia Park Boys' Band and the Australian Boys' Band.

Among these the Exposition Official Band, organized by Mr. Charles H.

Cassasa of San Francisco and recruited from San Francisco musicians, had

the honor of doing the most and hardest work. It had to be in

several places at once, and nearly succeeded, in attendance on
^very Note

almost every function that music could alleviate. Through all

this arduous service Mr. Cassasa was conscientious and untiring and never

skipped a beat.

Then there was the Exposition Chorus of 300 mixed voices, organized a

few months before Opening Day by Mr. Robert Husband, and conducted by

Mr. Wallace A. Sabin. This was the organization that sang the official

Exposition hymn at the Opening Day exercises, and the Hallelujah Chorus

at the close.
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The presence at the Exposition of Emil Mollenhauer, conductor of the

Handel and Haydn Society of Boston, made possible an Autumn Festival

of four concerts and a public rehearsal, at which the Exposition Chorus under

the leadership of Mr. Mollenhauer and Mr. Sabin assisted in great perform-

ances. At one of these concerts Fritz Kreisler appeared and played the

Beethoven Concerto. During July, August, and September, educational

concerts were given in the Court of Abundance on Sunday evenings, by

Mollenhauer's organization, when such works of the masters as have been

transcribed for military bands were rendered. National music of all Europe

was represented.

Paderewski gave a recital at Festival Hall on August 21, preceded by an

address, for the benefit of the war suffers in Poland. The receipts were about

|io,ooo, and the celebrated pianist, afterward Premier of Poland, declared

it was the greatest house to which he had ever played. In September,

Walter Damrosch led the Exposition Orchestra in a Wagnerian concert in

Festival Hall.

Seven popular concerts were given in Festival Hall during the first week

in November by 65 men selected from the Exposition Orchestra and led by

Victor Herbert, one of America's most popular composers. These events

were arranged by Mr. Will L. Greenbaum of San Francisco, and they

furnished a delightful contrast to the 25 more serious symphony concerts

given by the full organization. For these latter the programs were made up

of the most attractive works of classical and modern music.

A concert of American composers was arranged for August, with each

leading his or her number. Those participating in this manner were:

George W. Chadwick of Boston, W. J. McCoy of San Francisco,

Co^bo ers
'^iss Mabel Daniels of San Francisco, Carl Busch of Kansas City,

Mrs. H. H. A. Beach of Boston, now of San Francisco, Dr.

Horatio Parker of Yale University, and Ernest R. Kroeger of St. Louis.

On November 14, a similar concert of San Francisco composers was ar-

ranged, and given by the Exposition Orchestra. Thus were represented

Jacoby, Fr. W. Warnke-Mueller, Albert I. Elkus, Mary Carr-Moore, Her-

man S. Heller, Axel Raoul Wachtmeister, Earl Sharpe, Wallace Sabin,

Theodore Vogt, Domenico, and Ulderico Brescia.

The Department of Music started one good thing that got away from it,

and that was the massed band concert. The intention was to have several

bands performing together in Festival Hall, for which an admittance fee of

25 cents would be charged, greatly to the benefit of the revenues to be

credited to this Department. But the Department showed its hand. It

furnished a massed band concert in the Court of the Universe on Bunker
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Hill Day that completely filled the Court, and proved so popular that the

Department ot Special Events cast its covetous eye on the program and
demanded a repetition of it. It argued that only four thousand people

could enjoy these tremendous performances if they were to be held in

Festival Hall, while many times that number would be attracted to the Court
of the Universe and would help swell the gate receipts by so

much—and the argument won, as almost every argument won in "/"'r'""/

the management of the Exposition that was based on the promise

of extending the benefits to the largest number of people. So there were
repetitions and repetitions and encores of encores, and the public often heard
several bands conducted by some famous leader directing 200 or 250 artists

at once.

No feature of the music programs was more delightful than the noon-

day organ recitals by masters of this instrument. The official organist of

the Exposition was Wallace A. Sabin of San Francisco, but an abundance
of talent was secured to supplement him, and to give the thing variety.

There were 368 recitals in all, for which these artists were engaged: Wallace

A. Sabin, Clarence Eddy, Alfred Chaplin-Bayley, John Doane, Otto Fleiss-

ner, Uda Waldrop, Mrs. Annette Stoddard, Archibald Sessions, Ray
Hastings, J. Percival Davis, Bruce Gordon Kingsley, Robert W. Stevens,

Louis Eaton, Dr. Frank W. Chase, Warren D. Allen, John J. McClellan,

Richard Keys Biggs, Frederick Chubb, Fred W. Goodrich, H. B. Jepson,

James T. Quarles, Palmer Christian, Albert D. Jordan, Sydney Durst,

Arthur Blakely, Archibald T. Davison, Hamlin Hunt, George W. Andrews,

Samuel Baldwin, Clarence Dickinson, Ernest Kroeger, Charles Heinroth,

W. J. Gomph, Dr. M. W. O'Connell, Charles Galloway, Daniel Philippi,

J. Warren Andrews, Sumner Salter, T. Tertius Noble, James D. D. Comey,

Lucien Becker, Harold Gregson, Lynwood Farnam, Frank S. Adams, Harry

L. Vibbard, Edwin H. Lemare, Harry F. Schenuit, Arthur S. Hyde, Ben-

jamin Moore and Will C. Macfarlane. Hearing such men as these for an

admittance fee of ten cents was one of the greatest privileges the public

enioyed in the grounds. The climax was reached in the engagement of

Edwin H. Lemare of London for a series of 100 recitals, and so intense was

the popular interest in this master performer that he was reengaged before

the end of the series to give a recital every day until the gates closed. Nor

could San Francisco let him go even then. As soon as the organ was in-

stalled in the Exposition Auditorium in the Civic Center, Lemare was en-

gaged by the city as official organist, and at this writing he continues to

delight large audiences every Sunday afternoon in the great building the

Exposition left the city as a bequest.



CHAPTER LXXV

CONDUCTING THE SPECIAL EVENTS

THE main external aspects of the Exposition have been presented, and

at this stage of his perusal the reader probably has in mind some

idea how it looked, and perhaps how it " felt." Before entering the

exhibit palaces and visiting the foreign pavilions and State buildings we
shall take up that great series of special celebrations and fetes which had this

matchless scene for their frame and background and constituted the dy-

namic expression of the Exposition's life.

You can't build one of those gigantic institutions, fill the palaces, and

just let it run. It won't run itself. It has to be operated. It has cost

millions and is almost sure to open in debt. Nobody will know what the

income is going to be, but it is so likely not to be enough that from

Business
^^^ beginning strong tonics must be administered to the gate

receipts. There must be a lively succession of attractions or the

thing will become an old story, especially to the people of the vicinity, who
are the main reliance. Great expositions have been called encyclopaedias

of society, because they show not merely classified commodities, like the

shop windows on Market Street, but the craft of men in dealing with the

problems of life in almost every field; and their educational value as well as

their solvency depends upon the numbers of people they attract. Nor do

they exhibit the craft of men any better than in providing the attractions.

The legitimate effort to stimulate the attendance is also an effort to

make the exposition greater and better, and of deeper appeal to a larger

number of people. To honor great citizens and extend an understanding of

their services, to provide occasions on which the public may hear celebrated

orators define the nation's ideals and express the spirit of their times, to

recognize and accentuate inter-state and international friendships and thus

enlarge human sympathy and helpfulness, is the sort of thing that gratifies

our highest sentiments and brings us into the noblest relations with life.

And that comes close to being what an exposition, in the modern under-

standing of it, is for.

The Centennial Exposition celebrated quite a number of public days, in
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honor of States and fraternal orders. This form of activity was increased

at Chicago and again at St. Louis, but the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition far exceeded any other in the number of set occasions. It held

828 celebrations of special days, and furnished 966 particular

attractions in the form of special events, a total of 1,794, or ^"
Celebrations

average of over six special celebrations and attractions daily.

They helped make the Exposition great, and they helped it pay its debts, so

that it was in the position of a man of genius and usefulness who is financially

independent and doesn't have to be taken care of by his friends. Moreover

they furnished a large quantity of that most valuable commodity to an

exposition both before and during its operation, namely, publicity; a quan-

tity that measured up, roughly, to some 12,500 columns or 250,000 inches

of reading matter in the local press, which went out from the publicity bureau

of the Special Days and Events Department alone. All the principal papers

on the Pacific Coast were supplied with special publicity matter bearing on

the events of interest in their communities. There was no way to keep

track of the volume thus used, but it was very large, and was in addition

to the results secured by the more general efforts of the Division of

Exploitation.

A great many bronze plaques and medals were bestowed, on these oc-

casions, first and last: 23 bronze tablets, 135 plaques, 574 commemorative

bronze medals, a dozen or so silver ones, not including the medals given the

drivers in the automobile races, and some 37 small cases of Tower "jewels."

The plaques furnished more or less amusement for the newspaper reporters.

But these tokens gave point and a center of interest to the ceremonies, they

were numerous because there were a great many occasions to be commemo-

rated by them, and they were in every instance highly valued by the recip-

ients, who took them home as memorials, to every part of the world.

The Department of Special Days and Events was a natural growth by

consolidation rather than a formally planned and symmetrical organization.

A Department of Special Events came first, and a Department of

Special Days followed, on the eve of openmg. Before their
!),p,,rimeni

consolidation they were carrying a total staff of about forty,

which was reduced after consolidation to thirty.

In February, 19 14, Hollis E. Cooley, an experienced theatrical manager,

was made Chief of Special Events, and arranged many of the pre-Exposi-

tion affairs. During the Summer the Board of Directors authorized and

the President appointed a Committee of One on Special Events, Military

Affairs, and Athletics. Director Thornwell Mullally was the one. He had

offices in the Administration Wing of the California Building, as soon as it
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was ready, and his executives were Chief Cooley and Louis Levy, who was

made Assistant Chief.

They had at this time an office staff of about half a dozen, and secured

and scheduled a number of attractions for the operating season, besides

arranging some large affairs for the pre-exposition period, such as the cele-

bration of Columbus Day on October 12, 1914, which produced
usy ejore

^^^^ respectable paid attendance of 35,000; and two aeroplane

flights by Lincoln Beachey, one on November 8, 1914, and the

other on New Year's Day, 191 5. And they also did much to make Ex-

position successes of the celebrations of Independence Day and Christmas,

on the grounds. The great program for Opening Day was arranged and

conducted by Director Mullally and his staff.

As the pre-Exposition period wore to a close and Opening Day ap-

proached, the President threw himself with customary vigor into the busi-

ness of providing attractions of a more characteristic and important sort

than mere amusement features. He detached men from some of the Ex-

ploitation departments and they set about assembling material for an ex-

tensive calendar. Employees in all the departments of the organization were

summoned to contribute suggestions for observances of national festivals,

assignments of days of honor to States and counties, honors to professions

and trades and eminent citizens and organizations and lines of business.

The foreign consuls were consulted. Hundreds of suggestions were tabu-

lated and grouped, the conflicts and duplicates checked out, and the sur-

viving items carefully analyzed to make sure they were important and would

prove of value. The Director of Works bent his engineering talent to the

compilation of non-interfering calendars, and to analyses of the density of

contiguous populations so that the campaign for participation in the events

and celebrations might be properly directed. Theodore Hardee, Chief of

Liberal Arts, contributed ideas and plans from a wide exposition experience

in this field.

The early days were the object of main solicitude, for it was anticipated

that the attendance would be light. It always is at expositions, and at

San Francisco there were heavy rains in the opening weeks. For

Early
*^'^ P^*^*- °^ ^^^ season county days were planned, in order to give

recognition to the services of the California counties; and when at

times a desire for postponement was expressed the management became very

insistent that such recognition must be accorded as soon as possible; delay

would never do.

A dozen commissioners were sent through California to interest county

officials in the county celebrations. Participation had already cost the
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counties considerable money, and the boards of supervisors and heads of

commercial bodies were urged to make it effective, and show the effects, by
getting their people to come to the Exposition on a stated day when the

county would be honored as a participant in the Exposition, and a larger

audience would turn out to learn of it than would otherwise give it attention.

Letters were sent to the commissioners of participating foreign govern-

ments or to the Washington representatives of such governments, and to

the commissioners or the governors of participating States, inviting them to

set dates for the dedications of their pavilions, and for national or State

days.

In the composition of the calendar, special attention was given the early

months of the season. Communications urged early dates; and without ex-

ception the commissioners and representatives invited were glad

to cooperate. Emphasis was laid on the proposition that it was
j^^^^^ [j,-^^;^

to be their celebration, but that the Exposition would furnish the

facilities and setting, and give it official character by providing a speaker to

represent the Exposition itself. And this involved making plans to provide

such adjuncts as military escorts, reception committees of directors and

Exposition officials, music, platforms, seats, and decorations, speakers on the

Exposition's behalf, and the usual commemorative plaque or medal. It was

a stupendous task.

With the calendar fairly well roughed in, the President ten days before

the opening called on Hardee to take charge of the work.

Hardee had had experience in just this field at St. Louis, and had seen the

emergency methods put into effect there when attendance began to flag.

He had also been Director of Special Events and Entertainment at the Lewis

and Clark Exposition at Portland, Oregon. He retained his title and gen-

eral responsibilitiy and supervisory powers as Chief of the Department of

Liberal Arts, with H. W. Kerrigan as general superintendent to represent

him in the Liberal Arts Palace, but he had to take charge personally of the

arrangements for Special Days.

For some time he had charge of Special Days only, with his office in the

Service Building, while Special Events of a more adventitious and theatrical

character, such as aeronautics and athletics, were looked after from the

Administration Building. The dedications and special day celebrations

numbered from four to twelve daily during the early days of the operating

season.

During those days retrenchment was undertaken and the government of

the Exposition was reconstructed in part, as will be hereinafter related, by

appointment of the Executive Sub-Committee for the more rapid dispatch
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of the tremendous number of administrative details accruing at that time.

As a measure of economy and an improvement of organization through

concentration of function, the Department of Special Events was consoli-

dated with that of Special Days about May 21, and Hardee
Concentrat-

, j- r 1 1 1 t 1 1

7-^j„„ was made director 01 the whole. It saved some ten employees,

and gave a greatly needed central control. The Special Events

force was removed to the Service Building and put under his control.

Chairman Mullally's executive responsibilities ceased and that part of his

committee work having to do with Military Affairs was continued by Capt.

Edw. Carpenter, U. S. A., Commandant of the Exposition Guards, under

jurisdiction of the Division of Works. Control of Athletics went to a special

Athletics Committee, of which William F. Humphrey, President of the

Olympic Club, was Chairman, and of which the other members were Dr.

E. G. McConnell and John Elliott. Other outdoor features than Athletics,

such as the pageantry, aeronautics, out-door plays, parades, and games, were

directed by the Department of Special Events and Days through two bu-

reaus.

The Music Department remained under G. W. Stewart, who reported

directly to the President, but it was subject to the call of Hardee's Depart-

ment for the service of bands.

The functions of a Bureau of Ceremonies were under Hardee's adminis-

tration, through his commissioners; and provision was made for a strong

bureau of publicity, for promotion purposes. The Department

Always^ had a capable force, assisted by an official announcer, an official

bill-poster, and 17 stenographers, two clerks, and three office boys.

The staff consisted of:

Theodore Hardee, Director of Special Days and Events; Miss Helen

Lane, Secretary, Department of Special Days and Events; A. E. Mittnacht,

Secretary to the Director of Special Days and Events; Louis Levy, Chief of

Special Days; Hollis E. Cooley, Chief of Special Events; Commissioners for

Ceremonies, C. S. Scott, C. S. Hermann, A. L. Hall, Colvin B. Brown; Com-
missioners for Promotion of Celebrations, J. K. Ritter, A. G. Andersen;

Lowell Hardy, Manager of Publicity for Special Days and Events; Guy R.

Kinsley, Assistant Manager of Publicity for Special Days and Events;

publicity writers, O. E. Lucas, J. Crawford, A. S. Peterson, F. Fisher, L. E.

Bain, E. A. Brandeis, W. E. Tait, Neil Wilson, Eyre Powell; Field Com-
missioners, F. R. Reed, R. L. Mikel, Carey S. Hill, A. B. Cleaveland, Frank

G. Hoge, C. N. Farrell, C. A. Stephens, C. E. Whitney, R. M. Nichols; W. N.

Harris, designer of floats; E. N. Clark, designer of floats; C. C. Hennion,

Commissioner State and Foreign Organizations.
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To avoid conflicts, overdrafts on the financial resources, and any possible

misunderstandings about provision of guards and physical adjuncts, the

operations of this Department were subjected to check by the Necessary

Comptroller and the Director of Works. Plans and approaching CoSrdina-

requirements for each day were set out on paper in the form of a
'*""

report to the President, signed by Hardee; and Durkee and Connick signed

also, under the declaration "We concur." This put them on their notice to

provide the funds, the fireworks, the platforms, the guards, Festival Hall

and everything of like nature that was going to be needed. Thus, without

any very extensive reorganizations, these vital functions were coordinated,

and the expenditures were kept within the appropriation. The plan worked
smoothly throughout, and perhaps was the best arrangement that could

have been devised.

Special Events were effectively advertised on billboards, and by means
of display cards and hangers. A material help was the small display adver-

tisement in the columns of the local press. The arrangements for celebra-

tions fell largely to the Director of Special Days and Events, whose report

thus covers the details of this necessary phase of Exposition activity:

"With the exception of the countries and States whose delegations as-

sembled at that particular foreign pavilion or State building where the cere-

monies were to be held, the delegations of celebrants were, in nearly every

instance, met at one of the Exposition gates by a formally attired committee

of Exposition officials and escorted by them with military and Detailed

music to a place selected in advance and suitably prepared Anange-

with seats, platform, and decorations for the ceremonies.
'"''"'^

If a foreign diplomatic representative, governor of a State or other high

dignitary came here for the celebration the Exposition arranged for a

troop of cavalry to escort him from his hotel to the Exposition grounds

where the United States Marines acted as a guard of honor. These atten-

tions and facilities were provided in each instance without cost to the cele-

brant, as the Exposition's contribution to the success of the celebration.

Favorite places for these ceremonies were the Courts of the Universe and of

Abundance, Festival Hall, and the beautiful ball room of the California

Building, in which latter practically all of the California county celebrations

were held, as a matter of sentiment.

"Dedications were followed by the celebration of many Special Days by

foreign countries. States, cities, counties, and organizations.

"Aside from the many special day celebrations scheduled on the Exposi-

tion calendar by direct application to the Department, a large number were
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also scheduled through communications sent by Mr. James A. Barr, Direc-

tor of Congresses, Conferences, and Conventions, to the nine hundred or-

ganizations and societies (national and international, state and civic, indus-

trial and scientific) which were due to hold congresses and conventions under

the Exposition's auspices at San Francisco in 1915.

"The Exposition gave the same cooperation to these as to the dedica-

tions. The form of ceremonies was very similar but in the great majority of

cases a commemorative bronze medal was given to the celebrants instead of

the plaque that was given during the first few months. When foreign

countries and States sent high diplomatic representatives, governors, or other

important special envoys to represent them at these national and State day

celebrations, a commemorative tree was planted on the foreign or State site

by the guest, and he was presented with a small casket of gems from the

Tower of Jewels by the President or a Director of the Exposition. Other-

wise the ranking commissioner at the ceremonies received from the Exposi-

tion an engrossed testimonial for his country or State and no tree was planted

or jewel given."

Twenty-one foreign countries, 28 domestic States, 52 counties of Cali-

fornia, and the city ofNew York held dedications. Special days were cele-

brated by 20 countries, 32 States, 24 counties, and 40 cities.

A peculiarly eflFective item of preparation was the compilation of a na-

tivity list, containing the names and addresses of some 80,000 natives of

foreign countries and domestic States, residing in San Francisco and the

nine counties within a 100-mile radius of it. The information was obtained

from the registrations of voters. The various commissions could have

copies of any part of this list, gratis, and with its help could arrange reunions

of their countrymen and former countrymen or former residents of their

States and counties.

END OF VOLUME TWO.
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